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AMERICANA GERMANICA,

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CLASSICAL WALPURGIS-
NIGHT AND THE SCENE IN HADES.

It must certainly be regarded as a curious fact that that very-

scene of the Classical Walpurgis-Night, which seems to have
been conceived first of all, and was the principal cause for the

composition of the whole Night, should finally neither have
found a place in the second nor in the third act of Goethe's

Fmtst. Various explanations of this have been advanced,

Loeper supposed that Goethe convinced himself that the scene

might dramatically be dispensed with. But we now know that

Goethe clung to it until after he had finished the entire Wal-
purgis-Night. Veit Valentin maintains: 'die strenge Folgc-

richtigkeit seiner Entwickelung der Handlung verbot es ihm
(Goethe), in die durch Zauber fiir eine Nacht lebendig gewor-
dene Geisterwelt eine Handlung einzuschalten, die in der mit
bleibendem Dasein ausgestatteten natiirlichen Wirklichkeit der

antiken Gotterwelt vor sich gehen miisste.' Yet an examina-

tion of the schemes and sketches shows that Goethe never

thought of inserting the scene into the Night, but always

intended to put it at its close. Richard Meyer says: 'der geal-

terte Dichter traute sich dann doch die Kraft dieser Rede
(Fausts vor Proserpina) nicht mehr zu,' an explanation to which
one should only resort after all others have failed. Calvin

Thomas thinks that it was 'probably because, in addition to the

intrinsic difficulties of the theme, Goethe perceived that it would
not really render the fiction of the third act any more intelli-
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gible.' But could Goethe not have given the scene such a turn

that it would have fulfilled that purpose? Whatever of truth

there may be in the one or other of these explanations they have

not touched upon the principal reason. This principal reason

must be sought in the peculiar and rather unforeseen evolution

of the Walpurgis-Night, which shall be traced in the following

pages.

The prose outline of the Classical Walpurgis-Night is gradu-

ally evolved from June lo, 1826, to December 17 of the same

year, and mainly between November 9 and December 17.

During the next three years there are few evidences of work,

though the great thought which changed the whole aspect of

the Niofht, the transformation of Homunculus from a chemical

manikin into an entelechy belongs to that period. The bulk of

the continuous poetical work was accomplished between Janu-

ary I (?) and March 28, 1830. After an interruption of two months

and a half the work was resumed again June 12, and apparently

finished in a very short time, for June 18 an outline of the scene

in Hades appears under the title of a prologue to the third act,

and in a letter of June 25 the completion of the Classical Wal-

purgis-Night is mentioned in a manner which shows that it is

no longer uppermost in Goethe's mind. At some date between

June 18, 1830, and February 17, 1831, the scene in Hades was

also abandoned in the form of a. prologue to the third act, for

the entry of the latter date in Goethe's diary, which is corrobo-

rated by a notice of Eckermann's, says: ' Wurde das Manuscript

vom 2. Theil des Faust in eine Mappe geheftet,' and three days

later we read in the same place : 'John vollbrachte das Ein-

heften der drey ersten Acte von Faust im Manuscript' Then
the scene in Hades had been given up for good.

The introduction to the Helena drama of June 10, 1826, gives

nothing but an adumbration of the scene in Hades. ' Damoni-

sche Sibyllen . , . vermittelten . . . durch merkwiirdige

Verhandlungen ' that Persephone allowed Helena to return to

the upper world upon the condition that she be limited to Sparta

and that her love should be won, in human fashion, while fantastic
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introductions should be permitted. The remainder of the Wal-

purgis-Niglit is still wanting.

The schemes of November 9 and 10 (?) mention for the first

time Faust's and Mephistopheles' expedition to Thessaly and

the latter offers for the first time the term 'Antike Walpurgis-

nacht.' Wagner's efforts to produce a ' chemisch Menschlein'

are also mentioned, but neither he nor his chemical manikin is

yet connected with the Walpurgis-Night. The scene in Hades

is outlined more definitely, and even the arguments of the speech

before Proserpina are given, while the name of the speaker,

probably Manto, is not indicated.

The Ankiindigiing of the Helena drama of December 17,

based on a draft of December 15, gives an elaborate outline of

all events between the close of the first part and the beginning

of the Helena drama, in 290 lines, of which 168 are devoted to

the Classical Walpurgis-Night, and 40 to the scene in Hades.

Now the laboratory scene is immediately connected with the

Walpurgis-Night. Homunculus, who is a ' wohlgebildetes

Zwerg-lein ' not an entelechv, declares that the classical Wal-

purgis-Night is taking place during that very night and upon

this statement Faust, Mephistopheles, Homunculus and Wagner
start at once for Thessaly. Strange to say, Wagner alone has a

definite purpose in view. He takes a bottle with him in which

to collect the elements for a chemical mate of Homunculus.

At first the travelers meet with Erichtho and Erichthonius.

The latter soon develops an affection for Homunculus which

elicits malicious remarks from Mephistopheles. Faust, not

Mephistopheles, engages in an abstruse conversation with a

Sphinx, which becomes still more confused by a Griffin and an

Ant joining in it. Empusa, who here enters separately, causes

restless impatience by ever new transformations. The Sphinxes,

Griffins and Ants appear multiplied innumerably, and all mon-

sters of antiquity ' Chimaeren, Tragelaphe, Gryllen ' and num-

berless many-headed serpents are running to and fro. Harpies

circle about like bats, Python comes in several specimens, and

the Stymphalian birds are whizzing through the air. Suddenly
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a troop of Sirens appear, bathe in the river, perch upon the

trees, sing the sweetest songs, present the regrets of the Nereids

and Tritons who by their nature are prevented from attending

the festival on the land and urge the whole crowd to enjoy

themselves in the neighboring bays and islands of the ^gean.

Part of those present rush toward the sea.

The travelers pay little attention to all this. Homunculus

picks up phosphorescent atoms for the chemical woman. Wagner
puts them in his bottle and is beset by countless ghosts of

Pompejans and Caesareans who try in vain to possess themselves

of those atoms with a view to a regular resurrection of their

bodies.

Then the attention is directed toward the centre of the plain

where Enceladus, in order to glorify this nighty is causing an

earthquake and forming a new mountain ridge. Natural phil-

osophers, Thales and Anaxagoras, who on such an occasion conld

not be lacking^ get into a violent dispute concerning the phe-

nomenon, the one upholding the Neptunistic and the other the

Plutonic theory. Anaxagoras predicts a shower of meteors

which fall immediately thereafter from the moon. For that he

is praised by the crowd as a demigod while his opponent is

forced to retreat to the sea. After the shower of meteors and

the retreat of Thales, Pygmies come swarming forth from the

chasms of the new mountain and avail themselves of the upper

arms and shoulders of the giant as a play and dancing ground,

while myriads of Cranes, screaming, circle about his head

and his hair, as if the latter were impenetrable forests, and

announce an enjoyable contest before the close of the general

festival.

Meanwhile Mephisto has made the acquaintance of Enyo.

Though her grand homeliness almost causes him to lose his

composure and become insulting, he restrains himself, tries to

gain her influence on account of her high ancestors and makes

a treaty with her, the open conditions of which are not of much
consequence, while the secret ones are all the more important.

The transformation is not mentioned as such.
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Faust, on his part, has stepped up to Chiron who, as an

inhabitant of the neighboring mountains^ is making his usual

round. A pedagogical conversation with this 'Urhofmeister' is,

though not interrupted, at least disturbed by the Lamiae who
keep passing between Faust and Chiron and would have led

Faust astray, if he had not received ' das hochste Gebild der

Schonheit' in his mind. Chiron meanwhile explains the max-

ims according to which he has instructed the Argonauts and

Achilles, but is sorry to say that they lived and acted afterward

just as if they had not been educated. When he hears of

Faust's intention, he is glad to meet once more a man who
desires the impossible, offers him his assistance, carries him
through all the fords and sands of Peneus, shows him where Per-

seus caught his breath on his flight from the Romans, and takes

him to the foot of Mount Olympus. There they meet a long pro-

cession of Sibyls, many more than twelve. Chiron describes

them as they pass by and commends his charge to Manto, the

thoughtful and kindly daughter of Tiresias. The latter reveals

to Faust that the way to Orcus is just about to open, and when
it does open they begin the descent.

On their path they meet the head of Gorgo and, if Manto

had not thrown her veil over Faust, neither a trace of his body

nor of his soul would ever have been found again in the uni-

verse. They arrive at the crowded court of Proserpina, by

whom Faust is welcomed as another Orpheus though his

request is found a trifle singular. Manto makes a speech in

which she asks for Helena's release on the strength of the

precedents in the cases of Protesilaus, Alceste, Eurydice and

Helena herself. The queen is moved to tears and gives her

consent. The three judges to whom they are directed find that

the other time Helena had been allowed to return to Hades on

condition that she be limited to the island of Leuce. Now she

is to return to Sparta only and to appear there truly alive, while

it is left to her suitor to win her favor. Here the Helena

drama begins.

In this outline the four travelers wander through the Classi-
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cal Walpurgis-Night very much as Mephistopheles and Faust

did through the Walpurgis-Night of Part I. Their adventures

predominate over the description of the characters and events of

the Walpurgis-Night proper at the ratio of two to one. The
action of Seismos, now still called by the mythological name of

Enceladus, takes place and is duly commented upon by the

philosophers, but the possibility of a living counterpart, which

was contained in Horaunculus, had not yet been discovered by

the poet, nor did Galatea offset the Phorkyads. All events are

merely strung together and no attempt at real dramatic compo-

sition has yet been made because a leading idea to bind up the

whole is still lacking. The actors of the land are partly the

same as in the final form, but their elemental natures or inter-

ests have not yet been made prominent and only the Pygmies

and Cranes are connected with Seismos. The Sirens are so far

the only representatives of the sea. The entrance of any of the

great gods, except Proserpina, or of any of the heroes was con-

templated now just as little as afterward. A month later, in

January, 1827, the speech before Proserpina, probably by a lapse

of memory on the part of Goethe or Eckermann attributed to

Faust instead of Manto, is mentioned once more. After that

there is no further information concerning the poet's occupa-

tion with the work until 1829.

Lines 7080-7089 must have been composed on or after

August 29 (?) of that year; 7090-7097 and 7100-71 11 on or after

November 28 ; a sketch of 71 17-7139 again on or after August

29 (?); 7140-7148 on or after January 21, though perhaps much
later, as a 'Scenar zu 6377' is found scratched out on the same

paper; and 7152-7155, 7559-7565 and 7843-7846 on or after

December 26. That is, leaving out of account the last item, because

it is on the very threshold of the year 1830, some desultory

work on the scene with the Sphinxes, Griffins, Ants and Ari-

maspeans, where Mephistopheles had taken the place of P'^aust,

had been done previous to the last days of the year 1829.

That Goethe's plans of the Classical Walpurgis-Night had in

the mean time undergone far greater changes may, however, be
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inferred from the laboratory scene, which had been completed

before December 16, 1829, when Goethe read it to Eckermann.
Faust was now so deeply affected with his longing for Helena

that he had to be carried to Thessaly in order to be restored to

consciousness. Hence he could no longer be employed as a

vehicle for the exposition and, as we have seen above, Mephis-

topheles had taken that place. Mephistopheles went to Thes-

saly to satisfy his amorousness with the Lamiae. Hence these

had to be transferred from Faust to him. Homunculus had no

longer a body but started out to find one. Hence the adventures

with Erichthonius and Erichtho and with the ghosts of the

Pompejans and Csesareans had to be abandoned and the sea

scene added. Wagner had lost his purpose and hence was

compelled to stay at home. Thus the great outlines of the

Classical Walpurgis-Night must have been fixed before, January

I, 1830 or thereabouts, the continuous work on it was begun.

January 17 Goethe reads to Eckermann the scene of Mephis-

topheles with the Grifiins and Sphinxes, parts of which had been

written so long ago. January 20 he reads to him the scene

' wo Faust nach der Helena fragt und der Berg entsteht,' the

latter probably being a fragment, part of which at least had been

composed during the last days of the preceding year. January

24 work has been commenced on the scene with Chiron which at

that time was not intended to contain all it does now, because

even in the revised form of the scheme of February 6, ' Chiron

liber Manto sprechend Fausten bey ihr einfiihrend. tjberein-

kunft ' still follows after the sea scene ; he hopes to be done ' in

ein paar Monaten.' February 10 the poet is a little more than

half done and declares ' dass er dabei auf Dinge komme, die ihn

selber iiberraschen. Auch gehe der Gegenstand mehr ausein-

ander als er gedacht.' The last remark fits the scene by the

Upper Peneus which in the scheme of four days before, how-

ever, does not yet contain the episode of Mephistopheles with

the Lamiae, but the following rather complicated conclusion :

' Mephist. u. Dryas Begegnen Schlangen Findet die Sphinxe

wieder Verwandelt sich in ihrer Gegenwart. Abscheu und
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Abschluss Heisser Wind und Sandvvirbel Der Berg scheint zu

versinken. IMephist. schlichtet.' Goethe ventures to fix the

date of the completion more definitely ; he hopes to finish ' bis

Ostern.' February 14 he reports good progress and 'dass ihm

wunderbare Dinge iiber die Erwartung gelangen.' February 21

he decides to stop reading Temps and Globe for a month and feels

sure that his Walpurgis-Night will profit by this resolution.

March i Eckermann expresses his astonishment at the size to

which the manuscript had grown within the few weeks, that is

about since January 20. IMarch 7 Goethe has been obliged to lay

aside his Walpurgis-Night because of other pressing work. As

the diary informs us, this time was utilized by the copyist for

the ' Hauptmundum.' March 21 Goethe has made good

progress again, but is taking his time ' damit alles die gehorige

Kraft und xA.nmuth erhalten moge.' From this expression as well

as from all preceding evidence we may infer that he was then

at work on the sea scene. The same conclusion is reached

from the fact that he then was still in hopes of finishing the

whole Walpurgis-Night (that includes at that time, as we shall

see hereafter, the scene in Hades) before Eckermann left for

Italy, that is by the middle of April. In spite of this the work

comes to a sudden standstill no more than one week later, for

after March 28 the entries in the diary concerning work on

Faust cease. Only after a lapse of two months and a half the

Walpurgis-Night is taken up again and apparently finished

June 17 or 18, or very shortly afterward.

In order to discover the cause of this delay we must try to

determine the exact state of the work during the period from

March 28 to June 12. In the first place the notes given above

show that the work on the sea scene had been commenced, while

the existence of lines 8359-8368, 8370-8375, 8377, 8378 on the

back of a play bill of June 12, 1830, prove that it had not yet

been completed. In the second place the scheme of February 6,

as was mentioned above, gives part of the scene of Faust with

Chiron after the sea scene which makes it probable that that

part had not been finished either. The fact that lines 7461-
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7466 and 7469-7470 are found on the back of a ' Niirnberger

Ankiindigung' of February 20 prove only that Goethe had

anticipated parts of this scene just as he had probably done in

the case of the close of the sea scene. Hence apparently part

of the close of the sea scene, part of the scene of Faust with

Chiron and Manto and the scene in Hades were lackinof at the

time.

A similar though not quite so definite a conclusion may be

reached by a careful examination of Eckermann's letter to

Goethe of September 14, 1830, in which he says :
' Zu meiner

grossen Freude habe ich aus einem Ihrer letzten Briefe in

Genua ersehen, dass die Liicken und das Ende der ' Classischen

Walpurgisnacht ' gliicklich erobert worden. Die drei ersten

Acte waren also vollkommen fertig, die ' Helena ' verbunden,

und demnach das Schwierigste gethan.'

The letter referred to can only be one of those which Goethe

wrote to his son June 25, 27 and 29, and which bear the post-

marks, Weimar, June 28 and 30, and Milan, July 10 and 12.

Thence they were forwarded to Genoa where Eckermann and

Goethe's son were staying at the time, who left there in the

early morning of July 25. The only notice concerning the

Walpurgis-Night is in the letter of June 25 and reads :
' Wenn

Eckermann, bey soviel Lockungen und Verfiihrungen, nocli

beysammen und ein riickwarts blickender Mensch geblieben ist,

so sag ihm : Die Walpurgisnacht sey vollig abgeschlossen, und

wegen des fernerhin und welter Nothigen sey die beste

Hoffnung.' Hence Eckermann's remark about 'die Liicken

und das Ende ' is not taken from the letter of Goethe, but is an

inference of his own. This inference of his own again can only

be based on his knowledge of the manuscript of the Walpurgis-

Night which Goethe let him have April 14, and which he dis-

cussed with him on the i8th, four days before his departure.

Hence the Walpurgis-Night had ' Liicken ' and lacked the

' Ende ' at that time.

Now good fortune will have it that the Goethe and Schiller

archives actually possess a manuscript which offers the Wal-
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purgis-Night in such a state. It bears on its ' Umschlag ' in

Goethe's own handwriting the title :
' Classische Walpurgisnacht

erstes Mundum.' If it is identical with the * Hauptmundum '

mentioned by the diary under INIarch 5, at least the greater part

of it was done by March 13 when Goethe read ' die neuen Hefte

vom Faust ;' if it is the same with the ' Mundum ' or both the

'Mundum' and the 'Hauptmundum,' it was written between

February 21 and March 27. In the former case it would contain

at least all the continuous work down to March 13, and possibly

also the not very large amount done during the next two

weeks, in the latter it would comprise everything down to

March 28. This manuscript has ' Liicken ' and lacks the

' Bnde' though most of those ' Liicken ' were rather gaps on the

paper than in the composition and hence never filled. It is

stitched together and hence was fit to be given out of the house.

It is not only stitched together but it was also never completed

though there are several empty pages at the close. Hence it

represents the state of the work when it had come to a stand-

still and reached a temporary conclusion. For all these reasons

it may not only be maintained that this manuscript is the iden-

tical one which Eckermann examined (the ' zweyte Reinschrift *

does not seem to have been put together till February of the

following year), but also that it represents the state of the

Classical Walpurgis-Night between March 28 and June 12,

barring some separate groups of lines and possibly a few addi-

tions made by Goethe during that period which did not seem to

him as of enough importance to chronicle in his diary.

According to the ' Erstes Mundum ' the state of the Classical

Walpurgis-Night from April to June was, therefore, as follows

:

The first scene was completed. The scene with Chiron ended

with Chiron's account of Hercules, the relation of the Argo-

nauts being put in parentheses. The following scene lacked

only the twenty lines of the monologue of Mephistopheles,

which precedes the entrance of the Lamiae, since lines 7509-

7518 and 7813-7816 which are now not counted as part of the

manuscript belonged to it formerly. The sea scene lacks the
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last third ; besides that only the two humorous lines about the

eighth Cabirus are wanting. The important matters which had

not yet been finished therefore were : the second part of the

scene with Chiron including Manto's part, the procession of

Galatea with the wonder of Homunculus, and the scene in

Hades. That the scene in Hades was still being seriously con-

templated at the time when the close of the scheme of February 6

was revised is proved by the very fact of that revision. If

Goethe had not actually thought of writing the scene, he would

not have gone to the trouble of altering its plan. That it was

still intended early in March, when the space for the remainder

of the scene with Chiron was left, appears from the smallness

of that space which suffices at most for 70-75 lines. This

could, therefore, have accommodated only the conversation

about Helena and Manto so that at least the arrival at Manto's

and her promise of aid must still have been planned for the

place after the sea scene where we found them in the revised

form of the scheme of February 6. This arrival at Manto's and

her promise of aid, however, could not stand alone and forlorn

by themselves, but needed the scene in Hades for an appui.

That it had not been abandoned in April either may finally

be inferred again from the letter of Eckermann quoted above.

For if Goethe in his conversation with him on April 18 had

hinted at the possibility of embodying the scene in Hades in the

third act, Eckermann would not have said in reply to the com-

munication concerning the completion of the Classical Walpur-

gis-Night :
' die drei ersten Acte waren also voUkommen fertig,

die 'Helena' verbunden, und demnach das Schwierigste gethan.'

The only other logical possibility, namely, that Goethe after

having intended to write the scene in Hades for almost four

years until March (1830), had given it up in April to resume it

again in June does not seem to deserve any serious consideration.

What was now the cause of the sudden halt in the work and

the long delay in its completion? It was not Eckermann's

absence because he did not leave till April 22 when Goethe had

expected to be done. It was not that other work was more
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pressing because Goethe considered Faust his main business and

would have given it the right of way. Tlie only answer is that,

as Goethe thought seriously of the conclusion of the sea scene,

he became conscious of the great difficulty, if not impossibility,

of retaining the scene in Hades under the circumstances and

yet very naturally was extremely reluctant to sacrifice that

very scene from which the entire Walpurgis-Night had grown

and which would have furnished the most appropriate prepara-

tion for the entrance of Helena. Whether, as seems to result

from our preceding deductions, this was the time when the

scene in Hades was excluded, or whether it had been given up

a little while before, the development of the poetic Walpurgis-

Night had deviated so far from the old prose outline that the

scene had to be excluded for dramatic reasons. This is the

proposition which will now be proved by an examination of the

dramatic structure of the Walpurgis-Night. Before beginning

this examination, however, a word must be said upon the work

as a whole.

The Classical Walpurgis-Night contains a wonderful wealth

of thought and imagery. The lover of Greek mythology finds

here not only the characters of the land and the sea which

speak and act and appear on the stage, but also much else which

the study of Greek poetry and art has endeared to him. He
hears of Night and Chaos, Rhea and the Fates, Persephone and

Hekate. He beholds the Titans playing ball with Ossa and

Pelion. He perceives Zeus with his thunderbolt enthroned

on Mount Olympus or battling with his brother in the fury of

storm and sea. He sees Leto ending her wanderings on the

newly-risen island of Delos and her son Apollo leading a blissful

life with the chorus of the Muses on Parnassus. He catches a

glimpse of Ares and Hermes of 'Juno, Pallas, Venus' and a

number of other gods. In the same way the characters and

events of the heroic age unfold before his mental eye. Hercules,

hero of heroes, is seen, and the Argonauts, each in turn ; Leda

and Zeus, Helena freed from Theseus and wedded to Achilles,

Orpheus descending to Hades and Oedipus pausing before the
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Sphinx. Then is a vision of Paris and the Iliad extending to

the fall of Troy, and of Ulysses and the Odyssy from the cun-

ning of Circe and the horrors of the Cyclops to the hospitable

shores of Scheria. But the naturalist also finds much to interest

him. Seismos is not only mythological personage but elemental

phenomenon. The Sirens speak at times as representatives of

Neptunism, while Anaxagoras and Thales maintain a scientific

standpoint throughout. The ancient god of transformation

expounds the modern laws of evolution and the flames of

Homunculus on the sea are first regarded as a manifestation of

Eros and immediately afterward as the element of fire. To
mythology and science, which with the greatest art are blended

into one is added much other thought and suggestion, and

according to Goethe's own admission some ' gute Spasse ' and

some ' Piquen ' withal.

The examination of the dramatic structure of this wonderful

work should be made from the standpoint of the work itself and

not from that of the drama as a whole. The Faust tragedy

does not conform to the ordinary dramatic rules, but has

standards of its own. Says Goethe to Hckermann concerning

the fourth act :
' Dieser Act bekommt wieder einen ganz eigenen

Charakter, sodass er, wie eine fi'ir sick besteheiide kleine Welt^

das iibrige nicht beriihrt und nur ditrch ei7ien leiseii Bezng zu

dent Vorhergehenden 7ind dem Folgenden sich dem Ganzen
anschliesst.' To this Bckermann replies :

' Br wird also vollig

im Charakter des iibrigen sein
; denn im Grunde sind doch der

Auerbach'sche Keller, die Hexenkiiche, der Blocksberg, der

Reichstag, die Maskerade, das Papiergeld, das Laboratorium,

die Classische Walpurgisnacht, die Helena laiiter fiir sich

bestehende kleine Weltenkreise, die, in sich abgeschlossen,

wol auf einander wirken, aber doch einander wenig angehen.

Dem Dichter liegt daran, eine mannigfaltige Welt auszusprechen,

und er benutzt die Fabel eines beriihmten Helden bios als eine

Art von durchgehender Sclinur, um darauf aneinanderzureihen

was er Lust hat . . .
' Whereupon Goethe rejoins :

' Sie haben

vollkommen recht ; a2ich komnit es bei einer solchen Composition
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bios darauf an., dass die einzehien Massen bedeutend und klar

seien., wahrend es als ein Ganzes immer incommensurabel bleibt,

aber ebendeswegen gleich einein unaufgelosten Problem die

Menschen zu wiederholter Betrachtung immer wieder anlockt.'

Applying this to the Classical Walpurgis-Night, we see at a

glance that it is more independent of the rest of the drama than

any other part, and that nowhere else does Faust himself play

so subordinate, or rather episodical, a part. Its subject is the

contrast of the world of the land and its wonder, the action of

Seismos, which is followed by the fall of the rock from the

moon, with the world of the sea and its wonder, the beginning

by Homunculus of corporeal existence or the evolution of

animal life. These aristeias of the land and of the sea can of

course not lead up to the appearance of Helena, but have another

scope which was also acknowledged by Goethe himself when he

wrote to Eckermann :
' ich . . . vermelde, dass die Classische

Walpurgisnacht zu Stande gekommen oder vielmehr ijis Grdtizen-

lose atisgelaufen ist.'' On the other hand, however, 'der leise

Bezug zu dem Vorhergehenden und dem Folgenden ' is not

wanting. Homunculus reveals to Mephistopheles the existence

and the date of the Night and actuates him to go. Faust here

retrieves his consciousness which he has lost at the close of the

first act and, even without the scene in Hades, makes us reason-

ably expect that his descent in the company of Manto and with

her good cheer will have a share in bringing about the entrance

of Helena in the third. Mephistopheles meets the Phorkyads

whose shape he considers so useful for himself that he assumes

it until the end of the next act. But all this, possibly with the

exception of the Phorkyads, is purely episodical from the stand-

point of the leading events of the Walpurgis-Night proper.

Faust himself disappears before they have really commenced.

He appreciates Greece, but he does so because it is Helena's

country. He has a glance for the Sphinxes, the Sirens, the

Ants and the Griffins and expresses his sentiments concerning

them and the recollections connected with them in the grand

line:

Gestalten gross, gross die Erinnerungen,
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a line which voices the feelings of every lover of Greece as he

for the first time sets foot on its soil, but the only question he

asks of the Sphinxes is

:

Hat eins der Euren Helena gesehn ?

It is Helena who fills his soul to such an extent that he

imagines to see his dream of Leda with waking eyes, that he

heeds neither the advice of the nymphs to restore himself by

rest, nor the warning of Chiron that he is insane and in need of

an ^sculapean cure. Indeed, it is almost surprising that this

Faust should still engage in a conversation about the Argonauts

instead of asking at once after Helena, and it is only natural

that at one time Goethe actually thought of sacrificing that

paragraph as is learned from the parentheses in the 'Erstes

Mundum.' This Faust was no longer a suitable witness for the

events of the Walpurgis-Night. He does not notice the rumble

of the earthquake which disturbs the rest of Peneus, and he is

gone when the action of Seismos begins in good earnest. Chiron

and Manto, with whom he has most to do, do not meet with any

of the other main actors of the Walpurgis-Night, and seem to

exist only for him.

Mephistopheles, to be sure, does not stand quite so much

aloof from the central action. The amorousness which has been

aroused in him by the prospect of meeting the Lamiae domi-

nates his sentiments, but does not preoccupy him to the exclu-

sion of everything else. Until he sees the witches he is,

therefore, especially on account of his ignorance of most things

ancient, quite a suitable, and at the same time humorous, vehicle

of dramatic exposition. After he has caught sight of the objects

of his longing, however, only his fear of getting lost retains him

for another moment between the Sphinxes and, as soon as that

fear is allayed, he starts in pursuit of the Eamiae hoping for

what he considers the greatest of pleasures.

Denn wenn es keine Hexen gabe,

Wer Teufel mochte Teufel sein!

Indeed, Mephistopheles and the Lamiae alone justify the title
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of Walpiirgis-Night. In Mephistopheles' eyes even the action

of Seismos is a Brocken feat

:

Das heiss' ich frischen Hexenritt,

Die bringen ihren Blocksberg mit.

Nothing of the geological standpoint here which he occupies

in the fourth act. While thus the Night would not be any-

longer a Walpurgis-Night without Mephistopheles and the

Laniiae, the action of Seismos, and what clusters around it^

would be just as complete without them. The Lamiae do not

seem to pay any attention to it at all, and Mephistopheles,

though respecting it as a Walpurgis-Night feat, is filled by it

only with the fear of not refinding his landmarks. Dramatically

he does not become useful again until he elicits the words from

the Oreas which contrast the old mountain with the new and

lead over to the Phorkyads who, by their very nature, are

debarred from joining the other characters.

In Nacht geboren, Nachtlichem verwandt,

Beinah uns selbst, ganz alien unbekannt.

While Faust thus has no connection either with the central

action of the land or with that of the sea, Mephistopheles is not

entirely disconnected from the former, yet no longer present

during the latter. Only Homunculus, as we shall see hereafter,

is both a most attentive witness of the principal action of the land

and an absolutely indispensable factor of the action of the sea.

The Night begins with the prologue of Erichtho and the

descent and separation of the travelers. This is followed by

the exposition proper which prepares the way for the designs of

Faust and Mephistopheles and introduces the three principal

purely mythological actors of the land existing at that time,

the Sphinxes, the Griffins and the Ants, and the Sirens, the chorus

of the sea. The Arimaspeans, the Stymphalian Birds, the heads

of the Lernaean Hydra and the Lamiae occupy a secondary posi-

tion. The great turmoil of monsters for which the prose outline

provided has wisely been discarded. Seismos and Homunculus,

the impersonations of the wonders of the land and of the sea, are
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both absent, but the contrast of the land and of the sea finds even

here expression. While the Ants show greed for gold, the

Griffins both that and inhospitability toward Mephistopheles, the

Sphinxes kindness toward Mephistopheles and Faust but distrust

toward the Sirens, the last proclaim love and joy and a cheerful

welcome to every one.

Weg ! das Hassen, weg ! das Neiden;

Sammeln wir die klarsten Freuden,

Unter'm Himmel ausgestreut !

Auf dem Wasser, auf der Erde

Sei's die heiterste Gebarde

Die man dem Willkommnen beut.

The first rumble of Seismos, which disturbs Peneus in his

dreams, gives us a premonition of what is to come. The real

action of Seismos, which constitutes the wonder of the land^

does not begin, however, till the episode with Chiron and Manto

is closed and we return to the Sirens, Sphinxes, Griffins and

Ants. In the very moment before the great earthquake the

Sirens, speaking this time like philosophers whose mission it is

to convince the ill-starred believers in the Plutonic theory of

their sad error, proclaim their:

Ohne Wasser ist kein Heil !

and when the earthquake does come, they exclaim

:

Niemand dem das Wunder frommt.

Horrified and ready to flee they extend a most courteous

invitation to all to accompany them to the sea :

Fort ! ihr edlen frohen Gaste

Zu dem seeisch heitern Feste,

Blinkend, wo die Zitterwellen,

Ufernetzend, leise schwellen
;

Da wo Luna doppelt leuchtet,

Uns mit heil'gem Thau befeuchtet.

Dort ein freibewegtes Leben,

Hier ein angstlich Erde-Beben;

Bile jeder Kluge fort !

Schauderhaft ist's um den Ort.
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Now Seismos, mythological personage and elemental phe-

nomenon in one, has his sway. The Sphinxes, who look upon
his action from the mythological standpoint, detest and defy it.

The Griffins and Ants make an effi^rt to enrich themselves by
it. His own larger creatures, the Pygmies, overbearingly enslave

their smaller kin and the helpless Ants, and wantonly slay the

peaceable Herons. The Cranes of Ibycus prepare revenge.

Meanwhile the scene with the Lamiae and what follows pro-

ceeds. The Oreas declares the mountain of Seismos a ' Gebild

des Wahns.' Homunculus, anxious as he is to commence
existence, has not yet found anything on the land which he

would dare to enter.

Allein was ich bisher gesehn,

Hinein da mocht' ich mich nicht wagen.

Then the philosophers appear. Referring to the feat of

Seismos Anaxagoras proudly asserts :

Durch Feuerdunst ist dieser Fels zu Hauden.

To this Thales confidently retorts:

Im Feuchten ist lyebendiges entstanden

and in the next moment Homunculus, who is to be the visible

proof of this theory and to set the wonder of Seismos at naught,

asks permission to join them. Soon the Cranes begin to wreak

bloody revenge upon the cruel Pygmies, and the rock from the

moon by means of which Anaxagoras attempts to save his

people crushes both friend and enemy. Thales turns away from

this spectacle, saying: 'Bs was nur gedacht.' He is not sorry

for the ' garstige Brut ' of Seismos, but congratulates Homuncu-
lus upon not having come to an untimely end with them. With
this they leave for the sea, where Homunculus will stand a

better chance.

Nun fort zum heitern Meeresfeste,

Dort hofft und ehrt man Wundergaste.

Now comes still the last manifestation of the land ; after the
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futile wonder of Seismos the consummation of homeliness and

hideousness in the person of the Phorkyads,

Thus we finally arrive by the sea, whose praise the Sirens

have sung and where Thales expects more comfort for Homun-
culus and himself Nor are we disappointed. After the disgust,

greed, bloodshed, hatred, death and hideousness which we have

just witnessed, we find joy, good-will, peace, love, life and

beauty. While the principal action of the land was delayed by

the scene with Chiron and Manto, retarded by the episode with

the Lamiae and only loosely connected with the Phorkyads, the

sea scene is both well engrafted upon the preceding part of the

Night and continuous and well rounded in itself. Two actions,

closely intertwined from the outset and rising higher and higher,

tend to a double climax in one. The one of these actions is the

preparation for the appearance of Galatea which culminates in

the arrival of her train, the other is the progress of Homunculus

which reaches its supreme point when he commences corporeal

existence at her feet.

The Sirens, the ' Damonen ' of the bay, call on fair Luna not

to allow herself to be dragged impiously down from the sky, but

to shine gracefully and peacefully on the concourse on the glit-

tering waves below. The lovely sounds of this invocation

allure the Nereids and Tritons from the deep. Both the Nereids

and Tritons and the Sirens wish for the propitious presence of

the Cabiri, and the former hasten to Samothrace in their quest.

In the mean time, Thales and Homunculus apply for advice

to Nereus. The aged god tells them that his bad experiences

with Paris and Ulysses have made him loath of counseling and

begs them not to spoil his rare humor. He is looking forward

to the arrival of his daughters, the Graces of the sea, whose

beauty has no equal either in Olympus or on the land, and he

rejoices especially in anticipation of seeing Galatea, the most

beautiful of all, the heiress of Venus' temple and chariot of

shell. Yet the very thought of the honor and beauty of his

most beloved daughter softens his heart and he realizes that he

should not deny advice.
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Hinweg ! Es ziemt, in Vaterfreudenstunde,

Nicht Hass dem Herzen, Scheltwort nicht dem Munde.

Hinweg zu Proteus ! Fragt deu Wundermann:

Wie man entstehn und sich verivandeln kann.

Now the Nereids and Tritons return with the fabulous gods of

Samothrace, the saviours of the shipwrecked, whose presence is

another guarantee of the peace of the night.

Wir bringen die Kabiren,

Ein friedHch Fest zu fiihren;

Denn wo sie heiUg walten,

Neptun wird freundhch schalten.

While the Sirens affirm their devotion for them and both they

and the Nereids and Tritons continue their praise, Homunculus

and Thales exchange a less favorable remark which is echoed

by Proteus, who though heard is not yet seen.

For a few moments the god of transformation eludes Thales

and Homunculus by his usual tricks, but Thales is a friend of

his and knows how to deal with him. So Proteus appears in

human form, becomes interested in the ' leuchtend Zwerglein,' and

gives even more information than he was asked. He does not only

state how Homunculus must commence existence, but adds to this

a word about his further evolution, because (unlike^to the further

development of the action of Seismos) this could not be repre-

sented on the stage.

Im weiten Meere must du anbeginnen !

Da fangt man erst im Kleinen an

Und freut sich Kleinste zu verschlingen,

Man wachs't so nach und nach heran

Und bildet sich zu hoherem Vollbringen.

At the same time Proteus' words are as it were confirmed by

Homunculus himself. He is pleased with the soft air of the

sea and has a presentiment that it will be conducive to his

growth.

Hier weht gar eine weiche lyuft,

Es grunelt so und mir behagt der Duft

!
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All three then proceed to the point of a narrow tongue of

land, where the atmosphere is still ' unsaglicher,' in order to

view the procession of Galatea.

Still further to assure the siiccess of this procession, the

Telchines of Rhodes arrive with the trident of Neptune as the

most certain pledge of the continuance of the peace and

tranquillity of the sea. Heartily welcomed by the Sirens,

they speak wonderful lines in praise of Helios and Rhodes.

Yet what they say about the statues which they have pro-

duced does not meet with the approval of Proteus and, once

more and for the last time, land and sea are directly contrasted.

Das Erdetreiben, wie's auch sei,

1st immer doch nur Plackerei;

Dem Lebenfro7nmt die Welle besser ;

Dich tragt ins ewige Gewasser

Proteus-Delphin.

Thus Homunculus is taken out into the sea in order to be

wedded to the ocean, and both Thales and Proteus avail them-

selves of this opportunity to emphasize once more his evolution.

Not by any sudden or violent procedure, but according to

eternal laws, he will slowly grow from stage to stage to man.

Da regst du dich nach ewigen Normen,

Durch tausend, abertausend Formen,

Und bis zum Menschen hast du Zeit,

Now everything is ready for the double climax. Galatea's

train with all its glory is at hand. Doves announce it ; Psylli

and Marsi conduct it ; amid the circles of her sisters, who

bring with them sailor boys they have lovingly saved from death,

Galatea herself appears on her resplendent chariot of shell, drawn

by her dolphins. The sight of her beauty inspires her aged

father with joy and longing and raises Thales' conviction of the

truth of his views and his enthusiasm for them to the highest

pitch.

Alles ist aus dem Wasser entsprungen ! !
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(the only line in the whole Walpurgis-Night which is distin-

guished by two exclamation points !)

Alias wird durch Wasser erhalten !

Ocean, gonn' uns dein ewiges Walten.

If the ocean did not send clouds and create brooks, rivers and
streams, what would be the mountains, the plains and the

world? (Seismos claims are contradicted.)

A few moments more and Thales' dearest persuasion finds its

visible and palpable demonstration. While in the volcanic

disturbance of the land Homunculus could not find anything

which appealed to him, in the gracious moisture of the sea all

seems charmingly beautiful.

In dieser holden Feuchte

Was ich auch hier beleuchte

1st alles reizend schon.

He can no longer control his longing. He strives toward

Galatea ; the waters seem to be touched with the pulses of love,

his glass is shattered against her shell ^ ; the wonder of the sea

is accomplished.^ The Sirens who had sung of the wonder of

Seismos

:

Niemand dem das Wunder frommt

' The idea of having Homunculus unite with the elements may have been
prompted by the fate of the maids at the close of the Helena drama. The
manner in which it is done is directly traceable to the Amor who guides Gala-

tea's dolphins in Raphael's famous picture. While the other Amors are up in

the air with bows and arrows, this one alone is on the water and without

arrows, and his head seems almost to touch the chariot of shell.

^ Valentin's Homunculus-Helena theory has been disproved by me in the

Modern Language Notes, first in February, 1897, and, after a rejoinder from

Valentin, more fully in April, 1899. Helena has corporeal being within the

revivified Greek world, but this world has not the material reality of most other

parts of Faust. Both the Helena drama and the Walpurgis-Night are phantas-

magories and in the one as well as in the other the poet takes special pains to

remind us now and then of this fact. The whole Helena drama was composed

without any reference to Homunculus because half a year later Homunculus
was still conceived as having a body from the start. The union of Homunculus
with the sea has nothing to do with Helena because according to the scheme

of June 18, 1830, Helena was to leave Hades only in the third act.
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now sing of the wonder of Homunculus:

Welch feuriges Wunder verklart uns die Wellen

and as once in Italy the nightly fire at the prow of a ship had

suggested to Goethe the presence of Eros the son of Aphrodite ^

so the flames of Homunculus suggest Eros now. Yet this Eros

is not the son of Aphrodite but the great god whom cosmogonies

place at the beginning of all things. This Eros is to preside

over the beginning of Homunculus' career.

So herrsche denn Eros der alles begonnen !

At the same time, however, the flames are taken in their

elemental sense and fire and watei remind of the share which

air and earth also have in the further development of animal

life. Thus the Classical Walpurgis-Night closes with a grand

and universal homage to each and all of the elements.

Heil dem Meere ! Heil den Wogen !

Von dem heiligen Feuer umzogen
;

Heil dem Wasser! Heil dem Feuer!

Heil dem seltnen Abentheuer!

Heil den mildgewogeiien Liiften

!

Heil geheimnissreichen Griiften!

Hochgefeiert seid allhier,

Element' ihr alle vier!

Fire, air and earth retain their due place and honor by the

side of water, but the world of the sea with its devotion, peace

and love, and the regular and productive wonder of the evolution

of animal life, has triumphed over the world of the land with its

» Epigramme, 95,

Du erstaunesl, und zeigst mir das Meer; es scheinet zu brennen.

Wie bewegt sich die Fluth flammend urn's nachtliclie SchiflF!

Mich verwundert es nicht, das Meer gebar Aphroditen,

Und entsprang nicht aus ihr uns eine Flamme, der Sohn ?

The connection of this epigram, quoted already by Taylor, with our scene is

so clear that it seems better not to think of the passages from Calderon quoted

by Max Koch in the Goethe-Jahrbuch V, 319 f., where the fire is moreover

artificially produced by Circe.
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defiance, war and hatred and the violent and futile wonder of the

volcanic upheaval. How intent Goethe was on bringing out this

contrast between sea and land, and the victory of the former

over the latter may be seen from the fact that much which

emphasizes that contrast and victory is later addition. Addi-

tions are in the ' Erstes Mundum,' not only the stanzas beginning

'Weg! das Hassen, weg ! das Neiden,' and ' Sollte dir's doch

auch nicht fehlen,' but also the important lines commencing
* Fort ! ihr edlen frolien Gaste

|

Zu dem seeisch heitern Feste,'

and the paragraph which paints the crime of the Pygmies and its

retribution in particularly dark colors. An addition is lastly, and

one by Goethe's own hand, both in H 73 and in the principal

manuscript the double exclamation point which distinguishes

the line ' Alles ist aus dem Wasser entsprungen !

!

' before all

others.

What was Goethe then to do with the scene in Hades when

the connected work, apart from various separate groups of lines

which no doubt existed, had advanced as far as the 'Erstes

Mundum' extends? If he wished to retain the scene at all he

could only choose between inserting it in the gap after the scene

with Chiron or placing it at the close of the act for which it had

always been intended. Let us imagine for a moment he had

inserted it in the gap together with the conversations about

Helena and Manto, and the arrival at Manto's and the prom-

ise of her aid which were actually accommodated there ! In the

first place, this would have made the Faust episode, which has

become rather lengthy as it is, so long that the dramatic struc-

ture of the Night would have been disrupted. In the second

place, and that is more important still, this would have destroyed

all interest in the rest of the Night. For after the reader or

spectator had once witnessed the grant of Helena's release, he

would have looked forward to her appearance and would have

been annoyed by anything else. Hence it is very natural that

there should be no evidence whatever that Goethe ever intended

to insert the scene in Hades in this place, nor would such a possi-

bility have been considered in these lines, had not a number of
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commentators and editors assumed such an intention on the

part of the poet as a matter of course.

So there remained only the place at the close, either after the

present grand finale, or after another ending. It requires no

special proof that the former alternative was impossible. Noth-

ing could stand after that finale without unbalancing the general

dramatic structure. But the latter alternative was not much
better either. After the sea scene had once been brought down

to the point where the procession of Galatea enters, its close had

to be in the main as it is now. Even if some means had been

devised for toning it down, the addition of the scene in Hades

would still have disturbed the dramatic balance of the whole.

This being the case there was nothing left but to make of it an

independent introduction to the third act, and this was done in

the scheme of June 18, which reads as follows:

Prolog des dritten Acts.

Geheimer Gang Manto and Faust Einleitung des Fol-

genden Medusenhaupt Fernerer Fortschritt. Proserpina

verhiillt. Manto tragt vor Die Konigin an ihr Erdeleben

erinnerud. Unterhaltung von der verhiillten Seite, melodisch

artikulirt scheinend aber unvernehmlich. Faust wiinscht sie

entschleyert zu sehen. Vorhergeheude Entziickung Manto

fiihrt ihn schnell zuriick. Erklart das Resultat Ehre den

Antecedenzien Die Helena war schon einmal auf die Insel

Leuce beschrankt. Jetzt auf Spartanischem Gebiet soil sie sich

lebendig erweisen. Der Freyer suche ihre Gunst zu erwerben.

Manto ist die Einleitung iiberlassen.

W. d. 18. Juni 30.

It is evident that this scheme is based on the revised form of

the scheme of F'ebruary 6, and its very fullness proves that

Goethe had given new thought to the matter and seriously

intended to execute the scene. Why he finally abandoned it

after all can only be a matter of conjecture. He may have

thought that a short prologue would not fulfill its object or that

a long one would impair the dramatic balance of the act. He
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may have realized that the homage to beauty at the close of the

second act fitly prepared the reader's Stirmmmg for the entrance

of the most beautiful among women at the beginning of the

third. We know only that Goethe ventured to leave the scene

to the imagination of the reader or spectator for some reason or

other, and it seems better to refrain from speculation where a

definite result cannot be reached. The object of this paper will

have been accomplished if it be regarded as a contribution to a

clearer understanding of the Classical Walpurgis-Night, and if

it has proved that the peculiar dramatic evolution of the prose

outline of 1826 forced the scene in Hades out of the second act.*

Adolf Gerber.
Eari,ham Coi,i,ege, Richmond, Ind.

* Owing to my present remoteness from large libraries the number of books

at my disposal has been limited. I have consulted the editions of Faust by

Erich Schmidt, Loeper, Schroer and Thomas and the translation by Bayard

Taylor; Erich Schmidt's Urfaust; Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe;

Richard M. Meyer's Goethe; Valentin's Erldtcterung zu Goethes Fatist; and

the Goethe-Jahrbiich. Witkowski's, Die Handlung des zweiten Teils von

Goethes Faust was not procurable and Valentin's Goethes Faustdichtung, etc.,

no longer in my hand. I am under obligation to Carl Schiiddekopf for a com-

munication with regard to the size of the space which was left after the first

part of the scene with Chiron in the ' Erstes Mundum. ' All other critical

material is taken from the Weimar edition, Vol. XV, 2.



GOETHE.

A REPLY TO PROFESSOR DOWDEN'S "THE CASE AGAINST

GOETHE."

Among the scholars who have made Goethe the subject of

special study Professor Dowden occupies a peculiar position.

He has arrived at conclusions which have the merit of fearless

candor, but are, possibly, not acceptable on the ground of

impartiality. As a student of English literature, and also of

the literature of other nations, Professor Dowden has gained

considerable reputation and influence, and for this reason it is

impossible to pass his remarks over in silence, especially as they

were made before a body of avowed students of Goethe, the

English Goethe Society.

In making this reply the present writer is animated only by

that love of truth of which Goethe has said that it is shown in

the capacity offinding everywhej'e the good ; and if he should

emphasize more than necessary one or the other evident truth,

he hopes to be pardoned in the spirit of Shakespeare's :

'

' Truth can never be affirmed enough,

Though doubts should ever sleep.
'

'

And right in the beginning I would like to ask Professor

Dowden, what he would think of a critic who should give the

misleading title of " The Case Against Shakespeare " to the

general statement : that Shakespeare plagiarized extensively
;

that he frequently indulged in the bad literary taste which was

the fashion of the age ; that he sometimes heaped horrors on

horrors when a milder solution was possible ; that much of his

wit is coarse, and that his influence on his people was so small

that, for nearly two hundred years after his death, it was

27
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scarcely felt in English literature ? These facts rest on good

evidence—but what about the essential truth concerning the

great poet ?

We know that there never existed a great poet who was not

the child of his times, and who did not, for this very reason,

bear more or less the imprint of the good and bad features of

these times. If we say that a certain author wrote for all time,

we mean only that he expressed with great force and truth the

essentials of human nature in the modulations and vicissitudes

of his time.

We know—Professor Dowden certainly knows—that all

masterpieces are composed of elements which were accessible to

all, having come down through the ages, or were the result of

social, political, scientific or artistic activities, changes and

revolutions. We know that a great poet uses these elements

with sovereign power, but yet under limitations imposed upon

him by the influences that shaped his character and his life
;

and, knowing all this, we feel justified in unhesitatingly assign-

ing to a poet like Shakespeare the rank which he has so long

held in the estimation of the most competent scholars.

But what is true and proper in this treatment of Shakespeare

should be the rule with a poet like Goethe as well.

I have no doubt Professor Dowden will readily admit this.

Will he also admit that the following statements of his, taken

from a brief outline of his paper which the Lojidon Chronicle

gave at the time, do not conform to this rule, and differ from

this treatment?
" Goethe imposed by the mass of his work^ but does not

quality count more than quantity?"

It is a matter of regret that a scholar and critic of the rank

of the speaker could make this statement before the English

Goethe Society.

Whoever heard a real student of Goethe point to the volume

of his work as a proof of his excellence as a great poet ?

Victor Cherbuliez once remarked of Goethe that he was the

only poet who was at the same time a great philosopher.^ and the
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onlyphilosopher ivho zvas at the same time a great poet. Goethe

himself refused to be ranked among the professional philoso-

phers, but he was unquestionably a true philosopher in the

more original sense of the word. He was a thinker of extraor-

dinary power, depth and lucidity, and as a thinker he searched

into whatever came into his reach and promised results for his

intelligence. That he wrote down what occupied his mind

—

though what is preserved is probably not more than a mere

fraction of the work he did in his life—is at least no reason why
he should not be valued as a thinker and a poet; and to say

that quality counts for more than quantity is to affirm that we
must blame him for that portion of his mental activity which

could not be all given to poetic production.

In his long life Goethe made some mistakes
; some portions

of his writings interest at present only those who make a

specialty of Goethe-study, and who thus find matter of interest

in every line he ever wrote; his 'scientific' labors have no

longer their former intrinsic value, and none of them were

perhaps needed to help the progress of science ; his thoughts on

art, though still valuable and often of intense correctness, have

long been incorporated in special treatises, or, possibly, have

been distanced by later writers, and some portions of what we
find in his collected works are only of secondary importance, or,

let us admit the possibility, of no importance at all. But what
of that?

Surely there is no reason to belittle Goethe on account of this

evidence of a restless activity. The serious student finds even

in these hors (Tceuvre of genius much that he has reason to

value highly, but he would never think of establishing the

fame of the great poet on labors that have little or no connec-

tion with poetry. A single work, the Divina Cojjimedia^ has

given immortality to Dante, yet Dante wrote vastly more than

this poem in his tolerably long life. The same is true of

Petrarch whose sonnets form but a very small portion of his

poetical activity, but are his only title to greatness as a poet.

If Shakespeare had lived as long as Goethe, is it unreasonable
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to suppose that he would have written much which Professor

Dowden would not reckon as poetry ?

And further: ''''Goethe's most miportant writmgs are frag-

vientary or ill-organised.''''

Had the lecturer ever considered what the term ' fragmentary '

or ' ill-organized ' implies ? Is a novel like the Wahlverwandt-

schaften fragmentary ? Is Egmont fragmentary—or Iphigenie^

or Hermann und Dorothea^ or Tasso^ or any of his incomparable

lyrics ? In what sense is Wilhelm Meister's Lehrjahre more

fragmentary than, for instance, Hamlet ? Hamlet is killed off

by the poet—the drama comes to a forced and unnatural end

by a process of stabbing and killing, apparently a concession

to the bad taste of the public. Wilhelm Meister ends his

apprenticeship in a way that is surely as satisactory as any other

possible solution.

Is Faust fragmentary ? Faust is the standing wonder of the

age—it has been called a ' worldly Bible '—it is read with ever

new enthusiasm by succeeding generations, by young and old,

by the ordinary reader and by the most learned critic. It has

been made the subject of the deepest study, it has received the

closest attention, the most genuine admiration of noted men in

all the civilized nations. All these students, critics, readers,

admirers of the wonderful work may be said to form a court of

inquiry, and the judgment of the overwhelming majority of

this court is so unanimous and so favorable that even Pro-

fessor Dowden might hesitate to set up his own private opinion

against it.

Is Faicst ill-organized? Who will be the judge? There is

such a thing as sublimity of purpose which fails in some respects

in the execution. You may pick flaws in Faust as you may in

Hamlet or the Divine Comedy. It is possible to go even further

without injuring the unique glory of Faust. We may admit

that the second part of the poem is not popular reading ; that it

does not appeal to the feelings and the intelligence of the aver-

age man or woman, nay, that it is frigid, unsympathetic and,

simply considered as poetry, vastly inferior to the first part.
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But it is neither fragmentary nor ill-organized, if we put our-

selves at the point of view of the poet.

The lecturer might hurl his shaft, provided with these two

barbs, at some of the best known masterpieces in literature.

The Iliad^ for instance, is a fragment, for it lacks a beginning

and an end : we are not told how the quarrel between Greeks

and Trojans arose, and we are left in ignorance of the fate of

the hero after he had slain Hector. But this fragment is never-

theless a whole, for the poet's intention was to sing only of the

"wrath of Achilles."

One of the finest pieces of prose writing in the world is

Goethe's VVahrheit luid Dichtimg. Must we call it fragmentary

because it does not tell us of the zvhole life of the poet? In that

case any poem would be fragmentary that singles out, say a

part of a day, for instance the morning, because it does not

include noon and evening. Most novels, even those of such

masters as Walter Scott, Dickens, Bulwer, would have to be

classed as fragmentary, because they, as a rule, tell us only what

happens to their hero up to the date of his wedding day. There

is here a misconception in the mind of the lecturer which he

would be ready enough to censure in one of his pupils who
should be guilty of confounding the idea of unity in a composi-

tion with the idea of completeness. We demand the former, but

regard the latter merely as a matter of convenience and indi-

vidual preference.

The foregoing remarks may suffice to show the nature of the

extraordinary utterances of a scholar who assumes the role of a

critic of Goethe ; and nothing further is, possibly, called for.

But the character of the meeting, and the wide publicity the

lecture has received, seem to call for a more extended reply.

Professor Dowden makes the attempt of accounting for the

imperfect work of the poet thus :
" His career as an artist, like

his life as a man, was neither single nor homogeneous ; it was,

indeed, a succession of excursions and retreats . . . ; he had

the misfortune as an artist that no great literary tradition

descended to him, and the result was that during all his days
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he was an experimenter^ and an experhnenter ivho followed

foreign models^ In order to support this general charge the

lecturer treats us to the following specific allegations :
" In his

earlier years Goethe came under the influence of the French

classical theatre, and for a while he composed artificial pastoral

plays of love intrigues and turned his dramatic Alexandrines.

Then the romantic historical tragedy of Shakespeare and

the sentimentalism of Rousseau and Ossian captured his

imagination ; Goetz and Werther were resonant echoes of voices

borne to him on the wind rather than original utterances of his

owny
We might pause here and ask the question : What would the

lecturer say if such a charge were laid against the youthful

Shakespeare ? Does he not know where Shakespeare drew his

inspiration ? Does he know what use he made of the work of

others ? Nay—is he so ignorant as not to know, or so forgetful

as not to remember this commonplace of literary history : that

one author learns from the other ; that every former great mind
necessarily influences every later one? Rousseau stood under

the influence of Richardson, as Goethe obeyed to a considerable

extent the influence of Rousseau, but the latter was a vastly

greater man than his English predecessor, and, in order to

understand how great was the advance of Goethe over Rousseau,

it is only necessary to compare, with some attention and with-

out /<Tr//-^/'/5, the works of both.

In his Ein qiiidam spricht : ich bin von keincr Schnlc^ etc.,

the poet admirably hits the ridiculous pretenders who claim

absolute originality. "An Independent Fool," '' eift Narr auf
eigene Hand^'' is the title he gives to such a coxcomb.

To deny true originality to the poet who created Werther^

while fresh from his experience in Wetzlar—who wrote Goetz^

while yet full of enthusiasm from the reading of the life of the

old knight, with an independence of plan and treatment that

leaves the old story behind like the shadow of a giant—is, to

say the least, a very bold act. Is Professor Dowden so sure

that Walter Scott, who drew the first inspiration for his Waverly
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novels from his study of Goetz^ was utterly mistaken in

his high estimate of the originality of the work ? At any

rate, will he limit this sort of treatment to Goethe, or extend

it to all the other great poets of the ancient and the modern

world ?

It is true that in Goetz the influence of Shakespeare's utter

disregard of the unity of time and place is felt, but as each

scene is characteristic and in the truest sense original by itself,

the question of arrangement of the proper sequence of the

scenes, for the purpose of presentation on the stage, is one quite

distinct from the original poetry of the piece.

Professor Dowden pursues his theme with fearless, or rather

reckless, energy :
" Later he (Goethe) cast scorn on the work of

this period of youthful ardor, cultivated a new classicism, or

pseudo-classicism, imitated orfalsijiedihe Greek drama, Iphigeniay

invested the ideal with a pseudo-epic grandiosity in Hermann
und Dorothea^ cultivated by an anachronism in art an artistic

sensuality, not spontaneous, but second-hand, in rivalry with

Catullus, imitated Martial in his epigrams, reverted to Racine

(query : when and where?), translated from Voltaire, and pushed

a doctrinaire view of art so far that he wrote a drama, The Natu-

ral Daughter^ in which the characters became abstract tj'pes

and co2ild not eve7t begrantedproper names.''''

Apart from the mistake shown in the italicized words, for the

reason that the characters were not named was a very different

one and largely due to political considerations, the astonishing

element of this charge is its air of certainty. The lecturer

seems not to have had the slightest doubt that what he said

must recommend itself to the Goethe Society, and yet he must

have known that the members of this society laid some claim to

having looked at Goethe's works with their own eyes, and used,

in reading them, their own judgment.

The society was further treated to an examination of the late

' nerveless' eclecticism of the poet's decline. "The explanation

of these aimless wanderings was partly that Goethe had no

great tradition to determine his course and impel him onward.

8
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He experimented endlessly toward the creation ofa new German
literature., but a literature that grew from the soil and was not

the mamtfactiire of tentative culture.'^''

I am afraid the lecturer, when he uttered these sentences, was

under a peculiar fatal charm which vitiated his judgment and

blurred his mental vision. I believe that he has been long since

very sorry to have given expression to these statements which

for aimlessness, lack of point and irrelevancy cannot be easily

matched.

It, surely, is hardly necessary to inform any student of Goethe

that, so far from consciously making experiments for the crea-

tion of a new literature, he was distinguished among all his

fellows and rivals for his unwearied endeavor to give an outward

and artistic form to the realities he met in his life. How flip-

pant is this charge of aimless ivandej^ings ! I noticed in one

of our magazines an article in which Professor Sloan praises the

i)erorations of Bismarck's great speeches, now recognized by the

most competent German literary men as masterpieces of litera-

ture. But Bismarck never wrote a peroration, and all his

preparation consisted in a thorough mastery of the facts which

he intended to present. That his genius was great enough to

give a terse and proper expression to these facts procured him a

prominent rank in the literature of his people. In this respect

he did only what Goethe had done before him, and the error of

Professor Sloan is therefore as great as the error of Professor

Dowden. Our interest in all that Goethe has written is so

great, because we have the strongest reason to believe that he

never wrote without having a definite experience in his mind,

some fact or occurrence of greater or less importance which

necessarily and naturally led to the verbal statement. We must

add, of course, that he used such experience as a poet., allowing

his artistic instinct and his poetic fancy to shape the outcome
;

but he never wrote aimlessly, never indulged in mere tentative

work for the purpose of possibly making a hit some time ; in

short, he was gennine^ not factitions ; and I think Professor
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Dowden himself will not deny this, when he comes to reflect

soberly on the import of what he so unfortunately stated.*

Goethe made literature because he could not help it. He
could not help expressing the truth as he saw it, and what more

original literature can there be than the product of such activity ?

Aimless wanderings / What a misnomer in the eyes of him who
considers without prejudice how the poet worked!

Let us take an example. Goethe felt an irresistible desire to

visit Italy. He starts suddenly for that country, and no sooner

arrived, his attention is taken up by a variety of subjects. He
works on Iphigenie^ Tasso^ Egmont^ Faust. He applies himself

to the practice of painting and sculpture, to the study of Vitru-

vius and Palladio, i. e.^ of architecture. At the same time he is

haunted by the problem of the morphology of the plant, and

fascinated by the subject and its study ; everywhere he is on

the lookout for impressions, and nowhere is he satisfied with

anything at second hand. His activity is extraordinary, and

that short period of less than two years ripens \\Wlphigenie^

Tasso and Egmottt^ advances his Faust ; enables him to form a

remarkable, and in the main accurate, theory of the evolution of

the plant, and to enrich his mind by an extraordinary number
of clear, definite and profound impressions in the world of art

and nature. While doing all this he was, in a sense, experi-

menting, but the more proper term would be : he zvasgathering

experience. It would be putting the truth on its head to speak

here of aimless wanderings^ for the whole movement was, in

one sense at least, intended to be aimless. Had the poet gone

to Italy with a definite plan, and had he rigidly carried out this

* Emerson, in his essay on Goethe, speaks incidentally of the ridiculous

good faith of German authors. He means this as praise, because Germans,
unlike so many writers of the French and other nationalities, do not write for

literary effect, but in order to express exactly and individually whatever engages
their attention. In other words, there is no attempt at posing with the rep-

resentative German authors. Many of the remarks which Professor D. applies

to Goethe would fit Victor Hugo. One of the reasons why Moliere ranks as a
truly great poet is that he, unlike so many of his countrymen, never poses.
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plan, is it likely that the outcome of the journey would compare

with the results which are before us?

I might stop here and leave the subject to the judgment of

the reader whose studies have no doubt enabled him to see at

once the shallowness of this arraignment of a great poet. But

there are a few points in this arraignment which deserve

special attention, because they express, to some extent, an

undisputed fact. The one is that Goethe wrote some of his

poems in imitation, though but rarely in conscious imitation, of

Greek, Latin or French authors ; that he translated some of

Voltaire's works, and that he found no great tradition in his

own country to urge him on.

It would be difficult to prove that the fame of a poet, or his

real originality, suffers on account of having occasionally

imitated another author, especially one who has long been dead.

Whether that poet be Martial or Catullus, Propertius or

Voltaire, can make but little difference. Much of the best Latin

literature is an imitation of the Greek ; the Greek authors

themselves used earlier models, and it may be truly said that

every succeeding phase of literature is in some degree influenced

by some preceding phase. Thiis English literature grew by

imitating Italian and French models. Shakespeare fertilized

German literature, and Lessing, Herder, Schiller, Goethe and

other German authors have in their turn left their mark on the

literature of England, France and other countries. It is not at

all true that a literary tradition in the country of the poet is

needed to urge him on. He will be urged on by his own
genius, by the example of the literatures of other nations, by

his contemj)oraries, in fact by the entire magnificent bequest of

past ages. To call all the works of a poet ' tentative,' because

some of them are not as perfect or as important as others, or to

deny superiority to any, because some fall below the highest

standard, is to play with words, or, at best, a most unfortunate

attempt to enlighten the public on a subject in regard to which

the speaker himself is sorely in need of light.
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What did the speaker mean by the phrase that ' Goethe's

misfortune was that no great literary tradition descended to

him?'

We might ask : What ' great literary tradition ' favored Dante

or Shakespeare ? Are the authors that preceded Shakespeare

of more importance than L,essing and Wieland ? Was the

influence of Herder of less consequence than that of the whole

lot of tragedy writers whose pieces were swept into oblivion by
Shakespeare ? What tradition operated in the case of Shake-

speare that was not active also in the case of Goethe ? Might

we not much more justly say that in this respect Goethe had

unquestionably an advantage over the British poet? Had
Goethe experimented for a new literature, it would have been

easy for him to write twice as many dramas as he did—to

produce an epic with all the paraphernalia of gods and

goddesses, or of angels and archangels, and to imitate any

successful composition under the sky. But he did his work in

a very different spirit. He claimed emphatically and repeatedly

that poetry was inspiration^ and in this sense he looked upon
his productions as the necessary outcome of instinctive mental

action^ the relation between poet and poem, to use his own
simile, being like that between the bird and the ^%% she laid.

This inward force that made him write was independent of

caprice and wilfulness. The subject took hold of his mind,

stayed there a while and was finally detached in a poetic form.

How is it possible to speak of a writer of such spontaneity and

naturalness as an experiinenter f This characteristic feature in

Goethe appeared early and is so persistent throughout his

poetical career that it has been noticed by every fairly careful

reader. It is just as evident in his prose writings as it is in his

poetry. Among the former we might specially mention the

* Campaign in France ; ' among the latter his elegy on Schiller

and the four stanzas which bear the superscription Urworte

(' Orphisch '). In all these compositions, from the concrete,

matter-of-fact descriptions of the ' Campaign ' to the philosophical

elevation of the Urzvorte we find the direct, individual and
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unaffected, but perfect and delicately shaded expression of the

inward picture that had formed in the poet's mind. The idea

of experimenting is utterly incompatible with such a process of

composition.

To speak of imitations of Martial, etc., by Goethe, as of any

consequence whatever in forming an estimate of his character

as a poet, is not to the point. A poet who reaches the age

which Goethe did might have imitated every poet that ever

wrote without incurring the risk of being judged by his

imitations. Did Goethe imitate Euripides in his Iphigenia ?

Did he, as Professor Dowden says, falsify the Greek Iphigenia ?

He imitated the Greek poet as to the general outline of the

drama—and he was original in every essentialfeature of his own
drama. But because he was original, /. ^., because lie did not

imitate Em'ipides in the essential element ofhis drama., Professor

Dowden concludes that \\^ falsified the Greek pla3\ A remark-

able way of arguing—which would leave a new poet no choice

as to the use of an ancient subject ! He would have to follow

a prototype literally in order to escape the charge oifalsification.,

but by so doing he would lay himself open to the charge of

^ im.itation.'^ Euripides made the furies mere creatures of a

diseased fancy—^schylus represented them as real beings who
even appear in a court of justice, ^schylus and Sophocles

represent Iphigenia as actually killed at the altar of Diana,

while with Euripides the goddess interferes with the sacrifice by

removing the maiden in a cloud and leaving a deer in her place.

Euripides, representing the thoughts and feelings of a later

generation, both imitated and changed—or must we say with

Professor T>owdi&n falsified the maiden and the goddess and the

fnries ? Difficile est satiram non scribere.

I have felt compelled to use the great name of Shakespeare

in order to point out the illogical character of the ' Case against

Goethe,' because there is no other poet of modern, and perhaps of

ancient times also, who compares with Goethe in the power and

universality of genius pure and simple. But it has never

occurred to me to compare the two great poets in other respects.
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Goethe was no Shakespeare any more than Shakespeare was a

Goethe. In Shakespeare's great dramas the passionate element

prevails, hence they are eminently fit to fix the attention and to

engage the sympathy of the spectators, both high and low, edu-

cated and uneducated. This peculiar dramatic quality Goethe

does not show, if we except the first part of Faust ^ and Egmont^
in any of his dramas. What he shows may to some appear as

of a higher order, appealing to the aristocrats of culture rather

than to the masses ; at any rate, it must be classed separately

from such soul-stirring pictures of passion as Macbeth^ Othello^

King Lear. At the same time we find that the most pathetic

tragedy ever written is nevertheless the work of Goethe, i. ^.,

the first part of Faust. It is even more popular outside of Eng-
land than any of the great tragedies of Shakespeare, but Goethe

composed it, so to speak, by a happy accident (tradition and

personal experience joined), and he approached its interest,

without quite equaling it, only in Egmont. The circumstance

deserves to be particularly considered as long as such utterances

as we find in the ' Case against Goethe ' can be prominently

displayed before a Goethe Society.

The delicate fancy, the graceful sentiment and the easy flow

of animated, infinitely varied and suggestive language in

Shakespeare's comedies and other dramas have justly elicited

the admiration and praise of the best critics. The theatrical

work of Shakespeare impresses us as the basis of Shakespeare's

fame, and as something that, taken as a whole, has never been

equaled. We overlook blemishes and faults and judge from the

general and overwhelming impression.

With Goethe the case is different. In their own way such

dramas as Tasso.^ Iphigeiiie.^ Egmont^ Faust are possibly as per-

fect and as successful as any that were ever written. Shake-

speare approaches the style of Goethe's dramas in his Hamlet.^ a

drama in which action is subordinate to thought and fancy, as

it is in the dramas of Goethe. But Goethe's character as a

poet and a thinker is not completely and solely revealed in his

dramas as Shakespeare's is in his, and as was nearly the case
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with Schiller. Perhaps, as some maintain, his genius was epic

or lyric rather than dramatic ; at any rate, the proof of his

unrivaled and undisputed superiority as a poet is found in his

lyrics rather than in his dramas, and even in the latter the lyric

passages are distinguished by such a glow of feeling and beauty

of form and coloring that we are often carried away by them,

instead of feeling the impulse of the dramatic action. It would

nevertheless be a great mistake to deny that Goethe ranks

among the very greatest masters of personal characterization.

His creations of characters have never been surpassed and but

rarely equaled. And what infinite variety there is in them !

What delicacy of shading ! What felicity in often revealing a

whole character by a single trait ! From Werther to Faust, from

Gretchen to Iphigenie—what a wealth of delineation ! What
fidelity of painting ! What loveliness and beauty in characters

like Hermann, Dorothea, Ottilie, Natalie, Egmont !

In the interest of fairness one might be tempted to ask

:

"How did a scholar like Professor Dowden arrive at his state-

ments and conclusions? It is not probable that he expressed

views without previous examination; what, then, was the nature

of this examination?"

We are not told how the lecturer arrived at his conclusions,

but the following may not be an unfair resume of his thoughts.

He found Goethe much admired by men to whom he could not

deny the capacity of profound critical insight, and he was forced

to admit that the great man was an original thinker of great

force, an excellent judge of human nature, and unquestionably

a poet and finished writer. But Goethe was all this differently

from the poets and writers with whom his critic was vioi^e par-

ticularly acquainted., and so the critic concluded that Goethe

was an experimenter who wished to foimd a German literature

without exactly knowing how !

He found the poet had written a beautiful idyl in the

style of an epic, and as the critids authorities zuere not knozan to

have done so., the critic concluded that the poet had "invested

the idyl with a pseudo-epic grandiosity in Hermann and Doro-
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tliea." That the poem is absolutely devoid of the quality-

known as 'grandiosity,' that its art is simplicity itself, though

poetic in every turn, that it is pervaded by a noble pathos born

of simple virtues in their conflict with circumstances which

called for no bloody decision, but only for the moral firmness of

the common man of honor : all this counts for nothing in the

eyes of a critic zvho is 7iot used to that sort ofpoetic work!
Goethe wrote a few epigrams in the style of Martial—forth-

with his critic puts him down as an experimenter 'who follows

foreign models,' as though it were possible to do anything what-

ever in the line of art of which there could not be found parallel

attempts in the past ; as though the using of a form once in-

vented deprived the one who used this form afterward of the

right to be called original^ no matter how individually new his

work may be

!

Professor Dowden surely knows that the iambic lines which

we call blank verse and which were used by Shakespeare were

imitated from the French and Italians ; that he borrowed the

form of his sonnets from the Italians, and that, if we may say

that Goethe occasionally imitated some one in the matter of

form, we are forced to say the same of Shakespeare and every

other poet.

And right here our critic gets entangled. On the one hand

he charges Goethe with being an experimenter who follows

foreign models, because he wrote in the style of Martial and of

Homer ; and on the other, he pities him because he lacked a

great tradition^ as though there could be a greater tradition

than the tradition of the best poets of all the ages.

He virtually says to him : "If you write a novel like Werther^

I count for nothing the note of individual truth which rings

through the work—but I condemn the whole work as an imita-

tion, because I find that the author used the epistolary form

made popular by Richardson and Rousseau, and showed that

he was greatly impressed with the characteristics of Rousseau

and Ossian." And so of Goetz : "Whatever there is of your

own in the work is a matter of indifference, because I know
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that at the time when you wrote it you were under the influence

of Shakespeare's romantic historical tragedy."

And further, in regard to Iphigenia: The Greek Iphigenia is

very different from yours, therefore yon falsified it ; and your

classicism is /j'^z/^'^'-classicism, because it isn't the classicism

which I, the critic, regard as the true one.

In conclusion one general remark,

A truth that underlies nearly all the shallow criticism of this

sort remains to be stated, though it is a truism rather than a

new statement. Goethe spent the greater part of his life in a

small town, at a petty court and amid surroundings that would

not allow the expansion of great tragic force, even if this had

been the poet's specialty. When we compare, in respect to their

fate and the conditions of their lives, poets like Shakespeare,

Racine, Corneille and Moliere with Goethe, we notice at once

that the former sought and found the centre of their poetic

activity in the capital of their country, and in close proximity

to the court, while Goethe lived in a country which was yet far

from having attained that unity which made a common capital

and a single prominent court possible. Neither Vienna nor

Ber in, and still less Dresden or Munich or Frankfort could be,

even remotely, compared to London or Paris. There was no

public for tragedy in a small place like Weimar, the stimulus

to write tragedy was therefore wanting, and the same was true

of the higher comedy. Germany had not yet recovered from the

terrible fate brought upon her by foreigners as a consequence of

the great reformation. The glory of Luther's mighty work his

people paid for, in the thirty years' war, by the most terrible

ruin that ever befell a great nation. Subsequently, divided into

hundreds of little states, Germany fell an easy prey, at the

beginning of this century, to the most skillful general of the age

who had sole control of the immense resources, not only of

France, but of a large number of allied German and Italian

states. The national regeneration, though it was only a partial

one, which caused and followed the expulsion of the French in

1 813, found Goethe too old a man to be stimulated by it. His
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best work was done, and the character of this work had been

determined not only by his individuality, but also by the incen-

tives he had experienced. Schiller, who was ten years younger

and endowed with a different temper, was far more under the

influence of the events of his time, especially the French revo-

lution ; his tendency was more readily fixed, because he lacked

the wide range of the older poet and was less likely to be

diverted from the line of work which gave him at once such

brilliant promise of success. Schiller had suffered oppression,

hence his fiery outburst of suppressed feeling in the Robbers.

Goethe had more or less enjoyed life—he had been rather

fortunate in all he had undertaken, hence his temper remained

genial ; it never became revolutionary ; and while he very well

saw that with the success of the French revolution, after the

cannonade of Valmy, a new era of history had begun (cf. Cam-

pagne in Frankreich) he judged rightly that the fanatical fury

of the French did not suit the Germans. His life became con-

templative, because no great misfortune stirred his indignation
;

his poetry epic and lyric rather than dramatic, because the con-

flicts in which he was involved were of an inward, personal

nature, and he stood aloof from the greater political life that

goes on in a great state and throbs at a great capital. Hence

the absence of violent contrasts in his dramas, of passion un-

controlled, and wickedness pure and simple.

His Mephistopheles even is not a devil of such incarnate

wickedness as Shakespeare's lago. There is not a ray of

humanity in lago, but Goethe's Mephistopheles is at least

humorous at times, and he never tries to appear better than he

is. Is lago, therefore, a more artistic figure than Mephistopheles ?

I doubt that greatly, but he is undoubtedly a more dramatic

one. Goethe was imbued with the modern view of natural

history which sees in the world an infinite series of transitions,

and nowhere an abrupt contrast. He did not believe in com-

pletely bad men as Shakespeare did, and, therefore, he did not

paint such. In this we cannot help finding his undoubted

superiority over Shakespeare and almost all other poets of the
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highest rank. But he knew that men can be very weak when
tempted, and he painted such men with the irresistible truthful-

ness of genius. This is already clearly visible in his Werther

and his Goetz. The striking originality of these two works can

be denied only by a doctrinaire of the worst type—and by

Professor Dowden, let us add, when he is not quite himself.

No more original works ever flowed from the pen of a great

poet than Iphigenie auf Tatiris.^ Hermann tind Dorothea^

Eginont^ Tasso, Faust., die Waklverwandtschaften., Wilhel^n

Meister^s Lehrjahre and the incomparable lyrics which alone

would suffice to make their creator immortal. But in all of

these we meet with not a single character that is thoroughly bad

or so moved by passion, or by a wicked purpose, as to excite

our indignation. They satisfy the demands of the highest

intelligence, and it is true that the highest intelligence, any

more than the best taste, is not found with the multitude. It is,

however, also true, and deserves to be noted as a proof of the

marvelous power of the poet's genius, that, though devoid of the

popular elements of intense passion and ferocious hatred, some

of his works have had 2. popular success of the most pronounced

type. No play on the stage is more successful, even in a

popular sense, than Faust ; few equal Egmont in 'effectiveness

(—one must have seen the play well acted to appreciate this—)

;

while Hermann und Dorothea has always been dear to the

whole German people, and has been praised by other nations

wherever it has become known. Tasso and iphigenie as dramas

are great and perfect works of art, but they appeal to the

cultured few rather than the masses ; and the same may be said

of the two great novels.

Whether or not Goethe might have produced more dramas of

a type to attract the masses, if he had been placed in a city like

London in the stirring age of Elizabeth, or in Paris at the court

of a luxurious and glory-loving king like Louis XIV., is a ques-

tion I should not dare to answer. If Professor Dowden, or any

one else, should answer it in the negative, I should feel that no

particular injustice were done to Goethe. Goethe would not be
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the unique genius whom we know and admire, if he had

only been another Shakespeare or another Moliere. The
dramatic intensity of Othello and Macbeth is very different from

the moral and soulful pathos in Faust ^ Eg7nont^ Tasso^ iphigeiiie ;

but to say that the former is necessarily superior to the latter

is to assume that one knows to the very core the art and the

genius of both Shakespeare and Goethe.

Professor Dowden may be justified in his assumption of such

a knowledge, but that it is an assumption and nothmg else will

scarcely be doubted by any one who will take the pains to study

the works of Goethe.

Charles A. Eggert.
Chicago, III.,

November, 1898.



A LOW GERMAN BALLAD.

COMMEMORATING THE SIEGE OF GOTTINGEN IN THE

THIRTY years' WAR.

In the libraty of the University of Gottingen, under the

cipher Cod. Philol.^ 198, is to be found the manuscript of a

Low German ballad, which according to the introductory title

had been composed to commemorate the futile attempt of Gen-

eral Piccolomini to take the town of Gottingen during the

thirty years' war in 1641. The ballad had been composed by a

Gottingen student and seems to have enjoyed much popularity

among the townspeople. A further search revealed the fact

that there existed also a printed copy of the poem upon a sheet

of coarse unsized paper, and, further, that the manuscript was

only a copy of the printed text made evidently by some one

who desired to obtain the words and was unable to purchase a

printed copy, the edition having been most likely very limited.

This I judge to be the case as the title of the piece clearly

states, that it was printed at the request of many good friends

by a local printer and presumably, therefore, had a very limited

circulation.

Be that, however, as it may, the MS. bears on its face the

evidence that it is a mere copy of the print, as it gives the title

and date of printing together with the name of the printer

exactly as found on the printed page.

46
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The title runs as follows

:

En plattdiitsches Ivcid

Dat

Asze dei Kayserliche Generahl Leutent

Picclemin

dei Stadt Gottingen Anno 1641 belagert hadde, un sei nicli

inkriegen konne, ahk davor weg- un in ein anner Land
lalipen moste, von ennen Gottingschen Studenten

mahket, un in der gantzen Stadt sungen isz,

uppestund taun ersten malile up Bidden

vehler gauen Friinne driicket von den

Gottingschen Bauchdriicker

Hans Frereck Hager

Ein dusend seben hunnert un Dortig.

As alluring as it is to imagine that the song was written

shortly after the events it describes and sung by the happy

burghers in gratitude for their deliverance, the length of time

which elapsed before it was printed in 1730 renders this im-

probable. It is more likely that its student author was not a

contemporary of Piccolomini but that he lived a century later

and being perhaps a native of Gottingen, had become interested

in this episode of the town's history and so worked it up into

ballad form. This is, however, only a theory and it is possible

that further search might reveal additional evidence which

would definitely settle the date of composition. The manuscript

was purchased for the Gottingen library by Professor Roessler

in 1853 together with various other manuscripts and original

documents. The ballad does not appear in Ditfurth's collection

of Historische Volkslieder and, as far as I have been able to

discover, has never been reprinted.

Before giving the text of the poem, it will perhaps be well

to describe in brief the events which it commemorates. It was

toward the close of the thirty years' war when the imperial

forces laid siege to the town of Gottingen. The details as

given in the Zeit- uiid Geschicht-Beschreibiing der Stadt Got-
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tingen^ published in 1734, are as follows: In 1641, after fruitless

negotiations between the deputies of Duke Friedrich and Duke
Christian Ludwig with those of Archduke Leopold William of

Austria, the war waged more furiously than ever. The Arch-

duke marched with his entire army to Einbeck, a [small town

about twenty miles north of Gottingen, which he captured in a

few days. Taking up his headquarters at Northeim, about

twelve miles from Gottingen, he sent a summary demand to

this latter place to surrender. This the magistrates refused to

do, pleading as an excuse their duty and oath to their sovereign

the Duke of Braunschweig-Liineburg. Thereupon Archduke

Leopold, with the (Bavarian) general Octavio Piccolomini and

the imperial army, made his appearance before the town. This

was on October 21 of the year 1641. In all probability Pic-

colomini was the actual leader of the forces as in the ballad he

plays the principal role. In the surrounding villages they threw

up breastworks and dug trenches. The inhabitants of the town

courageously made two sorties, in both of which they were

successful, capturing among others a lieutenant-colonel, a

captain and a lieutenant. The besiegers replied by a pro-

longed bombardment of the town, lasting from between eight and

nine in the evening to two o'clock in the morning. In spite of

the fact that large fire-balls weighing about one hundred and

fifty pounds were thrown into the town, but comparatively little

damage was done, especially by fire, owing to the vigilance of the

citizens. During the bombardment, says the historian, there was

visible between eleven and twelve o'clock, as a special token of

the grace of God, directly over the town, a clearly defined rainbow

adorned with the appropriate colors. After vainly attempting

to take the town, in the night of the sixth of November, the

imperial army abandoned the siege and stole silently away.

So much for the historical account of the siege. Without

stopping long to inquire into the veracity of the historian or as

to the probability of such an extraordinary phenomenon as a

rainbow at midnight, it might be said in passing that such an

occurrence is not impossible. Provided only that the moon was
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shining we should have to do here with the so-called lunar
rainbow, such as Schiller describes in the Riitli scene in Tell
and which is still seen at rare intervals.

The text of the poem is as follows :
'>=

En plattdiitsches Leid

Dat

Asze dei Kayserliche Generahl Leutent

Picclemin

dei Stadt Gottingen Anno 1641 belagert hadde, un sei nich
inkriegen konne, ahk davor weg- un in ein anner Land

lahpen raoste, von ennen Gottingschen Studenten
mahket, un in der gantzen Stadt sungen isz,

uppestund taun ersten mahle up Bidden
vehler gauen Friinne driicket von den

Gottingschen Bauchdriicker

Hans Frereck Hager
Ein dusend seben hunnert un Dortig.

Nah sihner eigenen Meldie.

1. Picclemin, wat wuttu dauhn,

Wuttu verdeinen dat Kayser I^ohn,

En grater Generahl blieven,

Sau maustu henna Gottingen thein,

Un maust sei da verdrieven.

2. Picclemin sprack en hastig Wohrt:
Eck will den Kayser deinen fohrt,

Den Brunswikker helpen hahten,

Eck will hen up den Heimbarg thein,

Un mihn Volck da sein laten.

3. Oberste Rose up user Fiirsten Raht
Brocht hei tau hape alles, wat hei hadd,
Ethcke Riiter un Lans-Knechte,
Dameh kam hei von Hameln marchert
Dat was vor Gottingen rechte.

* The orthography of the manuscript diflfers frequently from that of the
prmted text, but as the variants are unimportant and consist mainly in the
omission of h as sign of length and in writing final ei as ey, I have not thought
it necessary to reproduce them.
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4. Asze hei nun boven EUigehiisen kam,

Da deen dei Kayserschen gegen ohm stahn,

Sei wohren halich vermiihten,

Sei deen tau Boveden ower marcheren,

Sei wollen den Rosen upfraten.

5. Oberste Rose sprack sine Saldaten an,

Jii Brunswikker daut nah Gottingen gahn,

Un daut jock tapper wehren,

Un wenn dei Kayserschen achter jock kohmen,

Will eck meek bahle iimkahren.

6. Picclemin schwor ne diihren Aehd,

Jii Braure, tau Gottingen giflft gaue Biiht

In alien Gatzen un Strahten,

Sei mahkeden brae Taschen grath

Dei halfif verschmachten Saldaten.

7. Asze hei nun miner Geiszmar kam,

Da fong hei erst dei Belagerung an,

Mahkete Schantzen un Lahb-Graben,

Dameh woll hei dat Uhtfallen wehrn,

Dei Gbttingschen wollend nich liaben.

8. Dei Gottingschen Saldaten giengen tau Raht,

Dat Geiszmar Dohr man ohne updaht,

Up dei Schantzen deen sei tau setten;

Dat konnen dei Kayserschen nich verdragen,

Sei reipen, man solle sei entstetten.

-9. Asze recht dei Scharmiitzel soil ergahn,

Un nun ein Kahrl bihn annern stahn,

Da deen dei Kayserschen uhtrihten;

Sei leipen uht der ersten in dei annern Schantze,

Dat Gewelir deen sei wegschmihten.

10. Dei Oberst-Leutent von der Kaserschen Armee

Dei stund asze ein verjahgdes Rehe,

Kein Wohrt kon hei mar sprehken,

Hei leip seek hen, hei leip seek hahr,

.Sin Harte woll ohm tau bracken.
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11. Dei Oberst Leutent dei Ahpe un Dohr,

Dei ersten beyden Scliantzen verlohr,

Wol hunnert wohren erschlagen.

Hei siilwenst wohrt gefangen nohmen,

Dat dorfft hei neimand klagen.

12. Kin Hopmann un mahr Offecier

Sind ahk wohl daht geblewen hier

Wol up der Bayersclien Seiten,

Mahr Offecier sind gefangen nohmen,

Dei mosten nah Gottingen gleiten.

13. Picclemin erschrack up diiszer Sahk,

Hei wohrt sau zornig asze en Drahk,

Sihn Volck hadde nits tau frahten,

Sei freiten Linsen, Arfften un Bahnen,

Dat sei hell kakken dahten.

14. Asze hei dei Schantze un weer flickt,

Un naher nah der Stadt herriickt,

Woll hei nich langer teufen.

Hei brochte achte Stiicke an der Thahl,

Dei sollen Gottingen bedreufen.

15. Drey Fiiermaser an der Thahl,

Sine Fuer-Kublen altaumahl

Hei hart vor Gottingen brachte,

Damehe schot hei dei gantze Nacht,

Dat ot fry schalde un krachte.

16. Asze hei nun sau gewaltig schoht.

Met Kublen un Granaten groht,

Wol recht um Mitternahte,

Einen Regenbogen man liichten sach,

Dei dei Borgers fralich machte.

17. Picclemin ging by dei Kunstabels stahn,

Hei leiht uht grahter Bedreufifnisz gahn

Bin Wohrt uht sihnen Munne:

Worum steckt denn dat Fiier nich an ?

Dat hett meek leider Wunder.
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1 8. Wat was ot doch vor Einbeck gauth,

Dei Borgers hadden ennen schlechten Mauth^
Asze wie dat Flier nin schmehten,

Dei Gottingers lachet osk noch dartau uht,

Soil osk dat nicli verdreiten.

19. Isz denn nun hier kein mann bekand,

Dei osk brocht in ein anner L,and,

Wie mochten hie werden erschlagen,

Un wenn dei Schweden achter osk kohmen,
Konne wie dat nich verdragen.

20. Leopolds Dag kam eben heran,

Picclemin bund den Ertz-Hertzog an,

Den Brennwien soil hei spendehren,

Hei seh: et is nich Suhpens Thit,

Wie mohtet bahle marscheren.

21. Jii hungerigen Saldaten nohmt tau hahp

Jiie Biiszen un lehgen Frehte-Sack,

In Franckreich mohte wie jock leiten.

Sau geht denn hen den Brick den Brack,

Vor Gottingen konne wie nich blieven.

22. Dei Papen hadden nich gerne vernohmen,

Dat sey nich wohrn in Gottingen kohmen.
Doctor Polenz wolle nich hebben,

Dat ohm dei Ertz-Hertzog dei Fenster inschmeht,.

Hei wol ohn vorn Biszschop verklagen.

23. Dei Gottingsche lobliche Commandant
Verdeint Lob, Preisz, verdeint ahk Danck,

Hei leit dei Stiicke brummen,
Hei danckede GOtt mit der gantzen Stadt,

Dat sei sind lahsz gekohmen.

24. Dei osk dut Leidgen hett erdacht,

Des Fihndes Zorn gar wahnig acht,

Leit GOtt den Hahren sorgen,

Dat hei den Fihnd bahle storten woll,

Dat biddet hei Abend un Morgen.
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This song has of course mainly a local interest as it com-

memorates no great or decisive battle of the thirty years' war,

at the same time it is not devoid of a certain broad though

crude humor especially characteristic of the North German

peasant of to-day and most probably characteristic of all classes

at the time the song was composed. For as is well known, and

has been very ably expressed in an article Der Bauer und die

Kunst {Preussische Jahrbucher^ January, 1899), the gulf which

education and refinement has to-day placed between the cultured

classes and the peasants did not formerly exist. In physiognomy

and in nature the upper classes and peasants during the Middle

Ages and down almost to the eighteenth century were practically

identical. This humor is especially instanced in one passage

of our poem which, however, because of its broadness is offensive

to modern ears. Still it is entirely free from cynicism and

illustrates only the naive standpoint of a man who is accustomed

to call a spade a spade.

Although beneath the title of the poem stand the words,

Nah sihner eigneii Meldie^ the unknown author owed the

metre of the song and the very rhymes of the opening stanzas

to another lyow German song very popular at the time. A very

similar song upon the battle at Treves, August 11, 1675, is

given by Baring in his work: Beytrag zur Hannoverischen

Kirchen- imd Schiil-Historia^ Hannover, 1749, S. 49. The

opening stanzas are found also in Havemann, Geschichte der

Lande Braunschweig und LUneburg^ 1857, III, S. 271, and the

whole song appears with a translation into High German in

Ditfurth's Historische Lieder as No. 19. The opening stanzas

are as follows

:

Diic Krequi, hor, wat wultu dohn ?

Wultu verwarfl'n dat grote Lohn,

En got Frantzose bliefen ?

So mostu hen na Trier gahn

De Diitschen dar weg driefen.
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De Frantzmann sprak ehn trotzig Wort
De Diitschen wil ik jagen fort,

Canalj
'

, ik wil dick faten !

Ach setestu biem Griitte-Pott,

Et mochte dick wol baten.

The similarity of this song to the other is too obvious to be

overlooked and one is at once tempted to consider one as an

imitation of the other. If we assume that the Gottingen poem
was written but a short time before the date of its printing, the

poem on the battle of Treves might very well have served as a

model for the former. The similarity, however, is confined

mainly to the opening stanza and this leads us to consider a

second possibility, namely, that each poem arose independently

of the other but in imitation of an older poem whose popularity

and circulation were such as to cause it to be taken as the

model for many poems of like nature. An investigation has

shown that this is, in fact, the case, the model being the famous

ballad of Henneke Knecht^ published by Bohme, Altdeiitsches

Liederbuch^ as No. 463, and found also in the enlarged edition

by Erk-Bohme. The author of the poem on the battle of

Treves puts us on the right track by remarking under the title

of the poem: "To singen na der Wiese: Henneke Knecht wat

wultu dohn," etc. This ballad of Henneke Knecht is a capitally

humorous account of a young farmer's lad, who runs away to sea

in the belief that the life of a sailor must be infinitely superior

to the dull drudgery of the farm. No sooner, however, does he

begin to feel the discomforts of that woeful malady seasickness

than he wishes himself once more home. It is, as Bohme says,

a good example of the failure to observe the advice of the old

proverb: "Schuster bleib bei deinem Leisten."

The ballad was composed in all probability as early as the

close of the fifteenth centur}'', as it is mentioned as early as 1524

as a well-known melody, though the earliest print of it dates

from the seventeenth century. Baring, who was the first to

rescue it from oblivion, speaks of it as follows: "Es ist das

Henneke Knechts-Lied vor Jahren so bekannt gewesen, dass es
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fast bei alien Zusammenkiinften, bey der Wiegen, und von den
Kindern auf der Gassen aucli sogar denen Vogeln vorgepfifien

. . . und gesungen worden ist. Das Henneke-Knechts-I^ied

hat man nach gehaltenen lyands-Gerieliten von denen Musi-

kanten vor Zeiten spielen lassen." The popularity of the ballad

was therefore exceedingly great and it was probably known
wherever Plattdeutsch was spoken or understood.

A comparison of the three ballads shows that the author of

the one on the battle of Treves followed the Henneke Knecht

closely in the first two stanzas and then, inspired by his own
theme, struck out on independent lines and does not seem to

have glanced at or thought of the model again. The result is

a poem of decided merit, perfectly original with the exception

of the opening stanzas. The unknown Gottingen student, who
described the siege of the town, evidently considered his muse
too feeble to attempt an independent flight, or else felt that the

very similarity of his poem to the original might guarantee its

popularity, and followed the older poem so slavishly that almost

every stanza bears evidence of copying.

The He7ineke Knecht begins as follows

:

Henneke Knecht, wat wult du don

wult du verdeinen dat ole Ion

over sommer bi mek bliven ?

Ik geve dek en par nier schoh,

den plog kanst du wol driven.

Compare with that the first stanza of our poem

:

Picclemin, wat wuttu dauhn,

Wuttu verdeinen dat Kayser I^ohn,

En grater Generahl blieven,

Sau maustu henna Gottingen thein,

Un maust sei da verdrieven.

It will be noticed that each stanza consists of five lines, the

first two rhyming with each other, then the third and fifth

rhyming, while the fourth is in all cases unrhymed. With the
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exception then of the fourth line, which we should expect to

be different, we find that our would-be poet has made use of the

identical rhyme-words of his predecessor.

The first half of the second stanza is similarly identical. In

Henneke KnecJit it runs

:

Henneke sprak sek en trotzich wort
'

' Ik wil nenen buren deinen vort

solk arbeit wil ek haten.

This our author has retained as follows

:

Picclemin sprak en hastig Wohrt

Eck will den Kayser deinen fohrt

Den Brunswikker lielpen hahten.

Even the word hastig which he substituted for trotzich occurs

in the next stanza of H. A"., which he was unable to use for his

poem as the allusions to the other story are too evident to be

<;hanged.

The first line of the fourth stanza of H. K. :

Henneke wort bi sek to rat

probably served as the model for the beginning of the third

stanza of our poem

:

Oberste Rose uf user Fiirsten Raht.

Similarly the beginning of the fourth stanza

:

Asze liei nun boven Elligehusen kam
Da deen dei Kayserschen gegen ohm stahn

seems to have been modeled on the sixth stanza of 77. K.:

As Henneke to Bremen binnen quam
gink hei vor enen schipper stan

the rhyme being identical and the thought similar.

The eip:hth stanza of H. K. begins

:

Henneke swor enen diiren ed

This we findReflected in the sixth of our poem

:

Picclemin schwor ne diihren Aehd.
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Three stanzas our poet manages to produce without any
reference to his model, but as if exhausted by the effort, he

returns more slavishly than ever to the original.

In H. K.^ the ninth stanza reads

:

Do Henneke Knecht qtfam up de se,

stun hei as en verjaget re

en wort konn hei nich sprekeu;

Hei dachte hen, hei dachte her

sin herte woU om tobreken.

This we find reproduced almost word for word in stanza ten

of our poem

:

Dei Oberst-Iyeutent von der Kaserschen Armee
Dei stund asze ein verjahgdes Rehe,

Kein Wohrt kon hei mar sprehken

Hei leip seek hen, hei leip seek hahr

Sin Harte woll ohm tau bracken.

For the thirteenth stanza our author borrows the rhyme Sakk:

Drakk from the eighth of H. K.

The remainder of the poem is freer from imitation of the

older one.

Only in two places is a similarity to be found. The twelfth

stanza of H. K. begins

:

Is hir denn nu nemand bekant

dei mek bringt in dat Sassenlant.

This we find reproduced in the nineteenth stanza of our

poem

:

Isz denn nu hier kein mann bekand

Dei osk brbcht in ein anner land

The opening line of the concluding stanza is likewise copied

from H. K.^ where it reads:

De osk diit ledken erst erdacht

This we find in our poem in the form:

Dei osk diit lycidgen hett erdacht

absolutely identical, except for the substitution of hett for erst.
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With reference to the dialect, the two poems are quite inde-

pendent. This is, of course, to be expected as the form of so

popular a ballad as H. K. must have varied with every dialect

into which it was introduced and we are not at all certain in

what form our poet knew it. Most probably he had learnt it

orally and in the forms of his native dialect. The dialect of

our poem is as well as I can make out that of Gottingen.

Older 6 appears in the Gottingen poem as ^/z, e. g. gauth.^

daiihn and in H. K. as o or <7^, goet., roen {= roden)^ don. The
vowel of the pret. of the reduplicating verbs in the Gottingen

poem appears as ei\ e. g. leip^ reipen., leit ; in H. K. as i: let.

Old ai appears in H. K. as e: <?<^(Eid), wH (weiz), kleer (klei-

der); in Gottingen poem as ei or ae: keiti^ Aehd (Eid). The
diphthong 70 appears in H. K. as ^: leve (liebe), nemand {px^-

mand) ; in Gottingen poem as ei: neimand^ verdreiten. In both

poems, however, verdiene?i appears as verdeinen. In H. K. the

pret. sing of kommeit is written quam^ in Gottingen poem katn.

Original e before r appears in Gottingen as a : harte (Herz) as

usual in Plattdeutsch ; in H. A"., however, as e: herte (Herz).

This would seem to point to a dialect bordering on the Midland

German as does also the retention of the old qu in the preterite

of koninien. It will be seen that the dialect of the Gottingen

poem has an aversion to the long vowels 6 and ^, speaking them

as diphthongs, which is characteristic of all the Low German
dialects west of the Elbe. Cf. Jellinghaus, Zur Einteihuig der

niederdeutschen Miindartcn., p. 22. An exception to this is

found in the pret. sg. of the verbs of the second Ablaut class:

schbt. This agrees with Jellinek's description of the dialect

(p. 3). The rhyme with schbt may have influenced the spelling

of grbt.^ as older au generally appears as «, cf. Lahp-Graben.

In the case of Lohn.^ High German may have influenced the

spelling, as it rhymes with dauhn. In the Gottingen poem the

/ in the second person sg. pret. of wollen has been lost : wuttUy

whereas in H. K. it is retained : iviilt tii. The Gottingen poem
is not entirely free from High German forms. In many cases

these are proper names or technical terms, such as Oberste.,
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Scha7itzen^ Scharmiitsel^ Erzherzog^ etc., which are naturally

taken over unchanged. In one or two cases, however. High
German forms occur where no good reason exists. This is

especially the case in the rhyme Seiten: gleiteM^ where H. K.

has the correct Low German forms siden : gliden. The name
of the deity also occurs in High German form : Gott. This is,

however, to be expected as the Low German had yielded before

this time to the High German as the language of the Church.

Daniel B. Shumway.
University oif Pbnnsyi,vania.



HAUPTMANN'S "DIE VERSUNKENE GLOCKE."*

In December, 1896, the first performance of Gerliart Haupt-

mann's '•''Die VersM7tkene Glocke^ ein deutsches Marchendrama^''''

was given in the Deutsches Theater in Berlin. The play

gained great popularity from the very start, so that it made
conquest of the stage throughout Germany and Austria-Hungary

in an astonishingly short time. I have before me the thirty-

fourth edition (S. Fischer, Berlin), published in 1897, when the

play was hardly one year old.

The drama has very aptly been called " Das Madchen aus

der Fremde '
' by Miss U. C. Woerner in her excellent little book

on Gerhart Hauptmann. It is indeed the mysterious maiden

from the strange land of romanticism, the Mignon of the end of

the nineteenth century, who offers the treasures of symbolism,

fairy tale and wilful fancy to our work-a-day world.

This is the only one of Hauptmann's plays entirely in metrical

form ; the metres employed are the tragic iambic verse of five

stresses ; the heroic couplet ; Knittelvers, and irregular lyrical

metres.

It has five acts, and following the example of Ibsen no divi-

sion into scenes within the acts. In the subsequent narrative

of the action of the play I shall take the liberty of forming

somewhat arbitrary groups of events according to dramatic con-

sanguinity, if that term may be permitted, instead of the tradi-

tional and merely formal division according to the entries and

exits of the characters.

* This paper is one of a series of studies treating of Hauptmann's pla) s

and their literary relations, some of the conclusions of which are simply stated

here.
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Act I.

In Act I we are at once introduced into the atmosphere which
pervades the whole play, that of mountain and forest, meadow
and fountain, and the mysteries of its teeming life in the guise

of the creations of the fairy tale. There is a little gold-haired

elf, Rautendelein (Red Annie), mischievous, careless, eager for

life, concerned only about the sunshine and the joys of her

present existence ; there is Nickelmann, the watersprite, who
inhabits a fountain, ugly, old, froglike, whose " Brekekekex,

quorax, quorax " reminds us of Aristophanes' Frogs. He wants

the lovely Rautendelein for his wife, but is scorned by her.

Next appears the Waldschrat, the traditional satyr, the goatlike

wanton of the woods, representing the baser side of animal

existence, sensual, vulgar, fond of any kind of mischief regard-

less of the consequences.

The second scene begins with Heinrich, severely injured,

dragging himself upon the mountain. He is still a young

man, surely not beyond the thirties, a bell founder by profes-

sion. We learn his story from his conversation with the other

persons of the scene, Rautendelein and Wittichen, the old woman
of the forest, who is the only one speaking a dialect—the dialect

of the Silesian mountains, Hauptmann's native place—and is

full of homely wisdom and woodcraft. While hauling a bell

that he had cast for a church on the top of the mountain to its

place of destination, wagon, bell and himself had suddenly been

hurled down a precipice into a lake which had swallowed up
the bell. A mystery surrounds the event. Heinrich has no

distinct recollection of it. We are left to infer that the spirits

of the woods, hating the bell and the religious tendencies

symbolized by it, caused the disaster. At the same time we are

made to feel that Heinrich's suffering, perhaps even his fall, is

due to some mysterious psychic cause. As Rautendelein speaks

to him, a strange transformation takes place in him. A glow

of warmth, passion, hope and enthusiasm comes over him. He
entreats her not to leave him—to kiss him. In this scene lies

the beginning of the dramatic action. Rautendelein cannot
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understand his words nor his agitation. She sees his tears and

is perplexed, for being- an elf she does not know tears. Heinrich

falls asleep exhausted, and Rautendelein draws a magic circle

about him to keep off intruders.

In the third scene appear, allured by the Waldschrat's mock-

ing cries of help, the preacher, schoolmaster and barber from

Heinrich's village, who have gone forth to seek him. The three

are typical representatives of life in a small village ; the preacher

of the comfortable conventional Christianity, intolerant to

fanaticism, determined to maintain the existing order under all

circumstances. The schoolmaster stands for shallow and

pedantic rationalism. He does not believe in witchcraft or

ghosts, but charges his manifest dread to the possible presence

of thieves, murderers and smugglers in the woods. The barber

is the vicious, vulgar gossip monger that makes him a familiar

figure in popular stories in Germany. They find Heinrich and

Wittichen. There is an encounter between them and Wittichen

in which their two conflicting views of life are plainly exposed.

They take Heinrich with them. In a closing scene fairy life

holds full sway again as in the beginning. After a chorus of

elves the dramatic action moves one step farther. Rautendelein

suddenly discovers tears dropping from her eyes : the symbol of

her transformation. She now feels sympathy, yearning for

human society, and determines to follow Heinrich. Nickelmann

tries vainly to dissuade her. The act ends with her departure

and a final mournful " Quorax ! Brekekekex !
" of the destitute

watersprite.

Act II.

The second act is also expository. The scene is laid in

Heinrich's home " in the valley," at the foot of the mountain

forest. The first scene gives a charming picture of conjugal

love and devotion. His wife, Magda, has dressed their two
children for the celebration of her husband's masterpiece, which

is to take place as soon as a white flag announces that the bell is

safely hung in its place.

Into this scene of happiness and hope bursts the news of
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Heinricli's disaster, soon followed by the three men carrying the

injured man. Magda's grief, her solicitude, her attempts to

cure and encourage, are extremely pathetic. In a dialogue

between husband and wife it becomes clear that he has ceased to

love her. The poet evidently wants to give us the impression

that he has outgrown the world in which they have been happy

together. To her he is the master who has reached the pinnacle

of fame, while he tells her that this bell was not perfect but had

a hidden crack. He wishes to die. Magda leaves the house in

order to bring in a woman known for great healing powers. We
feel that the tie between husband and wife is broken: the third

step in the dramatic action.

As soon as Magda has gone, Rautendelein comes disguised as

a servant maid. At first Heinrich thinks he dreams. Very

soon, however, after she " has opened his eyes by a kiss," his

hopefulness and zest return. She puts him to sleep through

incantations. Upon awakening Heinrich bursts out into the

words of joy and hope, p. 79:

'

' Was ist mit mir geseheh'n! Aus welchem Schlaf

erwach' ich. Welches Morgens Sonne dringt

durch's oflfne Fenster, mir die Hand vergoldend ?

O Morgenluft! Nun, Himmel, ist's dein Wille,

ist diese Kraft, die durch mich wirkt und wiihlt,

dies gliihend neue Drangen meiner Brust:

ist dies ein Wink, ein Zeichen deines Willeus

—

wolan, so wollt ich, wenn ich je erstiinde,

noch einmal meinen Schritt ins I^eben wenden,

noch einmal wiinschen, streben, hofifen, wagen

—

und schaffen, schaflfen."

During this speech, Frau Magda enters. Perceiving the

signs of his recovery she bursts into a cry of joy. There the

act ends.

The knot is now tied, the tension is very high. Frau Magda
thinks her husband is given back to her ; the observer is in sus-

pense. The following act dispels all doubt. Heinrich belongs

to Rautendelein,
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Act III.

The third act is, with the exception of the closing words, by

far the weakest of the play. There is no progress whatever in

the dramatic action. The purpose of the act is to show

Heinrich in his new calling. Heinrich has left wife and

children, and his human brethren in the village, to dwell in the

mountains with Rautendelein. There, near his workshops, this

act takes place. It has only two scenes. The first is a fairy

scene between Nickelmann, Waldschrat, and later Rautendelein,

for the purpose of acquainting the audience with the occur-

rences intervening between the second and third acts. Nickel-

mann mourns the loss of Rautendelein to Heinrich, Waldschrat

mocks him with insinuating vulgarities, and Rautendelein is

happy and proud.

The second part of the act is given to a lengthy dialogue

between the preacher and Heinrich. The former comes to

reclaim Heinrich for his wife and children, and for human
society, looking upon him as a victim of the superhuman

powers of Rautendelein. The irreconcilable conflict between

the views of the preacher and Heinrich, the Christian and the

pagan, becomes more and more manifest. At last, as the

preacher sees the hopelessness of his appeals to his priestly

authority, he reminds Heinrich of his duty toward his deserted

wife and children. Heinrich has nothing to answer, but words

of pity as sounding as they are insincere, and the excuse that

he has no power to help them. The act ends with the very

impressive words of the preacher in speaking of the submerged

bell, p. 1 11:

" Sie klingt euch wieder, Meister! Denkt an mich!"

Act IV.

The catastrophe comes in the fourth act. We find Heinrich

in his workshop in the midst of his activity with six dwarves

assisting him. We learn to our surprise that he, the bell

founder, has expanded his capacities to an astonishing degree.

He is erecting a building, half temple, half kingly castle, on the
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top of the mountain wherein he plans to hang, not a bell, but
wonderful chimes, which are to herald his message far into the

world. Besides, he is mining the hidden treasures of the earth.

In short, he has become a sort of Prometheus. But his activity

is nervous and restless. He scolds his helpers, and maltreats

thein with the cruelty of the man that has to drown the insistent

voice of remorse and doubt in his own mind. The preacher's

words begin to show their effect. After giving expression to

his self-tormenting thoughts in a monologue he falls asleep on
his couch. Nickelmann appears to him from a water trough,

not in his usual character of a comparatively subordinate water

sprite, but as an evil spirit, a tormentor, the embodiment of the

evil conscience, like the evil spirit appearing to Gretchen in the

cathedral scene in Faust. He recounts Heinrich's guilty deeds

in fiendish glee to him and tells him that all his efforts will be

futile. Upon awakening, Heinrich calls for Rautendelein

who vainly tries to comfort him. We begin to see that her

power over him is waning. All her entreaties, her love, her
devotion, admiration and unbounded confidence in him cannot

give him the old ambition and hopefulness. The voice of doubt

in his heart will not be silenced. Suddenly the mocking calls

of the Waldschrat are heard outside, announcing the arrival of

the enraged villagers bent on stoning Heinrich and burning his.

work. A stone flung through the window strikes Rautendelein..

Heinrich rushes out driving off the aggressors. After his

victorious return, at the end of a scene between him and
Rautendelein, over which the anguish of impending disaster

hangs like a thundercloud, Heinrich lends voice to his final

estrangement from his spirit of life, Rautendelein. His words,

" Sieh: tief und ungeheuer delint der Raum
und kiihl zur Tiefe sich, wo Menschen wohnen.

Ich bin ein Mensch. Kannst du dies fassen, Kind
;

fremd und daheim dort unten—so hier oben

fremd und daheim . . . Kannst du das fassen ?
"
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separate the two. He feels himself a different being from her.

The disaster now is unavoidable. It is introduced by a scene

of an almost dreadful dramatic power. As Heinrich is continu-

ing his dialogue with Rautendelein, he pauses at intervals to

listen to sounds from below. We have the words of the preacher

at the end of the third act still in our ears :

" Sie klingt euch wieder, Meister. Denkt an mich !

"

It is the bell, we feel, and the same anguish creeps over us

that clutches at Heinrich's heart. And there, something comes

creeping slowly up the mountain from the lake, dragging

something heavy upon the slope of the mountain. It approaches

nearer and nearer, Heinrich recognizes the spirits of his two

children carrying a pitcher filled with " something salt and

bitter," as they tell him. It is the tears of their deserted

mother. " And how is she," he asks. " She is well," they

reply. "And where?" "With the water-lilies." In that

moment the bell begins to sound loudly from below. We see

the whole situation as in a flash of lightning. Heinrich's wife

has found her death in the silent lake, both his children have

died—his guilt could not be brought before his and our eyes

with more crushing force. And the bell is the herald of his

guilt. The old preacher spoke truth. In the madness of his

despair Heinrich curses Rautendelein and casts her out.

Act V.

In the last act we return to the scenery of the first. It is

introduced by a song of the elves telling of Balder's, that is,

Heinrich's death, and the destruction of his work by his pur-

suers. Rautendelein enters, faded, wan, broken. Sitting down

on Nickelmann's fountain, she sings a sad song of her fate, that

has condemned her now to become the watersprite's bride, and

to live with him in his well. The hopelessness of her situation

is made more apparent by a dialogue between Waldschrat and

Nickelmann immediately following her song, both brutally

triumphing and gloating over her ruin.
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After a while Heinrich appears, worn, a fugitive, carrying a

rock in his right hand, as if to defend himself. Defeated and

broken, as in the first act, he can not hope for a restoration to

life this time. He meets Wittichen again and calls for Rautende-

lein ; but Rautendelein cannot give him any help now. Upon
his pleading, Wittichen consents to let him taste the joy of life

once more, but she warns him that it is only for a short

moment. She gives him three cups, the first filled with white,

the second with red, and the third with yellow wine. If he

drinks the white wine, she tells him, his old strength will once

more return. The second cup will give him once more the

bright spirit that has left him. But, she adds, he that has

drunk from the first two cups, has to drain the third one also,

and that means death.

Heinrich drinks from the first two cups. Once more the old

life flickers in him. He calls for Rautendelein. vShe comes

and he dies in her arms.

The concluding words of the act announce the coming of the

dawn of a new hope and a new life for him :

Rautendelein (zu ihm hinfliegend, seine Kniee umschlingend, mit

Jauchzen).—Die Sonne kommt!

Hei7irich.—Die Sonne!

Rautendelein (halb schluchzend, halb jauchzend).—Heinrich!!!

Heinrich .—Dank!

Rautendelein (umarmt Heinrich und driickt ihre Lippen auf die

seinen—darnach den Sterbenden sanft niederlegend.—Heinrich!

Heinrich.—
" Hoch oben: Sonnenglockenklang

Die Sonne . . . Sonne kommt!—Die Nacht ist lang."

(Morgenrothe.)

But what does become of Rautendelein, the bright little

maiden who has won our sympathy in a far higher degree than

Heinrich ? Will she have to return to the disgusting Nickel-

mann into the well, or will she share Heinrich's resurrection ?

The copy of the play before me gives no hints regarding her.
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Professor Jastrow, of the University of Pennsylvania, has the

kindness to tell me that when he saw the play at the Deutsches

Theatre in Berlin last summer, Rautendelein rushed back into

the well immediately after Heinrich's last words. We have to

consider this interpretation as that of the author who undoubt-

edly had superintended the preparation of the play for the per-

formance.

Dramatic Prototypes.

The scenic mechanis^n of Die Versunkene Glocke and the

poetic form are largely modeled upon Grillpai^.ar's Melusina^

ein Mdrchendrama. The scener}^ in the first and third acts of

the latter play is essentially the same as that of our play. It is

" ein Wald, im Hintergrunde mit Felsen geschlossen. In der

Mitte das Becken eines verfallenen Brunnens. Im Vorder-

grunde ein Felsensitz, von Gestrauchen umgeben." This foun-

tain plays very much the same part in both dramas. It is the

scene of the hero's first meeting with an elf-maiden, and also of

his final reunion with her, and of his death, precisely as in the

case of Heinrich and Rautendelein. The atmosphere of forest

and mountain pervades both plays, the charm of the fairy world

envelops the whole action ; even the chorus of the three elves

is common to both plays, as is also the irregular lyrical form.

The slight difference, that in the model play the heroine is one

of this chorus, while Rautendelein is, as we shall see later, an

independent elfish being, can hardly be considered important.

A comparison of the stories of both plays in a broad outline

will easily show their points of contact.

In the first act of Melusina, after a short introductory song

by hunters, enters Melusina, a frolicsome, teasing maiden, like the

Rautendelein of the first act of Versunkene Glocke. Next comes

the knightly hunter, Raimund, tormented, like Heinrich, by a

romantic yearning for something indefinite, which for him is

embodied in the mysterious maiden, Melusina. He falls into a

magic sleep (like Heinrich) to give room to the chorus of elves,
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Melusina and her two sisters. Melusina has the same yearning

for human companionship and love as Rautendelein
; p. 238 :

Melusina.—
Ihr ewig jung und ewig alt!

Mich lockt nicht euer traumendes Geniigen,

Auf eurer Zanberburg ist's mir zu kalt,

In warmern Armen will ich liegen.

and p. 238 :

Melusina.—tjberall Nacht ist ohne lyiebe,

tJberall Tag, wo lyiebe lacht.

and again to Raimund, p. 239 :
"

. . . Es ist uns verboten, mit

Menschen Gemeinschaft zu haben, aber ich liebe dich ..."
Also p. 240 :

"
. . . Kann dir das geniigen, so wirst du iiber-

gliicklich sein, gliicklicher als noch nie ein Mensch. Meiner

lyiebe bist du gewiss. Der Brde Miih' und Noth entuommen,

wirst du erkennen, was du jetzt nur ahnest, und schauen^ was

dir jetzt Miihe macht, nur zu denken ..."
With these passages compare some of Rautendelein's words,

after she has wept her first tear for Heinrich :

Rautendelein (to Nickelmann, p. 42):

Hi nein, es geht auch so (refusing to come to Nickelmann), was soil

mir das!

Dein alter Brunnenrand ist brocklig, nass,

und nichts als Asseln, Spinnen . . . was weiss ich!

Und du und allesamt; ihr ekelt mich.

And later, p. 44 :

Rautendelein.—Ich mochte fort, nur von Euch alien fort.

And again, p. 45 :

Rautendelehi .
—

Grosmutter sagt, du seist ein weiser Mann
So schau dir deine Springbachlein an:

da ist kein Wasserlein so diinn und klein,

es will und muss ins Menschenland hinein.
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p. 46

:

Rautendelein (to Nickelmann).

—

Und ist deine Krone von eitel Saphir,

so lass deine Tochter prunken mit ihr.

Meine giildenen Haare, die lieb' ich viel mehr,

die sind meine Krone und driicken nicht schwer.

Und ist von Korallen dein Schrein und dein Tisch:

Was soil mir ein I^eben bei Molch und Fisch, etc.

Melusina's sisters warn her not to trust man, because he is

false and faithless, p. 238 :

Melusina

Ich warne dich

Falsch ist der Mensch und treulos;

Ihn reut was er verspricht:

Trau du dem Menschen nicht!

And ibid :

Melusina

Ich warne dich!

Er wird dich verlassen,

die Liebende hassen;

Ks machen wie's Andre, er Andren gemacht.

Dann kommt dir zu biissen,

Und rachend verschliessen

Dich ziirnende Geister in ewige Nacht.

In Versunkene Glocke it is Nickelmann who tries to dis-

suade Rautendelein from following Heinrich, using very much
the same arguments, p. 44.

Steht dir ins Menschenland der krause Sinn ?

Ich warne dich.

(follows a passage borrowed from Fouque's Undiyie; see below)

P- 45:

Fiirwitz! lass ab, drang nicht in ihre Reihn!

Dulegst um deinen Hals 'nen Miihlenstein,
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Sie schummern dich in graue Nebelnacht,

Du lernst zu weinen, wie du hier gelacht.

Du liegst gekettet an ein altes Buch
Und tragst wie sie der Sonnenmutter Fluch.

Raimund is loved by Bertha, but neglects her to follow Melu-

sina, as Heinrich does his wife Magda. Raimund follows

Melusina into her palace, but after a while tires of her. He
also is tormented by homesickness for humankind.

Compare the following two passages :

Raimund S2iys, p. 253:

Und wenn manchmal ein Qedanke an meine Heimat ....

Heinrich, p. 137:

Sieh : tief und ungehener dehnt der Raum
und kiihl zur Tiefe sich, wo Menschen wohnen.

Icli bin ein Mensch. Kannst du dies fassen, Kind:

fremd und daheim dort unten—so hier oben

fremd und daheim . . . kannst du das fassen ?

Both Raimund and Heinrich at last drive the loving maidens

with curses from them, who thereby become subject again to

the spirits of the water. Heinrich, as well as Raimund, incurs

the wrath of his fellows by his association with the spirit

world ; and both find their death at the same fountains, where

they first met their elf-maidens, to be reconciled and reunited

with them.

The similarity of the two plays extends no farther. Wittichen,

Nickelmann and the Waldschrat have no prototypes in the

Melusina ; they will be traced out below. The main characters

of die Versimkene Glocke^ Heinrich and his wife, Rautendelein,

the villagers ; the general tendency, with the exception of those

characteristics mentioned above, point to different sources.

In the matter of poetic form and dramatic technique Haupt-

mann shows himself independent of his model in several

important points, an independence largely gained by his

naturalistic training :

He uses the "milieu" much more extensively and efiectively.
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In the first act of Alelusina the hero appears, after a few intro-

ductory lines by the hunters and Melusina, to acquaint the spec-

tator by his own words with the situation. The introductory scene

of Versunkene Glocke is longer and much more elaborate. The
hero does not appear until the whole situation has been set in a

very strong light. The naturalistic poets, as has been shown,

regard their heroes as a product of material forces working upon

them furnished by inheritance and the " milieu," or surroundings.

Consequently these forces ought to be exposed independently

and previously to the appearance of the hero, who is their

victim.*

Every act in Versunkene Glocke is introduced by a long

scene that does not advance the dramatic action in the least

but whose sole purpose consists in giving the " milieu." The
long scene at the beginning of the second act between Magda,

her children and the neighbor woman ; the lengthy fairy scenes

at the beginnings of the third and fifth acts are preparatory to

the following scenes. The fourth act alone opens directly upon

the dramatic action, because there is practically no change of

scenery from the third.

As to the poetical form I am inclined to plead its superiority

over Grillpar^er's drama. The metrical form, to be sure, is

wooden and lame; nothing of the lyrical swing and smoothness

of Grillpar. sr's tripping lines. Nothing of the appropriateness

of the metre to the character employing it. Imagine Nickel-

mann and the lewd Satyr pouring out their vulgar souls in the

solemn five-stressed iambics, which the latter sometimes, as at

the beginning of the third act, varies with heroic couplets; or

old Wittichen parading her home-spun in the tragic metre of

Schiller, the same, in which Heinrich clothes his loftiest senti-

ments. Why did Waldschrat not remain faithful to the " Knit-

telvers," of p. 39, so becoming to him ? Who knows whether by

persistency he might not have turned his equals into his way

of thinking. The few lyrical passages, the elf choruses on pp.

*?ee for this the chapter on naturalism (cf. note on p. i).
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34 fF, in four-stressed trochaic lines, Rautendelein's song of grief

in the last act, and the few songs in irregular metres scattered

through the play lack the subtle charm and suggestive tender-

ness which we find in Grillpar;; er's songs.

The excellence of Hauptmann's poetry over Grillpar er's lies

in the greater intensity and individual vigor of his imagery.

He lives himself, if I may use a very forcible Germanism, into

the souls of his characters and sees events with their eyes,

while Grillpar rer's imagery reflects merely his own fancy and

is therefore monotonous and colorless, though more polished.

In Mehisma^ the hunters, the elves, Raimaud, his servant

Troll, all speak exactly the same language, relying for the dis-

play of their mental disparity solely on the choice of more or

less dignified and elastic metres. In Versimkene Glocke the

Waldschrat shows his filthy mind in every phrase and image. I

give one sample, p. 39.

Masslieb und Vergissnichtmein

stampf ich in den Grund liinein

spritzt das Moos und knirrt das Gras,

Elbchen ! hei ! so mach' ich das,

Bucke, bocke, heissa ! ho !

—

Bulle schnauft in's Haferstroh

und die junge Schweizerkuh

streckt den Hals und briillt ihm zu.

Auf des Hengstes brauner Haut
Flieg' ist Braut'gam, Flieg' ist Braut,

und der Miicken lyiebestanz

dreht sich um den Pferdeschwanz.

Holla ! alter Pferdeknecht !

kommt die Magd dir eben recht ?

Beizt der Mist im heissen Stall

giebt es einen weichen Fall, etc.

Nickelmann's prosaic and vulgar old soul confronts us in

every sentence. Read his variation of the beautiful comparison

of man and elf borrowed from Fouque's fairy tale Undine^^

* See below.
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p. 44:
Nickclmanyi.

Der Meusch, das ist ein Ding,

das sich von ungefahr bei uns verfing:

von dieser Welt iind doch auch nicht von ihr.

Zur Halfte—wo ? wer weiss !—zur Halfte hier.

Halb unser Bruder und aus uns geboren,

Uns feind und fremd zur Halfte und verloren.

Weh' jedem, der aus freier Bergeswelt

sich dem verfluchten Volke zugesellt,

das, schwachgewurzelt, dennoch wahnbethort

den eignen Wurzelstock im Grund zerstort

und also, krank im Kerne, treibt und schiesst,

Wie 'ne KartofFel, die im Keller spriesst, etc.

and p. 45 :

Hor' was ein Tausendjahr'ger zu dir spricht:

lass du die Knechtlein ihrer Wage gehn,

den Menschen Wasche waschen, Miihlen drehn,

in ihren Garten wassern Kohl und Kraut, etc.

Then follows his last plea which contains a very fine point,

p. 46 :

Du aber, Prinzessin Rautendelein !

Sollst eines Konigs Gemahlin sein.

Ich hab' eine Krone von griinem Krystall,

die setz' ich dir auf im goldschimmernden Saal:

die Dielen, die Decken von klarblauem Stein,

Aus rothen Korallen Tisch und Schrein . . .

He would probably have hurled all the wealth and splendor

of earth and water at her if she had not then interrupted him.

That is the vulgar soul true to nature, and his idea of happi-

ness !

Wittichen's speech is full of cynical wisdom and penetrating

practical sense so common among the lower classes who, with-

out having become vicious, have lost their faith in all ideal

aspirations together with the vapid, high-sounding phrases with

which they stubbornly confound them (as she does in the case

of Heinrich whom she classes with common men), cf p. 33 :
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Nahmt ihr da oarma Knerps, dar durte leit !

Woas gihts' mich oa. Ich lioa 'm nischt gethon.

A mag sei I^aba laba, wenn a's koan

vor mir su lange wie a Oden hot:

dar, freilich, werd nie goar zu lange recha.

Ihr nennta Meester. Mit dar Meesterschoaft

is ni weit har. Euch miga se wull klinga:

die eisna Glocka, die doas Perschla macht.

Ihr hott asune Uhrn, die nischte hirn;

in's khnga se ni gutt. Ihm salber au ni.

A weess wull, wu's da Dingern oalla fahlt:

oam Besta fahlts 'n und an Sprung hot jede.

Hie, nahmt de Trage, troat doas Jingla heem !

Da grussa Meester.—Meester Milchgesicht !

stih uf: Du sullst 'm Paster halfa pred'gen,

'm Lehrer sullste halfa Kinder prigeln,

und 'm Balbierer sullste Schaum schloan halfa.

I may be permitted to quote one more highly characteristic

passage from her lips, p. 34 :

Wittichen.

Spoart ihr doas Rada ! Eure Pradicht kenn ich.

Ich wiss, ich wiss: de Sinne, doas sein Sinda.

Die Erde iis a Soarg. D'r blaue Himmel
d'r Deckel druf. De Sterne, doas sein Lechla,

de Sunne iis a grusses I^uch ei's Freie.

De Welt ging under, wenn ke Foarr nich war,

und inse Herrgott is a Popelmoan.

A seld' ann' Kutte nahma, ihr verdient's

Schloappschwanze seit'r: doas is's, wetter nischt.

The styles of Heinrich, the preacher, Rautendelein and all

the other persons show similar appropriateness to their charac-

ters even in the shades of varying moods.

An equal importance for the genesis of Hauptmann's drama

belongs to Ibsen's Masterbuilder Solness^ which, besides having

a share in the scenic apparatus and the symbolism, has furnished

a great deal of the material for his plot and the fashioning of

his two principal characters. A few words will suffice to set the
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fable and main characters of Ibsen's highly symbolistic play in

the right light. Solness, a successful masterbuilder, who
formerly built many churches, but as the result of the burning

of his own home has later devoted himself to the erection of

dwellings for men, is introduced to us as a man on the turning

point of life, at the height of his professional career. Endowed
with a dauntless energy, goaded by an insatiable ambition, he

begins to foresee the waning of his powers and to dread the

growing generation, youth, who must replace him. Sleep-

less fear engenders doubt of his own powers which corrodes the

pillars of his strength and hastens his downfall. There is

another enemy in his breast—remorse. His ambition has

indirectly killed his children and ruined the life of his wife.

The beginning of his success dates from the destruction of his

first home by fire, possibly, only possibly, caused by a defective

chimney. He had known the danger, but neglected to repair

'

the damage, secretly hoping, as we are made to understand, for

the disaster which would enable him to lay out the large

property into building lots.* As an indirect result of exposure

during the fire, his two children died, and his wife, whom he

had ceased to love through his selfish ambition, has lost her

affections, her love, her buoyancy, becoming a hopeless drudge,

whose only motive of action is duty. Into this atmosphere of

despair and egotism there enters Hilde Wangel, a young girl

who had known Solness ten years before, then a young man,

unbroken in spirit, when he had built a high tower in her

native place, which he had dedicated by a wreath hung on the

top by his own hand. He had promised her at that time to

build a kingly castle for her ten years from that date, sealing

his promise with her kiss. She comes now to remind him of

his promise, but finds, him much changed. He is about to

dedicate his own new home ; but now he does not dare to ascend

to its top to hang the wreath himself. She persuades him to

try the daring deed ; he tries, but falls and is shattered on the

ground.

* Act II, Sc. 4.
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Hilde is not a real woman ; she is wholly symbolic, repre-

senting the spirit of activity, of the pushing life of uncowed and

unhesitating youth. She is like the popular elves of whom I

shall have to speak below in that she has no cotiscience. More
than once she advises him to have a " robust conscience." She
has no sympathy with human fear, but only with life, with the

exertion of human powers. The only comment she has to

make, as she hears of Solness' danger in climbing upon the

house is :
" That will be terribly exciting,"* pp. 68 and 80.

With all she has a roguish and teasing disposition. She has an

absolute confidence in Solness and constantly fires him on to

great deeds.

The parallel between Heinrich, Rautendelein and Magda on

the one hand ; and Solness, Hilde and the wife of Solness on

the other, are too obvious to need many words of explanation.

Heinrich too sacrifices his family ; he too is aroused to new life,

a new great effort, out of the weakness of doubt, by a young
maiden, the spirit of new life, claiming him for his own. His

wife, like Fran Magda, does not take part in his transformation.

We can see that Frau Magda would have become just what

Mrs. Solness is, if Heinrich had not deserted her. Some of the

most important imagery is the same : Solness' climbing into

light corresponds to Heinrich's advance upon the mountain, as

a symbol of progress :

Solness.—Nein, ich baue jetzt keine Kirchthiirme mehr. Und
audi keine Kirchen.

Hilde.—Was bauen Sie denn jetzt ?

Solness.—Heimstatten fiir Menschen.

Hilde (nachdenklich).—Konnten Sie nicht auch iiber den Heim-
statten da so'n wenig—so Kirchthiirme machen?

Solness (stutzt).—Was meinen Sie damit?

Hilde.—Ich meine—etwas was emporzeigt—frei in die Luft hinauf.

Mit dem Wetterhahn in schwindelnder Hohe.
Solness (grubelt ein wenig).— Merkwiirdig genug, dass Sie das

sagen. Das ist's ja eben, was ich am allerliebsten mochte.

* I quote in the following the Reklam Ed., the only one I have at my
command.
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p. 52:

Solness (ernst).—Haben Sie denn nie gemerkt, Hilde, dass das

Utwidgliche , dass das einen gleichsam lockt und ruft ? etc.

Hilda's kingly castle is like the

hoalb ane Kerche, hoalb a Kenigsschluss.

(p. 159) of Vo'stmkene Glvoke ; and most important of all, Sol-

ness' fall to destruction during the celebration of his great new

home has evidently suggested Heinrich's fall. Inspired by

Hilde, Solness also offers defiance to conventional obligations :

p. 86 :
" Von heute ab will ich audi freier Baumeister sein auf

meinem Gebiet." The example of Solness must have misled

Hauptmann into the curious inconsistency* of making, in the

three last acts, a masterbuilder of the bell-founder Heinrich.

If we suppose that Solness, instead of being killed by his fall,

was severely injured, and that Hilde, arriving after this fall,

inspired him to a new life, we have most of the essentials of

Hauptmann's plot.

The other plays, which, as far as I can see, have contributed

to the technical apparatus of the play in question are Goethe's

Fatist ; and Ibsen's Brandy and Ait Enemy of Society. To Faust

we have to trace, aside from the magic circle drawn by Rauten-

delein around Heinrich in the first act, which may be considered

common property of the stage ; the transformation which takes

place in Heinrich during a magic sleep into which Rauten-

delein throws him toward the end of the second act, evidently

patterned after the first study scene in Faust. The kindling of

new hope in Heinrich's breast after Rautendelein's kiss upon

his eyes, and upon his awakening from the magic sleep in the

second act shows too great a similarity with Faust's Easter

monologue at the end of the night scene beginning :

Welch tiefes Summen, welch ein heller Ton . . .

not to compel a comparison.

The points of contact with Brand are the following

:

* See pp. 64 f. below.
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The allegorical use of valley and mountains
; the valley as the

symbol of darkness and gloom, the mountains as that of light

and hope. Wittichen says of Heinrich, p. 23 :

Dar durte hot die Sunne die geseahn,

just as the Doctor says to Brand, p. 117 of the Archer edition :

Here summer sunshine pierces not,

Here polar ice-blasts rive and rend

—

Here dank and stifling mists descend.

The hero's longing for progress is in both poems symbolized

by his climbing upon the mountains. The idea of building

(cf. Solness) is common to both. Brand builds churches ; he

expresses the idea, p. 36 :

Mountain or dale church, which is best ?

And following his suggestion Heinrich builds something, half

church, half temple, upon the mountain top. Brand also is a

reformer, though his gospel is that of the uncompromising will,

while Heinrich's is that of the senses ;* he wants to lead the

people upward, he is stoned as well as Heinrich—and as Dr.

Stockmann in An Enemy of the People^ the noble but tactless

reformer whose mistaken doctrine :
" The strongest man upon

earth is he that standeth most alone " is the apparent rule of

Heinrich's conduct. Brand and Heinrich both try to beat down
the furies of remorse over the sacrifice of wife and children

with similar empty phrases of their heaven-imposed task. At
last, cast out and driven upon the heights by their former friends,

both die bankrupt, although Hauptmann would not have us

think so, at the Ice Church, Ibsen's symbol of the extinction of

all human affections and instincts. The condemnation pro-

nounced by the choir upon Brand's striving, p. 260 f. :

Never shalt thou win his spirit

Thou in mortal flesh wast born:

Spurn his bidding or revere it;

Equally thou art forlorn.

* See below : Heinrich's message.
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p. 261 :

Worm, thou mayst not win his spirit

—

For death's cup thou hast consumed;

Fear his will, or do not fear it,

Equally thy work is doomed.
and :

Dreamer, thine is not his spirit,

Naught to him thy gifts are worth;

Heaven thou never shalt inherit,

Earth-born creature, live for earth! "

finds its echo in Wittichen's judgment of Heinrich's work on

pp. 33 f., and pp. 159-166. Incidentally, it seems probable that

the line quoted above :
" For death's cup thou hast consumed "

contains the seed of Hauptmann's unexplainable symbolism

(p. 166) of the three cups filled with white, red and yellow wine,

the third of which means death.

It may be accidental though it scarcely looks so, that the

dean in Brand (p. 255) as well as the preacher in Versunkene

Glocke (p. 109) justify the blind raging of the mob by the same

words :
" Vox Popiili Vox dei."

The Characters of the Play.

Heinrich^ the Bell Foiinde7\

The hero of the play is Heinrich, the bell founder. The
poet tries to make him a protagonist of humanity in its onward

march, a brother of Prometheus, Faust and Ibsen's Brand
;

titanic in his divine discontent with w^orn out religions and

social forms, in his strength of character and will, and in his

passionate striving for light. We shall see whether he has suc-

ceeded in his task.

I. Heinrich is not a unified personality ; he is plainly pieced

together. His composite character furnishes the strongest proof

of the direct influence of other poets. If Heinrich were an

organic poetic growth, such a discrepancy of attributes as will

be pointed out presently, would be impossible. During the first

two acts he is a bell founder, of great fame, it is true, but with
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nothing but human properties. In the last three acts he has

suddenly become a master builder, like Solness, erecting some-

thing partly a temple, partly a king's palace ; casting also beau-

tiful chimes, and in addition wresting all the hidden mineral

wealth from the grasp of the earth. Nay, more, he has become
superhuman, commanding over all the mysterious powers of

the earth, holding the dwarfs and spirits of the earth under the

iron yoke of servitude. However, as long as he deals with

creations of fairyland we are willing to lull our scepticism to

sleep. But in the fourth act, when he drives off single-handed

the whole incensed mob from the village that have come to

stone him and burn his temple and workshop, we are startled.

Here he deals with actual people, and our experience teaches us

the impossibility of the outcome of the battle as we see it in the

drama. There is nothing in the play to make the result of that

battle probable ; the hitch is there, and no appeal to the fairy

character of the play will remove it.

2. As to strength of character and will, Heinrich is rather

below than above the common level.

Gustav Freytag* has shown that in their relation to the pro-

gress of dramatic action two types of tragic characters are possi-

ble. The hero may take the initiative, forcing the dramatic

action forward until at last he is overwhelmed by the opposing

forces, he is the aggressor ; or he may be on the defensive. The
counterplayers force him into more and more violent opposition,,

until he succumbs to their onslaught. The first type has our

admiration in a higher degree, though the second may command
our sympathy. It may be interesting to note that according to

Freytag all the heroes in Shakespeare's great tragedies, with

the exception of Lear and Othello—I think we ought to add

Hamlet to the list—belong to the first category, while the great

majority of those of the German poets belong to the second.

Whether the materialistic buffer theory underlying naturalistic

characterization favor the creation of the second type or not, it is

* Technik des Dramas, Cap. I, i.

6
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certain that Heinrich belongs to it. Hauptmann has thus far

failed to place a great character on the stage. Heinrich, like

Johannes Vockerat in Einsame MenscJien^^ whom he resembles in

some traits, is lacking in decision of character, even in courage

and sincerity. It is not he that arouses himself from despair after

his fall, but Rautendelein. But soon the old doubt begins to

reassert itself, after the conversation with the preacher ; and after

Rautendelein's guiding hand is withdrawn he collapses again.

Though we hear much about his work and great plans, as of

those of Johannes Vockerat, we don't believe him; and the more

seriously he takes himself the less we are inclined to regard

him. His cowardly and egotistic self-pity in the dialogue with

his wife, who is so much stronger and better than he, his whole

conduct toward her, as she is caring for him and trying to com-

fort him in her great love for him, is revolting. He is there

merely a peevish weakling. His impotent and insincere sympa-

thy with the sufferings of his deserted wife, his unfounded con-

ceit, even a cowardly attempt to excuse himself, make us almost

despise him outright. Who can hear these words addressed to

the preacher, who reminds him of his duty toward his family,

without clenching his fist? p. 107:

Heinrich (nach langerem Stillschweigen, bewegt)

—

Konnt' ich sie trocknen, Pfarrer, diese Thranen

—

Wie gerne wollt' ich's thun! doch kann ich's nicht.

In Kummerstunden griibelnd, fiihl ich ganz:

es jetzt zu lindern, ist mir nicht gegeben.

Der ich ganz lyiebebin, in lyieb' erneut,

darf ihr aus meines Reichthums tjberfiille

den leeren Kelch nicht ftillen, denn mein Wein

—

ihr wird er Essig, bittre Gall' und Gift.

Soil der, der Falkenklaun statt Finger hat,

'nes kranken Kindes feuchte Wangen streicheln ?

Hier helfe Gott.

There is only one name for that sort of a fellow—cad.

The result of the fatal weakness of the hero is a great waning

* This has been pointed out by Miss Woerner, 1. c.
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of the interest after the first two acts. We care little what may
become of a fellow like Heinrich, and our sympathies are

scattered among worthier objects, as Rautendelein and Fran

Magda and her children.

3. There might be a possibility for Heinrich of redeeming him-

self at least partially by great intellectual powers. He has a mes-

sage to the world, and we receive hints that it is a great message,

a new gospel. It is proclaimed at last in many sounding lines,

and we are disappointed. It is neither new nor is it expressed in

a more poetic or forcible language than has been done before.

Heinrich has cast many bells which herald forth from their

church steeples the glory of Christianity. His last bell, his

masterpiece, is to fulfill the same office in the mountain church.

But Heinrich has long felt a laming distrust of the soundness

of the old religion. At last he comes to the conclusion that all

his work has been lost in serving a wrong cause ; his new

knowledge hurls him into an abyss of despair, an event fitly

symbolized by the falling of the bell. The poet has two ques-

tions to answer : First, wherein does the weakness of the old

religion, as represented by the preacher and the villagers, con-

sist ; and, secondly, what remedy has Heinrich, the reformer, to

offer? The answer to the first question comes from Wittichen:

P- 34-
Spoart ihr doas Rada ! Eure Pradicht kenn ich.

Ich wiss, ich wiss: de Sinne, dass sein Sinda.

De Erde iis a Soarg. D'r blaue Himmel
d'r Deckel druf. De Sterne, doas sein lycchla,

de Sunne iis a grusses lyUch ei's Freie.

Die Welt ging under, wenn ke Foarr nich war

und inse Herrgott is a Popelmoan . . .

And on p. 23, speaking of Heinrich :

Dar durte hot de Sunne nie gesahn.

The charge made against Christianity then is suppression

of the joyous life of the senses, the obscuring of the sunlight

of truth through traditional superstition, and the tyranny of the

clergy. And wherein does the new religion consist? What is the
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new Saviour to be, who is so persistently called by the name of

the old Germanic sun god, Balder? All that we learn from

Heinrich's words, is that it consists in a close communion with

nature, in the opening of all our senses, eye, ear, even taste to

the lessons of the universe, a worship of the sun, and in a pas-

sionate, hungry love, the poet's and the artist's love, of all this

teeming, glowing life of sound, color, form, smell and taste

about us. All this is clearly said in Heinrich's first meeting

with Rautendelein, p. 17:

Heinrich.

So lose mich

mit Liebesarmen von der harten Erde,

daran die Stmide mich, wie an ein Kreuz,

gefesselt! lyose mich! icli weiss, du kannst es,

und hier von meiner Stirn . . . befreie mich

mit deineu weichen Handen: Dornenzweige

flocht man um meine Stirne. Keine Krone!

nur lyiebe! lyiebe ! . . .

So, ich danke dir.

Ks ist hier schon. Es rauscht so fremd und voll.

Der Tannen dunkle Arme regen sich

so ratselhaft. Sie wiegen ihre Haupter

so feierlich. Das Marchen! ja, das Marchen

weht durch den Wald. Es raunt, es flustert heimlich.

Es raschelt, hebt ein Blattlein, singt durch's Waldgras,

und sieh: in ziehend neblichtem Gewand,

weiss hergedehnt, es naht—es streckt den Arm,

mit weissem Finger deutet es auf mich

—

kommt naher,—riilirt mich an . . . mein Ohr . , .

die Zunge . . .

die Augen—nun ist's fort—und du bist da.

Du bist das Marchen! Marchen, kiisse mich."

Aside from the trivial toying with the symbols of Christianity

and the misleading introduction of the Marchen, this is poetry,

and when taken in connection with the scene at the end of the

second act makes the poet's meaning sufficiently clear. But it

also makes almost the entire third act redundant and therefore
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superfluous. In the lengthy dialogue between Heinrich and
the preacher, which is to set the two opposite views of life,

Christianity and modern paganism, in a clear contrast, it will be
difficult to find one single new thought. We can plainly see

the great effort of the poet, taxing his linguistic powers to their

full capacity for grandeur and sublimity of images, and sonor-

ous weight of phrase, but we also must mark with regret the
disappointing result. The most that we hear is bombast, worse
than Schiller perpetrated in his youth, because it is so unutter-
ably empty. This judgment, though severe, will not, I trust, be
deemed unjust.

What is this, for instance, p. 102:

ein Glockenspiel! Dann aber ist es eines,

wie keines Miinsters Glockenstube je

es noch umschloss, von einer Kraft des Schalles,

an Urgewalt dem Friihlingsdonner gleich,

der briinstig briillend ob den Triften schiittert;

und so: mit wetternder Posaunen Laut
mach' es verstummen aller Kirchen Glocken
und kiinde, sich in Jauchzen iiberschlagend,

die Neugeburt des I^ichtes in die Welt.

Urmutter Sonne ! ! dein und meine Kinder
durch deiner Briiste Milch emporgesaugt

—

und so auch dieses, brauner Krum' entlockt

durch nahrend-heissen Regens ew'gen Strom;
die sollen kunftig all ihr Jubeljauchzen

gen deine reine Bahn zum Himmel werfen.

In that strain he continues for a long while. Or, p. 106 :

Heinrich.

Ist dies sein Plan, ihr haltet Gott nicht auf,

Doch nenut' ich jetzt mich blind,

wo ich, von hymnisch reinem Geist erfiillt,

auf eine Morgenwolke hingebettet,

erlbsten Auges Himmelsfernen trinke:

ich ware werth, dass Gottes Zorn mich schluge
mit ew'ger Finsterniss.

"
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That is fustian, pure and simple. Hauptmann has over-

reached himself. The gist of the whole message, and part of its

imagery, too, is contained in the story of " The Bell," in Hans
Chr. Andersen's Wonder Stories.^ We have Paul Schlenther's

authorityt—and he is to be taken as an " eye-witness," having

his information from the author directly—that Hauptmann has

always been a devoted student of Andersen. Besides, it will be

shown below in the chapter on the bell symbolism that Haupt-

mann must have used this story for the creation of his drama.

Hauptmann has not improved upon Andersen by elaborating a

singularly beautiful and poetical passage. It is the last para-

graph in the story, and, being short, will bear quoting in full

:

" The sea, the great, glorious sea, which rolled its great

billows toward the shore, lay stretched out before him, and the

sun stood aloft like a great flaming altar, there where the sea

and sky met. Everything melted together in glowing colors,

the wood sang and his heart sang too. All nature was a great

hol}^ church, in which trees and floating clouds were the pillars

and beams, flowers and grass the velvet carpet, and the heavens

themselves the vaulted roof The red colors faded up there

when the sun sank to rest .....
and the prince stretched forth his arms toward heaven, toward

the sea and toward the forest ....
and they ran to meet each other, and each took the other's hand

in the great temple of nature and poetry. And above them

sounded the holy, invisible bell ; and blessed spirits surrounded

them and floated over them, singing a rejoicing song of praise."

There we have the modern form of sun worship ; the mys-

teries and fairy atmosphere of the forest, the religion of nature.

The other part of Heinrich's teaching, the charge against

Christianity of doing violence to the natural impulses and the

revolt of the senses against the gloomy tyranny of conventional

*I quote from the H. C. Coates & Co. ed., Philadelphia (Standard),

t Pp. 13, 21 and elsewhere.
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Christianity is the subject of Goethe's ballad, Die Brant von

Korinth. Hauptmann's dependence on the following verses

seems undeniable:

Fernebleib', ojiingling! bleibe stehen;

Ich gehore nicht den Freuden an.

Schon der letzte Schritt ist, ach! geschehen

Durch der gtiten Mutter kranken Wahn,
Die genesend schwur:

Jugend und Natur

Sei dem Himmel kiinftig unterthan,

Und der alten Gotter bunt Gewimmel
Hat sogleich das stille Haus geleert.

Unsichtbar wird Einer nur im Himmel
Und ein Heiland wird am Kreuz verehrt;

Opfer fallen hier,

Weder Lamm noch Stier

Aber Menschenopfer unerhort.

Aber aus der schwerbedeckten Enge
Treibet mich ein eigenes Gericht

Eurer Priester summende Gesange

Und ihr Segen haben kein Gewicht.

Salz und Wasser kiihlt

Nicht, wo Jugend fiihlt

Ach, die Erde kiihlt die Liebe nicht.

Dieser Jiingling war mir einst versprochen,

Als noch Venus' heitrer Tempel stand.

Mutter, habt ihr doch das Wort gebrochen,

Weil ein fremd, ein falsch Geliibd' euch band!

Doch kein Gott erhbrt

Wenn die Mutter schwort

Zu versagen ihrer Tochter Hand

.

Hauptmann's substitution of the dwellers of the Germanic

Asgard for those of the Greek Olympus in Goethe's poem, giv-

ing the revolt a distinctively German national character, was

probably suggested by a more recent onslaught on Christianity
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made by Felix Dahn in his well-known books ' Sind Goiter,''

and ''Odhhi's Trosi.''

Rautendelein.

Rautendelein, the elf of pagan origin, next to Heinrich in

dramatic importance, likewise does not derive her existence from

a uniform conception. She is the spirit of light, infusing new
strength into Heinrich' s heart. She is the embodiment of the

hero's own new soul, filled, like her, with the ecstatic joy of

pagan sensuousness. The poet himself ofiers this interpretation

on the lips of Wittichen on p. i66:

Trinkst du's zweete (Glas),

Spiirst du zum letzta Moal da lichta Geist,

dar dich verlussa hot.

That the words, " da lichta Geist " have the double meaning
of Heinrich's soul and of Rautendelein, becomes evident when,

as soon as he has drained the second cup Rautendelein appears

to him. Besides, if these words did not refer to Rautendelein,

the effect of the red wine of the second cup would be contained

in that of the white wine in the first, which gives him (Ibid.)

*'no amol. . . . die ale Kroaft," that is, the old vigor.

The inconsistency in Rautendelein' s character is this : Why
is she, an elf of light and sensuous life, obliged to become the

bride of the watersprite, and to dwell with him in the old foun-

tain, after her lover has cast her out ? In all mythology and fairy

tale elves return to their native element. It is only the water

elves that are claimed by the world of the water. But Rau-
tendelein is not a water elf in Hauptmann's play. She ought

to rise to the sun to be fused in her orioinal element of liofht.

We are again forced to look for other creations of poetry or

fairy tale for an explanation of this lack of unity in Rauten-

delein's character.

Rautendelein looks like a composite of Fouque's Undine'^

and Ibsen's Hilde Wangel in Masterbiiilder Solness.

* Compare also Hans Christian Andersen's story The Little Sea Maid in his

Stories and Tales.
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The little elf Undine has no soul. On p. 72* she says :

" Seele, lachte ihn Undine an ; das klingt recht hiibsch und
mag audi fiir die mehrsten Menschen eine gar erbauliche und
nutzreiche Regel sein. Aber wenn es nun gar keine Seele hat

. . . Und so geht es mir.f

But she has a longing for a soul, p. 86 : "Aber alles will

hoher als es steht. So wollte mein Vater, . . . seine einzige

Tochter solle einer Seele theilhaftig werden und miisse sie

dariiber auch viele Leiden der beseelten Leute bestehen." She

can get it only through the love of a mortal man (ibid.). The
coming of the soul announces itself through tears and heaviness

of the heart, p. 74 :
" Schwer muss die Seele lasten, fuhr sie

fort . . . sehr schwer ! Denn schon ihr annahendes Bild

iiberschattet mich mit Augst und Trauer. Und ach, ich war

so leicht, so lustig sonst!" She utters these words just after

bursting into tears for the first time in her life. Further, p. 85

:

" Darum haben wir auch keine Seelen ; das Element bewegt uns,

gehorcht uns oft, so lange wir leben, zerstaubt uns immer, so

bald wir sterben, und wir sind lustig, ohne uns irgend zu gramen,

wie es die Nachtigallen, Goldfischlein und andre hiibsche Kinder

der Natur auch sind." According to this the essence of the soul

consists in sympathy with the woes of others ; the tear is the

symbol of this sympathy. All these characteristics are found

in Rautendelein. She is careless and knows only joy at the

beginning of the play ; she does not know yet what tears are,

p. 17:

Ich kann dich nicht verstehn: was sind das, Thranen?

But soon she learns to know them ; her first tear forms'in her

eye after she has met Heinrich, and through love has gained a

soul. The simplicity of this scene, which begins with her tell-

ing Nickelmann that she is so sad, oh ! so sad, on her left eye,

dimmed by her first tear, is beautiful and very touching, and

* I quote from the sixth edition. Berlin, 184 1. Ferdinand Diimmler.

t Cp. with this and the following Andersen, "The Ivittle Sea Maid."
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belongs entirely to Hauptmann. She, too, longs for the land

of man like Undine. She says to Nickelmann on p. 45 :

da ist kein Wasserlein so diinn und klein,

Es will und muss ins Menschenland liinein;

employing essentially the same image as " Undine''\ p. 33 :

Aus dunst'gem Thai die Welle,

Sie rann und sucht' ihr Gliick

Sie kam in's Meer zur Stelle,

Und rinnt nicht mehr zuriick.

Rautendelein's fate is ver}' much like that of Undine. After

a short happiness her lover accurses her and puts her from him
and she has to spend the remainder of her days in the water.

Both see their lovers once more in the hour of their death and

have to descend into a fountain which plays an important part

both in Fouque's story and Hauptmann 's play. The poet bor-

rowed from the story Undine's comparison of nixes and men,

putting it in Nickelmann's mouth who, as a result of the poet's

partial confusion of Undine, the nix, and Rautendelein, the

spirit of light, identifies her world entirely with his. Nickel-

mann says, p, 44 :

Der Mensch, das ist ein Ding,

das sicli von ungefahr bei uns verfing:

Von dieser Welt, und doch auch nicht von ihr.

Zur Halfte—wo ? wer weiss !—zur Halfte hier.

Halb unser Bruder und aus uns geboren,

uns feind und fremd zur Halfte und verloren.

Weh' jedem, der aus freier Bergeswelt, etc.

What has he to do with the free w^orld of the mountains who
dwells at the bottom of a dark well

!

Undine's story runs thus (I quote only the significant pas-

sages, p. 83 ff.) :
" Du soUst wissen, mein siisser Liebling, dass

es in den Elementen Wesen giebt, die fast aussehen wie Ihr,

imd sich nur selten vor Euch blicken lassen." (Follows a

description of these beings. *) " Die aber dorten wolinen, sind

* It is generally known, and of no interest here that this description of the

elemental spirits leads back to Paracelsus.
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gar hold und lieblich anzuschauen, meist schoner als die Men-
scheti sind Wir waren weit besser daran, als Ihr

anderen Mensclien ;—deiin Menschen nennen wir uns auch, wie

wir es denn dem Leibe und der Bilduiig nacli sind," . . etc.

Thus far Rautendelein and Undine show identical traits.

The difference between the two is this, that while the latter

is nothing but a loving woman, the former represents in addi-

tion a living principle, an active force. It is clear that Grill-

parger's Melusina cannot have contributed to her character, for

she is, like the traditional Frau Venus, the embodiment of the

very opposite tendency, of luxurious ease and passive sensuous

joy, and it is the very absence of activity which drives her lover

from her palace. Hauptmann's Heinrich also wants activity,

renewed strength of work ; and who can give it to him ? Hilde

Wangel, the spirit of youth, who inspires Masterbuilder Solness

to long-forgotten daring, becomes Heinrich's spirit of light.

Nickelniann.

Of NickelmaiiJi^ the watersprite of the fountain, little is to be

said. He has this in common with Kiihleborn, the river sprite in

" Undine ", that he hates humankind on the whole, though not

Undine's lover, Huldbrand, until the latter proves faithless to

her. By being cursed by her husband Undine falls into Kiihle-

born's power to be taken back to the submarine dwelling of her

father, similarly as Rautendelein has to go with Nickelmann to

be his bride. Nickelmann's age, a thousand years, reminds us

somewhat of the Au-mann, in Andersen's story Bell Deep^ who
dwells at the bottom of the Au River, and is so very old

that the old bell at the bottom of the river, which was there

"long before grandmother's grandmother was born," is but a

child in comparison with him.

It may be pointed out here that the splendors of the palace of

Andersen's Little Sea Maid, who is what Nickelmann calls Rau-

tendelein, " a princess of the sea," have evidently furnished the

material for the description of the surroundings, expecting

Rautendelein as the watersprite's bride. See his words begin-

ning, 46 :
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Du aber, Prinzessin Rautendelein . . .

and her answer beginning

:

Und ist deine Krone von eitel Saphir . . .

The " Waldschrat," who may have been suggested by-

Goethe's Satyros, to whose Knittelvers he condescends once

(p. 39), while wearing the mask of the traditional satyr, is an

entirely individual character.

The preacher, schoolmaster, barber, Fran Magda, cannot, as

far as I am able to see, be traced to any direct source.

The old Wittichen seems to me the most interesting and

most real character of the play. She, too, has largely a symbolic

significance, personifying the remnant of pagan wisdom and

nature worship which a thousand years of Christianity have not

been able to eradicate from the lower strata of the people, the

dwellers of village and forest, farm and sea coast, in Germany.

She reminds us occasionally of the ancient goddess Holda, in

one of her functions, as the protectress of slumbering and awak-

ening life, who, debased by the zeal of the early Christian

church, has popularly become Frau Holle, the " Buschgross-

mutter," the old woman of the woods, who is suspected of those

kinds of mischief and witchcraft of which the barber accuses

Wittichen on p. 27.* In the fifth act Wittichen unexpectedly

assumes the powers of a prophetess and of the three Fates

—

being technically a somewhat belated Deus ex machina—in

enabling Heinrich to call Rautendelein to his side. Otherwise

Wittichen belongs to a favorite type of the modern naturalists

in Germany, though not only there, as a glance at almost any

of Zola's novels will show—and one portrayed with great skill

;

I mean the elderly, experienced, cynical, yet good natured,

dryly humorous woman of the lower classes, such as Hauptmann

himself has given us in Fran Lehmanii in Einsame Menschen ;

and, from its criminal aspect, in Frau Wolff of Der Biber-

pels. I want to call particular attention to Holz-Schlafs Mutter

* Cf. Grimm, Mythologie, I Cap. 13.
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Abendrot'n in Die papierne Passion^ a most excellent sketch of

this type.

The Bell Symbolism.

Miscellanies.

The bell symbolism has been common property to the German
people ever since Schiller's great didactic poem to a degree that

an attempt to point to any particular work of literature treating of

it, as having influenced Hauptmann would seem rather audacious.

A few words of interpretation may be in place. The bell has

two purposes, to proclaim and to summon. Heinrich's old bells

all proclaimed the Christian faith, his new chimes were to

herald his new message to the world. And he is summoned to

his death by the sounds of the old bell from the lake at the foot

of the mountain. A few circumstances remind us of Bell Deep

in Andersen's Stories and Tales^ in which a bell that has rolled

down a mountain into a deep pool in the river below frequently

ding-dongs of its own account, as it talks to the Au-mann

;

" and many people maintain that its strains forebode the death

of some one."

Andersen's The Bell in his Wonder Stories also tells of a bell

sending forth its peals from the depth of a forest ; and it may be

noted that it is associated with the worship of nature as

indirectly in our drama.

I may be permitted to point out the source of the incident of

Heinrich's children carrying a pitcher filled with the tears of

their mother. The fairy tale from which it is taken is too well

known in Germany not to occur to any one there, but it may
bear repetition in this country. It is told in Grimm's Myth-

ologie.^ It tells of a mother who having lost her only daughter,

mourned and wept in inconsolable grief. One night, the spirit

of her child appeared to her in her dream, very sad and worn,

carrying a heavy pitcher. She asked her mother not to weep for

her, for all her tears would be gathered in her pitcher all but

too heavy already. And the mother wept not another tear.

* Zweite Ed. Gottingen, 1844, p. 884.
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I have completed my task. I hope that my readers will not feel

as intensely as I have done the odium pertaining to the slow,

grub-like work of disintegrating another man's work for the

purpose of exposing its innermost texture. What I believe I

have shown, is this : Many essential parts of Die Versunkene

Glocke, much of its technique, the greater part of the two

main characters, as well as its message, are borrowed. Haupt.

mann has again confirmed the observation, made in another

place, that he seems unable to create a dramatic character,

and that he lacks the breadth of view, and the depth of

culture necessary to produce, or even codify in final, poetic form,

great and leavening thoughts. There is no dramatic action

throughout his plays. We see a succession of detached scenes,

living pictures, as it were. His leading persons, like Heinrich

in our play, have nothing to do. They are very commonplace

individuals who have to pose as great characters, like Faust, or

Prometheus, and feel as uncomfortably and out of place in their

strange disguise, and succeed as little in their grave attempts at

make-believe, as thousands of other, though less serious, com-

monplace individuals in living pictures at evening parties. His

minor characters are mere statists ; they have not the least

influence on the dramatic action ; there is not a trace of counter

action, either retarding or hastening the main events. We
could take the preacher, barber, schoolmaster, Wittichen,

Nickelmann, Waldschrat, and all the rest of them out of the

play, and still the action would be essentially the same. The
only outside agency influencing the course of events is the mob
from the village, which does not appear on the scene.

These objections will no doubt seem very grave. And yet

they will not avail to rob the play of its great, though scarcely

enduring, poetic charm and suggestiveness, which make it a

greater contribution by far to literature than all the critical

essays called forth by it. The charm lies plainly in the child-

like simplicity and directness of the poet, in his great love of

nature, and in his skill of exact reproduction of the minutest

detail. He has gained a deep insight into all the little turns of
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speech, the peculiar imagery, the characteristic tendencies,

betraying the life, the prejudices, the sufferings and affections of

his men and women ; he has lived himself into their surround-

ings until his mind rej^roduces them like the magic camera.

The greatest charm of the play, however, and the one which

happily always escapes the clumsy fingers of analysis, is a mel-

low, loving, sadness, which is one of the secrets of the soul of

the genuine poet.

I shall refrain from mentioning the innumerable shorter

articles in popular magazines, giving only the titles of studies

which contain essential contributions to the interpretation of

Hauptmann's work :

Paul Schlenther. Gerhart Hauptmann. Sein Lebensgang

unci seine Dichtiing. Berlin, 1898.

U. C. Woerner. G. Hauptfnann. Miinchen, 1897.

A. Bartels. G. Hauptmantt. Weimar, 1897.

A. V. Hanstein. G. Hauptmann. Leipzig, 1898.

M. Necker. G. Hauptmann. Bl. f. litt. Unterhaltung^ 1898,

pp. iff.

M. Schneidewein. Das Rdtsel des G. Hauptmann*schen
Mdrchendramas '"'•Die Versunkene Glocke.^'' Leipzig, 1897.

H. Ramiew. Die Sy77ibolik in Gerhart Haupttnanji's Mdr-
chendrama^ ^'^ Die Versunkene Glocke.''^ Mainz, 1897.

Martin Schutze.
University op Pennsyi,vania,

April 15, 1899.
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Goethe's Iphigenie Auf Tauris, with Introductions and
Notes. By Charles A. Eggert, Ph. D. Formerly Professor

in the University of Iowa. New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany; lyondon: Macmillan & Co., Ltd.

This edition deserves speciaf mention on account of the remark-

ably clear, thorough and original treatment it has received from the

editor. A succinct account of the story of Iphigenia, as it may be

gathered from the Greek tragic poets and from tradition, precedes a

chapter on the " Forerunners of Goethe's Drama "

—

a, " The Iphi-

genia among the Tauri by Euripides,"

—

d, " French and German
Imitations." Attention is called to the importance of the character

of Orestes, " because with this character Goethe has compared him-

self." Then follows an analysis of Goethe's Iphigenie. The editor

says:

" What distinguishes Goethe's drama from that of all his prede-

cessors is the prominence given in it to a purely ethical and psycho-
logical treatment by the side of which the mythological element
appears one of secondary importance. He puts before us a noble

woman, a heavily stricken brother, a devoted friend, a generous,

though fierce barbarian King, and an intelligent friend and servant

of this King. These characters appear before us with their beliefs,

superstitions and personal peculiarities. Their actions are primarily

based on superstitious belief, but they go on acting as though the

superstition counted for nothing and their personal qualities for

everything, '

'

The editor shows how this way of looking at the subject matter

was already foreshadowed by Euripides, in so far as this poet makes

it appear that the furies are creatures of the imagination, and not

real characters as ^schylus treats them ; but he shows also the

great originality of Goethe in that with him it is not the '

' machine

god " (deus ex viachinA^, that brings about the solution of the dra-

matic Knot, but that "it is humanity which works the redemption."

He says further:

" At the same time we must admire the art of the poet in making

96
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use of the mythological element. " " Orestes has faith in the oracles
and this faith, though it does not apparently raise his hopes of
recovery, yet contributes to the healing process. This faith has led
him to the Taurian shore. He finds there his sister, and the faith
in the oracle gains strength from this fact. Believing in a divine
guidance, though beset by doubts and fearing the worst, every new
experience strengthens his faith and helps the process of his delivery
from madness. In Hke manner it is the firm faith of Iphigenie in
the beneficent character of the Olympian gods that gives her the
necessary strength to be true to herself and thus prove a blessing- to
others."

^

The chapter in which this passage occurs (IV, pp. xxiv-xxxvi)
is a model of close reasoning on the basis of evidence taken from the
poet himself and his Greek colleagues. "The Genesis of the
Drama '

' (V) is also clear and accurate (except in a few references as
to pages, etc.). " The Work on Iphigenia in Italy " is well presented
(VI), and is followed by "The Dramatic Character of Goethe's
Iphigenia" (VII); some remarks on the 'Metre' (VIII) and a
short decription of the Manuscripts. The description of manuscript
" H " is not quite accurate, but this is a matter of secondary impor-
tance, as the manuscript itself is not in Goethe's own hand. The
Notes contain much that is new and give evidence of a remarkable
industry and critical acumen. Several blunders of former editors are
corrected. The notes shed much new light on the text, the whole
giving evidence of a clear insight into the nature of the poet's work.
We do not believe that the importance of the third act, which the

poet himself called the ' Axis of the piece, ' has ever been so lucidly
and forcibly set forth as by Professor Kggert. His analysis of the
idea of the curse in Goethe's treatment is excellent. The concluding
words of this analysis may here be quoted (p. xxxvi):

There is no room here for the operation of a ' curse ' in the
Greek sense. That curse belonged to the barbarism which is now
swept away by the current of nobler thoughts and feelings as revealed
in the character of Iphigenia. In this sense the drama is ' incredibly
modern.' It is based on pure humanity, and the spectres of a bar-
barous age figure in it only as shadows which make the beauty of a
new civilization stand out in greater radiance. '

'

A number of errata, and a few omissions, might be pointed out,
but as none of them are of any special importance no mention need
be made of them. The edition has a good bibliography (in which
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some good names, for instance that of Professor Stephen Waetzoldt,

have been omitted, a few others—Hoferer, Poelzl—mis-spelled) and

an excellent index. The mechanical execution is good. The text is

a faithful reproduction of the Weimar text, but with the modern

Prussian spelling, and some improvements in the matter of punc-

tuation.

In conclusion we may refer to an ingenious attempt of the editor

to settle the vexed question why Goethe gave to his work the title of

* Iphigenie auf Tauris,' instead of ' Taurien.' He accounts for it by

the analogy with the French titles: Iphigenie en ^^^/^d^(?, and Iphi-

genie en Tauride, by Racine. As Goethe had both of them before

him, he was probably led to think of Tauride, as an analogous form

with Aulide, so that the translation Anlis of the latter suggested

to him the translation Tauris for the former. As more euphonious

than Taurien, after Iphigenie, the word may thus have pleased him

better in the title of the work.
Hermann B. Al,mstedt.

University of Chicago.
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AMERICANA GERMANICA.

EARLY INFIvUENCE OF GERMAN LITERATURE
IN AMERICA.

Any retrospect of the civilization of the United States during

the century now drawing to a close would be incomplete if it

neglected to give due recognition to the influence of German
culture on the higher artistic and intellectual life of the nation.'

In the pursuit of knowledge in all its forms, in the cultivation

of literature, music, and the arts, the influence of Germany has

been deep and inspiring. Any one of these fields offers ample
rewards to the student of the cultural relations of the two
people. Confining ourselves to literature alone, the relations

between Germany and the rich literary and intellectual life of

New England during our century are so well known as to

form an open chapter in the history of American literature.

Since the time when Ticknor and Everett (in 181 5) and, follow-

ing them, many of the greatest intellects of our country sought

inspiration at the shrines of German learning, and became
prophets of German literature, which they had learned to

appreciate, the influence of German culture on our national life

has never ceased. * German literature, while it was still a privi-

lege of the chosen few who craved new revelations, probably

acted upon the hearts with an intensity which has passed away
now when its highest efforts have won the restful distinction of

classic literature. The stream flows broad, majestic, and

imperturbable at the present time and bears many crafts.

While the knowledge of German in the beginning of our

(103)
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century was so rare as to confer distinction, it has long become

a requisite of general education and has attained a vogue which

would probably have seemed a sheer impossibility a hundred

years ago.

It is the purpose of this study to deal with the influence of

German literature in America during an earlier period when

the German language was practically unknown, and when the

significance of German culture and literature was but imper-

fectly appreciated/ It would be unreasonable to censure our

country for this ; it will rather be our aim to unfold the causes

to which this want of understanding was due.

It is in the nature of things impossible to draw a sharp

boundary line between different phases of literary development.

It has been deemed advisable, however, to confine these observa-

tions to a period including and antedating the first quarter of our

century. This is a period upon which the historian looks with

somewhat unjustifiable soreness of heart ; it is the time of plentiful

American reprints of the issues of the English press, with but few

original contributions of any value.''"* The mournful complaint

of the American author of the time about want of encouragement

dins in our ears on turning over the pages of long-forgotten

American reviews. It was hard for him to realize, or, when

realized, to acquiesce in the fact that it was impossible for him

to compete with the accepted classics of English literature and

the new developments of the end of the last and beginning

of the new century. A literary movement, however, cannot be

made to order, and we do well to derive some satisfaction from

the fact that the American public, with much trash, read much
that was valuable, even though not a native product.'^

It would be useless to claim that America could vie with

England or Germany in appreciation of literature.'^ American

civilization was far too conservative to permit of that play of

^ The consideration of German literature among the Germans of Pennsyl-

vania does not fall within the scope of our article. On this subject many
interesting communications have been made in the pages of Americana
Germanica and elsewhere.
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sentiment and imagination, or to favor the experimental

handling of social problems, a certain amount of which is an

absolute requisite for art production, or even art appreciation?

The radicalism introduced by the French Revolution was un-

doubtedly helpful to bring into favor certain products of German
literature like the works of Schiller and Kotzebue. But it is

well known that the French Revolution affected the political

life of the nation more than its intellectual or art life. Con-

ceding all this, it is nevertheless true that the American public

was always a reading public. Charles Brockden Brown ex-

presses himself on this subject in words that evidently reflect

his convictions:^ "Ill-informed persons might draw false infer-

ences from the scarcity of original books among us, . . .

America is probably as great a mart for printed publications as

any country in the world ; the proportion of readers is probably

not exceeded even in England and Germany." He also refers to

the difficulty of forming a bibliography of these publications

owing to the fact that there were twenty to thirty publishing

towns in the United States.

These reprints give us the best idea of the extent to which

English works were circulated in this country, and they deserve

attention from this point of view. We cannot depend for our

information on reviews or annual catalogues or any of the other

means we have at the present day for obtaining a knowledge of

new publications. During the last century the problem was

attempted again and again, but never solved satisfactorily, how
to produce a periodical publication of sustained vitality. Scores

of reviews and magazines were started, each one according to

the sanguine hopes of the editor the successful periodical of the

future, but all perished after more or less protracted struggle.

There is something irresistibly comic in this constant repetition

of the same experience, unless we should feel inclined rather to

respect our ancestors for their tenacity in the face of adverse

fortune. We must remember the small size of even the princi-

7
^ The American Register and General Repositoryfor 1806-07, Vol. 1\
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pal towns of the country and the restricted local circulation of

such magazines, to appreciate the difficulty of the task. Even
when reviews, towards the beginning of the century, had some

hope of greater longevity, reprints do not form, as a rule, a sub-

ject for their consideration unless they set aside part of their

space for a list of books newly published in America.

From the fact that a practical acquaintance with German was

extremely rare in America during our period it is clear that

German literature must reach our country, if at all, through the

medium of reprints of English translations^^ This was the case.

The few original translations from the German made in America

during this early period will receive attention in proportion to

the rareness of any such efforts. Strictly speaking the reprints

of translations should be judged in connection with the whole

subject of American reprints. The fact is frequently empha-

sized by contemporary and modern writers that reprinting was

done in an absolutely indiscriminate fashion, the stamp of

approval by an English audience being sufficient to obtain cur-

rency for a work in America. We may concede the general

truth of this remark and still hold the opinion that the attitude

of the American public must have been a selective one, in some

ways, towards the large mass of prints that flowed in from

England directly or through the intermediary of reprints. To
deny this fact would be equivalent to denying the difference

between the political and social development of England and

America. Such investigations do not to my knowledge exist,

leaving us to interpret, to the best of our means, the special

significance which these reprints of German translations pos-

sess for America.^

While the reprints of English literature give us the best idea

what books were more or less extensively read, it is hardly

necessar>' to mention that many books were imported from

^ That the significance of these reprints is not overiooked is shown by the

fact that they are usually enumerated with the originals in modem biographical

works on English authors. To obtain trace of them is the principal difficulty.
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England, or in the form of Dublin reprints. Among these were
many works that appealed only to a limited circle of readers

and found a place on the shelves of the society libraries that

existed in all the larger towns of the country, or in the collec-

tions of the educated book lover. Among this class of litera-

ture were many translations from the German which it would
not have paid to reprint in America. Circulating libraries fur-

nished the public with abundant reading, much of it of an

ephemeral character.

While it has been our duty to call attention to the imperfectly

developed sides of American culture, in order not to appear

guilty of seeming to enhance the value of our discussion at the

expense of truth, it would be as unfair to hide the brighter

sides of the picture. Among the conditions favorable to literary

appreciation may be mentioned the respectable and established

intellectual culture of Philadelphia, the tendency of Boston

towards intellectual predominance, the first signs of which made
themselves felt by the beginning of our century, and the ambi-
tious attempts of the literary circles of New ' York during the

end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century

which presaged the coming of greater lights of literature.

Apart from the fact that reading was general (as already stated),

eloquence in all its forms, as pulpit, forensic, and parliamentary

eloquence, appealed to Americans, and we often hear the claim

advanced in the beginning of our century that America excels

all nations in forensic eloquence. We need only refer to the

fact that the beginnings of Cooper and Washington Irving^ fall

within our period, not to mention the earlier, highly creditable

work of Charles Brockden Brown. After these introductory

remarks—to say more would carry us away too far from the

purposes of our investigation—we may proceed to the considera-

tion of our subject.

* Both Cooper and Irving enjoyed the greatest popularity in Germany. We
could quote several examples of eminent German authors and critic*

declaring Irving to be their favorite author.
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Gessner and Klopstock.

The first work of German literature that reached America

proved also the most popular of all, not only during the time when

it was comparatively new, but almost during the whole period of

sixty years and more, of which we are treating. In the year

1762 the first American reprints of Gessner's Death of Abel ap-

peared, and from that period till 1820 scarcely a decade passes

without furnishing us with a number of reprints of this work,

which enjoyed the greatest popularity both in England and

America. I have enumerated in all seventeen reprints of the

same, without claiming to have stated the full number actually

printed.^

It is difficult enough for us to appreciate at the present day

Gessner's Idylls., which at one time ' formed the delight of the

world of belles-lettres. It is still more difficult to appreciate

the Death of Abel., which was taken quite seriously in its day.

Every page breathes sentiments of the loftiest virtue with a

monotony that makes the work unreadable even for the most

patient reader of modern times. In spite of its virtuous tone

the work aroused some opposition in England on account of its

free treatment of a biblical subject. Whether such objection was

raised against it in America I have not been able to ascertain. Its

great popularity makes it reasonably certain that it was regarded

as a work of highly acceptable nature. I have found traces of

the fact that it was used in America as a gift book, just as in

England. Gessner was an especial favorite with ladies, so

that it is not astonishing to find that "a Lady " wrote a work in

imitation of the Death of Abel., entitled The Death of Cain

(London, 1790?). This product of an imitator, written in a

turgid, inflated style, as if intended as a caricature of Gessner,

found its way to America and was several times reprinted and

sometimes bound in with the Death of Abel.

1 For further information in this and similar cases it will be sufficient to refer

here to the appended "List of Translations," with an index containing the

reprints arranged under the head of authors, and with date stated.
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About the beginning of our century (1802) we find three re-

prints of Gessner's Idylls ; in two cases the Idylls are preceded

by the Deq.th of Abel. With some difficulty it is possible for

the modern reader to appreciate the attitude of past generations

towards these much admired idylls. Gessner possessed an

artistic perception for nature that would make him particularly

acceptable to the English public ; it must be confessed, how-

ever, that this did less to endear him to the English (and presum-

ably American) reader than his "affecting simplicity and

sentimentality."

The " divine Gessner " proved himself an inspiration to other

sentimental dabblers in literature than the " Lady " already men-

tioned. It would hardly be possible to find a style that is more

easily imitated than Gessner's sweetly sentimental effusions.

We often find palpable imitations of Gessner's style among the

" original " efforts of American writers in the ephemeral maga-

zines of our period. Selections from Gessner himself are also

quite frequent.

The principal literary significance of the Death of Abel is

probably the fact that it popularized Klopstock's style of reli-

gious poetry among English-speaking peoples. The first English

translator of Klopstock's Messias expressed this in a form that

seems somewhat astonishing to us, when he advertised the

Messiah SiS being "in the manner of the Death of Abel?'' The

Messiah did not enjoy equal popularity with the lighter and

shorter Death ofAbel. Still the existence of three early Ameri-

can editions (1788, 1795, 1811) proves that there was a constant

demand for the work and sets us thinking what class of readers

were in the habit of perusing this work, which has always been

considered a trying one to the patience of the average mortal.

The explanation lies in the fact that the people of the last

century were accustomed to a much heavier style of religious

and contemplative reading than at the present day. Schubart,

the German poet, found the common people far more suscepti-

ble to the beauties of Klopstock than the over-educated. Let

us hope, too, that many American readers among the people
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derived inspiration from the poem, which could not easily be

the case with the more cultured. It is necessary to remember

that the poetic bloom of the original was lost in the indiffeient

prose translation. Nevertheless a Rev. Solomon Hailing, of

South Carolina, drew his inspiration from this prose version when
he attempted in 1810 the first book of the Messiah in English

blank verse. He was evidently without knowledge of German.^

The "German Drama" in America.^

Probably no development in the realm of German literature

was so tangible to the American public, and so forced upon its

notice, during our period, as the " German Drama." The name

conjures up in our mind visions of the master works of Schiller,

Goethe, and Lessing. Not so to the American lover of the

drama at this time. Kotzebue dominated the stage, as well as

the minds of the public, and Schiller received an added lustre,

if his creations (as far as they were known in America at that

time) could stand comparison with the " German Shakespeare."^

Kotzebue is a fallen idol. So great is the difference between

the popular adoration once accorded him and his present total

neglect that few care whether even the small measure of justice

that is his due is meted out to him. Needless to say that

Kotzebue' s world-wide reputation is not without good founda-

tion.

A few words will express all that need be said about the

» Cf. 141. a reprint of the Memoirs oj Frederick and Margaret Klopsiock,

Philadelphia, etc., 1810 (No. 140), shows that there was a certain amount of

interest in Klopstock's life among the American public. With the Messiah

editions printed in New Jersey, New York, and Massachusetts, and the South

also heard from, we recognize that Klopstock's name was rather well known in

America. We find him referred to now and then as the celebrated Mr. Klopstock.

* Numbers used without further specification refer to the appended "List of

Translations."

'We have proof of the general interest that Kotzebue's works excited in the

popularity that his autobiographical works possessed. The American maga-

zines of the beginning of the century frequently contain biographical notices of

Kotzebue, which is a very rare thing in regard to the contemporary authors

writing in a foreign language.
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German drama, before considering the prevalence of Kotzebue

and the active efforts of William Dunlap to introduce his plays

on the American stage. A translation of Lessing's Miss Sara
Sampson appeared in 1789 (or 1790?) from the hands of David

Rittenhouse, a Pennsylvanian, celebrated in his day as a scien-

tist.* The translator says of it : "This translation was attempted

at the request of a friend ; and the many virtuous sentiments

and excellent lessons of morality it contains, will apologize for

its being offered to the public. To young ladies it may afford

useful instruction, and it will, from the nature of the distress,

be particularly interesting to them." It is of interest as one of

the earliest translations of a German drama into English. I

cannot find any record that the piece was ever performed on

the stage. Lessing's Minna von Barnhelm^ however, found its

way from England to the American stage and was performed at

Charleston, S. C. (1795), and Philadelphia (1796) under the

title The Disbanded Officer^ or the Baroness of Briichsal^ the

title given it by the English adapter, Johnstone.^ Schiller's

Robbers was performed at New York, May 14, 1795, "to which
the company was pronounced unequal."^ Reynold's Werter

and Charlotte^ a dramatization of Goethe's Werther^ was pro-

duced at New York and Boston in 1796 and 1797/
Among the early friends, in America, of German literature, and

the German drama in especial, no one deserves so much our atten-

tion as the man of whom we subjoin a short biographical notice.

' W. Barton, Memoirs of the Life ofDavid Rittenhouse. Philadelphia, 1813,

p. 495. It is to be presumed that Rittenhouse, whose ancestors were Dutch,

learned German from his Pennsylvania German surroundings. I have not been
able to trace a copy oi Lucy Sampson.

^G. O. Seilhamer, History of the American Theatre, 1792-1797, Philadelphia,

1891, pp. 207, 214, 217, 282, 2S3. About this adaptation cf. G. Herzfeld, William
Taylor von Norwich, 1897, p. 8, H. W. Singer, Studien zur Litteraturgeschichte,

M. Bernays gewidmet, 1S93, pp. 8-10.

•Seilhamer, pp. iii, 116.

*Seilhamer, pp. 317, 324, 358, 369, 383, 395. The production of the Harle-

quin Dr. Faustus, Philadelphia, June 3, 1796, might also be mentioned, on
account of the interest attaching to the story of Dr. Faustus. Cf. Seilhamer,

207, 214, 218.
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William Diinlap was born at Perth Amboy, N. J., in 1766. He
went to London in 1784 where he remained several years, study-

ing painting with Benjamin West. He was connected with

the management of the old John Street Theatre, New York, in

1796. In 1798 he assumed the management of the Park Street

Theatre. After the financial failure of his theatrical venture in

1805 he went back to painting, and, among other occupations,

served for a time as assistant paymaster of the New York militia

(181 4-1 81 6). Dunlap was the author of numerous translations

from the German and of a number of original dramas, and his

knowledge of the stage and painting enabled him to become

the historian of the American theatre and of American art. His

life was an unsettled one from want of permanent success in his

various ventures. He died at New York in 1839. We would

perhaps wrong Dunlap if we held him responsible for his want

of success. Dunlap did not escape the lot of those who attempt

to cultivate art in America without a main view to popular

demands and the business aspects of the situation. His name
is now appropriately honored by a society bearing his name,

whose aim it is to revive a knowledge of Dunlap and his writ-

ings, and to furnish information about the history of the early

American theatre.^

When Dunlap entered on his duties as manager of the Park

Street Theatre at New York in the autumn of 1798, the most

profitable part of the season (September) was lost, the theatre

not being completed, so that the first performance could not

take place till December 3. Under these circumstances Dunlap's

venture was saved by bringing out Kotzebue's Stranger

{Menschoihass iind Reiie)^ which had already gained the height

of popularity in England. The success of this piece—" un-

doubtedly owing to the merits of Kotzebue "—alone enabled

him to keep the theatre open. It was an adaptation written by

Dunlap on the basis of a poor translation from the German,

^The publications of the Dunlap Society are not as frequently found in public

libraries as they deserve. Further information about Dunlap may be found in

his writings and the ordinary means of biographical and literary reference.
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and was played for the tenth time on the eighth of March, 1799.

This was a long run at that period/

The success of the piece determined Dunlap to study German.

The stud}^ of that language is surrounded, at the present time,

by a prosaic atmosphere both for pupil and teacher. Dunlap

had the privilege of receiving his instruction from a highly

romantic individual, "a victim of the Inquisition," who enter-

tained him with a narrative of his life quite in the fashion of

the Tales of Horror, in which German literature held the

undoubted supremacy in the estimate of the English and

American reader.^ Dunlap's unaffected style rises to serious-

ness and grandiloquence as he dwells on the tale of this man, a

Swiss, who told him that he was devoted by his parents to the

priesthood, and that, while serving in Spain as chaplain to a

Swiss regiment, he was cast into the prisons of the Inquisition,

kept immured for two years, and submitted to cruel torture, for

attempting to escape with a Spanish lady, of whom he had

become enamored.

When speaking of the fact that he was consecrated to the

priesthood before he was born, "his eyes, which had glared

furiously while he spoke, became dim—his teeth grated, and

then became fixed—his hands were clenched—his whole frame

convulsed—an hysteric laugh relieved him—tears followed "

—

' Cf. William Dunlap, History of the Ainerican Theatre, London, 1833, Vol.

II, p. 81. This work and Ireland's Records of the Nezv York Stage have fur-

nished the principal information about Dunlap's management of the New York
Theatre. It was also possible to verify these dates for the seasons 1 798-1 799,

1799-1800, 1800-1801, in files of New York newspapers of the time. These files

were in general fairly complete, but January and February', 1801, were missing.

The number of performances that each piece went through are given in the

notes, as far as records could be obtained. If we consider that performances

were given only three or four times a week, we can estimate the great popu-

larity which the " German Drama " enjoyed. The Stranger was played

December 10, 12, 17; January i (1799), 16, 30, February 6, 18, March 2 ("for

the last time this season "), March 9 ("by particular desire "), April 12 ("by
particular desire, and positively for the last time this season")

;
January 15

(1800), February 26
;
June 12 (1801).

^Dunlap, Vol. I, pp. 391-401.
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etc. When Dunlap observed his morbid sensibility " the image

of that power [/. e. the Inquisition] which had broken down
such a frame and such a mind immediately presented itself."

^

Dunlap gained such facility in reading German that he may
be regarded as a very satisfactory translator according to the

standards applicable to a time when German studies were in

their infancy.

Dunlap did not neglect the opportunity for further theatrical

successes offered by the popularity of Kotzebue's pieces. On
^/^March 11, 1799, his version of Kotzebue's Lovers Vows {Kind

der Liebe) was played with full success.^ The public and

performers were so well satisfied with this translation that,

many years after, it was frequently played in preference to the

London copy.^

" On the first of April, the play of Count Benyowski was

brought out with great expense and care. The audience was

much gratified, afid expectation, though on tip-top, fully satis-

fied. The costumes of Russia and Siberia were strictly con-

formed to, and the snow and ice scenes of Kamschatka would

have been invaluable in the dog-days." "The play was well

performed for a first representation. It is necessary to say that

the literal translations of Count Benyowski can give no idea of

the drama as prepared for the New York stage."* It was played

at intervals for some fifteen years.^

Encouraged, probably, by the gratifying success experienced

so far in introducing the " German Drama ", Dunlap ventured

on a bold undertaking. " The next play of note, as a novelty,

1 Dunlap, Vol. I, pp. 393, 394.
* Dunlap, II, p. 95. Dunlap is mistaken when he states that his version of

Lovers' Vows was never published. It was published in 1814 (No. 158).

Lovers' Vows was played March 11, 18 (third time), 21, 29, April 8, 19, May 27,

November 22; October 20 (1800).

'J. N. Ireland, Records of the New York Stage, New York, 1866, Vol. I,

p. 185.

* Dunlap, II, p. 96. Count Benyowski was played April i, 3, 5, 20; January

22 (1800), February 8,

* Ireland, I, p. 185.
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^ was Schiller's Don Carlos^ performed ou the sixth of May, 1799."
Dunlap was compelled to curtail the piece to bring it within the

limits permitted to a play on the American stage, and it was
curtailed still more during the performance. " It was unmerci-
fully shorn of its beams." Although the attendance was satis-

factory, to judge by receipts (676 dollars), it could hardly be
expected that the piece would appeal to the existing taste. It

was not repeated. This was, according to Dunlap, the first

» performance of Schiller on the American stage.^ On May 10
a second piece of Schiller was performed according to Ireland,

namely, Kabale und Liebe^ in the translation of M. G. I^ewis

entitled The Minister;^ and on June 14, according to the same
authority, a comedy from Kotzebue, by Dunlap, called The
Indians in England^ or^ Nabob of Mysore {Die Indianer in

England)} When the season 1798-99 came to a close Dunlap
had performed on his stage four pieces of Kotzebue and two of
Schiller.

During the summer, while the theatre was closed, Dunlap
retired to Perth Amboy and employed his time in translating

• Kotzebue's False Sha7ne and turning Kotzebue's " farce " Der

' Dunlap, II, p. 97. To give an idea under what conditions a piece like Don
Carlos was performed in an American theatre of the time, I quote part of an
advertisement from the Daily Advertiser of that date: " The last night of per-
forming for the benefit of the lessee of the theatre. A celebrated tragedy
written by Frederick Schiller, author of the Robbers, etc., called Don Carlos.
Between the play and the opera, a melodrama, called Ariadne abandoned on
the Isle of Naxos. To which will be added the very popular comic opera of the
Prize. '

'

Dunlap was not quite accurate in stating that this was the first performance
of Schiller in America. We have noticed an earlier performance of the Robbers.

^Ireland, I, p. 186. After the Minister was to be given, a comedy in two acts
called The Deuce is in Him. Between the play and farce was to be spoken a
eulogy on General Washington (New York Daily Advertiser). The Minister
was performed May 10 (1799), June 10 (

" for the second time the very popular
tragedy called The Mifiister,'' etc.), December 20. These three performances
prove that the drama enjoyed a certain amount of popularity.

» Ireland, I, p. 187. It does not appear by what authority Ireland attributes
this version to Dunlap. Dunlap {History of American Theatre, II, p. 3S3

)

mentions Indians in Englajid among his works and adaptations for the stage.
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Wildfang into an opera which he called the Wildgoose Chase}

On October ii Dunlaphad the gratification of receiving a letter

from Kotzebue, " in which he [Kotzebue] expresses his pleasure

that the favourable reception of his muse in America should

be ©wing to his correspondent [Dunlap]." Kotzebue offered

to sell Dunlap a number of his unpublished pieces, with the

same right as that given to Covent Garden, to resell to the

American stages, under guarantee that the pieces should not be

printed, Dunlap does not mention his entering on any such

arrangement ; nor does it seem that any such arrangement was
practical for America."

On November 29, 1799, was played, for the first time, Kotze-

bue's Self-Im))ioIation^ or^ Family Distress {Der Op/ertod). It

was unsuccessful and is not even mentioned by Dunlap.^ The
comedy of False Shame^ however, as translated and adapted by
Dunlap, " was performed with the utmost success on the eleventh

December, 1799." "This play, without scenery or decoration,

by plain dialogue and natural character, supported the theatre

this, the second, season of the author's direction. As in the

case of The Stranger^ it ran through the whole winter. The

Force of Calumny^ Fraternal Discord* (from the same pen),

and other pieces did their part, but False Shame was the pillar

on which all rested." Dunlap thus dwells with particular

delight on the success of this comedy, which he states was

excellently acted in the principal parts.'*^

'Dunlap, II, p. 118.

''Dunlap, II, p. 119. The Commercial Advertiser of November 21, 1799,

contains after the announcement of the next play {Lovers^ yozvs, November 22)

the statement: " We have authority to say that those manuscript pieces which
by contract are not to be printed for many years yet to come, will be forwarded

to the director of the New-York Theatre imniediatelj' from their illustrious

author." This may be nothing more than a boast made for the sake of adver-

tisement, based on Kotzebue's proposal. At the same time it is possible that

Dunlap had entered upon negot ations with him.

^Ireland, I, p. 190. Played November 29, December 2.

* I cannot find a record of a performance of this piece till the next season.

^Dunlap, II, pp. 121, 122 The original MS. (4°, not paged) is in the Harris

Collection of American Poetry, Providence, R. I. False Shame was played

December 11, 13, 18; January 6 (1800), 17, February 3, 22, April 25; March 25

(1801).
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" Der Wildfang^ as translated and metamorphosed into an

opera, called the Wildgoose Chase^ was first performed on the

twenty-fourth of January (1800), and continued a favorite as

long as Hodgkinson continued to play the Young Baron. The

Force of Cahunny had likewise been successful ;

" but the

secession of Mr. Cooper in March was a severe blow to the

theatre and its receipts. However, Kotzebue, with the man-

ager's industry, kept up the business. The Virgin of the Stm
was brought out at great expense, with splendid scenery and

dresses, and was attractive through the season.^ Pisarro^ com-

posed from the oiiginal and Sheridan's alterations, was performed

on the twenty-sixth of April^ ; the concluding scene by Sheridan '^ ''^*^ •

was omitted, and the sublime last lines of the author preferred.*

These two pieces, with all their faults, have great merit, and

deserved the thanks of the ' manager in distress.'
"^

Ireland records further performances of Kotzebue's plays.

The Count of Burgundy was brought out on March 3.^ On
April 21 was played for the first time Kotzebue's Corsicans^ or^

the Dawnings ofLove -^ on May 5, Dibdin's farce from Kotzebue,

The Horse and the Widow^ {Die IVittwe und das Reitpferd)^ and

* Published New York, 1801 (No. 67). The Wildgoose Chase was performed

January 24 (1800), 27, 29, February 19, April 10, December 19, 22.

^ The Force of Calmnny was performed February 5 (1800), 7, 10, March 7.

^The version "probably by Dunlap " (Ireland, I, p. 192). Dunlap's version

was published New York, 1801 (No. 64). The Virgin of the Sun was played

March 12 (1800), 14, 17, 19, 22, November 21, December 10; March 30 (1801).

* Published May 23, 1800 {Daily Advertiser of date). (No. 59.) Pizarro

was performed March 26 (1800), 27, 28, 31, April 2, 4, 10, 23, May 16, December
12, 15, 26; March 18 (1801). The performance of March 26, 1800, is advertised

as Sheridan's adaptation. For April 23 Dunlap's adaptation was advertised,

May 16, Sheridan's again, so that Dunlap seems to have used his own version

only as an experiment.

"Dunlap, II, p. 123.

* Ireland, I, p. 191. It was repeated March 5. Ireland states that the adapta-

tion was by Dunlap and was less successful than most of his adaptations. Dun-
lap does not mention it among his works {History of American Theatre, II,

p. 383)-

' Ireland, I, p. 192. I cannot find any record that the piece was repeated.

* Ireland, I, p. 193. I do not find any record of a second performance.
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on April 23, a sequel to the Stratiger called The Stranger'

s

Birthday}

Ireland does not even exhaust the list of German plays given

during this season. By reference to the newspapers of the day

we find announcements of the following performances : April

16, Sighs ^ or^ the Daughter (Prince Hoare's adaptation of

}LoizQbvi&''s Ar7nuth und Edelsinn)] May 28, 'Koiz^hne's Joanna

of Montfancon (adapted by Cumberland)^; June 6 (?), Kotzebue's

Happy Family ^ {^Dic Silberne Hochzeit)^ and most interesting ot

all, April 7,
" the favorite tragedy of the Robbers}''^

We find on reviewing this year that Dunlap presented fourteen

pieces from Kotzebue that were new to his New York audience.

Indeed a most remarkable testimony to his enterprise as theatri-

cal manager.

Dunlap sums up the significance of the " German Drama "

for his theatre in the words :
" The necessity for producing

these attractive novelties (Kotzebue's plays) rendered Hainlet

and Macbeth^ and all the glories of the drama for the time a

dead letter."^

While Dunlap's enterprise appeared to the outsider to be

prosperous there was much discord and discontent within.

" Even those plays which attracted the public, and gave bread

to some and the means of destructive indulgence to others,

were stigmatized by the actors as Dutch Stujf^ and by other

epithets equally characteristic. But why dwell on evils of this

disgusting kind ?" Dunlap adds :
" Can they be removed ?" ^

" The new season opened on October 20, 1800, with Lovers'

* Ireland, I, p. 192. According to Ireland this was an original sketch by
Dunlap. In the newspaper announcements it is mentioned as a translation of

Kotzebue's Die edle Liige.

2 Ireland notes a performance for January 23, 1801. Dunlap (II, p. 140)

mentions the piece under the season i8oo-oi. It was " without success com-
pared to former plays by this author."

'Dunlap (II, p. 136) mentions this piece under the season 1800-01. It " was
played unsuccessful! )•."

^ The Robbers is announced again for June 3, 1801.
'" Dunlap, II, p. 124.

8 Dunlap, II, p. 125.
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Vows.^'' "The first play the manager [Dunlap] produced this sea-

son was perhaps the most meritorious of the many translations

and alterations which came from his pen. Fraternal Discord^

altered and adapted from Kotzebue's Bruders Zivist {Die Ver-

sbhnung oder der BruderzwisC)^ was made more English, par-

ticularly in the prominent characters of Captain Bertram and

his old brother—sailor and boatswain—than any of the previous

pieces from the same source. The two parts were most admir-

ably played, and nothing was ever finer of the kind than Jeffer-

son's sailor, except the gouty captain of Hodgkinson. The
merits of this piece have been so far acknowledged by English

managers and actors, and even by American audiences, as to

obtain a preference over the foreign version from the same

source."^

On March 9 Dunlap's version of the Abbe de PEpke (by

Bouilly ) was played for the first time and was eminently successful.^

Possibly Dunlap used Kotzebue's adaptation of the French

piece.

" The manager [Dunlap] had, in the midst of annoyance

from sources as adverse to literary exertion as can well be im-

agined, translated and adapted to the American stage the play

of Abdlino^ the Great Bandit?'' Dunlap did not know at the

time who was the author. " The success of the piece was great,

both in New York and elsewhere. It was performed for the

first time in the English language, the eleventh of Februar}'-,

• 1801."^ " Zschokke's Abdlino has been translated into most of

the languages of Europe, and brought forward on most of the

European stages under various disguises. It was first played in

a language foreign to its author, in New York, and only played

' Dunlap, II, pp. 134, 135. Fraternal Discord was published New York, 1809

(No. 132). I have noted performances on'October 24 (1800), 27, December 19,

29; March 2 (1801). The foreign version is Dibdin's Birthday, London, 1800.

" Dunlap, II, p. 146, I find performances announced for March 9 (1801), 13,

16, 20, April 6.

* Dunlap, II, p. 142. Printed at least four times. (No. 96, 170.) Performances
took place February 11, March 2 (sixth time), 11, April 10, June 5.
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in America by its original title.^ Never was a play more suc-

cessful, or a successful play less productive to its author or

translator. It was overwhelmed with snow.""

The next season (i 801-1802) we find Dunlap again busy

translating from the German, but his efforts are not so success-

ful as in the preceding years. " On the fourth of December, 1801,

a farce called Where is He? by the manager [Dunlap], from

the German, was played with success. The Force of Cahimny

was successful this season, but in the commencement the busi-

ness was a losing one."^ " On the twenty-sixth of March, 1802,

» Schiller's Fiesco^ curtailed, was performed (Cooper playing

Fiesco) : it was coldly received."^ It may be recalled in this

connection that Fiesco was not properly appreciated by the

German audience when first presented. The newspapers

announce a performance of the Wise Man of the East (Mrs.

Inchbald's adaptation of Kotzebue's Indianer in England) for

June I (1801).

For the following season (i 802-1 803) Dunlap made only three

translations. " The manager [Dunlap] had translated from the

German and brought out, on the fifteenth of November (1802)

a play called Peter the Great. Mr. Cooper, Mr. Hodgkinson,

and Mrs. Whitlock were the principal performers, but the piece

did not live."'^ Ireland further records^ a performance, on

February 28, 1803, of a farce, The Good Neighbor (an adaptation

. from Ifiiand), which was favorably received, and Dunlap men-

tions^ a performance, on March 30, of The Blind Boy^ altered

from Kotzebue's Epigranim^ which was produced with small

iM. G. Lewis {Riigantino, reprinted, New York, 1810 [No. 146]) and R. W.
Elliston {Abellino, reprinted, New York, 1806 [No. 113]) furnished adapta-

tions for the English stage in 1805. We see that Dunlap commits a slight error

in stating that his version alone went by the original title.

2 Dunlap, II, p. 143.

'Dunlap, II, p. 160.

* Dunlap, II, p. 161.

6 Dunlap, II, p. 165. Printed, New York, 1814. (No. 160.)

6 Ireland, I, p. 212. Printed, New York, 1814. (No. 156.)

'Dunlap, II, p. 191.
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success (" Parts much applauded ; it was never popular"). This

is, apparently, the last piece translated from the German by

Dunlap for the purposes of his theatre. Dunlap struggled -on

for some time longer, but on January 22, 1805, the theatre was

finally closed.

We have spoken at some length of Dunlap's theatrical enter-

prises, and told the story as much as possible in his own words.*

We feel the evident pleasure with which, after a varied career,

Dunlap looks back, as an aged man, on the period when the

successful novelties of the " German Drama " made his manage-

ment, for a time at least, a success. Although he dwells with

satisfaction on his somewhat subordinate activity as translator

and adapter of plays, he shows the greatest fairness towards the

author who provided him with the most copious materials for

his enterprise. Speaking of the disparagement that the German
drama suffered in England, Dunlap says that he appreciated the

old English drama more, but would not depreciate the Germans

to the level of the modern drama manufacturers of England.

" As my admiration of the German dramatists was not founded

on the praise of English writers, so my opinion has not been

shaken by their censures."^ He accuses the English playwrights

of writing down the German plays when they became the rage

in England, and at the same time stealing from them " as

unconscionably as they berated them unmercifully." There is

much truth in this accusation. About the author whose works,

were the mainstay of the " German Drama," Dunlap expresses

the following opinion :
" Kotzebue's great talent was facility of

invention ; his incidents are admirable ; his delineation of

character is often fine ; but many of his characters partake of

the age in which he lived, and of his own false philosophy and

* The information furnished by Dunlap seems to be in general exact. He kept

a diary (several of these are in the library of the New York Historical Society)

and presumably used it for writing his History of the American Theatre. In

minor matters there may be mistakes, or there may be some obliquity of vision

here and there, a thing which is almost unavoidable in memoirs.
* Dunlap, Memoirs of G. F. Cooke, London, 1813, Vol. I, p. 230.
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false estimate of the foundation on which society ought to

rest.'"

This judgment, though apparently tempered by a long lapse

of years, would probabl}^ receive further modification at the

hands of the most lenient modern critic. Nobody concedes

Kotzebue at the present day any ability in character delineation.

It would be difficult to find in the world's history another author

so specious and at the same time so entirely devoid of sterling

worth. Kotzebue's creations reveal the base metal to even the

slightest scratch, all his excellence is merely superficial. But

superficial excellence (if the phrase be permissible) Kotzebue

possesses in the highest degree. The conversation in his plays

is that of living persons, handled with equal skill whether two

or more characters are introduced. It is clear that when his

plays were impersonated on the stage by actors, persons of flesh

and blood, an effect must have been produced, on half-cultivated

minds, of highest truth to life. We should finally add Kotze-

bue's unscrupulous use of all the sentimental and humanitarian

foibles of the age, although he was by nature entirely incapable

of handling ethical questions. It has been the experience of all

times that the great mass of the reading public and of the

theatre-goers is satisfied with dummies reiterating the fashion-

able or popular sentiments of the hour. As long as Kotzebue's

sentimentality and sham heroism appealed to the public, or part

of the public, his pieces held their own. As soon as public

taste changed in these matters they fell into oblivion, and now
only the student of literature has occasion to pass over the waste

grounds of what was once a flourishing literary reputation. It

should be added, however, in justice to Kotzebue, that in the

field of low comedy the brilliancy and spontaneity of his wit,

though always inclined to the cynical or heartless, have kept him
a place on the stage during our century, at least in Germany,

It is interesting to note how Dunlap's endeavor to make the

stage an instrument of higher moral and artistic culture failed

' Dunlap, II, p. 90.
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in the face of the same abuses that lower the drama at the

present day and cripple its possible influence for good. The
intense objection that the stage encountered from many on

moral and religious grounds and the attempts at legislative pro-

hibition of theatrical performances did not, it appears, deter society

from patronizing the theatre. The theatre certainly enjoyed a

proportionately greater popularity than it did during many
parts of our century. But the tendency toward the "star"

system and the temptation to consider the play merely as a

vehicle for an actor's skill, the necessity, on part of the manager,

of conforming to, instead of forming, the public taste, so as to

insure the necessary financial success—commercialism is an apt

name for this evil in the domain of art,—all these abuses

Dunlap felt as a heavy handicap or a positive hindrance. It is

not possible to enter into the consideration of these interesting

problems, which from the conservative character of American

institutions and, consequently, American life remain very much
the same at the present day. It was necessary, however, to call

attention to them so as to obtain a background for an estimate

of the significance of the " German Drama " in America. It

will be apparent from these remarks why Kotzebue's plays

enjoyed such a great vogue. Besides exploiting certain senti-

mental fallacies of the day they possess excellent qualities as

acting plays. Dunlap thought that his endeavors as a theat-

rical manager would have been crowned with better success, if

he had been able to conduct his theatre on the plan of the

model theatres of France and Germany, without all the petty

annoyances already enumerated. He casts a longing eye on

Goethe and Ififland in their capacity as managers of an ideal

stage. While it is not possible to tell how far some of the

knowledge of the German stage that Dunlap reveals in his

History of the American TJicatre may have been acquired at a

later time, there can hardly be any doubt that during the period

of his active management he was well informed about the con-

dition of the German stage.

While the vogue and world-wide reputation of Kotzebue is a
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literary fact of some significance, the single works of Kotzebue

are so lacking in artistic individuality as to deserve no minute

examination. For the same reason the single translations of

Duulap do not call for a detailed examination, even if the

scattered materials were readily accessible for this purpose.

Dunlap shows himself, in the number of his pieces that I have

examined, as a conscientious translator. He follows his original

closely but with due attention to English idiom. Where the

difference between American and foreign customs is too marked,

or where passages seemed objectionable, he permitted himself

slight changes. For presentation on the stage the pieces had

to be shortened ; these omissions were indicated in the printed

text. Dunlap's knowledge of German was very good for a time

when even a smattering of the language was rare. His style is

simple and unaffected, giving him a decided advantage over many
of his English rivals, who embalmed Kotzebue's easy conver-

sational style in the somewhat elaborate and artificial English

prose style of the eighteenth century. We must keep in mind

that Dunlap attempted original dramatic writing, and while his

efforts, like almost all that was written for the American stage,

are lacking in permanent value, they take respectable rank

among the early productions of American literature. Genest,

the historian of the English stage, gives the preference, in most

cases, to the English versions, which had been adapted with

more freedom, but he also has words of praise, at times, for

Dunlap. One important difference between Dunlap and his

English competitors was this : Dunlap possessed a knowledge

of German that was rare among practical playwrights. He
treated the intentions of his author with due respect, while

the English purveyors of dramatic literature tailored Kotze-

bue's pieces unscrupulously and to their hearts' content,

trimmed them and changed them to suit their conventional

ideas of what a drama should be.' Since Kotzebue's plays,

'John Howard Payne's version oi Lovers'' Vows aflFords a curious specimen ot

adapting. (Cf. No. 133, where Payne's own explanations are quoted. ) During

his stay in England (1S13-1S32) he made numerous adaptations of dramatic
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whatever else their merits be, are loosely constructed it was

easy for every bungler to try his hand at improving them.

Dunlap had a rival who attempted to compete with him in

introducing Kotzebue to American readers. This rival was

Charles Smith/ a bookseller of New York, whose ambition

was directed toward translating all of the works of Kotzebue.

Be it that adverse criticism discouraged him,^ or be it that the

map-nitude of the task broke down his resolution, it seems that

Smith did not translate more than three pieces of Kotzebue

(Nos. 50, 58, 68 [1800]), and then drifted the way of the ordi-

nary American publisher, appropriating the fruits of another's

labor by the easy process of reprinting English translations.

His reprints (1800, 1801) fill two volumes and part of a third,

(cf. No. 51) and represent probably the largest number of trans-

lations from the German printed by an American bookseller

during the early period. Smith's original translations would

hardly deserve mention, but for the fact that he comes in for

the indulgence which, by a general courtesy, is extended to

pioneers of a new movement. His translations are veritable

transliterations of the original, and one does not know how

much of this should be attributed to want of skill in handling

literature, principally from the French. Some of these adaptations may go

back to the German, but they do not necessarily fall within the province of our

article, as they were made for the English stage. The Congressional Library

has a manuscript translation of Schiller's Kabale und Liebe, dated 1848, ascribed

to Payne. If it is genuine, it would be proof of German studies of the American

author.

Dunlap, to mention it here, did not hesitate to give his opinion about the

character of the English adaptations. He says. Memoirs of G. F. Cooke,

London, 1813 :
" It became the interest of certain English writers to put it [the

brilliant German drama] down. The English translators succeeded in darken-

ing its brightness by a most thick, sometimes impenetrable, fogginess."

1 Some information about Smith may be found in Appleton's Cyclopedia oj

American Biography and in an article by Dr. Francis, International Magazine,

New York, Vol. ¥(1852), p. 261. " I believe he was a New Yorker" (Francis).

^Smith's translations from Kotzebue were severely criticised in C. B. Brown's

Monthly Magazine and American Review for the Year iSoo, New York, Vol.

II, p. 133 flf. {The Count of Burgundy), p. 225 {The Wild Youth). The third

drama translated by Smith was La Peyrouse.
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the English language and how much to his desire to be abso-

lutely faithful to his original. Smith shows himself often at

war with the rules of English grammar. If he was not of

German extraction but had acquired German by study later in

life, his knowledge of German deserves more credit than his

ability to express himself in English.

It is stated on good authority that the Rev. Will lived about

this time (1799) in New York and enriched American literature

by translations from the German.^ It has not been possible to

verify this statement and to determine the extent of his activity

in New York.

We have given Dunlap a lengthy consideration on account of

his individual efforts in introducing the German drama into

x\merica. His merits in this direction will become apparent, if

we pass once more in review his activity and compare the number

of German plays acted under his management with those played

in London theatres. A number of these pieces were not produced

^ Dr. J. W. Francis (1789-1861), who was an oracle on all questions pertaining

to old New York, makes this statement in his reminiscences {hiternational

Magazine, New York, Vol. V, 1852, p. 261; Old New York, New York, 1858,

p. 46). Dr. Francis, who was of German extraction, during his youth attended

Rev. Kunze's German Lutheran Church, and was therefore acquainted with

German circles. Although many of the details furnished by him in regard to

early translators from the German are inexact, as he depended apparently on

his memory, it is more difficult to believe that he would record a person as re-

siding in New York, when there was no foundation for it. Old New York,

p. 46, he mentions him as having furnishe-d translations from the German for

the John Street Theatre (evidently an error) and adds: "This accomplished

man, after but a short stay in New York, returned to Europe, where, in 1799, he

published in London, in two volumes octavo, a translation of Knigge's Practi-

cal Philosophy of Social Life.'' If these dates be correct, Francis could hardly

have a reliable personal recollection about Will. The directories of New York

of about that time contain no reference to the Rev. Will, but show other per-

sons of the same name, possibly relatives. A Henry Will was treasurer of the

Reformed Church and of the Musical Society. The Rev. Peter Will published

in England, between 1795 and 1799, a number of translations, designating him-

self as minister of the Reformed Congregation in the Savoy. I cannot trace him

afterwards in England for a long time, so that it is possible that he emigrated

to America. Francis assigns to him the translation of the Constant Lovers,

New York, 1799 (No. 42), Boston, 1799 (No. 41), New York, 1801 (No. 73).
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on the London stage, at least not contemporaneously, according

to the authorities accessible to me. Such plays are : Schiller's

Don Carlos^ Fiesco^ Kotzebue's Count Benyowsky^ False

Shame^ The Force of Calumny^ The Stranger''s Birthday^

The Virgin of the Sun^ The Birthday >{Flpigramni)^ The Good

Neighbor (from Iffland), Peter the Great and Where is He ?

The performance of Dunlap's Wildgoose Chase {Wildfang)

preceded Dibdin's OfAge To-morrow^ the performance of Dun-

lap's Indians in England preceded Mrs. Inchbald's Wise

Man of the East^ as did his Abaellino the English adaptations.

In many cases, too, it would happen that Dunlap followed

with his adaptation a half a year or a year in the wake of the

London performance, as in the case of the Stranger^ Lovers'

Vows^ Fraternal Discord^ and Pizarro. Besides adaptations

from other hands, like Kotzebue's Self Immolation^ The Count

of Biir'gnndy^ Sighs {^Armut und Edelsimi)^ The Horse and the

Widozt', foanna of Montfaucon^ The Wise Man of the East^ and

Schiller's Minister {Kabale und Licbe\ that were performed on

the London stage, there were others of which a London per-

formance is not recorded, such as. The Corsicans^ The Happy
Family. These pieces, principally from the versatile pen of

Kotzebue, covering the entire range of dramatic writing, would

have been indeed a splendid school of the drama if Kotzebue's

work possessed more solid worth. This is not the proper place

to enter upon an account of the character of these various

dramas.^ Nor is it necessary to enumerate here the many re-

prints of Kotzebue's pieces. A look at the index and the " list

of translations " will suffice to establish the fact that Kotzebue

outrivaled in popularity all other German authors. His popu-

larity is indeed a remarkable phenomenon in the chronicles of

literature. The predominance of the German drama existed at

other American theatres as well as at New York, but with this

difference, that while Dunlap endeavored to furnish his own

1 Cf. about Kotzebue and his work the biography of C. Rabany, Kotzebue, Sa

Vie, etc., Paris, 1893, and the literature referred to in Goedeke's Grundriss.
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adaptations, the other theatres were more often content to use

the versions of the English adapters.' Dunlap justly complains

of the indiscriminate preference whicli American audiences

showed for everything that had passed the tribunal of English

opinion. With all this prejudice to combat, some of Dunlap's

adaptations held the stage for a longer or a shorter time. They
were successfully introduced on the Boston stage and were

played there for several years," Lovers^ J'^'ows and Fraternal Dis-

cord., as already mentioned, were frequently given the preference

over the English versions. Ireland records a special revival of

Dunlap's adaptations during the seasons 1814-1817.^ His

Abaellino gained an enormous popularity and was played in all

the American theatres. When later Lewis' translation of the

prose romance Abaellino was published under the title of the

Bravo of Venice., it was reprinted in America with the first title

Abaellino., under which name Dunlap had made the story

popular.

A number of Kotzebue's pieces, like Pizarro., The Stranger^

Lovers' J/bws, kept the stage during the whole of our period.

Indeed Pizarro and the Stranger did not pass from the boards

until comparatively recent times.* It would be easy to fill pages

with an account of the favorite actors and actresses who appeared

in the part of Rolla {Pizarro)., Frederick {Lovers^ Vows)., and

Mrs. Haller {The Strange^-). As long as the Stranger kept the

stage the discussion of the morality of the piece follows it like a

' Besides those already mentioned I have used as authorities the following

works: C. Blake, An Historical Account of the Providence Stage, Providence,

1868; W, W. Clapp, History of the Boston Stage, 1853; H. P. Phelps, Players of
a Century, a Record of the Albany Stage, 2 ed., Albany, 1880; W. B. Wood,
Personal Recollections of the Stage, Philadelphia, 1855; and various reviews and

magazines that devote attention to theatrical matters.

' Dunlap, II, p. 120.

'The following adaptations of Dunlap were revived: Count Benyowsky,

Force of Calumny (1814-15), Lovers' Vows {1815-16), Fraternal Discord

{1816-17).

* Remarks by Ireland and Blake show that these pieces were still in vogue

between i860 and 1870. (" It \^The Stranger^ bids fair to retain its popularity

for a long time."—Blake.)
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faithful shadow.' Mrs. Mowatt relates, from personal experi-

ence, in order to show that Kotzebue's Stranger could have a

moral effect, how a young lady contemplating the crime which

had made Mrs. Haller miserable, v/as stricken by conscience,

during a performance of the Stranger at Charleston, and, with

a shriek, fainted from a sudden attack of hysteria.- Nothing

would probably have delighted the vain author more than to

have lived to record in his favor this testimonial from across the

Atlantic. His delight in such certificates of morality is of

course a half-conscious confession of his weakness as a moralist.

We have noticed how during Dunlap's management Kotzebue

" was the rage " for a number of years (1799-1802) and then,

by a natural sifting process, only a number of pieces kept the

stage. For the season of 1813-14 William Wood records a

remarkable revival of the German drama at his Philadelphia

theatre. He says:'^ "The German drama, at this time, stood

high in public favor. We may call it, indeed, the German

Season. Pizarro^ Virgin of the Sun^ The Stranger^ and The

Robbers^ had been long favorably established, as well as Kotze-

bue's minor pieces, Hozv to Die for Love., Horse and the

Widoiv., Of Age To-morrozu., and others. Benyowsky has been

already noticed. But this season they became entirely the

fashion, and made the German drama a matter much discussed.

Schiller's noble drama of The Minister., or Cabal and Love.,

was now altered and acted with distinguished success, under the

title of the Harper''s Daughter.''''

1 A typical discussion of this kind is to be found in the Companion and Weekly

Miscellany, Baltimore, 1804-05, p. 33, where " Crito " claims that the repent-

ance of Mrs. Haller precludes any bad example, while his opponent brands

Kotzebue as being '
' pretty well known to be one of that vile band of German

conspirators against the peace, the virtue, nay, the very existence of civil and

religious society.
*

' We will not err in assuming that the critic draws here for

his weapons on the arsenal of Mrs. Hannah More, or some other equally

redoubtable warrior for good, established morality.

A majority of the critics were, it seems, arrayed against the morality of the

piece.

* Anna Cora Mowatt, Autobiography ofan Actress, 1865.

•^ Recollections, p. 183.
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While we have not hesitated to give Kotzebue the considera-

tion that he deserves from the esteem in which his dramas were

lield by persons of taste and some critical ability, the works of

Schiller and their reception in America excite naturally a greater

interest. We smile now when we find Schiller so to speak arm

in arm with Kotzebue and Zschokke.^ But we must consider

that the American readers and audiences of the time did not

have accessible numerous accounts of German literature, as we

have, in which the works of Zschokke's youth and the whole

pretentious writings of Kotzebue are disposed of in a line or two

at the most, while the account of Scliiller's life fills many pages.

We must remember that Schiller, for a long time, was known

only by the less mature though perhaps more striking works of

his youthful years, principally the Robbcj's, and to a certain

extent by Kabale und Liebe. But still the feeling is discernible

that Schiller's Robbers possessed something that was lacking in

the same way in any other author of the time. This element

we can best sum up in the word sublimity.

The editions of Schiller's works reprinted in this country are

contained in the appended list of translations, where statements

may be found in regard to the different translations which they

represent. There existed at least three American reprints of

the Robbers (1793, 1802, 1808?) and possibly a fourth (1825 or

earlier). Kabale und Liebe was reprinted twice (1802, 1813),

the latter edition being an adaptation made for the American

stage. We find one edition of Fiesco (1802), and it is interesting

to note that Coleridge's translation of the Piccolomini, in spite

of the fact that it failed to attract attention in England, was

reprinted in America (1805). This may be taken to show that

the publishers expected a general interest in Schiller extending

beyond those works which appealed to the existing taste in

matters of the drama.

'At Providence, R. I., Abaellino "was announced in the bills as the best

dramatic work of the best dramatic writer of the age, Schiller" (Blake, p. 62).

It is impossible to tell whether the management really believed this. It is

interesting to notice that the extravagant character of the Abaellino was

probably suificient to make this announcement appear credible to the public.
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Of these plays the Robbers alone enjoyed a general vogue on

the American stage. Not that the piece could at all compete in

frequency of performance with Kotzebue's popular dramas, the

Robbers being, indeed, unsuited for frequent repetitions ; but the

play nevertheless put in an appearance from time to time as one

of the most substantial morsels for the palate of the theatre-

goer.^ In England, as is well known, the Robbers was not

publicly performed, for political and kindred reasons, and even

during the first quarter of our century no performance seems to

be recorded. Here we have clearly an example of difference in

political institutions affecting the literary conditions of the

country.

It would be interesting to examine in detail the adaptations

in use for the American stage, if such can still be traced at the

present day. John A. Dunlap speaks of these versions in the

following words :^ "Schiller's plays are well known to the

literary world, but, except the Robbers^ they are not familiar to

the frequenters of the English or American theatres ; and The

Robbers so mutilated and mangled as to give no adequate idea

of the great German poet."

William B. Wood, one of the most respected stage managers
and actors of this early period, whose name we have already

mentioned more than once, makes some interesting remarks

about the corruption which the German drama suffered at the

hands of English and American translators and managers, mak-
ing it often difficult for the public to judge of the merits of the

originals. He gives the following account of the version of the

Robbers in use in the Philadelphia theatre, which he considers

a judicious adaptation of a German piece for the American
stage.'^ " In the Robbers the episode of Kozinski and the dis-

'I mention a number of performances that have come to my notice: New
York, 1795 (probably the earHest performance of the piece in English), April 7,

1800, June 3, 1801; Philadelphia, season 1805-06, 1810-11, 1813-14 (Cooper,
Charles de Moor); New Orleans, January i, 1806; Providence, September 17,

1806 (theatre closed "with Schiller's celebrated tragedy The Robbers");
Albany, spring 1815.

^ Dunlap, II, p. 104.

'^Recollections, p. 185.
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guise scenes of Charles as the count were omitted, with great

advantage to the general interest of the piece, and particularly

as they affected the position and value of Amelia. A prolixity

in some of the scenes, especially those of Francis, Kozinski, and

the assumed count, throws a weight upon the play, which may
well be avoided, and save, to the actor of Charles, much power,

otherwise wasted on minor situations, and which is loudly called

for at the close of the fourth and throughout the fifth act."

As it is seldom possible to furnish a detailed criticism of

German works from the pen of an early American reviewer, it

may be of interest to quote some remarks about the Robbers

found in the MontJily Anthology and Boston Reviezi\ a period-

ical which embodied the young aspirations of Boston culture in

a manner very creditable for that time. The remarks are

characterized by a fairness which is somewhat rare in conserva-

tive public opinion of the time. They are found in a series of

articles under the title Silva^ Vol. IV (1807), p. 371. The
accents of the critic are perhaps a little stammering but his

admiration is undisguised. " There is no doubt some raving and

theatrical declamation in the tragedy of the Robbers^ but I do

pity the soul, that is not melted with its tenderness and roused

by its energies. Perhaps, in the whole fairy-ground of fiction, a

character like Moor cannot be found. His revenge is of the

most natural kind, always uniform, and wonderfully great. The
kind feelings are not buried nor destroyed . . . they only

slumber in temporary torpor. Sentiments the most manly, and

perceptions which savour of true greatness, are often expressed

in language the most forcible and sublime. As for Francis, he

has the form, the features, and the folly of a villain. Great art

is clearly exhibited in his manner of deceiving his father, and

his subsequent conduct makes him the finished hero of vice.

Who does not love Amelia? So constant in her affection, so

great in her hatred. As for the robbers, how nicely are their

characters and dispositions marked ! All are criminal, yet some

are perhaps to be pitied, and others are downright offenders,

with blackest hearts and hands full of shameful vice. But if we
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consider the state of society at that time, they will not appear

so very detestable. Knowledge and religion were mere names,

or not better than superficial science or hateful superstition.

The use of arms was fully allowed, by which means alone the

poor were protected, and provided for, and the female sex

defended from insult, or their dishonor revenged. The robbers

in this play are eager to sacrifice the infamous Charles, and in

fact he is buried in the tomb he has prepared for his father.

How do they catch every word of Kozinki's [sic] tale, and how
do they burn for revenge on the villainous prince, the possessor

of his Amelia ! Indeed our state of civilization is no standard,

by which the feudal ages are to be tried. To me it appears,

that the crimes of the robbers were the common disorders com-

mitted by the strong, and so universal were the ravages of a

similar nature, that I rather consider the actions and bloody

thoughts of the robbers as necessary consequences of barbarism,

than criminal aberrations from moral virtue. The language of

the play is generally natural. It is strong in a high degree, and

powerfully impresses the dictates of revenge, the emotions of

terror, and the sentiments of pity."

We have already mentioned the early New York perform-

ances of Kabale uiid Liebe^ which preceded the London per-

formances by several years. Of this piece a stage version used

m an American theatre is still extant. This, an adaptation of

Lewis' translation of Kabale iind Liebe {The Minister)^ made for

the Philadelphia stage under the title of 77/,!? Harper's Daughter^

gives us an idea how a Sturm und Dra?ig drama was shortened

for the American stage, and according to what principles it was

brought into harmony with the conservative ideas of propriety,

morality, and religion.

* Published 1813 (cf. No. 152), played 1813-14 at Philadelphia and Baltimore

during the season already mentioned when the German drama experienced a

remarkable revival. I do not know what relation exists between this version

and the adaptation played at Covent Garden, May 4, 1803. This version was
attributed to Lewis himself. Cf. Genest, Account of the English Stage, Vol.

VII, p. 583, also Singer, Studien zur Liiteraturgeschichte, Michael Bernayi
gewidniet, 1893, p. 12.
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By a bold cut (amounting to more than the average act) all

scenes in which Augusta (Lady Milford) appears (Act II, Sc.

1-5, Act IV, Sc. 6-1 1) were excised;^ two minor characters,

Catherina (Sophie) and Walter (ein Kammerdiener des Fiirsten),

disappeared in the same change. " It was found necessary to

omit the whole character of Augusta—a portion of the drama

upon which the great talents of Schiller have been most labori-

ously employed " are the words in which this action is explained

by Wood, for whose stage the adaptation was made and who is

possibly the author, or who may have inspired this version.

These omissions necessitate a different division of the acts and

they undoubtedly disturb the balance of the play, but an Ameri-

can audience of the period would hardly care for more than the

thrilling main plot.

Apart from this excision of whole sections of the drama, a

great number of omissions, varying in length from a word to a

page or more, helped to cut down the drama to about half its

original size. All references to the Deity are avoided, except in

a few situations where the intensity of feeling seemed to make

such appeal allowable. Mad bursts of passion and the exclama-

tions of a distracted mind, the wild despair that drives a

tortured creature into urgent appeal to the Deity and links

the fate of an individual with the economy of the world, all in

fact that may be interpreted as undue familiarity with, or

revolt against. Providence, or that was repulsive to American

audiences by excess of emotion.

The realism of Schiller's youthful art was too strong for an

audience that was accustomed to a more conventional treatment

of the characters of the drama. Miller (here called Munster),

blustering, verging on coarseness,—but nevertheless honest and

honorable—is much toned down, and Elizabeth (Fran Miller)

subjected to a similar treatment.

While the American audience submitted to the unlimited

introduction of stage horrors and terrors, some of the concrete

' Act III, Sc. 4 is also cut.
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examples of tyranny and oppression such as were conceivable

(even though an exception) in the Germany of the eighteenth

century had to be omitted, as unintelligible or repulsive.

Declamations against distinctions of class were retained as being

unchallengeable in republican America, while usually a con-

servative policy is brought to bear on anything savoring of

radicalism. Of mere sentiment and sentimentality the inhabi-

tants of the new world, as well as those of the old, could stand

at that period an amount and a quality that would be nauseat-

ing to modern taste, so that the drama did not call for changes

from this point of view. Add to these omissions the frequent

curtailing of lengthy discussions, of rhetorical repetition, and of

elaborate climax, and the statement will seem intelligible that

the piece was reduced to one half its original size.

There is nothing added as offset to these many omissions,

only a word or a phrase here and there, to establish the neces-

sary connection where omissions or changes had been made.

We may regard the adaptation as well suited for its pur-

pose, and must praise the conservative spirit that avoided all

attempts at improving Schiller's drama by original efforts.

It bears a striking contrast to the Baltimore reprint of 1802,

which represents a miserable perversion of the great master's

work.

Before leaving the subject of the German drama in America,

which, as we have seen, has presented some novel aspects as

compared with the history of the German drama in England, I

should like to call attention to the reprint of Walter Scott's

translation of Goetz von Berlichingeti (1814, No. 155). Two
adaptations from the German by American authors deserve

mention only as curiosities. Mordecai Noah adapted Sonn-

leithner's text to Beethoven's Fidelio under the title of the

Castle of Sorrento (No. 126), without departing far from his

original, and a crack-brained youth made a dramatic version of

Rinaldo Rinaldini (No. 144), by the very simple process of

copying out the dialogue from Hinckley's translation of

Vulpius' prose romance Rinaldo Rinaldini^ a curious proof how
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the rage for extravagant literature affected America as well as

Europe.'
^ German Fiction.

German fiction, although probably not engrossing as large an

amount of public attention as the German drama, was neverthe-

less represented by one of the most brilliant meteors among the

literary constellations of the last century, long before the Ger-

man drama became the admiration of the public. We refer to

Goethe's Sorrows of Wcrter^ which was reprinted in America at

least six times in four different translations during our period.^

Of these old prints of Werter it is true even more than of the

average reprints of the period that they are difficult to trace.

They have disappeared from the libraries, succumbing to long

and frequent use, or were lost by neglect when the fashion in

fiction changed. To many libraries this dangerous work was

certainly never granted admittance. It is permissible to regard

these prints as a proof that the " Wertherfieber " prevailed also in

America, although probably only in a very light form. These

American reprints must be regarded as the last ripples of a wave

that swept the civilized world. It is of course out of the question

that American readers should understand the significance of the

work as we now interpret it in the light of Goethe's individual

development and the general history of the times. It is to be

regarded, even more than in England, as a representative speci-

men of the highly sentimental literature then in vogue. The
popularity of Werther in America was sufficient to justify the

well known Dr. Benjamin Rush in singling it out as a sample of

pernicious novel, the reading of which deserves censure. In

his Thoughts upon the Female Education ^ he adverts to the case

of " young ladies who weep away a whole forenoon over the

1 This puerile effort cannot be from the pen of Dunlap. He mentions Rinaldo

Rinaldiiii among his works, probably an acting drama constructed by him

from the German original.

2 Philadelphia, 1784 (No. 8), Ivitchfield, Conn., 1789 (10), New York, 1795 (27),

Boston, 1798 (39), Boston, 1807 (iiS), Boston, 1807 (119).

' Benjamin Rush, Essays, Literary, Moral, and Philosophical, 1798.
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criminal sorrows of a fictitious Charlotte or Werter," only to

refuse a beggar in the afternoon. This is a criticism familiar to

the English public and was probably borrowed by Dr. Rush from

English sources, like so many opinions during the infancy of

our national life.

Werther, like Gessner's Death of Abel, gave rise to imitations

in England and elsewhere. Of the large number of these imita-

tions and works founded on Werther, one at least, the Letters of

Charlotte during her Connexion with Werter, was reprinted sev-

eral times.^ It is a vapid, inane work, utilizing suggestions from

its German model to construct a Werter without objectionable

features. Its only redeeming quality is that its style is not as

outrageous as is the case with many imitations of sentimental

literature. It was sometimes printed in America in the same

volume with, and after, Werter, as if intended to act as a seda-

tive after the soul-stirring lines that preceded it.

Schiller's brilliant work of fiction, the Ghostseer, was reprinted

in two American editions representing two different translations.^

The mention of Schiller's Ghostseer suggests a few remarks

about Charles Brockden Brown, the first American writer of

fiction whose works possess more than ordinary merit. His

Wieland {iy()S) is a powerful tale of terror, a species of litera-

ture in which the Germans easily carried off" the palm, and for

which they were supposed to furnish the best models.^ But we

1 1797 (No. 35), 1798 (No. 40), 1807 (120). The last two editions were printed

in the same volume with the Sorrows of Werter. A German translation, which

appeared in 1825, claims to have been made after the fifth American edition.

About the character of this work, cf. J. W. Appell, Werther und seine Zeit,

Leipzig, 1865, pp. 12-15, T. Siipfle, Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Litteratur-

geschichte, N. F., Vol. VI (1893), p. 312.

^ Reprinted, New York, 1796 (No. 33), and Philadelphia [i8oo?-i8o3] (No. 71).

The Ghostseer (version No. 33) was also printed as a serial in the New York

Weekly Magazine, I795, PP- 16 ff., under the title The Apparitionist. The
same magazine published Tschink's Victim ofMagical Delusion, a weak imita-

tion of Schiller's Ghostseer.

* I shall not enter here on the consideration of a possible influence of Schil-

ler's Ghostseer on Wieland. Professor Learned informs me that he has devoted

attention to this subject and I refer to some remarks on the same, which he

intends to publish soon.
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are interested in the novel from another point of view. Brown
reveals in the same a sympathetic attitude towards German cul-

ture, which is astonishing with an American during this early

period, and for which it will be difficult to find a parallel among
those who, like Brown, had never lived in Germany/ The
characters of the piece—the scene is laid in the neighborhood

of Philadelphia—are of German extraction and cultivate the

poetry of their ancestors at their new home. He makes Wieland,

the central character of the novel, a connection of the well-

known German poet of that name. It is possible that Brown
had made the acquaintance of cultured Germans, either at

Philadelphia, his home, or at New York, where he resided at

this time.

From 1 799-1 800 Brown published at New York the Monthly

Magazine and American Review. This magazine, which was

published at the time when the influence of German literature

had reached the high-water mark in England, devotes more

attention to German literature than any other periodical of the

period that falls within the scope of our investigation. It seems

a petty afiair, measured by our modern standards, but, in com-

parison with former American reviews, shows an advance that

is most creditable to its editor. Brown's friend Dunlap, whose

labors in introducing the German drama into America have

been noticed at some length, and other literary characters of

New York were contributors. We find there, among others,

reviews of Dunlap's and Smith's translations from Kotzebue, a

life of Biirger, anecdotes of Kotzebue and Schiller, an account

' It is this generally sympathetic point of view that foreigners lacked for a

long time in their attitude toward Germany, even if they felt an interest in cer-

tain products of its literature. From this consideration the question where

Brown got his information gains interest. His source was apparently Baron

Riesbeck's Travels through Gertnany, translated by the Rev. Mr. Maty, 3 vols.,

London, 1787. This work by J. K. R. Riesbeck (the title of Baron is ficti-

tious ) was indeed sufl&cient to serve as a revelation to the average American or

English reader. Brown's conceptions as well as misconceptions of German
literature are satisfactorily explained from the assumption that he was impressed

by this work.
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of the state of the German stage, remarks on the literary labor

of the Germans, and most interesting of all, an article on the

study of German. These samples will show to what extent
the attention of the literary men of New York was focused on
German literature.

The works of fiction may generally be assigned to two differ-

ent classes. We have on the one hand the extravagant fiction

that followed in the wake of the Robbers^ the Ghostseer^ and
Goetz von Berlichmgen, on the other hand the sentimental and
"family" novel (" Familienroman "). Of an older type of

German fiction (if we except Gessner's Death of Abel) there

seems to be only one example among American reprints. This
is a translation from Wieland, Socrates otit of his Senses^ New-
burgh, N. Y., 1797 (No. 36). To reprint one of Wieland's
novels of Greek life was a bold undertaking, as one edition

usually more than supplied the- needs of the much larger British

reading public. Of the original English translation of this

work, in particular, the statement is made that it was " received

with utter indifference by the public."^

Of the extravagant works of German fiction, known variously

under the name of tales of terror, of horror, or of wonder, a

number were reprinted in this country. Such are Wachter's
Black Valley (No. 82), in which thrilling adventures are intro-

duced, and Spiess' Mountain Cottager (No. 69), for the character

of which we must refer to the striking motto :
" Ye visions that

before me roll,—that freeze my blood,—that shake my soul,—are

ye the phantoms of a dream?" Vulpius' Rinaldo Rinaldini
(No. 144) was dramatized, as already stated, and Lewis' transla-

tion of Zschokke's prose romance Abaellino reprinted twice
under the title of the German original, which Dunlap had made
generally popular in America by his adaptation of the German
drama (No. 138, 139). Add to these Lewis' collection. Roman-
tic Tales (No. 135—the Tales of Terror are mentioned later

under poetry—), and the Tales of Wonder^ of Humour and

^ W. Taylor, Historic Survey of German Literature, 1830, Vol. II, p. 314.
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Sentiment of the Misses Plumptre, which possibly contribute

some literature of the kind, and we have a fair collection of

tales of wonder, etc., in which Schiller's Ghostseer should figure

as the most prominent and most brilliant example. It may not

be amiss to introduce into this company the venerable patriarch

of the German tales of wonder, the history of Dr. Faustus. As
in England, the story seems to have been popular and to have

been spread in the form of chapbooks (No. 25, 83, 176).

It requires no particular effort at the present day to deride this

grotesque and often almost nonsensical class of literature. What
significance this type had for the development of German litera-

ture is irrelevant in this connection. But in England and

America a rough disturbance was necessary to wake the drowsy

muse. A rude plough was needed to break the hardened,

barren soil for the coming of a new crop. The free and extrav-

agant variation, by imitators, of the themes that had been more
or less clearly enunciated by Goethe and Schiller in the works
of their youth, was, from some points of view, better adapted to

affect England and America, where the ideals of the genuine

Sturm und Drang were not intelligible, from causes that are

apparent to every student of the world's literature but need

not here be repeated.

We will call to mind only one of these stories, that of Abael-

lino, who, disguised as a bandit, terrifies, without the help of an

accomplice, the whole state of Venice, effecting its salvation,

while apparently its greatest scourge. He is as quick in chang-

ing his disguises, as he is superhuman in his actions. The
AbaelliJio may not be literature of a high grade ; the author

himself smiled when, in maturer years, after a career of lofty

effort and well-deserved literary success, he looked back upon
the child of his youthful fancy. But if we consider the effect

which the prevalence and popularity of such literature must
have had on a taste formed by the models of the classical, or,

often more correctly, pseudo-classical authors of the last century,

we will appreciate how they were helpful in introducing, both

in America and England, a bolder and more romantic form of
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literature. These authors, many of them a sort of talented

literary vagabonds, take a rank in German literature even lower

than they deserve, because they must stand comparison with

the greatest heroes of lofty artistic endeavor. But they are

nevertheless a robust race, often prodigal sons of a good house,

bearing traces of having associated with good company. Monk

Lewis' puerilities do not possess the childlike ingenuous-

ness of the German products ; lacking spontaneousness in the

handling of his extravagant themes, his pieces seem like inten

tional caricatures of his German models. It is not the intention

to follow out these suggestions in this connection, as it would

lead us beyond the limits which have been set.

A second type of German fiction, although not as characteris-

tic as the tale of terror, obtained considerable vogue in England

and America. This was the sentimental and " family " novel

(" Familienroman "). A number of Kotzebue's stories, which

were carried along with his dramas on the wave of popularity

that swept the world, were translated in England and America.

Many of these appear to belong entirely, or by some of their

characteristics, in this class of literature, others seem to have

more the character of historical novels. It has not been found

possible to examine them in detail and I simply give a list of

American editions, referring to the index for further references :

The Beautiful Unknown (translated by Charles Smith of New
York), The Constant Lover^ Ildegerte^ The Pigeon (translated

by a Philadelphian), The Sufferings of the Family of Ortenberg^

Zaida (translated by Charles Smith).

August Lafontaine, the representative writer of the German

family novel, found readers in England as well as Germany.

Although he is justly regarded as a mere manufacturer of

novels, without a spark of artistic individuality, he is sometimes

honored by the name of the celebrated Lafontaine. In his suc-

cesses and inherent weaknesses he is aptly compared to Kotze-

bue. In 1810 a New York publisher reprinted the Village

Pastor and His Children (No. 142), and announced his inten-

tion to republish all the works of Lafontaine "if the public
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encourage the sale of them." He would have found the

resources of his printing office taxed if the public had kept him

to his word and had forced him to print the 150, or more,

German originals, or even the two or three dozen translations

made in England. We have noticed only one other reprint of

Lafontaine, Romulus., Baltimore, 1814 (No. 159).^

Finally a reprint of an English translation of Pestalozzi's

Lienhard U7td Gertrud (No. 80) is to be mentioned. The
English original translation states that it was made " with the

hope of its being useful to the lower orders of society," which

remark reminds one of the worthy Hannah More and her circle.

This earlier type of German fiction (printed and reprinted in

America about 1800) is, after the lapse of a decade or two, replaced

by another class of fiction of a more modern type. The first

example of this kind, which I am able to find, is Dr. Tobias

Watkins' translation of Zschokke's Das Abettteuer der Neujahrs-

nachti^o. 172). The translation has no particular merit and

probably reached only a small circle of readers. But it is inter-

esting as a proof of German studies in the circle of Baltimore

literati, of which Watkins was a prominent member. It seems

to be the earliest translation of this popular tale, of which half

a dozen or more translations have appeared. It is, in fact, as

far as I can see, the earliest translation of that type of stories

which gained Zschokke a well-founded national and inter-

national reputation as a skillful narrator.^ In 1822 appeared a

reprint of La Motte Fouque's Minstrel Love {Sdngerliebe)^ in

1824 two editions of the same author's Undine.^ and Chamisso's

Peter Schlei^iihl. The appearance of these products of the

romantic or post-romantic period indicates a new phase in the

appreciation of German literature, which, however interesting

it may be, cannot be considered here.

'Two novels whose authors are not mentioned, seem to belong here, to judge

by their titles. They are: Eliza, or the Pattern of Women (No. 84), and He
Loves Me Better Than His Life (No. 124).

* We will recall the fact that Dunlap was the first to introduce Abaettino, the

principal work of Zschokke's youthful "Sturm uud Drang" period, in an

English garb.
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German Poetry.

The appreciation of poetry written in a foreign language

encounters obstacles not met with in the case of prose. By an

imperfect knowledge of the language the subtle beauties of

poetry are obscured, as the beauties of art and nature are hidden

to an impaired vision. As German was practically little under-

stood during our period, this aspect of German studies does not

concern us greatly. But the same difficulties that embarrass

the student of poetry are encountered, increased a hundredfold,

by the translator, whose task it is to re-embody in his own
language the conceptions of the original and the indefinable

charm of poetic diction. It will not be astonishing, therefore, to

find that the gems of German poetry, perhaps the highest con-

summation of modern poetic literature, were entirely unknown
to the public of the English-speaking world. Two German
poets nevertheless gained in their English version a popularity

which made each of them facile priiiceps in his own species

of literature. These two poets were Biirger and Wieland. The
German drama, as far as it was known to the American public,

was a prose drama and does not call for consideration in this

connection.

The popularity, in England, of Biirger's ballad Lenore is well

known. ^ The English translations of this ballad, "the best

ballad of the centur}'," were undoubtedly imported into America,

like all the various products of the British press. Its moderate

size also made it suitable for reprinting in the periodical press

and it was, we may presume, reprinted in that way.^

'Cf. A. Brandl in Erich Sclimidt's Charakteristiken, Berlin, 1886, pp. 244-248.

'A version of Biirger's Des Pfarrers Tochter von Taubenhain, the Lass of
Fair IVone, was reprinted in the A'tnerican Universal Magazine, Philadelphia,

Vol. I, 1797, pp. 211-215 (47 stanzas).

Parodies of the German ballad style also fonnd their way into the periodical

press. The Philadelphia Repository and Weekly Register iox 1800-1801, Vol. I,

p. 328, reprints a burlesque of the German ballads (it " appeared in The Dessert

to the True American two and a half years ago ") beginning :

" Cold blows the blast ;—the night's obscure.

The mansion's crazy wainscots crack :

The sun had sunk : and all the moor,

Like every other moor was black."
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The opinion of many English lovers of poetry about Wieland's

Oberon is aptly expressed in the words of Thomas Campbell

:

"I cannot conceive a more perfect poet than their favorite

Wieland." It was Sotheby's excellent translation of the Oberon

(1798) that made Wieland's poem accessible to the great mass

of English readers. About the time when Sotheby translated

the poem, John Ouincy Adams, sixth president of the United

States, at that time (1797-1801) Minister to Prussia, conceived

the same plan. He gives an account of his translation of Oberon

in a letter addressed to Charles Pollen, dated October 24, 1831 •}

"Thirty years have passed away since a residence of four

years at Berlin, and excursions into Saxony and Silesia, had

pfiven me an enthusiastic relish for German literature. At

that time, Wieland was there I think decidedly the most

popular of the German poets, and although there was in his

genius neither the originality nor the deep pathos of Gothe, or

Klopstock, or Schiller, there was something in the playfulness of

his imagination, in the tenderness of his sensibility, in the sunny

cheerfulness of his philosophy, and in the harmony of his versi-

fication, which, to me, were inexpressibly delightful." . . .

" Among my exercises in learning the German language,^ was

a complete translation into English verse of his ' Oberon,'

which I should have published, but that Mr. Sotheby got the

start of me. When I saw his translation, I was content to keep

mine in my porte-feuille. My German teacher sent a copy of

the first canto of my translation to Wieland himself, and asked

him his opinion of it, which he gave with frankness. He com-

pared it with Sotheby's translation, then just published, and

gave the palm of poetry to him, and of fidelity to me ; a decision

which my own judgment fully confirmed."

The poem then proceeds to tell, how Molly is visited by the ghost of Thomas,

the gardener, her deceased lover. He had fallen into the well, was drowned,

and is now a water spirit. He carries off Molly and plumps her in the well.

That the parody is directed against Biirger's Lenore is clear.

• The Works of Charles Follen, Boston, 1842, Vol. I, pp. 306, 307.

2 Adams speaks of his German studies in his diary. Cf Memoirs ofJohn

Quincy Adams, edited by Charles F. Adams, Vol. I, pp. 217, 225.
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While it thus came about that the Oberon of Wieland was

published in an English translation, not in the version that the

American statesman had made, there was no reason why
Sotheby's translation should not be republished in America. A
reprint appeared at Newport, R. I., in 1810 (No. 145). It was

not a simple reprint. An anonymous American editor^ had

added a lengthy preface, which contains the highest praise of

the poem and poet. We will quote at some length from this

preface, which is written in the elaborate style that character-

izes the cultured American of the early part of our century.

We will smile at the vast prospects of Wieland's future fame,

which the editor unfolds to us with the fervor of the true

visionary. And what American of the olden times did not'

become a visionary at the prospects of his country ?

" In England where German literature is perhaps too highly

appreciated, and excessively cultivated, it is unnecessary to

declare who Wieland was." . . .
" It is hardly, however, a

matter of reproach, or regret, that we are authorized in presup-

posing such an unacquaintance with German literature, in this

young country, as to conceive it indispensable that we should

prefix to an American edition, something to attract attention,

and interest curiosity in relation to the extraordinary character

and transcendent merit of the German poet : enough merely to

evince to the public, that we solicit their favor to an undertak-

ing that deserves it." The editor then gives a glowing account

of the court of Weimar, bestows the highest praise on Wieland's

Agatho7i and Oberon^ but not without censuring his attitude

toward the French Revolution. He proceeds :
" We have intro-

duced an epic poet with proud pretensions in a country where

he is, in a great degree, a stranger ; and it is natural that on such

•According to the Providence Athencetim Library Catalogue, 1853, p. 433,

the Hon. William Hunter, the acknowledged leader of the Newport bar, was

the anonymous editor. There seems no reason to doubt this assertion. (Cf.

about Hunter Appleton's Cyclopedia of American Biography, G. C. Channing,

Early Recollections of Nezvport, R. /., Boston, 1868, pp. 119-120, F. Moore,

American Eloquence, Vol. II, pp. 335-336.

)
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an occasion cnriosity should be busy in inquiry." The excel-

lence of Sotheby's translation, he states, is recognized by Wie-

land in the Annual Register for 1798. " If a brother bard, on

the first appearance of Oberon^ had predicted its splendid for-

tunes and ventured to announce, that even in the life of its

author it would be praised and admired, not only in every

existing European nation but also in the embryo republic of the

new world, it would have been regarded as an effusion too

adulatory for friendship, and too extravagant for poetry. But

all this is realized. The fame of Wieland is as widespread as

that of Horace, and its permanence as finally identified with

literature itself. Both of these poets, perhaps, have the best

Security for their future glory in the rapid progress and improve-

ment of this, the freest, and such we hope destined to be, the

most literate and enlightened country of the world."

This edition was reviewed in the Monthly Anthology} I

quote only a few remarks in regard to the work itself :
" We

should do an injustice to the author and translator, if we should

select any passages from the Oberoji^ for its execution is so

remarkably equal, that the reader finds no prominent beauties

or blemishes." " In his Oberon he seems to have designed a

poem in which he could concentrate all his mental energies,

and unite the prominent beauties of the different kinds of

writing in which he excels." " Its general character is rather

seductive and fascinating than great or magnificent. It consists

of a tissue of incidents, which Wieland has connected and

arranged with such admirable skill as to form one of the most

interesting stories in any language. He seldom attempts the

sublime or terrible, and when he does he totally miscarries, for

he immediately falls into an imposing and gigantick, rather than

natural train of thought. He is more successful in description

than in dialogue. Like the machinery of his poem, he seems

to operate by enchantment." . . . "Yet amidst these occa-

1 The Monthly Anthology and Boston Review, Boston, Vol. IX, 1810,

pp. 191-194.
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sional defects the spirit of poetry shines forth with surpassing

splendour, and the Oberon^ considered as a whole, exhibits an
exuberance of imagination, unparalleled in modern poetry."

The publication of Wieland's Oberon at Newport is possibly

responsible for the following unfavorable remarks by an

anonymous critic in the General Repository and Review} He
praises, for its harmony of versification, Sotheby's translation

of Oberon^ "which, though beautiful, has been extravagantly

overrated." " But we are not disposed to give very high

applause to the writer [Sotheby], who has made accessible and
grateful to the English reader a poem, discovering a taste

egregiously faulty, and whose boasted excellence of moral is

more than counterbalanced by the seducing wantonness of its

descriptions."

We add one more opinion about Wieland,^ expressed in a

somewhat youthful and extravagant manner by Joseph Story,

later eminent as a jurist

:

" Wieland, the darling of the German muses, by turns sweet,

aflfecting, magnificent, sublime, commanding, terrible : the

favorite of fancy, to whom she unveiled her most beautiful

forms, drest in the voluptuousness of the loves, and the trans-

lucent snow of the graces. His works nee Jovis ira, nee ignis,

nee poterit ferrum, nee edax abolere retustas."

These opinions about Wieland's Oberon give us an idea what
a charm he exerted over his contemporaries, nor is that charm
quite lost even at the present day. But we have long ago
learned to look on Wieland only as a promise of greater things

to come, the poetic master works of Goethe and vSchiller,

which have replaced all earlier efforts in the esteem of the

critical reader. These works were not absolutely unknown,
but the standard by which they were to be measured had not

yet been discovered. In 1805 there appeared in Richmond a

reprint of Holcroft's translation of Goethe's Hermami und

' The General Repository and Review, Cambridge, Mass., Vol. 1, 1812, p. 411.
The article is attributed to C. Elliot.

* Joseph Story, The Power of Sotitude, a poem, Salem, 1804. (Note IV.)
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Dorothea (No. 108). The true appreciation of this one poem
would have been equivalent to a full insight into the nature of

Goethe's poetry. But we cannot assume anything of the kind.

It was perhaps regarded somewhat on a level with Gessner's

Idylls. Nevertheless it remains one of the most interesting

reprints in our list. Some of Goethe's best known poems, the

Erlking and Fisherman., and Burger's Lenora and Wild Hunts-

man., were also published in Lewis' Tales of Wonder^ which is

sufficient to show in what light they were viewed by Lewis.

German Philosophy, Theology, and Pedagogy.

The title adopted for this chapter might lead to misunder-

standings unless qualified by certain statements. A comprehen-

sive consideration of German theology, philosophy, and pedagogy

in America would lie entirely outside the limits of our investi-

gation. But it seemed desirable to consider under this heading

a number of authors whose works lie on the border line between

literature and the disciplines mentioned, or whose works can be

considered as having some relation, direct or indirect, with new
developments in the literary culture of our country.

One of the most interesting traces of an early influence of

German literature is the popularity evidently enjoyed by the

small book known as Lavater's Aphorisms. It is curious to

contemplate this collection of effusions, bearing so clearly the

impress of the Sturm iind Drang., create for itself in distant

America a large circle of readers. At least four early American

editions of this work were printed, three of them in 1790 (Phila-

delphia, Boston, New York), one in 1793." Often such duplication

of prints in various places was due to the disorganized condition

of the American book trade, and the imperfect means of com-

munication, which restricted prints to a local circulation to an

extent that is unintelligible to us at the present day. But we
may assume even for this earlier period the same peculiarity

'Reprinted, New York, 1801. (No. 79.)

2 No. 14, 15, 16, 21.
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that is so characteristic of American life in our century, namely,

that public attention, once aroused in regard to any subject, con-

centrates itself, for a time, in that direction. This may not be

proof of a deep and critical appreciation, but it shows an intel-

ligent interest .in whatever happens to engage general atten-

tion at the time. Thus much that is bad and indiflferent, thus

much, also, that is of the best has floated in on the current of

present popularity, no matter what may first have given a start

to the movement. How the Aphorisms continued in vogue, at

least in New England, is shown by the Newburyport print of

1793, which would not have been issued if the Boston print had

not sold well. That Lavater's Aphorisms were not forgotten is

proved b)' the fact that they are used for two decades, to fill,

here and there, an empty corner of the page in the periodicals

of the time. They were stray grains of golden wisdom.

The unabridged editions of Lavater's Physiognomy were too

large and expensive to tempt an American printer ; they were

imported from England when desired by American libraries or

readers. But an abridgment of Holcroft's translation was re-

printed at Boston (No. 106). Through his Aphorisms and his

Physiognomy^ I^avater became widely known in England and

America, and not infrequently reference is found in American

magazines to his physiognomical theories. This popularity

gave weight to a pamphlet of a political nature more than a

literary one, his Remonstrances^ addressed to the Executive

Directory of the French Republic^ against the Invasion of Switz-

erland^ which, originally printed in London, was reprinted at

New York in 1799.^

Soon after Lavater's Aphorisms the work of another Swiss

author gained in the transatlantic republic such a foothold that

the work may be said to have been in America, as in England,
" one of the few foreign books that became really popular

during the last century." Zimmermann's book on Solitude was

' London printed. New York: reprinted by John Tiebout (Homer's-head),

No. 358 Pearl-street, 1799.
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first reprinted in America in 1793 and only disappeared from

the book market in comparatively recent times. We have

counted ten editions (cf. index) during the period which we
have under consideration. The version of Zimmermann's Soli-

tude that was popular in America in reprints was not a direct

translation from the German, but a translation from the French

adaptation of Mercier, who had confined himself to the portion

of the original treating of the advantages of solitude and made
changes even there. The portion treating of the disadvantages

of solitude, which had been published in England as a supple-

ment to the part already published, was seldom, if ever, reprinted

during our period.

In Zimmermann's book we have something like the reign of

sensitiveness instead of the usual sensibility. The instinctive

shrinking of a sensitive, perhaps somewhat conceited nature

from contact with the external word is perceptible on every

page, although we do not wish it to be inferred from these re-

marks that Zimmermann did not adequately express much of the

best thought on the subject of which his work treated. In the

popularity of his book in America we have another example

how the sometimes shrinking, sometimes self-assertive individ-

ualism, which is so peculiar to Germany during the last century,

found a certain response in a civilization where the attitude of

society towards the individual, and the individual towards

society, has developed a far more self dependent and less sensi-

tive type of character. The popularity of Lavater's Aphorisms

presents a parallel case, perhaps still more interesting.

Zimmermann had been introduced to the American public

many years before by a Philadelphia reprint (1778, No. 7) of his

Strictures on National Pride (^Vo?Ji Natiofialstolze)^ a readable

book on national prejudices and failings. It appears that the

two Swiss authors Gessner and Zimmermann were the only rep-

resentatives of German literature whose works were reprinted in

America during revolutionary and colonial times. A more

reliable translation appeared later (reprinted, New York, 1799),

at a time when Zimmermann's name had become famous through

his Solitude.
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In this connection a reprint of Knigge's Practical Philosophy

of Social Life
( Uber den Umgang mil Me?tscheii) (No. 109) might

be mentioned.

A number of translations from the German have received a place

in the " List of Translations," although they belong rather to the

field of pedagogy. There is some justification in considering

them inasmuch as they are children's literature. They were, how-

ever, rather included on account of the humanitarian spirit of the

German " Aufklarung," with which they glow, and as interest-

ing predecessors of the more technical pedagogical literature

which came from Germany at a later period.

The most interesting of these is Salzmann's Elements of

Morality {Moralisches Elementarbiichlein)^ 'translated by the

well-known Mary Wollstonecraft. It was reprinted three or

four times about 1795, and again about 1811 (cf. index).

Incidents of child life are used as a vehicle for moral instruction.

Campe's stories, Columbus^ Cortez^ Pizarro^ and especially the

New Robinson Crusoe were reprinted (cf. index). They con-

tain history and fiction adapted so as to serve as moral and

educational food for youthful minds. We also mention again

in this connection Pestalozzi's Leonard and Gertrude (No. 80).^

Among the theological works which we are justified in men-

tioning here those seem the most interesting which can be

regarded as a connecting link between Gennan rationalism and

the Unitarian movement of New England. It is principally

from this point of view that we have taken into our translations

the works of the German divines Zollikofer and Sturm. Sturm's

Reflections on the Works of God was a work which was extremely

' During this period a personal acquaintance with German pedagogues, and

an intimate knowledge of German pedagogy, was probably extremely rare in

America. Of J. C. Cabell, who co-operated with Jefferson in founding the

University of Virginia, the statement is made: "While in Switzerland [between

1803 and 1806], he visited Yverdun, and on conference with the celebrated

Pestalozzi, and examination of his system, he was so much struck with certain

of his improvements in primary instruction, that long afterwards he sought to

have them naturalized in Virginia " (JeflFerson and Cabell, Early History ofthe

University of Virgiiiia, 1856, p. xxix).
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popular in England, and also, although perhaps in a less degree,

in-America (of. index). A New England divine, Thaddeus M.

Harris, of some eminence in his day, rearranged the English

translation, compressed it, added to it, and published it under

the title BeaiUies of Nature Delineated (1801, cf. 70). The
next year it went through a second edition. Of Harris' reli-

gious convictions the following statement is made: "In his

theological opinions he belonged to the early liberal school.

The spirit of the Gospel, its lessons for the heart rather than

the speculative reason, its obligations, its comforts, its divine

assurances, were to him the believer's great concern."^ The
nature of the book was such that it was acceptable to both liberal

and orthodox thought.^

The popularity of the sermons of Zollikofer, a notable repre-

sentative of the extremest type of rationalism, is more interest-

ing. It is not astonishing that all of these (with the exception

of a small pamphlet containing two sermons. No. 175) were

published in the bailiwick of Unitarianism, in Massachusetts. T.

M. Harris, whose name has just been mentioned, made an

abridgement of one of the English translations, called Exercises

of Piety ^ which had two editions (1803, No. loi). Zollikofer

was the leading representative of German pulpit eloquence

known in England and America, although his effusive style

was not to everybody's taste, apart from the dissent which his

theological views might excite. The Monthly Anthology.^

reviewing his Seven Sermons on the Reformation^ says :'^ " We
have hitherto been accustomed to value Zollikofer chiefly for

his simple and practical views of religion, and the gentle and

insinuating eloquence with which he recommends them. These

IN. K. Frothingham, Memoirs of T. M. Harris, Massachusetts Historical

Society Collections, 4 S., Vol. II, p. 13.

''The Rev. Samuel Knox, An Essay on the Best System of Education, Balti-

more, 1799, p. 107, proposes that a selection from the book be read every morn-
ing to impress the pupils with feelings of " reverence of the Deity, of his

government of the world," etc.

3 The Monthly Anthology and Boston Review, Vol. VI, 1809, p. 181.
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sermons on the Reformation are written with more vigour and

compression of thought than we have thought him capable of."

A translation of Jung-Stilling's 6V^;2^,y in the World of Spirits

(No. 163) by Gottlieb Shober/ of Salem, N. C, is interesting as

being probably the earliest translation into English of one of

Jung-Stilling's works. The translation is a proof of the attraction

which mysticism had for many of the Germans of America.

Haller's Letters to his Daughter on the Truths of the Christian

Religion was an orthodox defence of the Christian reliorion that

derived weight from the eminence cf its author. It was reprinted

at New Haven (No. 9*^ We should not forget in this connec-

tion the Rev. J. C. Kunze, who, to make the German hymns
accessible to American readers, published a collection of them
translated into English.^ As I have not seen a copy of the book

I quote the words of Dr. Francis about the same: "With assist-

ance Dr. Kunze prepared a collection of hymns, translated into

English : they were the most singular specimens of couplets

and triplets I ever perused, yet they possessed much of the

intensity and spiritualism of German poetry. This was in the

fall of 1795."

Review.—New Devei^opments.

The General Repository and Review^ Cambridge (Mass.), one

of the early periodicals indicative of the growing intellectual

culture of Boston, contains an anonymous review of Musaens'

Popular Tales.^ After giving some specimens of these tales, and

stating how these tales were collected the reviewer proceeds

:

"We have so few translations from the German, that a knowl-

edge of it is the only medium of getting access to the immense
stores of science and literature contained in it. Our politics

*Cf. about Shober the Cyclopedia ofAmerican Biography.

''J. W. Francis, Old New York, 185S, p. 45. The full title as made up from
this source and M. D. Learned, Opetiing of the Bechstein Library, 1896, p. 46,

would seem to be: A Hymn and Prayer-book for the use of such Lutheran
Churches as use the English Language. Published by Hurtin & Commard-
inger. New York : John Tiebout, 179S. 12°.

* In Vol. IV, 1812, pp. 91-105.
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have led us to turn our eyes so exclusively on France and

England, that we hardly realize the existence of any other

nations in Europe. Yet, however absurd and heretical it may
seem in an American to insinuate the possibility that any other

people should ever pretend to a rivalry with those two great

countries, on whose prejudices our parties are made to hinge, it

is not to be disguised, that the Germans themselves entertain very

different notions on the subject. They not only lay claim to a com-

parison with the other nations in Europe, but they actually think

themselves entitled to assert the very first rank." The reviewer

then recalls the ancient importance of the German Empire,

glorifies the Reformation, asserts the pre-eminence of Germany
in all the domain of philosophy in its most extended sense

(" with the single exception, perhaps of the claims of France to

pre-eminence in physics ") and advises his countrymen to study

German, which he hopes will exert a favorable influence on the

English language. He next proceeds :
" The German language

is particularly rich in that department of literature, which

generally holds out the greatest attractions to the student of

foreign languages, viz—poetry and belles lettres. In theatrical

writing, for instance, which in France and England seems to

be among the lost arts, German literature is overflowing with

excellent productions of living, or just deceased authors—'that

rival all, but Shakespeare's name, below.' To prove this asser-

tion it is sufficient to mention the names of Schiller, Goethe,

Kotzebue, and Lessing. Garbled and miserable translations,

and imitations, or rather caricatures of them, have been the

stay and staff of the English stage for twenty years. Every-

thing may be ridiculed, and party spirit has found it within

the scope of its policy to ridicule the German theatre." He
finally states that the difficulties of learning German are not as

insurmountable as they are generally supposed to be.

These statements may seem commonplace to us, because not

only the scholar's estimate of German culture, but also public

opinion on this subject has long become fixed. It was a bold

and unique statement for the times, and has therefore been
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placed at the head of the chapter in which we are about to

take leave of the subject of early influence of German liter-

ature in America, A manifesto like this marks indeed a new
departure. Few even in England would have dared to weigh

German culture on equal balance with French and English

culture.

The anonymous writer of this article was Alexander Hill

Everett/ a man of great merits, though not as well known as his

brother, Edward Everett, He had probably studied German
while he was associated with John Quincy Adams in St. Peters-

burg, where German influence was strong and the study of the

language and literature could be pursued under the most

favorable conditions.^

The review is interesting, however, from another point of

view. It emphasizes the fact that impresses itself readily on

any one who has engaged in a study of the period, French was

at that time the only foreign language taught and studied in

America, where French grammars, French texts, and bilingual

texts in English and French were printed in not inconsiderable

numbers. The history of French influence is well known.

Dating back to the fellowship in arms during the Revolutionary

War, becoming a powerful political factor during the French

Revolution, it continued such for a long time, in the way hinted

at by Hill. Even apart from these considerations, the estab-

lished reputation of France as the home of good taste and the

brilliancy of its intellectual life and literature would have given

it a position that could not easily be assailed.

There was an earlier time when the great Frederick was the

most popular person in this country, when the French were

hated enemies, and native poets celebrated the glorious victory

of Rossbach. Making due allowance for the overstrained and

^ The article was republished in his Criticaland Miscellaneous Essays, Second

Series, Boston, 1846, pp. 30-144.

"The United States Magazine and Democratic Review, New York, Vol.

X (N. S. ), 1842, p. 461, states that he studied at St. Petersburgh, among other

things, the modern languages.
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inflated language of the period, we cannot but feel that the

poet's heart is in such effusions as these :

'

The Royal Comet.

Mistaken astronomers, gaze not so high;

The comet foretold is not yet in the sky.

It shines here on earth, though departed from Heaven,

And remarkably flam'd last year—fifty-seven:

In Woden's bold figure, three thousand years past,

O'er ancient Germania its lustre it cast:

Next wearing, Arminius, thy form, it returned:

And fatal to Rome's blasted regions it burned.

Now, attended with all the thunders of war,

Our Prussia's great Frederick is that great Blazing Star.

Heaven's proxy to nations oppressed, but a sign

To tyrants he comes of the vengeance divine.

Another specimen from the same poem :

O'er ocean from Europe his influence hurled,

Shall animate here, O George, thy New World.

Our laws, our religion, our rights he befriends,

And conquests o'er savage invaders portends.

These remarks may not seem very relevant to our subject, but

they afford us an opportunity of pointing out the importance

which Frederick's international reputation had in increasing

the esteem in which the German nationality was held. During

the whole eighteenth century Frederick the Great remains

probably the best known and most celebrated person of foreign

birth in the estimation of America, and if any American

attempted, as sometimes happened, to eulogize the German
nationality or praise their literature, he never neglected to refer

* The American Magazine and Monthly Chroniclefor the British Colonies,

Vol. I, 1757-58, p. 551. These lines are by the Rev. James Sterling of Kent
County, Md. More such poetry may be found pp. 240, 280. F. Kapp, Fried-

rich der Crosse und die Vereinigten Staate?i, Leipzig, 1871, p. 11, gives further

proofs of Frederick's popularity in the American colonies.
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his readers to the possibilities latent in a people that had pro-

duced such a hero as Frederick the Great.

One great obstacle to German studies and a true appreciation

of German civilization was the remoteness of the country from

America. Few American travelers visited Germany. England

and France were usually the goal of their ambition. If an

American touched German soil it was usually as a traveler

along the course of the Rhine, on his way from the rich and

important Netherlands to France.^ It is needless to say that it

was impossible to gain an impression of German life during

such a short trip in one of the least progressive parts of Ger-

many, the territory of the bishop electors. When Aaron Burr

visited Weimar in 1810, he found that the only Americans

known there were Poinsett [J. R. Poinsett] and a Mr. Smith,

both from South Carolina.^ A great contrast with the number
of Americans who later visited Weimar !

John Quincy Adams, having enjoyed the privilege of a resi-

dence in Germany, besides being a man of high culture and

literary tastes, may perhaps be regarded as the father of German
studies in America, such as we have learned to identify with

the highly respectable culture of New England. The account

he gives of his journey in Silesia shows a most sympathetic

attitude towards the German people. He says of them :
^ " In

the manners and conversations of these persons, upon the

whole, we found a frankness, a cordiality and good nature truly

republican, or which at least I love to consider as such. They
speak with openness and freedom of their own government,

which they praise and blame according as they think it deserves."

Of course we do not wish to give the impression that John
Quincy Adams was the only American who, while living abroad,

considered it worth his while to study German. But there were

certainly only few exceptions to our statement that German was

^ Jefferson made this trip. (Cf. Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed. by H.

A. Washington, New York, 1859, Vol. IX, pp. 378-395.)
2 The Private Journal ofAaron Burr, New York, 1858, p. 389.

^J. Q. h.^a.vas., Journey to Silesia, London, 1804, p. 22.
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not studied by Americans during the end of the last and begin-

ning of our century/

The difficulties that beset the student who was ambitious of

acquiring the German language at Boston about the year 181 3,

are described by Ticknor in a most amusing fashion. He says,

speaking of his own experience •} " The first intimation I ever

had on the subject [excellence of German Universities] was
from Mme. de Stael's work on Germany, just then published.'

My next came from a pamphlet, by Villers, to defend the Uni-

versity of Gottingen from the ill intentions of Jerome Bona-

parte, the King of Westphalia, in which he gave a sketch of

the University and its courses of study. My astonishment at

these revelations was increased by an account of its library,

given, by an Englishman who had been at Gottingen, to my
friend, the Rev. Samuel C. Thacher. I was sure that I should

like to study at such a university, but it was in vain that I en-

deavored to get further knowledge upon the subject. I would

have gladly prepared for it by learning the language I should

^ Joel Barlow, the poet, seems to have known German (Cf. C. B. Todd, Life
and Letters ofJoel Barlow, 1886, p. 274.), and Gouverneur Morris tells us in his

diary how he took up the study of the language.

* Life and Letters of George Ticknor, Boston, 1876, Vol. I, p. 11.

'An American reprint of the English translation (1813) appeared: Germany,
by the Baroness Stael Holstein, 3 vols, in 2, New York, Eastburn, Kirk & Co.,

1814.

In speaking of this important source of information for the history of

German literature, it would be unfair to pass in silence the older work
of an American author, which devotes a large share of attention to

German literature. I mean Samuel Miller's Brief Retrospect of the

Eighteenth Century, New York, T. and J. Swords, 1803. I quote a sample:
" So many interesting works in literature and science have been published in

Germany . . . that the acquisition of the language seems now to be re-

garded by the literati of Europe as of equal importance with that of the French
and English" (p. 113). It is not possible to quote the many sympathetic

notices which he accords to German writers. I quote as a curiosity a remark
about Faust: " The Faust of the celebrated Goethe of Germany occupies a high

place in the list of modern satirical writings. '

'

Dr. Samuel Miller belongs to the literary circle of Dunlap and C. B. Brown.

About the beginning of our century New York, more than any other place

seems to have shown an interest in German literature.
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have to use there, but there was no one in Boston who could

teach me. At Jamaica Plains there was a Dr. Brosius, a native

of Strasburg, who gave instructions in mathematics. He was
willing to do what he could for me in German, but he warned

me that his pronunciation was very bad, as was that of all

Alsace, which had become a part of France. Nor was it

possible to get books. I borrowed a Meidinger's grammar,

French and German, from my friend Mr. Everett, and sent

to New Hampshire, where I knew there was a German Dic-

tionary, and procured it. I also obtained a copy of Goethe's
' Werther ' in German (through Mr. William S. Shaw's con-

nivance) from amongst Mr. J. Q. Adams' books, deposited by
him, on going to Europe, in the Athenseum, under Mr. Shaw's

care, but without giving him permission to lend then. I got so

far as to write a translation of 'Werther,' but no farther." The
account which Ticknor gives of the difficulties under which
German studies were pursued in Boston, about the year 1813,

may be perfectly true. At the same time, we have good infor-

mation that there existed a demand for German teachinof even

before this period.

Sydney Willard says, speaking of a period preceding by a

few years the time when Ticknor learned German •} " A German
Jew by name of Horwitz came to Cambridge and remained a

year or more. He found some encouragement as a teacher of

German. I studied German with his aid. He was somewhat
arrogant in his pretensions, but could justly lay claim to con-

siderable learning in the language of his religion and of the

country from which he emigrated."

Professor Learned has given an account of the introduction

of German during the last century, as a medium of instruction,

into the curriculum of the University of Pennsylvania.^ As
these courses were intended principally for the Germans of

Pennsylvania we merely refer to them here, as they lie outside

' Sydney Willard, Memories of Youth and Manhood, 1855, Vol. II, p. 145.

* Addresses at the Opening of the Bechstein Library, March 21, 1896, pp. 37-50.
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the scope of our article. Apart from this there seems to have

been no regularly appointed instructor of German in any-

American college until Follen was appointed teacher of the

German language at Harvard in 1826. At Amherst College an

attempt was made in 1826 to introduce courses in the modern

languages, parallel to the courses in the classical languages/

German was taken into consideration as one of the languages of

this course. The experiment proved a failure and in 1829 ^^^

parallel courses in modern languages were abolished. It also

seems probable that Blaettermann, who was appointed professor

of modern languages at the University of Virginia in 1825, gave

instruction in German.

Considering the great similarity which exists between the

Unitarian movement in America and German rationalism it is

astonishing to notice that the latter seems to have had but slight

influence on the former during the end of the latter and beginning

of our century. It seems strange to us that Channing did not

apparently know " that a great number of Lutherans thought

with him," of which fact Follen apprised him;^ nor can the

claims of German philosophy for his attention have been very

urgent, if it needed an article in the Edinburgh Review on

German philosophy to arouse his desire to study German
(1829)."^ The Rev. Convers Francis is mentioned among the

earliest students of German, and German theology, in this coun-

try.* He became the teacher of Theodore Parker. While we are

compelled to make these reservations, it is nevertheless true that

German theology was best known in New England, especially

Boston, about which fact one can easily inform oneself by com-

paring the early Boston periodicals of a serious character with

those from other parts of the country. We have already referred

to the popularity which Zollikofer's sermons enjoyed. With the

1 W. S. Tyler, History ofAmherst College, 1873, pp. 170-172.

* The Works of Charles Follen, Boston, 1842, Vol. I, p. 167.

''Ibid., p. 243.

* William Newell, ^/<?;«o/r5 of the Rev. Coftvers Francis. [Massachusetts

Historical Society Proceedings, 1864-65, p. 242.)
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divines of other sects the feeling that German was a most useful

and desirable acquirement seems to have made itself felt still

less. The Rev. S. H. Turner, a member of the Episcopal

Church, who is mentioned among the earliest translators of

theological works from the German, did not begin to acquire

that language till about 1825.'

The amount of attention that German philosophy received in

America during the first quarter of our century is perhaps most

aptly stated in the words of James Marsh, president of, and

later professor in, the , University of Vermont and apparently

one of the earliest students in America of German philosophy.

He studied German in 1821, and in the course of his studies

" began to consult Kant's Critique of Piire Reason then a perfect

terra incognita to American scholars."^

In a letter addressed to S. T. Coleridge during the year 1829^

he states that the works of Locke were formerly much used in

colleges, but that now the Scotch philosophers had taken his

place. " The German philosophers, Kant and his followers, are

very little known in this country ; and our young men who

have visited Germany, have paid little attention to that depart-

ment of study while there." He then acknowledges thdt he

owes to Coleridge the understanding of what little Kant he has

read. "The same views are generally entertained in this

country as in Great Britain, respecting German literature ; and

Stewart's History of Philosophy especially has had an extensive

influence to deter students from the study of their philosophy.

Whether any change in this respect is to take place remains to

be seen."

The period between 1802 and 1825 is a transition period when
viewed with respect to German literature. Works that have

already become established in public favor like those of Gessner,

Kotzebue, Zimmermann, Goethe (IVerier), and others are

' The Autobiography ofthe Rev. S. H. Turner^ New York, 1864, p. 124.

* The Remains of the Rev. fames Marsh, Boston, 1843, p. 44.

'Ibid., p.*i37.
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reprinted, but there are few accessions by new authors. The
attitude of the general public also remains the same toward

German literature.^ The advent (about 1818) of a new class of

romantic fiction has already been mentioned. If our presenta-

tion of the new movement toward a better understanding of

German literature may seem meagre we must point again to the

fact that this subject lies beyond the task set for this article,

and we could only enter upon this subject, and confine ourselves

within our self-imposed limits, by following the youthful studies

and interests of men like Ticknor, Everett and Bancroft.

Certainly a most sympathetic theme, but one that had best be

left for treatment in another connection.

1 An article of this type is to be found in The Portico; a Repository ofScience
and Literature, Baltimore, 1817, Vol. II, pp. 17-25, in which the reviewer

comes to the usual conclusion that Gessner and Kotzebue are the most satisfac-

tory German writers.
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APPENDIX.

A List of the Translations of German IvITerature
THAT WERE PRINTED IN THE UNITED STATES

BEFORE 1826.

Abbreviations: adv. = advertisement; a. pref., etc. = author's preface; cont
= contents; ed. = edition; e. pref., etc. == editor's preface; introd. = introduc-
tion; pi. = plate; pref. = preface; t. pref., etc. = translator's preface, etc.

[Note.—An attempt has been made to obtain a fairly com-
plete list of translations from German literature, of works sug-
gested by German literature, and of important collections
containing translations from German literature, as far as such
were printed in the United States before 1826. Absolute com-
pleteness is impossible and indeed not requisite for the purposes
of our investigation. From the fact that both collector and
bibliographer take little interest in the reprints of the end of
the last, and beginning of our century, the student is compelled
to go over the ground himself, not the least laborious part of
this study. Fully two-thirds of the books mentioned have been
personally examined, of the remaining third many titles were
furnished by the courtesy of librarians, or taken from equally
reliable sources {e. g. the Catalogue of the Brinley Collection).
In some cases, where titles could not be verified, sources are
stated. C. R. Hildeburn, A Century of Printing, Philadelphia,

1885-86, and Isaiah Thomas' list of ante-revolutionary prints
in his "History of Printing in America" (American Anti-
quarian Society Transactions, Vols. V-VI), are thus quoted.
Want of space prohibits us from acknowledging here the

many favors received through the uniform courtesy of librarians.

Special thanks are due Mr. A. R. Spofford and Mr. A. P. C.
Griffin, of the Congressional Library, and Mr. W. Eames, of the
Lenox Library, for their kind and ever ready advice, and to Mr.
E. M. Barton, of the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester,
Mass., Mr. J. Schwartz, of the New York Apprentices' Library,
and my friend. Professor G. S. Collins, of the Brooklyn Poly-
technic Institute, for interesting information.
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In the course of collecting these titles the desirability of

furnishing the fullest information in regard to the character of

prefaces, the numbering of pages, etc., impressed itself more
and more. Considering the many sources from which this list

has been compiled a uniform practice was not possible in these

matters.

It is hardly necessary to emphasize the fact that a detailed

examination of these prints was seldom possible, the three

requisites of x^merican reprint, English original translation, and

German original being only rarely found at the same library,

quite apart from the fact that limitations of time are an impor-

tant factor in the case of material scattered along the whole

length of our country. It would be a grave omission not to

mention the help derived from the catalogue of the British

Museum in many of the questions arising in this connection.]

1762.

1. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. By Solo-

mon Gessner. Philadelphia: William Bradford. 1762.

(Hildeburn.)

Probably reprint of : The Death of Abel, in five books, attempted from the

German of Mr. Gessner by Mary Collyer. London. 1761. [Der Tod Abels.

1758.]

2. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel, in five books. Boston.

Reprinted. 1762. 12°. (Thomas.)

Probably Mary Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Cf. i.

1765-

3. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel in five books attempted

from the German of Mr. Gessner The sixth edition Loudon
printed: New York reprinted by H. Gaine at the Bible and Crown,

in Hanover Square 1765.

Mary Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Cf. i.

1767.

4. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel, in five books, attempted

from the German of Gessner. 7th edition. New York. 1767.

12°. (Thomas.)

Evidently Mary Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Ct. i. Reprint of the

7th English edition (1765) ?
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1770.

5. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. At-
tempted from the German of Mr. Gessner. London, printed;
Philadelphia, reprinted and sold by Joseph Crukshank, and Isaac
Colhns, in Third-street, opposite the Work-house, 1770. 12°.

pp. iii-iv "To the Queen", v-viii a. pref., ix-x t. pref., 11-106.
Mary Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Cf. i.

1770 ?

6. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. At-
tempted from the German of Mr. Gessner. London, printed;
Philadelphia, reprinted and sold by John Dunlap, at the Newest
Printing-office, the south side of the Jersey-market, and three doors
below Second-street. 12°. pp. iii-iv "To the Queen", v-viii a.

pref., ix-x t. pref., 11-106.

Mary Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Cf. i. The copy of the Pa.
Historical Society bears on the binding the date 1770. That this is approxi-
mately correct isjproved by the fact that the designation " the south side of the
Jersey-market" occurs only from 1768-1770 in books printed by Dunlap. (Cf
Hildebum.

)

1778.

7. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Strictures on National Pride. Trans-
lated from the German of Mr. Zimmermann. Physician in Ordinary
to His Britannic Majesty at Hanover. . . . Philadelphia, printed
and sold by R. Bell, at the Circulating Library, next door to St.
Paul's Church, in Third street. 1778. 8°. pp. iii-iv t. pref.,
v-viii [for vi] cout., 9-274, [pp. 5] index.
Reprint of: An Essay on National Pride, translated, &c. London.

1771. [Von dem Nationalstolze. 1758.]

1784.

8. [Goethe, J. W. von] Sorrows and Sympathetic Attachments
of Werther: a German story, in a series of letters. By Mr. Goethe,
Doctor of the Civil Law. In two volumes. Philadelphia- Robert
^^^1- ^784. (Hildeburn)

Possibly a reprint of: The Sorrows of Werter; a German story founded on
fact. 2 vols. London. 1779. [Die Leiden des jungen Werthers. 1774.]

1788.

9. [Klopstock, F. G.] The Messiah, attempted from the Ger-
man of Mr. Klopstock, by Joseph Collyer. In fifteen books. Eliza-
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beth Town: printed and sold by Shepard Kollock, 1788. 16'*.

pp. ii-v t. pref., vii-xvi "On Divine Poetry", 383. (15 books.)

Reprint of: The Messiah, &c. 2 vols. London. 1763. Vol. 3 (book

1 1-15) was added later [1772?]. [Der Messias. 1751-1773.]

1789.

10. [Goethe, J. W. von] The Sorrows of Werter, A German
story. Taedet coeH convexa tueri. To each his sufferings. Gray.

(Ode to Adversity.). Vol. I. Litchfield, (Connecticut) Printed

by Thomas Collier. 1789. 12^. Vol. I, pp. ii t. pref., 94.

Vol. II. pp. 1-92 + [copy examined defective; letter 38-77 +].

Apparently Reprint of: The Sorrows of Werter, &c. London. 1779. Cf. 8.

The beginning lines as in 39.

11. [Lessing, G. E.] Lucy Sampson, or the Unhappy Heyress,

translated by a citizen of Philadelphia. Philadelphia. Charles Cist.

1789.

Translation (by David Rittenhouse, Philadelphia) of: Miss Sara Sampson,

ein biirgerliches Trauerspiel. 1755. The title of the work is taken from Goedeke,

Grundriss zur Geschichte der deutschen Dichtung^, Vol. iv, p. 142 (§221, 47),

and W. Barton, Memoirs of David Rittenhouse, Philadelphia, 1813, p. 495.

Goedeke gives the date 1790.

1790.

12. [Campe, J. H.] The New Robinson Crusoe: an instructive

and entertaining history for the use of children of both sexes.

Translated from the French. Printed at Boston, by Thomas and

Andrews, at Faust's Statue. Sold at their bookstore. . .

1790. 8°. pp. viii e. pref., 270.

Apparently reprint of: The New Robinson Crusoe, &c. 4 vols. London.

1788. [Robinson der jiingere. 1779. 1780.]

13. [Gessner, S., suggested by G.'s Death of Abel] The
Death of Cain &c. Cf. 17.

14. [Lavater, J. K.] Aphorisms on Man. Translated from the

original manuscript of the Rev. John Casper Lavater, citizen of

Zuric. Author of the Essays in Phy gnomy. . . .

Philadelphia: printed by William Spotswood. 1790. 16°. pp.

v-vi " To Henry Fuseli", vii-viii e. adv., pp. 100. (633 aphorisms.)

Reprint of: Aphorisms on Man, &c. [Translatedby J. H. Fuseli.] Lon-

don. 1788.
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15. [Lavater, J. K.] Aphorisms on Man. Translated from the

original manuscript of the Rev. John Caspar I^avater, citizen of

Zuric. . . . Third edition. London : printed. New York:

reprinted by T. and J. Swords, for Berry and Rogers, Hanover
Square. 1790. 16° [p. 3] "To Henry Fuseli", [p. 4] e. adv.,

pp. 5-1 14. (633 aphorisms).

J. H. Fuseli's translation. London. 1788. Cf. 14.

16. [Lavater, J. K.] Aphorisms on Man. Translated from the

original manuscript of the Rev. John Caspai Lavater, citizen of

Zuric. . . . Fourth edition. Printed at Boston, by I.

Thomas and E. T. Andrews. At Faust's Statue, No. 45, Newbury
Street. Sold by them at their bookstore, by D. West, in Marl-

borough Street, by E. Larkin, jun. in Cornhill, and by I. Thomas, in

Worcester. 1790. 16°. [p. 3] "To Henry Fuseli", [p. 4] e. adv.,

pp. 5-1 1 2. (633 aphorisms.)

J. H. Fuseli's translation. London. 17S8. Cf. 14.

1791.

17. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. At-

tempted from the German of Mr. Gessner. By Mary Collyer. To
which is added. The Death of Cain. In five books. Philadelphia:

printed by William Spotswood. 1791. 16°. pp. iii-vi a. pref.,

pp. vii-viii t. pref, 172.

The Death of Cain, in five books; after the manner of the Death

of Abel. By a Lady. . . . Philadelphia: printed and sold by
William Spotswood, 1790. 16°. pp. iii-iv pref.

, pp. 103.

Mary Colly er's translation of : The Death of Abel. London. 1761 (Cf. 1);

and reprint of : The Death of Cain, &c. London. [1790?]

18. [Gessner, S., suggested by the G.'s Death of Abel.] The
Death of Cain, in five books; after the manner of the Death of Abel.

By a Lady. . . . Philadelphia : printed and sold by William
Spotswood, 1791. 16°. [p. ii] a. adv., pp. iii-iv a. pref, pp. 68,

Reprint of: the Death of Cain, &c. London. [1790?]. Cf. 17. This
print occurs bound with: the Death of Abel. Philadelphia. 1791 (Cf. 17)

and may possibly be an abridged copy of print 13.

About 1791.

19. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. At-

tempted from the German of Mr. Gessner. Newport (Rhode Island).

Printed by Peter Edes. 16°. pp. x a. pref., 154.
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Mary Collyer's translation. 1761. Cf. i. Peter Edes printed at Newport

from about 1787-1796, in which year he left. I have fixed approximate date of

print on the basis of this information.

1793-

20. [Gessner, S., suggested by G.'s Death of Abel.] The
Death of Cain; in five books; by a Lady. Newburyport, 1793. 16°.

Reprint of: The Death of Cain, &c. London. [1790?] Cf. 17.

21. [Lavater, J, K.] Aphorisms on Man, Translated from the

original manuscript of the Rev. John Caspar Lavater, citizen of

Zuric. 5th edition. Printed at Newburyport, by George Jerry

Osborne, Guttenberg'shead. 1793. 16°. pp. iv, no.

Evidently J. H. Fuseli's translation. London. 1788. Cf. 14.

22. [Schiller, F. von.] The Robbers. A tragedy. Translated

from the German of Frederick Schiller. New-York : printed by

Samuel Campbell. No 37, Hanover Square. 1793. 8°. pp.

vii introd., 11-120.

Reprint of : The Robbers, translated from the German of F. Schiller [by

A. F. Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee]. London. 1792.

23. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Solitude considered with respect to

its Influence upon the Mind and the Heart. Written originally in

German by M. Zimmermann. Aulic Counsellor and Physician to

His Britannic Majesty at Hanover. Translated from the French of

J. B. Mercier. . . . Philadelphia: printed for J. Crukshank, W.
Young, T. Dobson, M. Carey, H. & P. Rice, B. Johnson, and P.

Hall. 1793. 12°. [p. i] Cont., pp. 328.

Reprint of : Solitude considered with respect to its Influence on the Mind
and Heart. Written originally in German by Mr. Zimmermann. Translated

from the French of J. B. Mercier. London. 1791. [Uber die Einsamkeit.

1784-85.]

1794?

24. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. At-

tempted from the German of Mr. Gessner. By Mary Collyer. New-
York. Printed and sold by S. Campbell, No. 37, Hanover Square.

1764. 16°.

Mary Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Cf i. The date 1764 is found

in the print (cf. also facsimile in C. R. Hildeburn, Sketches of Printers and

Printing in Colonial New York. 1895. p. 70). Hildeburn was unable to ascer-

tain anything concerning the printer, or that he printed anj-thing else. 1764

seems to be a printer's error, perhaps for 1794. In 1793 Samuel Campbell

printed at the same address Schiller's Robbers. Cf. 22.
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1795-

25. The Surprising Life and Death of Dr. John Faustus, D Dcommonly called the History ofthe the [sic] Devil and Dr. Fausius'To which IS now added the Necromancer, or, Harlequin Dr. Faustus-
as performed at the Theatres. Truly translated from the original

foTxTsJ.
"''' '' '^°""'"- ^^^^- ^^°- P^^- 5-44 [mis;rint

laftiS'"' rnf t

^"^"^^ P""\ '^^^ E"t. Mus. has English editions of a simi-lar title. [Histona von Dr. Johann Fausten. Frankfurt a. M. 1587.]

26. [Dr. Faustus, suggested by the story of Dr. Faustus.]Ih^ Necromancer or Hariequin Dr. Faustus. Cf. 25.

sto7v
^
T^''^';-^; r- "r^

^^^ ^"^^""^ °^ Werter, an affecting
stoiy

.

Translated from the original German. Forever Fortune wiltthou prove, An unrelenting Foe to Love; And when we meet amutual Heart, Come in between and bid us part? Bid us sigh onfrom Day to Day, And wish, and wish the Soul away. Till fouthand passion both are flown, And all the Life of Life is gone. NewYork
:
pn.ted by Wayland & Davis. Water-street, for L Wayland

1795- 18 . pp. 142.

Probably reprint of one of the English translations. Letter i You ask tnehow I fell in love ? What a mif^cHr^^ t it-i t,
-u^cllcii. you ask me

;
^^^^"°"' ^^^^y I veseensucha woman' Soni7ir>1isweetness, such affable behaviour; &c Pmilip P.lnfH

,'

28. [K'opstock, F. G.] The Messiah, attempted from the Ger-man of Mr. Klopstock, by Joseph Collyer. In fifteen boolcs. nVw-York G. Forman, No. ,56, Front Street, for Evert Dnyckinck &Co booksellers and stationers. No 1,0, Pearl Street. 1,95
12 . pp. in-iv t. pref., vii-xvi " On Divine Poetry," 17-403.
J. CoIIj-er's translation. London. 1763, [1772 ?]. cf. 9.

29. [Salzmann, C. G,] Elements of Morality, for the Use of

frn .TU'" ^" Introductory Address to Parents. Translatedfrom the German ofthe Rev. C. G. Salzmann. The first Americanedition Printed at Providence (R. Island) by Carter a iwikTnson a, , ,a at their book and stationLy^tore. opp'r'h^
iddre ; to

p''-
.

" ^P- '""" ^^^^^ ^^^-"^- "IntroductoryAddress to Parents," pp. 21-306. i pi.
^

cra'^fn'"!'!' ^^'""'"'r
°^ ^^°^^l^t>^' &-• [Translated by Mary Wollstoue-craft.] London. 1790. [Moralisches Elementarbuch. 17S2-S3.]
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1795 or before.

30. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. New York. Evart

Duyckinck & Co.

Possibly a reprint of Mary Collyer's translation. London. 1761. This ed.

is mentioned in an adv. in Duj'ckinck's ed. of the Messiah. Cf. 28.

1796.

31. [Salzmann, C. G.] Elements of Morality for the Use of Chil-

dren; with an Introductory Address to Parents. Translated from

the German of the Rev. C. G. Salzmann. Illustrated with twenty

copper plates. In two volumes. Vol. II. Philadelphia: printed

for J. Hoff&H. Kaemmerer, jun. 1796. 12°. Vol. I. ; Vol.

II. pp. 5-259. 20 plates.

Reprint of Mary Wollstonecraft's translation. London. 1790. Cf. 29.

32. [Salzmann, C. G.] Elements of Morality for the Use of Chil-

dren; with an Introductory Address to Parents. Translated from

the German of the Rev. C. G. Salzmann. The third American edi-

tion. Wilmington: printed by Joseph Johnson. Market Street

opposite the Bank. 1796. 12°. pp. iii-iv adv., v-xiv " Introduc-

tory Address to Parents," 15-232.

Reprint of Mary AVollstonecraft's translation. London. 1790. Cf 29.

33. [Schiller, F. von.] The Ghost-Seer; or, Apparitionist: an

interesting fragment, found among the papers of Count O*****.

From the German of Schiller. New-York: printed by T. & J.

Swords, No. 99 Pearl street. 1796. 12°. pp. 5-120.

Reprint of : The Ghost-Seer; or Apparitionist, &c. [Translated by D.

Boileau.] London. 1795. [Der Geisterseher. 17S9.]

34. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Solitude considered with respect to

its Influence upon the Mind and the Heart. Written originally in

German by M. Zimmermann, Aulic Counsellor and Ph3^sician to

His Britannic Majesty at Hanover. Translated from the French of

J. B. Mercier. . . . Albany: printed by Barber & South-

wick, Faust's Statue, State-street 1796. 8°. pp. viii, 280.

Apparently reprint of: Solitude considered &'c. London. 1791. Cf 23,

1797.

35. [Goethe, J, \V. von, suggested by G.'s Werther.] The
Letters of Charlotte, during her Connexion with Werter. . . .

Vol, I. New-York: printed by William H. Davis, for E. Duyckinck
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& Co. T. Allen, T. & J. Swords, T. Greenleaf, and J. Tiebout.

1797. 12°. Vol.1, pp. v-xii e. pref., 13-117. frontispiece. Vol.

II. pp. 121-240.

Reprint of: The Letters of Charlotte, &c. 2 vols. London. 1786.

36. [^A/^ieland, C. M.] Socrates out of his Senses: or Dialogues

of Diogenes of Sinope. . . . Translated from the German of

Wieland, by Mr. Wintersted. Vol. I. Newburgh: printed by
D. Denuiston, for self and J. Fellows. 1797. Vol. I. pp. xvi, 119.

Reprint of: Socrates out of his Senses, &c. 2 vols. London. 1771.

(Was more than one vol. ever reprinted ?) [Sw/ipar^/f jxaLvofievoQ, oder die

Dialogen des Diogenes von Sinope. 1770.]

37. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Solitude considered with respect to

its Influence upon the Mind and the Heart. Written originally in

German by M. Zimmermann, Aulic Counsellor and Physician to His
Britannic Majesty at Hanover. Translated from the French of J.

B. Mercier. . . . Wilmington: printed by Johnson & Preston,

No. 73 Market-street. 1797. 16°. [p. i] Cont., pp. i-v French

t. pref, 298. 2 pi.

Reprint of: Solitude considered &c. London. 1791. Cf. 23.

1797?

38. [Sturm, C. C] Moral and Natural Philosophy familiarized,

in Reflections suitable for every Day in the Year. From the German
of C. C. Sturm.

" Preparing for the press" according to advertisement in the American Uni-

versal Magazine, Vol. I, No. I (Jan. 2d, I797),inwhichnumber also began a serial

publication (of the same?) entitled: Natural and Moral Philosophy familiarized

in a Series of Reflections from the German of C. C. Sturm. Probably reprint

or adaptation of one of the English translations. [Betrachtuugen iiber die

Werke Gottes im Reiche der Natur. 1785.]

1798.

39. [Goethe, J. W. von.] Werter and Charlotte. The Sorrows
of Werter, A German story. To which is annexed, the L,etters of

Charlotte to a female Friend, during her Connection with Werter.

The whole of both works complete in one volume. Boston : for

Thomas and Andrews. Sold at their bookstore. No. 45, Newbury-
street; by I. Thomas, Worcester; by Thomas Andrews, and Penni-

man, Albany; and by Thomas Andrews, and Butler, Baltimore.

October, 1798. Printing-office, No. 20, Union-street. 12°. pp. 284.
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Apparently reprint of : The Sorrows of Werter. Loudon. 1779. Cf. 10;

and, apparently, of: The Letters of Charlotte &c. London. 17S6. Cf. 35.

Letter I. May 4. I am glad that I went away. Could I leave you, my com-
panion, my friend, that I might be more at ease? The heart of man is

inexplicable. . . , If, O heaven, it is not presumption, let my last prayer

be heard for Werter: may thy mercy equal Charlotte's pity ! Finis.

40. [Goethe, J. "W. von, suggested by G.'s Werther.] The
Letters of Charlotte. Cf. 39.

1799.

41. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Constant Lover; or, Will-

iam and Jeannette: a tale. From the German of Augustus von
Kotzebue, author of the Stranger, Lovers' Vows, Self Immolation,

Virgin of the Sun, &c. To which is prefixed, an account of the

literary life of the author. Two volumes in one. Boston: printed

for Joseph Bumstead. Sold by him at No. 20, Union Street; by-

Thomas and Andrews, Newbury-Street; by E. Larkin, and Wm. P.

and L. Blake, Cornhill. 1799. 12°. [p. iii] a. dedication, pp.

v-xiv " My Literary Life," 15-295, [pp. 2] cont.

Apparently a reprint of : The Constant Lover; &c. 2 vols. London. 1799.

[" Gepriifte Liebe " in "Die jiiugsten Kinder nieiner Laune, 1793-97."

Vol. 4, 6.]

42. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von] The Constant Lover; or, William

& Jeanette: a tale. From the German of A. von Kotzebue,

author of the Stranger, Lovers' Vows, Count Benyowsky &c &c.
In tv/o vols. Vol. II. New York: printed for Naphthali Judah; No.

47, Water Street, by M. L. & W. A. Davis. 1799. 12°. Vol.

I. . Vol. II. pp. 180.

Apparently a reprint of : The Constant Lover, &c. London. 1799. Cf. 41.^

43. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Self Immolation, or, the Sacrifice

of Love. A play — in three acts. By Augustus von Kotzebue.

Faithfully translated from the German. By Henry Neuman, Esq.

Boston: printed for W. P. and L- Blake, at the Boston Book-store,

Cornhill. 1799. 12°. pp. 57.

Reprint of: Self Immolation, &c. London. 1799. [Der Opfertod. 1798.]

'Note: In the edition of Kotzebue's Pizarro published by Naphthali Judah,

he advertises the following works of Kotzebue as for sale by him: Constant

Lovers (No. 42), Lovers' Vows, Count Benyowsky, the Stranger (No. 44?).

They all seem to be his own publications.
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44. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von.] The Stranger: translated from
Kotzebue (by A. S—k). New York. 1799.

Reprint of: The Stranger: a comedy. Freely translated from Kotzebue's
German comedy of Misanthropy and Repentance [by A. S****k, i. e. A.
Schink]. London. 1798. [Menschenhass und Rene. 1789.]

45. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Pizarro; a tragedy; from the
German of Kotzebue, &c. Adapted to the English stage. By
Sheridan. Philadelphia. 1799. 12°. (Phila. Libr. Co. Cata-
logue. 1835)

Reprint of
: Pizarro. A tragedy in five acts, taken from the German drama

of Kotzebue, and adapted to the English stage by R. B. Sheridan. London.
'1799. [Die Spanier in Peru, oder Rollas Tod. 1796.]

46. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Essay on National Pride. To which
are prefixed: Memoirs of the Author's Ufe and Writings. Trans-
lated from the original German of the late celebrated Dr. J. G. Zim-
mermann, Aulic Counsellor and Physician to His Britannic Majesty
at Hanover. By Samuel H. Wilcocke. New-York: printed by M.
ly. & W. A. Davis, for A. Caritat, bookseller and librarian. 1799.
8°. pp. vii-xl "Eife and Writings of Z.", 41-300, [pp. 24] index.

Reprint of: Essay on National Pride, &c. London. 1797. [Von dem
Nationalstolze. 1758.]

iSoo.

47. The German Theatre. [Translated and edited by William
Dunlap.]

No. I. The Wildgoose Chace. Cf. 67.

No. II. The Virgin of the Sun. Being the First of Pizarro in

Peru; or, the Death of Rolla. Cf. 64.

No. III. Pizarro in Peru; or, the Death of Rolla. Cf. 59.

Dunlap published under the general title " The German Theatre " the three
pieces whose titles are given in full under the separate publications.

48. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Adelaide of Wulfingen. A
tragedy in four acts. (Exemplifying the barbarity which prevailed
during the thirteenth century.) From the German of Kotzebtte.

New-York
;
printed for Charles Smith and S. Stephens. 1800.

8°- pp. 3-67.

Reprint of: Adelaide of Wulfingen, &c. Translated by Benjamin Thomp-
son. London. 1798. [Adelheid von Wulfingen. 1788.]
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49. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Count Benj-owsky; or, the Con-

spiracy of Kamtschatka. A tragi-comed}', in five acts, b}' Baron

Kozebue [sic], author of 'The Stranger', performed at the Theatre

Royal, Drury Lane. Translated from the German, by the Rev. W.
Render, Teacher of the German language in the University of Cam-
bridge. First American from the second London edition. Boston:

printed by Manning & Loring. 1800. [p. 4] adv., pp. 5-98.

Reprint of: Count Benyowsky, Sec. London. 1798. 2d ed. 1798. [Graf

Benyowsky . 1 795 . ]

50. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von.] The Count of Burgundy: a

comedy of Kotzebue. In four acts. Translated from the German,
by Charles Smith. New York: printed for Charles Smith and S.

Stephens. 1800. [}.L M'Farlane, printer, 29 Gold-Street.]

A translation (by Charies Smith, New York) of: Der Graf von Burgund.

1798.

51. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Dramatic Works of Baron

Kotzebue. Translated from the German, by Charles Smith. Vol. I.

Containing. Count of Burgund5% Wild Youth, Indigence, and

Nobleness of Mind, La Peyrouse, The Virgin of the Sun, Adelaide

of Wulfingen. New-York: printed for Charles Smith, No. 52

Maiden Lane, and Stephen Stephens, No. 165 Pearl Street.

1800. 8°.

Vol. II. Containing. Self Immolation, Happy Familj-, Force of

Calumny, Widow and the Riding Horse, Pizarro, East-Indian.

8°.

Vol. III. Containing. Fraternal Discord, Writing Desk, Abbe
de I'Epee, False Shame, East Indian, Speed the Plough. 8°.

This is a collection of the translations from Kotzebue published also singly

by Charles Smith (Cf. passim sub 1800 and 1801). Only " Count of Burgundy,"
" Wild Youth," and " La Peyrouse " seem to be translations by Smith. Each
vol. of the collection is provided with a general title. As the title-page of

vol. I was wanting in the copy examined, the style of the same was taken from

vol. 2. " East Indian, " and " Speed the Plough " in vol. 3. are not by Kotzebue.

52. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The East Indian : a comedy, in

three acts. Translated from the German of Kotzebue. New-York :

printed for Charles Smith and S. Stephens. 1800. 8°. pp. 88.

Possibly a reprint of : The East Indian, &c. Translated . . by A. Thom-
son. London. 1799. (Appeared first as "The Indians in England" in the

German Miscellany, Perth, 1796:) [Die Indianer in England. 1790.]
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53. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] False Shame: or the American

Orphan in Germany: a comedy. From the German of Augustus

von Kotzebue. Charleston, W. P. Young. 1800. 12°. pp. 76.

Possibly a reprint of: False Shame, a comedy &c. IvOndon. 1799.

[Falsche Scham. 179S.]

54. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Force of Calumny: a play,

in five acts. Translated from the German of Kotzebue. New-York:
printed for C. Smith and S. Stephens, by John Furman. 1800.

8°. pp. 3-124.

Reprint of: The Force of Calumny, &c. Translated by Anne Plumptre.

I/Ondon. 1799. [Die Verlaumder. 1796.]

55. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Happy Family; a drama,

in five acts. Translated from the German of Kotzebue. New-York:
printed for C. Smith and S. Stephens. 1800. 8°. pp. 3-84.

Reprint of: The Happy Family, Translated by Benjamin Thompson.

London. 1799. [Die Silberne Hochzeit. 1799.]

56. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Ildegerte, Queen of Norway.

In two volumes. From the German of Augustus von Kotzebue,

author of the Stranger. By Benjamin Thompson, jun. translator of

the Stranger, as performed at the Theatre Royal, Drury-I,ane.

Vol. I. Philadelphia: printed for Robert Campbell, No. 30, Ches-

nut-street. 1800. 16°. Vol.1, pp. 5-103 (99-103 notes). Vol.11,

pp. 2-91 (p. 91 notes).

Reprint of: Ildegerte, Queen of Norway, &c. London. 1798. [Ilde-

gerte, Koniginn von Norwegen. 1788.]

57. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Indigence, and Nobleness of

Mind, A comedy in five acts, from the German of Kotzebue. New
York: printed for Charles Smith and S, Stephens. 1800. 8°. pp.64.

Apparently a reprint of: Sighs; or, the Daughter, a comedy, in five acts.

Taken from the German drama of Kotzebue, with alterations, by Prince Hoare.

London. 1799. [Armut und Edelsinn. i795-]

58. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von] La Peyrouse: a comedy, in two

acts. Translated from the German of Kotzebue, by Charles Smith.

New-York : printed for Charles Smith and S. Stephens. 1800.

8°. pp. iii-iv. t. pref., 40.

A translation (by Charles Smith, New York) of: La Peyrouse, Schauspiel in

2 Akten. Leipzig. 1798.
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59. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Pizarroin Peru; or, the Death of

Rolla. A play, in five acts. From the German of Augustus von
Kotzebue. With notes marking the variations from the original.

New:York. Printed by G. F. Hopkins, for William Dunlap. And
sold at the office of the printer, No. 136 Pearl-street; T. and J.

Swords, No. 99 Pearl-street; Gaine and Ten-Eyck, No. 148 Pearl-

street; John Black, No. 5 Cedar-street; Alex. Somerville, No. 114

Maiden-lane; and most other booksellers in the U. States. 1800.

8°. pp. iii-iv a. pref
,
9-92 (81-92 notes), frontispiece [Mrs. Mel-

mouth]. [No. 3 of a series entitled ' German Theatre.' Cf 47.]

A translation (by William Dunlap, New York) of: Die Spanier in Peru,

oder Rollas Tod. Ivcipzig. 1796.

60. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Pizarro ; or the Spaniards in

Peru. A tragedy in five acts. Translated from the German of

Kotzebue. New-York: printed for Charles Smith, and Stephen

Stephens. 1800. 8°. pp. 62.

Sheridans adaptation. London. 1799. Cf. 45. Act 5 of the reprint, how-
ever, contains a fuller version following the German original.

61. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Self Immolation: or, the Sacri-

fice of lyove. A play in three acts. Translated from the German
of Kotzebue. New-York; printed for Charles Smith and S. Stephens.

1800. 8°. pp. 4-54.

Possibly a reprint of: Self Immolation, &c. Faithfully translated . . .

by Henry Neuman. London. 1799- Cf. 43.

62. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von.] Sighs; or, the Daughter; a

comedy, in five acts; as it is performed at the Theatre Royal, Hay-
market. Taken from the German drama of Kotzebue; with altera-

tions. By Prince Hoare. . . . Charlestown: Printed by Samuel
Etheridge, for E. Larkin, No. 47, Cornhill, Boston. 1800. 12°.

pp. iii-iv prologue, 7-71.

Reprint of: Sighs; &c. London. 1799. Cf. 57.

63. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Sufferings of the Family of

Ortenberg. A novel. Translated from the German of Augustus
von Kotzebue, by P. Will, Minister of the Reformed Congregation

in the Savoy. Two volumes in one. Philadelphia : printed by John
Bioren, for Henry and Patrick Rice, No 16, South 2d St. and James
Rice, & Co. Baltimore. 1800. 16°. Vo . I. pp. 154. Vol. II.

pp. 160.

Reprint of: The Sufferings &c. London. 1799. [Die Leiden der

Ortenbergischen Familie. 1787, 1788.]
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64. [Kotzebue, A, F. F. von.] The Virgin of the Sun : a

play, in five acts. From the German of Augustus von Kotzebue.

With notes marking the variations from the original. New-York :

printed by G. F. Hopkins, for William Dunlap. And sold at the

office of the printer, No. 84 Maiden-lane; T. and J. Swords, No. 99
Pearl-street; Gaine and Ten-Eyck, No. 148 Pearl-street; John Black,

No. 5 Cedar-street; Alex Somerville, No. 114 Maiden-lane; and most

other booksellers in the U. States. 1800. 8°. pp. iii-iv a. dedica-

tion, 7-80. (75-80 notes). I frontispiece. [Mrs. Hodgkinsou.] [No.

2 of a collection entitled " German Theatre." Cf. 47.]

A translation (by William Dunlap, New York) of: Die Sonnenjungfrau.

Leipzig. 1791.

65. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Virgin of the Sun, a play

in five acts. Translated from the German of Kotzebue. New-York;
printed for Charles Smith and S. Stephens. 1800. 8°. pp. III-V

a. dedication, 7-96.

Possibly a reprint of: The Virgin of the Sun. Translated ... by James
Lawrence. London. 1799.

66. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von.] The Widow, and the Riding

Horse. A dramatic trifle, in one act. Translated from the German
of Kotzebue. New-York: printed for Charles Smith and S. Stephens.

1800. 8°. [p. I] adv., pp. 26.

Apparently a reprint of: The Widow and the Riding Horse. &c. Trans-

lated ... by Anne Plumptre. London. 1799. [Die Wittwe und das Reit-

pferd. 1796.]

67. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Wild-goose Chace: a play,

in four acts. With songs. From the German of Augustus von
Kotzebue. With notes marking the variations from the original.

New York: printed by J. F. Hopkins, for William Dunlap. And
sold at the office of the printer, No. 84 Maiden-lane; T. & J, Swords,

No. 99 Pearl-street; Gaine and Ten-Eyck, No. 148 Pearl-street
;

John Black, No. 5 Cedar-street; Alex. Somerville, No. 114 Maiden-
lane; and most other booksellers in the U. States. 1800. [No. i of

a collection " The German Theatre." Cf. 47.] 8° [p. ii] t. adv., pp.

iii-x "Life of Kotzebue by himself," pp. 9-104. 2 frontispieces

[Kotzebue, Hodgkinson.]

A translation (by William Dunlap, New York) of : Der Wildfang. Leipzig.

1798.
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68. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Wild Youth: a comedy for

digestion. In three acts. Translated from the German of Kotzebue,

by Charles Smith. New-York: printed for Charles Smith and S.

Stephens. 1800, 8°. pp. 74.

A translation (by Charles Smith, New York) of : Der Wildfang, Lustspiel in

3 Akten. Leipzig. 179S.

6g. [Spiess, C. H.] The Mountain Cottager; or, Wonder upon

Wonder. A tale. Translated from the German of C. H. Spiess.

"Ye visions that before me roll,—that freeze my blood,—that shake

my soul,—are ye the phantoms of a dream?"—H. M. Williams.

Philadelphia: printed by W. W. Woodward, No. 17 Chesnut Street,

for Samuel Hyndman. 1800. 16°. pp. 217 (pp. 219-225, sub-

scribers' names).

Reprint of : The Mountain Cottager, &c. [Translated by Annabelle Plump-

tree?] London (Minerva Press). 1798. [Probably: Der Mausefallen und

Hechelkramer. Prag. 1795?]

70. [Sturm, C. C] Beauties of Nature delineated: or, Philo-

sophical and Pious Contemplations, on the Works of Nature, and

the Seasons of the Year. Selected from Sturm's Reflections, by

. . . T. M. Harris. Charlestown. 1800. 8°.

This is au adaptation (by Thaddeus Mason Harris, Dorchester, Mass.) of:

Reflections on the Work of God and of His Providence, throughout all

Nature, for every Day in the Year. Translated first from the German of C. C.

Sturm into French; and now from the French into English. By a Lady [Mrs. S.

M. Holroyd?]. 3 vols. Edinburgh. 1788. (Rearranged, compressed, and

added to, by Thaddeus M. Harris.
)

[Betrachtungen iiber die Werke Gottes im
Reiche der Natur. 1785.]

1800?- 1 803.

71. [Schiller, F. von.] The Armenian, or the Ghost Seer.

Philadelphia. 2 vols. i2mo.

Probably a reprint of : The Armenian; or, the Ghost Seer. A history founded

on fact. Translated from the German of F. Schiller by the Rev. W. Render.

4 vols. London. 1800.

1801.

72. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von.] Abbe de I'Epee, or, the Orphan;

an historical drama, in four acts, translated from the German of

Kotzebue. New-York: printed for Charles Smith, No. 56 Maiden

Ivane. 1801. 8°. pp. 3-42.

Reprint of: Deafand Dumb, or, the Orphan, &c. Translated . . . by B.

Thompson. London. 1801. [Der Taubstumme oder der Abbd de I'Epee.

Aus dem Franzosischen von Bouilly iibersetzt. 1800.]
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73. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Constant Lover: or, William
& Jeanette: a tale. From the German of A. von Kotzebue,
author of the Stranger, Lovers' Vows, Count Benyowsky &c. &c.
In two vols. Vol. I. New-York, printed for and sold by T. B.
Jansen and Co. No 248 Pearl Street and C. Jansen, and Co. No 196
Water-Street. i8or. 12°. Vol. I. p. iii dedication, pp. 177,
cont. [p. i]. Vol. II. .

Reprint of: The Constant Lover, &c. 1799. Cf. 41.

74. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] False Shame; a comedy, in four
acts, translated from the German of Kotzebue. Newark—Printed by
John Wallis, for Charles Smith, No. 56 Maiden-Lane, New-York
1801. 8°. pp. 3-63.

Reprint of: False Shame, a comedy &c. London. 1799. Cf. 53.

75. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Fraternal Discord; a comedy, in
five acts. Translated from the German of Kotzebue. New-York:
printed for Charles Smith, No. 52 Maiden-Lane. 1801. 8°,

PP- 3-74-

Apparently a reprint of : The Reconciliation : a comedy in five acts. Trans-
lated ... [by C. Ludger]. London. 1799. [Die Versohnung. 1798.]

76. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von.] Sketch of the Life and Literary
Career of Augustus von Kotzebue; with the Journal of his Tour to
Paris, at the Close of the Year 1790. Written by himself. Trans-
lated from the German by Anne Plumptre. New-York. Printed
and published by M. Ward & Co. opposite the City-hall. 1801.
i2mo. pp. 276.

Reprint of: Sketch of the Life &c. London. 1800. [Mein literarischer
Lebenslauf, in: Die jiingsten Kinder meiner Laune, 1793-1797, Bd. 5; Meine
Flucht nach Paris im Winter 1790. Leipzig. 1791.]

77. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Stranger, a drama. By
A. von Kotzebue. Philadelphia. 1801. (Phila. Library Co. Cata-
logue. 1836.)

Probably reprint of an English translation of Kotzebues Menschenhass u.
Reue.

78. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Writing Desk; or Youth
in Danger. A play, in four acts, from the German of Kotzebue.
New-York: printed for Charles Smith, No. 56 Maiden Lane.
1801. 8°. pp. 3-72 [misprinted 27].
Probably a reprint of: The Writing Desk, &c. London. 1799. [Das

Schreibpult. 1800.]
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79. [Lewis, M. G.] Tales of Wonder; written and collected by
M. G. Lewis, Esq. ... In two vols. New York: printed by

L. Nichols & Co. for Samuel Campbell, bookseller, No 124 Pearl-

street. 12°. 1801. Vol. I. pp. 236, Vol. II, pp. 246.

Reprint of: Tales of Wonder, &c. 2 vols. I^ondon. 1800. This collection

contains Erlking, Fisherman (Goethe), Frederick and Alice (Walter Scott,

from the German), The Wild Huntsman (Biirger, tr. by Scott), Lenora.

(Biirger).

80. [Pestalozzi, J. H,?] Leonard and Gertrude; from the Ger-

man. Philadelphia. 1801.

Apparently a reprint of: Leonard and Gertrude; a popular story; written

originally in German, translated into French, and now attempted in English,

with the hope of its being useful to the lower orders of society. London. 1801.

(Bath, 1800?) [Probably Pestalozzi's " Lienhard und Gertrud." 1781-87.]

81. [Sturm, CO.] Beauties of Nature delineated; or, Philo-

sophical and Pious Contemplations on the Works of Nature, and the

Seasons of the Year. Selected from Sturm's Reflections, by the Rev.

Thaddeus M. Harris. . . . Second edition. Published agreeably

to act of Congress. Charlestown: printed and sold by Samuel

Etheridge. 1801. 16°. pp. iii-v. pref. [by T. M. H.], p. vi

adv. "to this second edition" [by T. M. H.], pp. vii-x cont.,

11-237. culs-de-lampe.

An adaptation of: Reflections on the Work of God &c. Cf. 70.

82. [Wachter, G. P. L. L; pseud. Veit Weber.] The Black

Valley; a tale, from the German of Viet [sic] Weber, author of the

Sorcerer. Alexandria : printed by S. Snowden & Co. for J. V.

Thomas. 1801. 16°. pp. 3-172.

Probably a reprint of: The Black Valley; a tale, from the German of Veit

Weber. London. 1796. [From: Sagen der Vorzeit. 1787-99.]

1801?

83. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Life, written by himself. Phila-

delphia. [1801 ?]

Probably reprint of : Sketch of the Life and Literary Career &c. London.

1800. Cf. 76.

1802

84. Eliza; or, the Pattern of Women. A moral romance. Trans-

lated from the German of Maria Regina Roche, authoress of the

"Children of the Abbey, Nocturnal Visit, Maid of the Hamlet,"
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&c . . . Lancaster, printed by Henry Grimier, for Chr. Jac. Hut-

ter. 1802. 12°. pp. 3-178.

There seems to be no work of this name by M. R. Roche.

85. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books, from the

German of Gessner, [engraving] with New Idyls. Philadelphia:

Printed by Thos. Iv. Plowman. 1802. [engraved title,] 8°. pp.

vii a. pref., ix-xi t. pref., 275. frontispiece [portrait of Gessner].

culs-de-lampe. (The Death of Abel, pp. 1-150.)

[Separate title, p. 151.] New Idyls, by S. Gessner. With a Let-

ter to M. Fuslin, on Landscape Painting; and the Two Friends of

Bourbon. By M. Diderot. [p. 153] t. adv. [pp. 155-156] cont.,

pp 157-275-

Mary Collyer's translation of the Death of Abel. London. 1761 Cf. i; and

reprint of: New Idyls. Translated by William Hooper. 1776. Cf. 86.

86. [Gessner, S.] New Idylls: or Pastoral Poems. By S. Gess-

ner. Author of the Death of Abel. To which is added, a Letter

on Landscape Painting, and the Two Friends of Bourbon. Phila-

delphia: printed for William Duane, and published at the Aurora

Book-stores, No 106, Market Street, Philadelphia; and Square

460 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington City. [John Bioren, prin-

ter.] 1802. 12°. pp. 177.

Reprint of : New Idyls, b}'^ S. Gessner. With a Letter &c. Translated by

W. Hooper. M. D. London, 1776. [Neue Idyllen. 1772.]

87. [Gessner, S.] New Idyls. Cf. 85.

88. Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Lovers' Vows: or, the Natural

Son; a comedy, in five acts. Translated from the German of Augus-

tus von Kotzebue, by Benjamin Thompson, Esq. Baltimore:

printed for Thomas, Andrews & Butler. By John W. Butler, cor-

ner of Gay & Water Streets. 1802. 8°. pp. 3-66.

Reprint of : Lovers' Vows, &c. In: Benjamin Thompson, The German
Theatre. Vol. 2. 1801. [Das Kind der Liebe. 1791].

89. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von] The most Remarkable Year in

the Life of Augustus von Kotzebue; containing an Account of his

Exile into Siberia and of the other extraordinary Events which hap-

pened to him in Russia. Written by himself. Translated from the

German by the Rev. Benjamin Beresford, English Lecturer to the

Queen of Prussia. New York: printed for H. Cari tat, bookseller and
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librarian, No. i Tontine Building, Broad-way. By G. F. Hopkins.

1802. 16°. pp. vii, 309.

Reprint of : The most Remarkable Year &c. 3 vols. L/Ondon. 1S02.

[Das merkwurdigste Jahr meines Lebens. iSoi.]

90. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Pigeon, a tale. Translated

from the German by a Philadelphian. Philadelphia. 1802. 8°

Apparently a translation of: Die Taube. In: "Die jiingsten Kinder

meiner I^aune. 1793-97. Vol. 3.

91. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Stranger, a drama, by

Augustus von Kotzebue. 12°. pp. 3-70. [Select Plays, &c Bal-

timore. 1802-04. Vol. I. (1802.) Cf. 95.]

Reprint of: The Stranger: a drama in five acts. Translated from the German
by Benjamin Thompson. In Benjamin Thompson: German Theatre. Vol. i.

1801. [Menschenhass und Rene. 1789.] *

92. [Schiller, F. von.] Cabal and Love, a tragedy, by Frede-

rick Schiller. 12°. pp. 3-103. [Select Plays, &c. Baltimore.

1802-04. Vol. 2. (1802.) Cf. 915.]

Reprint of : Cabal and Love. A tragedy. Translated from the German of

Frederick Schiller. [By J. H. Timaeus?] London. 1795. [Kabale und Liebe.

1784.]

93. [Schiller, F. von.] Fiesco, a tragedy, by Frederick Schiller.

12°. pp. 3-120. [Select Plays, &c. Baltimore. 1802-04. Vol. 2.

(1802) Cf. 95-]

Reprint of : Fiesco; or the Genoese Conspiracy: A tragedy. Translated from

the German of Frederick Schiller. By J. H. N[oehden] and J. S[toddart].

London. 1796. [Die Verschworung des Fiesco zu Genua. 1783.]

94. [Schiller, F. von.] The Robbers. A tragedy, by Frederick

Schiller. 16°. pp. 5-108. [Select Plays, &c. Baltimore. 1802-

04. Vol. 2 (1802). Cf. 95.]

Reprint of : The Robbers. A tragedy, in five acts. Translated from the

German of Frederick Schiller. By Benjamin Thompson. London. iSoo. In:

Benjamin Thompson. German Theatre. London. 1801. Vol. 5. [Die

Rauber. 1781.]

95. Select Plays, from Celebrated Authors; performed at the

principal Theatres in the United States of America. Baltimore:

*) Note. In a list at the end of "John Tobin. The Curfew. Baltimore.

Warner & Hanna [date?] " the publishers advertise for sale: Cabal and Love

(Cf. 92), Count of Burgundy, Fiesco (Cf 93), False Shame, Fraternal Discord.

These are possibly all their own publications.
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printed and sold, by Warner & Hanna. 1802-1804. 6 vols. 16°.

Vol. I. (1802,) contains: Kotzebue, A. F. F. von. The Stranger.

(Cf. 91.) Vol. II (1802) contains: Schiller, F. von. The Robbers.

(Cf. 94.) Fiesco. (Cf. 93.) Cabal and Love. (Cf. 92.)

The pla3's in this collection seem also to have been sold singly.

96. [Zschokke, J. H. D.] Abaellino, the Great Bandit. Trans-

lated from the German, and adapted to the New-York Theatre. By-

William Dunlap, Esq. Copyright secured. New-York: published

by D. lyongworth, at the Shakspeare Gallery, near the Theatre. I,.

Nichols, Printer. 1802, 16°. pp. 3-82.

A translation and adaptation (by William Dunlap, New York) of: Aballino,

der grosse Bandit. Ein Trauerspjel. 1795.

1803.

97. [Haller, A. von.] Letters from Baron Haller to his Daughter,

on the Truths of the Christian Religion. Translated from the

German. First American from fourth London edition. Printed for

and sold by Increase Cooke & Co. New-Haven. Sold also by the

principal booksellers. Sidney's Press, 1803. 16°. pp. iii-xv t.

pref., xvii-xxi cont., 23-279. frontispiece.

Apparently reprint of : The Ivetters of Baron Haller &c. London. 17S0.

[Briefe (eines Vaters an seine Tochter) iiber die wichtigsten Wahrheiten der

OfFenbarung. Bern. 1772.]

98. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Beautiful Unknown, a

dramatic history. Translated from the German of Augustus von
Kotzebue. By Charles Smith. New-York: published by Burnton
and Darling, 116, Broad-way. Deare and Andrews, printers. 1803.

16°. pp. 3-50.

A translation (by Charles Smith, New York) of: Die schone Unbekannte.
Kleine gesammelte Schriften. Vol. i. 1787. Some if not all copies are bound
with Smith's translation of the same author's Zaide. Cf. 100.

99. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Count Benyowsky; or, the Con-
spiracy of Kamtschatka : A tragi-comedy, in five acts. Translated

from the German of Augustus von Kotzebue, by the Rev. W. Render,

Teacher of the German language in the University of Cambridge.
Baltimore: printed for Thomas, Andrews & Butler by John W.
Butler, corner Gay & Water Streets. 1803. 8°. pp. 3-76.

Reprint of : Count Benyowsky, &c. London. 179S. [Graf Benyowsky.
I795-]
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100. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Zaida; or, the Dethronement of

Muhamed IV. A novel, founded on historic facts. Translated

from the German of Augustus von Kotzebue. By Charles Smith.

Copyright secured. New York: published by Burnton and Darl-

ing, 116, Broad-way. Dean and Andrews, printers. 1803. 16°.

[p. 3.] t. pref.,pp. 5-213.

A translation (by Charles Smith, New York) of: Zaide, oder die Entthro-

nung Muhameds IV., liistorisclie Novelle. Leipzig. 17S6. Some, possibly

all, copies have bound after "Zaida" "The Beautiful Unknown," of same

author and translator. Cf. 98.

loi. [Zollikofer, G. J.] Exercises of Piety . . .Abridged. . .

byT. M. Harris, etc. Worcester, Mass. 1803. 12°

Probably an abridgment of : Exercises of Piety; for the Use of Enlightened

and Virtuous Christians. Translated from the French edition by J. Manning.

London. 1796. [Andachtsiibungen uud Gebete zum Privatgebrauch fiir nach-

denkende und gut gesinnte Christen. 1785.]

1803 or before *

102. [Campe, J. H.] The New Robinson Crusoe. Philadelphia.

12°.

Probably reprint of: The New Robinson Crusoe; &c London. 17SS. Cf. 12.

103. (Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel and Caine. Newbury-

port. 18°.

Possibly Mar>^ Collyer's translation of the Death of Abel, London, 1761.

Cf. I. The Death of Cain possibly identical with print 20.

104. [Salzmann, C. G.] Elements of Morality, from the Ger-

man. New York. 12°.

Probably a reprint of : Elements of Morality, &c. London. 1790. Cf 29.

105. [Zimmermann, J. G.] On Solitude, with respect to its

Influence upon the Mind and Heart. New York. 8°.

Apparentl}'^ reprint of : Solitude, &c. London. 1791. Cf. 23.

1803 or before?

106. [Lavater, J. K.] Essays on Physiognomy; for the Promo-

tion of the Knowledge and the Love of Mankind; written in the

German language by J. C. Lavater, abridged from Mr. Holcroft's

*) Note. The titles of prints 102-105 were taken from the " Catalogue of all

the Books printed in the United States. Published by the Booksellers in Boston.

Jan. 1804." (Also republished, in "A. GrowoU, Book-Trade Bibliography.

New York. 1898.")
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translation. [Kno-raving. " Lavater contemplating a bust."]. Bos-

ton, printed for William Spotswood, & David West. 16°. pp.

272. 7 plates [each with 6 heads.]

Possibly identical with: Lavater's Physiognomy, abridged, plates. Boston.

12°. (American Catalogue of 1804, cf. 102, note. ) Reprint of an abridgment

[1793?] '^f Essays on Physiognomy. Translated from the German by
Thomas Holcroft. 3 vols. London. 17S9-93. [Physiognomische Fragmente.

1775-1778-]

1804.

107. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Solitude considered with respect to

its Influence on the Mind and the Heart. Written originally in

German, by M. Zimmermann, Aulic Counsellor and Physician to

Kis Britannic Majesty at Hanover. Translated from the French of

J. B. Mercier. To which is prefixed the Life of Zimmerman. Bos-

ton: printed for Joseph Bumstead, (printer and bookseller). Sold

by him at No. 20, Union-street and by booksellers in various parts

of the United States. 1804. 16°. pp. xxviii, 307.

Apparent 1}^ reprint of : Solitude considered &c. lyOndon. 1791. Cf. 23.

1S05.

108. [Goethe, J, W. von] Herman and Dorothea. A poem,

from the German of Goethe, by Thomas Holcroft. Richmond:
printed at the Knquirer Press. 1805. 16°. pp. xiv t. pref., 133

(i 13-133, notes). I pi.

Reprint of: Herman and Dorothea. &c. London. 1801. [Hermann
und Dorothea. 1798.]

109. [Knigge, A. F. F. L. von.] Practical Philosophy of Social

Life; or, the Art of conversing with Men: after the German of Baron
Knigge. By P. Will, Minister of the Reformed German Congrega-

tion in the Savoy. First American edition. Lansingburgh: pub-

lished by Penniman & Bliss, and sold by them at the Lansingburgh
Bookstore. O. Penniman & Co. Printers Troy, 1805. 8°. pp. IH-
vii t. pref. [May 18, 1799,], vii-xvi introd., xvii-xxxii cont.,

368.

Reprint of: Practical Philosophy &c. London. 1799. [Uber den Umgang
mit Menschen. 1788.]

1 10. [Schiller, F. von.] Wallenstein. A drama in two parts.

Translated from the German of Frederick Schiller by S. T. Cole-

ridge. New York: published by David Longworth, Dramatic Re-

pository, No. II. Park. 1805. 16°. [p. 7] t. pref., pp. 9-173.

(The Piccolomini.)
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Reprint of : The Piccolomini; or the First Part of Wallenstein. A drama

in five acts. Translated &c. London. 1800. [Wallenstein, ein dramatisches

Gedicht. iSoo. Die Piccolomini.] "The Death of Wallenstein" was ap-

parently not reprinted.

1806.

111. [Gessner, S.J The Death of Abel. Translated by Mrs.

Collyer. Philadelphia. 1806.

Marj' Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Cf. i.

112. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel, in five books, trans-

lated from the German of Mr. Gesner by Mrs. Collyer. New York,

J. & T. Ronalds. [1806.] [No. 3 of a series " Sacred Classics '-' in

imitation of Cooke's Classics.]

Marj' Collyer's translation. London. 1761. Cf. i.

113. [Zschokke, J. H. D.] Abellino. The Venetian Outlaw.

A drama. Translated and adapted to the English stage by R. W.
Elliston. New York. 1806.

Reprint of

:

Abellino, &c. London. 1S05. [From the French trans-

lation of: Abaellino, der grosse Bandit. Ein Trauerspiel. 1795.]

1806?

II3^ [Kotzebue, adapted from K.'s Wildfang.] Of Age to-

morrow. By Thomas Dibdin. New York. David Longworth.

[1806?J

Reprint of

:

Of Age tomorrow, &c. London. 1S06. [Der Wildfang.

1798.]

1806— 1816.

114. [Dunlap, ^Villiam] The Dramatic Works of William Dtm-

lap. 3 vols. Philadelphia and New York. 1806-1816. 16°.

Do vols 2, 3 contain translations from the Gemian ? Vol. i does not.

Thomas J. McKee in his edition of Dunlap's '

' Father of American Shandyism "

(Publications of the Dunlap Society, Vol. 2, p. xi) saj^s :
" Projected publica-

tion in 10 volumes, only four appear to have been published."

1S07.

115. The Devil and Dr. Faustus, containing the History of

the wicked I^ife and horrid Death of Dr. John Faustus, etc. Mont-

pelier, Vt. 1807. 12° pp. 12.

Presumably a reprint or adaptation of one of the English chap-books on the

subject.

116. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books, attemp-

ted from the German of Mr. Gessner. First Baltimore edition, [cut.]
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Baltimore: printed and sold by Warner & Hanna, at the Bible and
Heart Printing Office. 1807. 16°. pp. v-vii "To the Queen,"
viii-xii a. pref., xiii-xiv t. pref., 15-188.

S. Gessner's New Idylls [title on p. 189]. pp. 191-252.

Reprint of Mary Collyer's translation, London, 1761, cf. i; and reprint of:
New Idyls, &c. London. 1776. Cf. 86.

117. [Gessner, S.] New Idylls. Cf. 116.

118. [Goethe, J. W. von.] The Sorrows of Werter. From the
German of Baron Goethe. A new translation, revised and compared
with all the former editions. By Dr. Pratt, [pi.] New-York: pub-
lished by Richard Scott, No. 243 Pearl-street. M'Farlane and
lyong, printers. 1807. 16°. pp. iii-iv t. pref., 100. i pi.

Reprint of: The Sorrows of Werter, &c. London? [n. d.]

119. [Goethe, J. W. von.] The Sorrows of Werter. Translated
from the German of Baron Goethe. By William Render, D. D.
Yo.u weep,—you love the youth,—revere his name,

|
And wish from

cen.sure to defend his fame:
|
But hark! " Be man " his spirit seems

to say,
I

"Nor let my weakness tempt thy feet astray!"
|
To which

is annexed, the Letters of Charlotte to a female Friend, during her
Connection with Werter. Boston: published by Andrews and Cum-
mings. No. i, Cornhill, Greenough & Stebbins, printers. 1807.
16°. [pp. 3-4] adv., 5-180 (173-180 appendix).
The Letters of Charlotte, during her Connexion with Werter. pp.

clxxxiv-clxxxvi, 187-319.
Reprint of: The Sorrows of Werter, &c. London. i8or. [Die Leiden

des jungen Werthers. 1774-]; and reprint of: The Letters of Charlotte &c.
.London. 1786. Cf. 35.

'

120. [Goethe, J. W. von, suggested by G.'s Werther.] The
Letters of Charlotte &c. Cf. 119.

121. [Zollikofer, G. J.] Exercises of Piety: or. Meditations on
the principal Doctrines and Duties of Religion. Abridged by Thad-
deus M. Harris. Second edition. Worcester. I. Thomas, jun.
1807. 12° pp. 191.

Probably an abridgement of : Exercises of Piety. Translated by J. Man-
ning. London. 1796. Cf loi.

122. [Zollikofer, G. J.] Sermons on the Dignity of Man, and
the Value of the Objects principally relating to Human Happiness.
From the German of the late Rev. George Joachim Zollikofer, Min-
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ister of the Reformed Congregation at Leipsick. By the Reverend
William Tooke, F. R. S. In two volumes. Volume I. First

American edition. Worcester: printed by Thomas & Sturtevant,

for Isaiah Thomas, jun. Sold by him in Worcester, by Thomas &
Whipple, Newburyport, and by Thomas & Tappan, Portsmouth.

1807. Vol. I. pp. iii-iv cont, vii-ix a. pref., xi-xxii "Some
Account of the Author," 424. Vol II.

Reprint of: Sermons on the Dignity of Man, &c. Loudon. 1S02. [Pre-

digten iiber die Wiirde des Menschen und den Werth der vornehmsten Dinge
die zur menschlichen Gliickseligkeit gehoren oder dazu gerechnet werden.

Leipzig. 1784.]

1808.

123. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. Trans-

lated from the German of Mr. Gessner. By Mrs. Collyer. To
which is prefixed, the Life of the Author. Philadelphia: published

by B. and T. Kite, No. 20 N. Third-street. 1808. 12°. pp.

v-lviii "Life of Author," lix-lxii a. pref., Ixv-lxvi t. pref., 67-204.

frontispiece [portrait of Gessner].

Mary CoUyer's translation of the Death of Abel. London. 1761. Cf i.

' 'An Account of the Life and Writings of Solomon Gessner, taken from the

German of M. Hottinguer, by James Agar," pp. v-lviii, is contained also in

Cooke's edition of the Death of Abel, London, [1796], from which the Ameri-

can edition may be a reprint.

124. He loves me more than his Life; or Ludwig, Clara and Ran-

dolph. A tale from the German. [The Minor Novelist. No. 2.

Published and sold by Wright, Goodenow & Stockwell. Boston,

and Troy, N. Y. 180S.]

125. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von, adapted from K.'s Wildfang.]

Of Age to morrow. By Thomas Dibdin. New York. David Long-
worth. 1808.

Reprint of: Of Age to morrow. &c. London. 1806. Cf. 113''.

126. [Sonnleithner, J., adapted from S.'s Leonore.] The Fort-

ress of Sorrento : a petit historical drama, in two acts. . . . New-
York: published by D. Longworth, at the Dramatic Repository,

Shakspeare—Gallery. 1808. 16°. [p. 2] copy-right, [p. 3] a.

statement, pp. 5-28.

"The leading features of the following drama are taken from the French
opera of Leonora" (author's statement). An adaptation (with very slight

changes) of Sonnleithner's opera text Leonore [i. e. Fidelio, music by Beeth-

oven]. Sonnleithner's text is founded on Jean- Nicolas Bouilly's comic opera

"Leonore ou I'Amour Conjugal."
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127. [Zimmermann, J. G,] Solitude considered with respect to

its Influence upon the Mind and the Heart. Written originally in

German by M. Zimmermann, Aulic Councillor and Physician to His

Britannic Majesty at Hanover. Translated from the French of J.

B. Mercier. New I,ondon. Printed by Cady & Eells, for Thomas
& Whipple. Newburyport. [1808.]

Apparently reprint of : Solitude &c. London. 1791. Cf. 23.

128. [ZoUikofer, G. J.] Caution against the Sins of Unchastity.

Earnestly recommended to the attention of the young men of this

town and other places; by one who feels a deep interest in their

present and eternal welfare. Boston: printed by Greenough and

Stebbins, Suffolk Buildings, Congress Street. 1808. 12°. [p. 2]

adv. [of American editor], pp. 48.

"Two discourses of one of the most pious and amiable divines that ever lived,

the German ZoUikofer" (adv.) Possibly from Sermons on the Great Festivals

and Fasts of the Church &c. From the German of Rev. G. J. ZoUikofer. By
the Rev. William Tooke. 2 vols. London. 1807. [" Warnung vor den Siinden

der Unkeuschheit " in " Einige Betrachtungen iiber das tjbel in der Welt, und

andere Predigten." 1777.] (Are these the "Sermons to Young Men " pub-

lished at Rev. Joseph Buckminster's expense? Cf EHza Buckminster Lee,

Memoirs of Dr. Joseph Buckminster. 2d ed. Boston. 1851. p. 489.

)

1808?*)

129. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von] The Rights of Hospitality. By
Kotzebue. New York. David Longworth. [1808?]

Probably a reprint of: The Wanderer; or, the Rights of Hospitality. Altered

by C. Kemble. London. 1S08 [Eduard in Schottland. 1804.]

130. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von] The Stranger. By Kotzebue.

Translated by Benjamin Thompson. New York. David Long-

worth. [1808?]

Reprint of: The Stranger &c. London. i8oi. Cf 91.

131. [Schiller, F. von] The Robbers. By Frederick Schiller.

New York. David Eongworth. [1808?]

Probably a reprint of one of the English translations of Schiller's Robbers.

Cf. 22, 94.

*) No. 129-131 are mentioned as " published by David Longworth " in his lists

of his publications. The date can be determined from their position in these

lists. They may be regarded as distinct from the other prints mentioned in our

enumeration.
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1809.

132. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Fraterual Discord: a drama in

five acts. Altered from the German of A. von Kotzebue. By W.
Dunlap. New York. D. Longworth. 1809. 16°. pp. 69.

A translation (by William Dunlap, New York) of: Die Versohnung.

Schauspielin 5 Akten. Leipzig. 1798.

133. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Lovers' Vows; a play, in five

acts. Altered from the translations of Mrs. Inchbald and Benjamin

Thompson. By J. H. Payne. Baltimore: printed by Geo. Dobbin

and Murphy, No. 10, Baltimore Street. 1809. 16° • pp. iii-vii.

adv. (by J. H. Payne), 9-90.

An adaptation from Mrs. Inclibald's version of Lovers' Vows (London,

1798.) and B. Thompson's translation (cf. 88). [Das Kind der Liebe. 1798.]

"The present copy of Lovers' Vows is . . . made up of Thompson's Frederick

and Agatha; Mrs. Inchbald's Verdun, Anhalt, and Amelia; while in forming

Count Cassel and the Baron, sometimes the former and sometimes the latter

version has been adopted. In many instances, however the compiler has taken

the liberty to differ from both." (Preface by J. H. Payne).

134. [Kotzebue, A. F. F von.] Pizarro; a tragedy in five acts.

Taken from the German drama of Kotzebue; and adapted to the

English stage. By Richard Brinsley Sheridan. Boston. 1809.

Reprint of: Pizarro; &c. London. 1799. Cf. 45.

135. [Lewis, M. G.] Romantic Tales, by M. G. Lewis, author

of the Monk, Adelgitha &c. In two volumes. . . . Volume
the first, containing Mistrust; or, Blanche and Osbright. The Ad-

miral Guarino. King Rodrigo's Fall. Bertrand and Mary-Belle.

The Lord of Falkenstein. Sir Guy, the Seeker. The Anaconda.

The Dying Bride. The four Facardins, part I. New-York: printed

for M. & W. Ward, 149 Pearl-street. 1809.

Volume the second, containing the Four Facardians, part 11.

Oberon's Henchman, or the Legend of the Three Sisters. My Uncle's

Garret-window. Bill Jones. Amorassan, or the Spirit of the Frozen

Ocean. 12°. Vol. I. pp. 5-1 1 pref., 347. Vol, II pp. .

Reprint of: Romantic Tales. 4 vols. London. 1808. Mistrust, The Ana-

conda, My Uncle's Garret-window, Amorassan, Bertrand and Mary-Belle, The

Lord of Falkenstein are taken from the German or partly suggested by German
works (M. G. Lewis in preface).

136. [Zollikofer, G. J.] Sermons on Education. From the Ger-

man of the Rev. George Joachim Zollikofer. Boston : printed by
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Thomas B. Wait & Co. Court-street. 1809. 8°. pp. 123. [The
Christian Monitor. Boston. 1806-10. Vol. ix.]

Reprint of: Sermons on Education, from: Sermons on Education, on
Reflection, on the Greatness of God in the Works of Nature, and in the Gov-

ernment of the World, on Charity, and various other Topics; from the German
of the Rev. George Joachim Zollikofer. By the Rev. WilHam Tooke. 2 Vols.

London. 1806. [These sermons also occur with: Prefixed, a Sermon on

Parental Example, by G. Warker.]

137. [Zollikofer, J. G.] Seven Sermons on the Reformation, by-

George J. Zollikofer. Translated from the German by Rev. W.
Tooke, With some Account of the Author. From the second Lon-

don edition. Published by W. Wells, No. 6, Court Street, Boston.

Printed by Milliard & Metcalf, Cambridge. Jan. 1S09. 8°. pp.

vii-xvi "Some Account of the Author," 93.

[Theological Tracts. No. i. Containing Zollikofer's Seven Ser-

mons on the Reformation.]

Apparently reprint of seven sermons from : Sermons on the Great Fes-

tivals and Fasts of the Church, on other solemn Occasions, and on various

Topics. From the German of the Rev. George Joachim Zollikofer. By the

Rev. William Tooke. 2 vols. London. 1807. This collection contains eight

Sermons on Reformation Anniversaries.

138. [Zschokke, J. H. D.] Abaellino, the Bravo of Venice; a

romance: translated from the German by M. G. Lewis. . . . The
first American, from the fifth London edition. Baltimore: printed

and sold by Warner & Hanna, and John Vance & Co. 1809. 12°.

[p. iii] dedication, v-vi adv., vii-viii Cont., 299.

Reprint of: The Bravo of Venice; a romance, translated from the German
by M. G. Lewis. London. 1805, (Fifth edition, 1807.) [Abaellino, der grosse

Bandit. 1 794. ]

139. [Zschokke, J. H. D.] Abaellino, the Bravo of Venice; a

romance, translated from the German. By M. G. Lewis. Boston;

O. C. Greenleaf. [1809.] 18°. pp. 299.

I! Reprint of: The Bravo of Venice, &c. London. 1805. Cf. 138. The
English original (2 ed.), like 138 and 139, has 299 pages.

1810.

140. [Klopstock, F. G., and Margaret K.] Memoirs of Fred-

erick and Margaret Klopstock. Translated from the German.
Philadelphia: published by Philip H. Nicklin & Co., Baltimore;

Farrand, Mallory and Co. Boston; Jacob Green, Albany; Edward
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Earle, and B. B. Hopkins and Co. Philadelphia. Fry and Kam-
merer, printers. 1810. 12°. [p. iiij adv., pp. v-xii pref., 13-252.

Reprint of : Memoirs of Frederick and Margaret Klopstock. Translated

from the German [by Miss Elizabeth Smith]. Bath. 1808. Contains letters

and writings of Klopstock and his wife, besides a memoir.

141. [Klopstock, F. G.] The Messiah, a poem; attempted in

English blank verse; from the German of the celebrated Mr. Klop-

stock. By Solomon Hailing, A. M. Rector of Prince George's

Parish, Winyaw. . . . Georgetown; printed by Francis M. Bax-

ter. 1810. 8°. pp. 37.

A versification of the first book of Klopstock's Messiah made, apparently,

from Collyer's prose translation. Cf. 9.

142. [Lafontaine, A. H. J.] The Village Pastor and his Chil-

dren. A novel. Four volumes in two. From the German of Au-

gustus lya Fontaine. . . . Vol. I. (From the London edition of

1803.) New-York: published by D. lyOugworth, at the Dramatic

Repository, Shakespeare-gallery. 1810. 12°. Vol, I. pp. 246,

[i p.] cont. Vol. II. pp. 238, [i p.] cont.

Reprint of : The Village Pastor &c. London. 1S03. [Possibly: Aus

dem Leben eines armen Landpredigers. iSoo.]

143. [Lessing, G. E.] Emilia Galotti: a tragedy, in five acts.

Translated from the German of G. E. Lessing, by Miss Fanny Hol-

croft. Published by Bradford and Inskeep, Philadelphia; Inskeep

and Bradford, New-York ; Wm. Mcllhenry, Boston; Edward J.

Coale, Baltimore; and Morfood, Willington and Co. Charleston,

South-Carolina. J. Matwell, printer. 18 10. 8°. [2 columns per

page.] pp. 3-18.

Emilia Galotti, &c. In: The Theatrical Recorder. Vol.1. London. 1805.

[Emilia Galotti. 1772.]

144. [Vulpius, C. A., dramatized from V.'s Rinaldo Rinaldini]

Rinaldo Rinaldini; or, the Great Banditti. A tragedy, in five acts.

By an American, and citizen of New York. . . . First edition.

New-York, printed for the author. 18 10. 12°. pp. iii-v address,

pp. 7-82.

A servile adaptation from: The History of Rinaldo Rinaldini, Captain of

Banditti. Translated from the German of Vulvius. By J. Hinckley, Esq.

London. 1800. [Rinaldo Rinaldini. 1797.]

145. [Wieland, C. M.] Oberon; a poem. From the German of

Wieland. By William Sotheby, Esq. In two volumes. First
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American from the third London edition. With a preface, contain-

ing biographical notices of the author and translator, and a review

of the work. Vol. I. Published by L. Rousmaniere, Newport, R,

I; and J. Belcher, Boston. 1810. 12°. Vol. I. [copyright], p. i

dedication of ist English ed., pp. iii-xlviii pref. of American edi-

tor, list of W.'s works, pp. 203. (canto 1-6). Vol. II. pp. 231.

(canto 7-12.)

Reprint of: Oberon, &c. Loudon. 1798. [Oberon. 17S0.] The Hon.
William Hunter of Newport (1774-1849) was the American editor, and author
of the preface, according to the Providence Atheneum Catalogue, 1855, p. 433.

146. [Zschokke, J. H. D., dramatized from Z.'s Abaellino.]

Rugantino; or, the Bravo of Venice: a grand romantic melo-drama,
in two acts. By M. G. Lewis. First performed at Covent Garden
Theatre, October i8th, 1809. . . . New-York: published by D.

Longworth, at the Dramatic Repository, Shakspeare-Gallery, March
—1810. 12°. pp. 3-36.

Reprint of: Rugantino, &c. London. 1805. [A dramatization of:

Abaellino, der grosse Bandit. 1794.]

1811.

147. [Campe, J. H. ] An Abridgment of the New Robinson
Crusoe. Translated from the French. New York. 181 1. (Phila-

delphia Library Catalogue. 1835.)

Evidently an abridgment of : The New Robinson Crusoe, &c. London.
17S8. Cf. 12.

148. [Klopstock, F. G.] The Messiah: attempted from the Ger-
man of Mr. Klopstock. By Joseph Collyer. In fifteen books.

Two vols. Boston, published by John West and Co. No 75 Corn-
hill. 181 1. 16°. Vol. I. pp. vi, 299. Vol. II. pp. 272.

Reprint of Joseph Collyer's translation, London, 1763, [1772?] Cf. 9.

149. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Beautiful Unknown, &c.
Cf. 150.

150. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Zaida; or, the Dethronement of

Muhammed IV. A novel, founded on historic facts. Translated from
the German of Augustus von Kotzebue. To which is added, the

Beautiful Unknown, a dramatic history, by the same author. By
Charles Smith. Copy-right secured. The last London edition.

New-York: published by Burnton and Darling, 116 Broadway.
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1811. 16°. Zaida, &c. pp. 5-213, The Beautiful Unknown,
&c. [Separate title, identical with 98.] pp. 50.

Possibly prints 98 and 100 provided with a new general title.

151. [Salzmann, C. G.] Elements of Morality for the Use of

Children. Translated from the German [b}'- M. Wollstonecraft.

J

With an Introductory Address to Parents. First Baltimore edition,

revised and corrected. Baltimore. 1811. 12°.

Mary Wollstonecraft's translation. London. 1790. Cf. 29.

1813.

152. [Schiller, F. von.] The Harper's Daughter: or, Love and

Ambition. A tragedy, in five acts. Translated from the German of

Schiller, author of the Robbers, Don Carlos, &c. By M. G. Lewis,

Esq. M. P. Author of the Monk. And now published with con-

siderable alterations, as performed, at the Philadelphia and Baltimore

theatres. Philadelphia: published by M. Carey, No. 121, Chesnut

Street. Printed by R. & W. Carr. 1813. 16°. pp. 5-76.

Adapted from : The Minister. A traged3^ In five acts. Translated from

the German of Schiller. B3' M. G. Lewis, Esq. M. P. London. 1797.

[Kabale imd Liebe. 1784.]

153. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Solitude considered with respect to

its Influence on the Mind and the Heart. Written originally in

German, by M. Zimmerman, Aulic Counsellor and Physician to His

Britannic Majesty at Hanover. Translated from the French of J. B.

Mercier. To which is prefixed the Life of Zimmerman. Brooklyn.

Printed by Alden Spooner. 1813. 16°. pp. viii, 296.

Apparently reprint of : Solitude considered &c. London. 1791. Cf. 23.

154. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Solitude: written originally by J.

G. Zimmermann. To which is added the Life of the Author. New-
York: published by David Huntington. C. S. Van Winkle, printer.

1813. [Preceded by a shorter engraved title dated 1814.] 24°.

pp. v-viii t. pref., 9-15 Life of Zimmermann, 17-402.

Reprint of: Solitude; or, the Effects of occasional Retirement on the

Mind, the Heart, General Society, in Exile, in Old Age, and on the Bed of

Death. London. 1797. [A different English version from those mentioned

before.]

1814.

155. [Goethe, J. 'W . von.] Goetz of Berlichingen, with the

Iron Hand. Translated from the German of Goethe. By Walter
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Scott, Esq. New-York: published by A. H, Inskeep. Van Winkle

and Wiley, printers. 1814. 24°. pp. 5-13 t. pref., 17-206.

Reprint of: Goetz of Berlichingen &c. London. 1799. [Goetz von

Berlichingen mit der eisernen Hand. 1773.]

156. [Iffland, A. W.] The Good Neiglibor; an interlude; in one

act. Altered from a scene of Inland's by William Dunlap. New-

York. D. Ivongworth. 1814. 12°. pp. 12.

A translation from Iffland by William Dunlap of New York. [Possibly: Die

Nachbarscbaft. 1S07.]

157. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Corsicans: a drama, in

four acts. Translated from the German of Augustus Kotzebue.

[From the second London edition, of 1799] New-York: published

by David lyongworth, at the Dramatic Repository, Shakspeare-

Gallery. April — 1814. 16°. pp. 79.

Reprint of: Tbe Corsicans, &c. Second edition. London. 1799. [Die

Corsen. 1799.]

158. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Lovers' Vows; A play, in five

acts. From the German of Kotzebue. By William Dunlap. As
performed at the New-York Theatre. New-York: published by

David Longworth, at the Dramatic Repository, Shakespeare-Gallery.

Feb. — 1814. 16°. pp. 5-74.

A translation (by William Dunlap, New York) of

:

Das Kind der Liebe.

Leipzig. 1 79 1.

159. [Lafontaine, A. H. J.] Romulus; a tale of ancient times.

From the German of A. La Fontaine. Baltimore. 1814.

Probably a reprint of : Romulus &c. Translated by the Rev. P. Will.

London. 1799. [Romulus. 1798.]

160. Peter the Great; or, the Russian Mother: a play, in five acts.

Altered from the German, by Wm. Dunlap. As performed at the

New-York Theatre. New York: published by David Longworth,

at the Dramatic Repository. Shakspeare Gallery. March — 18 14.

12°. pp. 56.

A translation and alteration from the German by William Dunlap of New
York.

1815.

161. [Gessner, S.] The Death of Abel. In five books. At-

tempted from the German of Mr. Gessner. By Mary Collyer. To
which is added, the Death of Cain. In five books. Brattleborough,

(Vt.) Published by John Holbrook. 1815. 24°. pp. 179.
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The Death of Cain. In five books; after the manner of the Death

of Abel. B}- a Lady, . . , Brattleborough, Vt. Published

by John Holbrook. 1815. 24°. pp.82.

Mary Collyer's translation of the Death of Abel, London, 1761, (Cf. 1); and
reprint of: The Death of Cain, London, [1790?] Cf. 13.

162. [Gessner, S., suggested by G.'s Death of Abel] TheDeatli

of Cain. Cf. 161.

163. [Jung. Stilling, J. H.] Scenes in the World of Spirits, of

Henry Stilling, Professor of the University at Marburg, (Germany.)

Tran.slated from the third original edition. " In mj^ Father's House
there are many mansions." New-Market: printed by Ambrose
Henkel & Co. [1815.] 16°. [p. ii] copyright, pp. iii-iv t.

pref., pp. v-xii a. prefaces, 282. (i sheet of errata pasted in).

A translation (by Gottlieb Shober, Salem, N. C. ) of: Scenen aus dem
Geisterreiche. 1797-1801. (Copyright, N. C. District, Jan. 13th, A. D. 1815,

by Gottlieb Shober. The t. pref is signed G. S.)

1818.

164. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Pizarro, a tragedy, in 5 acts;

taken from the German drama of Kotzebue; and adapted to the

English stage. B}^ R. B. Sheridan. Boston. West & Richardson.

1818. 16°. pp. 69.

Reprint of: Pizarro, &c. London. 1799. Cf. 60.

165. [Plumptre, Anne and Annabella.] Tales of Wonder, of

Humour, and of Sentiment; original and translated. By Anne and

Annabella Plumptre. In two volumes. Vol. I. Containing Zelis;

the Weather-cock; the Magic Dollar; the Spectre of Presburg. New-
York: published by James Eastburn & Co. , at the Literary Rooms,

corner of Broadway and Pine Streets. A. Paul, printer. 1818.

Vol. II. Containing The Fair of Beaucaire; Tsching-Quang; the

Family of Valencia; Fanny; Omar and Zemida; Philosophy and

Love.

12°. Vol. 1. pp. 3-255. Vol. II. pp. 234.

Reprint of: Tales of Wonder, &c. 3 vols. London. 181S. It seems

to contain some tales from the German.

166. [Schlegel, C. W. F.] Lectures on the History of Litera-

ture, Ancient and Modern. From the German of Frederick Schlegel.

In two volumes. Vol. I. Philadelphia: published by Thomas Dob-

son and Son, at the Stone House, No. 41, South Second Street.
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William Fry, printer. 1818. 8°. Vol. I pp. v-vi cent., [p. vii]

t. statement, pp. 346. Vol. II. pp. v-vii cont., 130.

Reprint of : Lectures on the History of Literature, &c. Edinburgh. 1818.

[PViedrich Schlegel's Geschichte der alten und neuen Litteratur. 2 Teile.

1S15.3

1819.

167. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Pizarro: a tragedy, in five

acts; taken from the German drama of Kotzebue; and adapted to

the English stage. By Richard Brinsley Sheridan. New-York:

published by Thomas lyOngworth, at the Dramatic Repository,

Shakspeare- Gallery. November, 1819. 16°. jjp. 5-68.

Reprint of: Pizarro, etc. London. 1799. Cf. 60.

168. [Zimmermann, J. G.] On Solitude. New York. 1819.

24°.

1820.

169. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Confession. In verse.

A comedy, in one act. Translated from Kotzebue. Philadelphia.

1820. 12°

A translation of : Die Beichte. In: Almanach fiir 1806. Leipzig.

1805.

170. [Zschokke, J. H. D.] Abaellino, the Great Bandit. A
grand dramatic romance, in five acts. Translated from the German,

and adapted to the New-York Theatre, by William Dunlap, Esq.

Fourth edition—copyright secured. New-York: published by

Thomas Longworth, at the Dramatic Repository, Shakspeare-Gal-

lery, Jan. — 1820. 12°. pp. 66.

William Dunlap's translation of Zschokke's Abaellino. Cf. 96.

1821.

171. [Sturm, C. C] Reflections on the Works of God; by C C.

Sturm. Translated from the German by Rev. Dr. Balfour. 2 vols.

Philadelphia : printed and published by Hickman & Hazzard,

No. 121 Chestnut Street; and Hazzard & Hickman, Petersburg, Va.

1821. Vol. I. pp. iii, 328. Vol. II. pp. 364.

Reprint of: Reflections on the Works of God. London. [iSoo?] [Be-

trachtungen iiber die Werke Gottes in Reiche der Natur. 1785.]

172. [Zschokke, J. H. D.] Sylvester Eve, or the Adventures

of a Watchman.
In: Tales of the Tripod ; or a Delphian Evening. By Perti-

nax Particular. Baltimore : published by Fielding I^ucas, jr. J.
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Robinson, printer. 182 1. 16°. pp. v-xii t. pref., 162. [Sylvester

Eve, pp. 13-136.]

A translation (by Tobias Watkins [pseud. Pertinax Particular.], Balti-

more) of: Das Abenteuer der Neujahrsnacht. [First publ. in: Erlieiter-

ungen. Eine Monatsschrift fiir gebildete Leser. 1818, i, 5 flf.] "The first

tale entitled "Adventures of a Watchman " is taken from an anonymous Ger-

man correspondent of the Leesefruchte. It pleased me, and / did it into Eng-

lish expressly to amuse the Delphian Club", (t. pref.).

1822.

173. [La Motte Fouque, Baron F. H. C. de.] Minstrel Love,

from the German, by George Soane. New York. 1822.

Reprint of: Minstrel Love, &c. London. 1821. [Sangerliebe. 1816.]

1823

174. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Pizarro. A tragedy in five

acts. Taken from the German drama of Kotzebue, and adapted to

the English stage by R. B. Sheridan. Philadelphia : Turner & Son.

1823. 24°. pp. 56 (3).

Sheridans adaptation. London. 1799. Cf. 60.

175. [Zollikofer, G. J.] Examination of some Principles and

Rules of Conduct in Religious Matters, partly false, and partly misun-

derstood; in two sermons. [On Matt. xv. 13.] By the Rev. G. J.

Zollikofer. Printed for the
'

' Tract and Book Society of the Evan-

gelical Lutheran Church of St. John." Joseph Rakestrav/, printer.

Philadelphia. 1823. 12°. pp. 56 +. [copy imperfect].

1S23-24?

176. Life of Dr. Faustus ... his horrible Death, &c. 12°.

frontispiece. [In a collection of New-York chap-books, published by

W. Borradaile, 150 Fulton St. (1823-24) and Solo. King, 150

William Street. (1821-1830).] (Brinley Catalogue.)

Possibly reprint or adaptation of an English chap-book.

1824.

177. [Chamisso, A. von.] Peter Schlemihl : from the German of

Lamotte Fouque. With plates by George Cruikshank. . . .

Boston: Wells and Lilb'—Court-street. 1824. 16°. pp. vii-viii

introd., [p. ix] notice, [p. xi] a. dedication, pp. 139. 5 pi.

Reprint of : Peter Schlemihl, &c. [Translated by Sir J. Bowring.] Lon-

don. 1824. LaMotie Fouque was only editor, not author, of the work. [Peter

Schlemihls wundersame Geschichte. Herausgegeben von Fr. Baron de la Motte

Fouque. Niirnberg. 1814.]
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178. [Goethe, J. W. von.] Memoirs of Goethe: written by

himself. New-York : published by Collins & Hannay, 230 Pearl-

street, and Collins & Co. 117 Maiden-Lane. J & J. Harper,

printers. 1824. 8°. pp. iii-iv t. pref., v-viiicont., 9-360 (pp. 292-

298 post script, 299-360 biographical notices).

Reprint of: Memoirs of Goethe, &c. London. 1824. [Aus meinem
Leben : Dichtung und Wahrheit. 1811-14.]

179. [La Motte Fouque, Baron F. H. C. de.] Undine, a tale

from the German. Boston. 1824.

Possibly reprint of : Undine, a romance. Translated from the German
by G. Soane. London. 1818. [Undine. 1811.]

180. [LaMotte Fouque, Baron F. H. C. de.] Undine. A tale.

From the German of Frederick, Baron de Motte Fouque. Philadel-

phia : published by E. Littell. 1824.

Possibly reprint of : Undine &c. Translated by G. Soane. Cf. 179.

1825 or before.

181. [Schiller, F. von.] The Robbers. Baltimore. Joseph

Robinson.

Mentioned at back of : Poems by Edward C. Pinkney. Baltimore. Joseph

Robinson. 1825. Apparently published by Robinson.

Translations from the German Bearing no Date, but
Apparently Printed Before 1826.

182. [Campe, J. H.] Columbus, or the Discovery of America;

as related by a father to his children and designed for the instruction

of youth. Translated from the German, by Elizabeth Helme.

Boston, Munroe & Francis. New York, Charles S. Francis.

24°, pp. 270.

Reprint of : Columbus, &c. 2 vols. London. 1799. [Part of: Die

Entdeckung von Amerika. 1781-82.] The firm Munroe & Francis dates from

about 1810.

183. [Campe, J. H.] Cortez; or, the Conquest of Mexico.

Translated from the German of J. H. Campe by Elizabeth Helme.

Boston: Munroe and Francis, and Charles S. Francis, New York.

12°. pp. 255.

Reprint of : Cortez &c. 2 vols. London. 1799. [Part of: Die Ent-

deckung von Amerika. 1781-82.]
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184. [Campe, J. H.] Pizarro; or, the Conquest of Peru. Trans-

lated from the German by Elizabeth Helme. Boston: Munroe and

Francis. New York: Charles S. Francis. 24°. pp. 228. pi.

Reprint of: Pizarro, &c. London. 1799. [Part of: Die Entdeckung

von Amerika. 1781-82.]

185. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] Pizarro. Adapted by R. B.

Sheridan. New York. Naphthali Judah. 16°. [p. 3] dedica-

tion, [p. 4] t. adv., [p. 5] prologue, pp. 7-74. [Title page wanting

in copy examined.]

Sheridan's adaptation. London. 1799. Cf. 60. The probable date of the

reprint is 1799.

186. [Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.] The Stranger, or. Misanthropy

and Repentance. A drama. Translated from the German by G.

Papendick. Boston. Printed by John Russell at his Office in

Quaker Lane. 12°.

Reprint of

:

The Stranger, &c. London. 1798. [Menschenhass und

Reue. 1789.]

187. [Zimmermann, J. G.] Solitude considered with respect to

its Influence on the Mind and the Heart. Written originally in

German, by M. Zimmerman, Aulic Counsellor and Physician to His

Britannic Majesty at Hanover. Translated from the French of J. B.

Mercier. First New-York edition. Printed by Mott & Lyon: for

Evert Duyckinck & Co., C. Davis, J. Harrisson, J. Fellows ,J. Lyon,

N. Judah, and P. Mesier. 12°. pp. v, 328.

Apparently a reprint of : Solitude considered &c. London. 1791. Cf. 23.

Probably printed about 1793-1800. This edition, which is a 12° by signatures

and A. L. A. standard, is evidently distinct from 105, an octavo.

INDEX.
The numbers refer to those in the " List of Translations."

Campe, J. H.

Columbus, 182 (n. d.).

Cortez, 183 (n. d.).

The New Robinson Crusoe, 12 (1790), 102 (1803 or before), 147

(181 1) [abridged].

Pizarro, 184 (n. d.).
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Cliamisso, A. von.

Peter Schlemihl, 177 (1824).

The Devil and Dr. Faustus, 115 (1807).

Dunlap, W.
Dramatic Works, 114 (1806-16).

Eliza, or the Pattern of Women, 84 (1802).

Faustus, The Life of Dr. Faustus, 25 (1795), 176 (1823-1824?).

Cf. also, the Devil and Dr. Faustus.

The Necromancer or Harlequin Dr. Faustus [suggested by Dr.

Faustus], 26 (1795).

The German Theatre, translated by W. Dunlap, 47 (1800).

Gessner, S.

The Death of Abel, i (1762), 2 (1762), 3 (1765), 4 (1767), 5

(1770), 6 (1770?), 17 (1791), 19 (about 1791), 24 (1794:').

30(1795 or before), 85 (1802), 103 (1803 or before), iii

(1806), 112 (1806), 116 (1807), 123 (1808), 161 (1815).

The Death of Cain, by a Lady, [suggested by G.'s Death of

Abel,] 13 (1790), 18 (1791), 20 (1793), 162 (1815).

New Idylls, 86 (1802), 87 (1802), 117 (1807).

Goethe, J. W. von.

Goetz von Berlichingen, 155 (1814).

Herman and Dorothea, 104 (1805).

Memoirs of Goethe, 178 (1824).

The Sorrows of Werter, 8 (1784), 10 (1789), 27 (1795), 39 (1798),

118 (1807), 119 (1807).

The Letters of Charlotte, [suggested by the Sorrows of Werter,]

35 (1797), 40 (1798), 120 (1807).

Haller, A. von.

Letters from Baron Haller to his Daughter, 97 (1803).

Iffland, A. W.
The Good Neighbor, 156 (18 14).

Jung-Stilling, J. H.

Scenes in the World of Spirits, 163 (18 15).

Klopstock, F. G.

The Messiah, 9 (1788), 28 (1795), 148 (1811).

The Messiah, attempted in verse, by S. Hailing, [taken from K.'s

Messiah,] 141 (1810).

Memoirs of F. G. and M. Klopstock, 140 (18 10).
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Knigge, A. F. F. L.

Practical Philosophy of Social Life, 109 (1805).

Kotzebue, A. F. F. von.

Abbe de I'Epee, or the Orphan, 72 (1801).

Adelaide of Wulfingen, 48 (1800).

Of Age to morrow, 125 (1808).

The Beautiful Unknown, 98 (1803), 149 (1811 ?).

The Confession, 169 (1820).

The Constant Lover, or, William and Jeanette, 41 (1799), 42

(1799), 73 (1801).

The Corsicans, 157 (1814).

Count Benyowsky, 42 (note), 49 (1800), 99 (1803).

The Count of Burgundy, 50 (1800), 91 (note).

The Dramatic Works of Baron Kotzebue, 51 (1800).

The East Indian, 52 (1800).

False Shame, or the American Orphan in Germany, 53 (1800), 74

(1801), 91 (note).

The Force of Calumny, 54 (1800).

Fraternal Discord, 75 (1801), 91 (note), 132 (1809).

The Happy Family, 55 (1800).

Ildegerte, Queen of Norway, 56 (1800).

Indigence and Nobleness of Mind, 57 (1800).

La Peyrouse, 58 (1800).

The Life of Kotzebue, 83, (1801 ?)

Lovers' Vows, 42 (note), 88 (1802), 133 (1809), 158 (1814).

The Most Remarkable Year of his Life, 89 (1802).

The Pigeon, 90 (1802).

Pizarro, 45 (1799), 59 (1800), 60 (1800), 134 (1809), 164 (1818),

167 (1819), 174 (1823), 185 (1799?)-

The Rights ot Hospitality, 129 (1808?).

Self-immolation, 43 (1799), 61 (1800).

Sighs, or the Daughter, 62 (1800).

Sketches of the Life of Kotzebue, 76 (1801).

The Stranger, 44 (1799), 77 (1801), 91 (1802), 130 (1808?), 186

(n. d).

The Sufferings of the Family of Ortenberg, 63 (1800).

The Virgin of the Sun, 64 (1800), 65 (1800).

The Widow and the Riding Horse, 66 (1800).

The Wild-goose Chace, 67 (1800).
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The Wild Youth, 68 (1800).

The Writmg Desk, 78 (1801),

Zaida, or the Dethronement of Muhamed IV, 100 (1803), 150

(1811).

"Lady," A.

The Death of Cain. Cf. Gessner.

Lafontaine, A. H. J.

Romulus, 159 (1814).

The Village Pastor and his Children, 142 (18 10).

La Motte Fouque, Baron F. H. C. de.

Minstrel Love, 173 (1822).

Undine, 179 (1824), 180 (1824).

Lavater, J. K.

Aphorisms on Man, 14 (1790), 15 (1790), 16 (1790), 21 (1793).

Essays on Physiognomy, 106 (1803 or before?),

Lessing, G. E.

Emilia Galotti, 143 (18 10).

Lucy Sampson, 11 (1789).

The Letters of Charlotte. Cf. Goethe,

Lewis, M, G.

Romantic Tales, 135 (1809).

Tales of Wonder, 79 (1801).

He loves me better than his Life; or Ludwig, Clara and Randolph,

124 (1808).

The Necromancer, or Harlequin Dr, Faustus. Cf, Faustus.

Pestalozzi, J. H.

Leonard and Gertrude, 80 (1801).

Peter the Great, or the Russian Mother, 160 (18 14).

Plumptre, A., and A,

Tales of Wonder, 165 (1818),

Salzmann, C. G.

Elements of Morality, 29 (1795), 31 (1796), 32 (1796), 104

(1803 or before), 151 (1811).

Schiller, F. von.

The Armenian, 71 (1800?- 1803).

Cabal and Love, 92 (1802).
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Fiesco, 93 (1802).

The Ghostseer, 33 (1796).

The Harpers Daughter, 152 (1813).

The Robbers, 22 (1793), 94 (1802), 131 (1808?), 181 (1825 or

before).

Wallenstein (Piccolomini), no (1805).

Schlegel, C. W. F.

Lectures on the History of Literature, 166 (1818).

Select Plays, 95 (1802).

Sonnleitlmer, J.

The Fortress of Sorrento, [adapted from S.'s Leonore,] 126

(1808).

Spiess, C. H.

The Mountain Cottager, 69 (1800).

Sturm, C. C.

Beauties of Nature, 70 (1800), 81 (1801).

Moral and Natural Philosophy, 38 (1797?).

Reflections, 171 (1821).

Vulpius, C. A.

Rinaldo Rinaldini, [dramatized from V.'s Rinaldo Rinaldini,] 144

(1810).

Wachter, G. P. L. L.

The Black Valley, 82 (1801).

Weber, Veit. Pseudonym for Wachter.

Wieland, C. M.
Oberon, 145 (1810).

Socrates out of his Senses, 36 (1797).

Zimmermann, J. G.

Essay on National Pride, 146 (1799).

Solitude, 23 (1793), 34 (1796), 37 (i797), io5 (1803 or before),

107 (1804), 127 (1808), 153 (1813), 154 (1814), 168 (1819),

187 (n. d.).

Strictures on National Pride, 7 (1778).

Zollikofer, G. J.

Caution against Unchastity, 128 (1808).

Examination of some Principles, 175 (1823).
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Exercises of Piety, loi (1803), 121 (1807).

Sermons on the Dignity of Man, 122 (1807).

Sermons on Education, 136 (1809).

Seven Sermons on the Reformation, 137 (1809).

Zschokke, J. H. D.

AbaelHno (drama), 96 (1802), 113 (1806), 170 (1820).

Abaellino (novel), 138 (1809), 139 (1809).

Rugantino, [dramatized from Z.'s AbaelHno,] 146 (1810).

Sylvester Eve, 172 (1821).

Frederick H. Wilkens.



WORDSWORTH AND WILHELM MULLER,

In a recent, somewhat careful, study of the legend of the

Wandering- Jew, and the literature embodying it, the writer has

been greatly impressed by the close resemblance between the

conceptions of the subject by Wordsworth and Wilhelm Miiller;

and the attention is here called to a literary fact which seems,

hitherto, to have escaped the notice of the critics.

Wordsworth's Song for the Wanderi?tg Jew was first pub-

lished in 1800 in the second edition of Lyrical Ballads^ and
there included under Poems of the Faiicy. It consisted originally

of five stanzas, and received no material alteration in the sub-

sequent editions until 1827, when, according to Knight and
Dowden, two stanzas were added.

The poem as it first appeared (a form which it still retained,

with no essential variations till after 1822, the date of the first

appearance of Miiller's poem) is as follows

:

1. Though the torrents from their fountains,

Roar down many a craggy steep,

Yet they find among the mountains

Resting-places calm and deep.

2. Though almost with eagle pinion

O'er the rocks the Chamois roam,

Yet he has some small dominion

Which no doubt he calls his home.

3. If on windy days the Raven
Gambol like a dancing skiff.

Not the less he loves his haven

On the bosom of the cliff.

206
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4. Though the Sea-horse in the ocean

Own no dear domestic cave;

Yet he skimbers without motion

On the calm and silent wave.

5. Day and night my toils redouble,

Never nearer to the goal;

Night and day I feel the trouble

Of the Wanderer in my soul.

Wilhelm Miiller's Der ewige Jude^ made its first appearance

on page 10 of the Taschenbuch zum geselligeti Vergnugen auf
das Jahr 182j^ (Leipzig, 1822, bei Joh. Friedrich Gleditsch)

where it occurs along with his poem Die Schdrpe^ under the

general title Romanzen. Of the eleven stanzas, five only, the

sixth to the tenth inclusive, are to our purpose in this discus-

sion; but, in order that the two-fold character of the poem
appear, it may be admissible to quote the whole

:

1. Ich wandre sonder Rast und Ruh',

Mein Weg fiihrt keinem Ziele zu;

Fremd bin ich in jedwedem lyand

Und iiberall doch wohlbekannt.

2. Tief in dem Herzen klingt ein Wort,

Das treibt mich fort von Ort zu Ort;

Ich sprach's nicht aus, nicht laut, nicht leis',

Sollt ew'ge Ruh' auch sein der Preis.

3. Es warmt mich nicht der Sonne I^icht,

Des Abends Thau, der kiihlt mich nicht;

Ein lauer Nebel hiillt mich ein

In ewig gleichen Dammerschein.

4. Kein Mensch sich je zu mir gesellt,

Es lacht kein Blick mir in der Welt,

Kein Vogel singt auf meinem Pfad,

Ob meinem Haupte rauscht kein Blatt.
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5. So zieh' ich Tag und Nacht einher,

Das Herz so voll, die Welt so leer;

Ich habe alles schon geseli'n,

Und darf doch niclit zur Ruhe geh'n.

6. Vom Felsen stiirzt der Wasserfall,

Fort schaumt der Flusz im tiefen Thai,

Es eilt so froh der ew'gen Ruh',

Dem stillen Oceane zu.

7. Der Adler schwingt sich durch die LrUft,

Verschwebend in des Aether's Duft,

Hoch in den Wolken steht sein Haus;

Auf Alpenspitzen ruht er aus.

8. Der Delphin durch die Fluthen schweift,

Wenn in die Bucht der Schiflfer lauft,

Und nach dem Sturm im Sonnenschein

Schlaft er auf Wellenspiegeln ein.

9. Die Wolken treiben hin und her,

Sie sind so matt, sie sind so schwer;

Da stiirzen rauschend sie herab,

Der Schos der Erde wird ihr Grab.

10. Der miide Wandrer dieser Welt,

Ein sicher Ziel ist ihm gestellt,

Was klagt er ob des Tages Noth ?

Vor Nacht noch holt ihn heim der Tod.

11. O Mensch, der du den I^auf voUbracht

Und gehest ein zur kiihlen Nacht,

Bet', eh' du thust die Augen zu,

Fiir mich um eine Stunde Ruh' !

It will be seen that the poem consists of two distinct parts.

The first to the fifth stanzas inclusive present the weary wanderer

of the old legend from the standpoint of the romanticist,—

a

familiar figure in the German literature of the latter part of the
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eighteenth and the first of the nineteenth centuries, and one

that had no doubt long appealed to the imagination of the young

poet, Miiller. As early as 181 6, in a poem, entitled, Der Ver-

batinte^^ which appeared in the volume called Bundesbluthen.,

published by the literary circle to which Miiller belonged while

a student in Berlin, he has embodied the same conception.

Nun irr' ich in der Welt umher,

Hab's Irren mir erkoren,

Doch Heimweh driickt mein Herz so schwer:

Es hat sein I^and verloren,

O zeigt kein Wandrer ihm die Bahn,

Auf der es Ruhe finden kann ?

With the sixth stanza the thought changes completely ; and

here begins the striking likeness to the English poet's unique

conception of the subject-matter. The deep melancholy of the

aged man is here painted in a series of pictures, which show the

glaring contrast between nature's changes from activity to rest,

and his own wretched fate of neverending unrest.

The resemblance may be traced still farther, and we shall find

the counterpart for the first stanza of Wordsworth's poem,

Though the torrents from their fountains, etc.

,

in the sixth of Miiller's

:

Vom Felsen stiirzt der Wasserfall, etc.
;

as also for the fourth of Wordsworth's in the eighth of Miiller's,

where the Sea-horse corresponds to the Delphin.

The subjects of Wordsworth's third and fourth stanzas, the

Chamois, likened to the eagle, and the Raven, each represented

as finding rest in his own^home-nook, seem to have been blended

together by Miiller's seventh stanza in the form of the Adler.

The ninth and tenth stanzas of the German poem present two

more similar pictures, that of the Wolken^ and the ordinary

* See The Earliest Poems of Wilhelm Miiller, by James Taft Hatfield. Pub-

lications of the Modern Language Association of America. Vol. XIII.
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Wanderer^ who looks forward to death as a release from his

toil. For these there is no exact counterpart in Wordsworth's

poem as originally published ; but curiously enough, as it now
stands, the poem contains as a second stanza, the following:

Clouds that love through air to hasten

Ere the storm its fury stills,

Helmet-like themselves will fasten

On the heads of towering hills.

According to William Knight and Dowden this stanza was

not added till 1827, five years after the German poem was pub-

lished, which would seem to preclude the possibility of its

having suggested Miiller's ninth stanza. Was there, perchance,

some collection of popular English poems, published before

1822, in which Wordsworth's Song for the Wandering Jew^

already supplied with this new second stanza, was included?

The facts of the case then are these: In 1822 a German poet

publishes a poem upon the Wandering Jew, of which the first

half embodies the popular idea of the familiar story, while the

second half reproduces with wonderful fidelity the peculiar tone

of an English poem on the same subject, which had already

been before the English public a score of years. Add to this

that the author of the latter poem was Wordsworth, and that

he has here written in a most characteristic vein, and what must

be our conclusion?

It is true Wordsworth was little known in Germany and is

even to-day but little read there ; but that Miiller knew the

English poets to some extent, at least, is shown by the fact of

his translation of Marlowe's Faiistiis.

It is true Miiller has been characterized as pre-eminently " the

poet of wandering," * a statement which even a casual glance

at his poems corroborates ; and the more we study the Wander-

lieder^ the more we recognize in them the restlessness to which

* Cf. Philip S. Allen's article Wilhelm Miiller and the German Volkslied,

The Journal of Germanic Philology, Vol. II, No. 3, pp. 288-290.
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this legend has given voice—the more impossible it becomes to

conceive of the songs of Miiller without the figure of the wan-

dering Jew. But this accounts only for the first half of Der

ewige Jiide^ in which Miiller, the romanticist, is plainly to be

recognized. A correspondence so striking as that which

undeniably exists between the second half of this poem and

Wordsworth's Song^ certainly points very strongly to the sup-

position that Miiller borrowed the idea for this latter part from

Wordsworth.

Anna Ei^izabeth Miller.
University of Chicago.



ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON THE EVOLUTION OF
THE CLASSICAL WALPURGIS-NIGHT

AND THE SCENE IN HADES.

Since the publication of my article on the " Evolution of the

Classical Walpurgis-Night and the Scene in Hades," in Volume
III, No. I of this periodical, I have had the opportunity of consult-

ing some literature not accessible to me before, and the privilege

of inspecting the manuscript material of Faust and the diaries in

the Goethe and Schiller Archives at Weimar. Some of the

fruits of this study are offered on the following pages. I shall

first give an extract from a letter of Goethe to Zelter show-

ing the intensity of the poet's indignation toward the Plutonists

on the very eve of his composition of the poetical form of the

Classical Walpurgis-Night. Then I shall treat of the earliest

stages of the composition, of the various " Munda " and the state

of the work when it came to a sudden halt about March 28,

1830, and finally of the " Neue Resolution wegen Faust," June

15 of the same year.

The passage from the letter, dated November 9, 1829, i^ ^^

follows

:

" Die Pariser Akademie sanctionirt die Vorstellung : der

Montblanc sey ganz zuletzt, nach vollig gebildeter Erdrinde,

aus dem Abgrund hervorgestiegen. So steigert sich nach und

nach der Unsinn und wird ein allgemeiner Volks-und Gelehrten-

glaube, gerade wie im dunkelsten Zeitalter man Hexen, Teufel

und ihre Werke so sicher glaubte, dass man sogar mit den

grasslichsten Peinen gegen sie vorschritt. Hierhabe ich immer

den grossen Konig Matthias von Ungam bewundert, welcher bei

Strafe verbot von Hexen zu reden, well es keine gabe. Ohne
Konig zu sein, verhalte ich mich im Stillen ebenso gegen jene

Strudler, Sprudler und Quetscher, indem ich der Natur in ihrem

grossen Thun einfachere und grandiosere Mittel zutraue." . . .
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"Je alter ich werde, je mehr vertrau ' ich auf das Gesetz,

wonach die Ros' und Lilie bliiht."

I pass on to the earliest stages of the poetical composition of

the Classical Walpurgis-Night. On page 6 of my former

article I had added a question mark to August 29, 1829. This

was done because the statement in the "Ivcsarten" of the

Weimar edition did not show whether some of the lines of the

Classical Walpurgis-Night appeared on I. H., 56 folio 5, which

contains part of a draft of a letter sent to King Ludwig, or

whether all of these lines were written on the following folio.

As a matter of fact, I found that not only the lines of the

Classical Walpurgis-Night, but also lines 6560 flf of the Helena

scene of the first act are found on folio 6. Nevertheless, folio 6

was evidently used for the lines of the Helena scene simulta-

neously with folio 5, because the lines on the former are a direct

continuation of the last lines on the latter, and are written in

the same ink and in the same hand. Moreover, since a slightly

different version of lines 6549-6559 is found on a draft of the

diary for August 28-30^ (I. H., 60) it seems certain that those

lines of the Helena scene on folio 6 were written soon after

August 29, perhaps September 8 when, according to the

diary, Goethe did do some work on Faiist. In the same man-

ner it may be assumed that lines found on playbills were, as a

rule, composed soon after the dates of the bills. For how

natural was it for Goethe to scribble a line on the playbill of

the day which was placed on his desk, and how rarely must he

have felt inclined to keep any of them very long after the

performance was over and the interest gone. Thus I believe

that the "Scenar" of the same Helena scene on the playbill of

January 21, 1829 (^I- ^-j ^4) ^^^ actually written soon after

that date.

The case becomes wholly difierent, however, as soon as some-

thing important is placed on a playbill or any other sheet or

1 Compare also I H 57 with lines 6427-643S on another draft of the letter to

the king.
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scrap of paper. From that moment on they are documents and

there is ample reason to preserve them. Thus the lines of the

Classical Walpurgis-Night on folio 6 of August 29 and the play-

bill of January 21, which evidently were added at some other

time, may be much later than those dates, and in view of the

circumstance that they are supplemented by the lines on the

playbill of November 28 (II. H., 9)' I am inclined to assign

them to about the latter time. As we know from the diaries,

Goethe was adjusting scenes of Faust early in December and,

since he did not read the Helena scene to Eckermann till some
time towards the close of that month, it seems that it also

required his attention. On one of the occasions when he had
this scene and its drafts on his desk, he may have noticed the

empty space on the folio and the bill and utilized it for the

Walpurgis-Night. The playbill of November 28, originally

contained line 7 181 and the second half of 7182 also. After-

wards these two lines were cut off and placed elsewhere. The
strip which contains them has been preserved, but it does not

seem to have been recorded in the Weimar edition.

The next document is a playbill of December 26, with the

lines 7 152-7 155, 7559-7565 and 7843-46. This would seem to

indicate that during the last days of the month, while still

engaged in completing the scene with the Mothers, Goethe

allowed his thoughts to go far out into the Classical Walpurgis-

Night. That this is more than a doubtful supposition of mine
is proved again by a clipping from another playbill of those very

same days (II. H., 63) which contains lines 8285-8288, and hence

is reaching still farther ahead. As the possibility of dating this

clipping was overlooked in the Weimar edition, it may be

remarked that it presents this part of a playbill :
" Hofmeister

in tausend Aengsten. Fest der Handwerker. Erste Vorstellung

im fiinften Abonnement." This, in connection with the full

* Fol. 6 of August 29 ofiFers 7080-7089 and a full sketch of 71 17-7139, in which
7132-7139 appear almost in their final form and the playbill of January 21:

7140-7148. The bill of November 28 fills a gap by furnishing 7090-7096 and
7100-7111 and adds 7181-7182.
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set of the playbills kept on file in the Grand Ducal Library,

sufficed to establish the date. It was December 29, 1829.

In the year 1829, Goethe, therefore, apparently did the follow-

ing work on the Classical Walpurgis-Night. At the close of
November, or the beginning of December, he penned some of
the lines which deal with Mephistopheles and the Sphinxes,
Mephistopheles and the Griffins, and the impression of the
ancient world on Faust. At the close of December he sketched
a few lines concerning the arrival of the Sirens, Seismos,
Homunculus and the Philosophers and the Telchines

; other
traces of work may have been lost. The continuous work was
probably not begun until after the completion of the scene with
the Mothers; that is, about January 11, a supposition in which
I am glad to agree with Pniower.^ If Goethe's statements of
time were always accurate, the item in a letter to Zelter, of
March 7, 1830, that he had been engaged for eight weeks in a
labor which gave him joy (that is in the Classical Walpurgis-
Night) might be quoted in support of this assumption.

Space forbids me to enter in detail upon' the question as to

whether the " Hauptmundum " mentioned in the diary under
March 5, is identical with the " Erstes Mundum " as Pniower
assumes, or with the " Zweytes Mundum " as I now believe.

My arguments are : First, that that which John continues must
be identical with that which is specially mentioned on the pre-

ceding days ; March 3: " Das zweyte reinere Mundum gefordert."

March 4 :
" Das zweyte Mundum gefordert ;

" and, second, that
if the " Hauptmundum " were not identical with the second
Mundum, but with the first, it would have been mentioned
more frequently, because the latter was not written in a few
days but only very gradually. I therefore assume that the
second Mundum which, with Pniower, I consider identical with
H, is referred to March 4-6 and 22 and probably also 14.

3 Goethe's Faust Zeugnisse und Excurse zu seiner Entstehungsgeschichte von
Otto Pniower, Berlin, 1899. Through the kindness of Professor Learned I have
had this book long enough to make a cursory examination of it. It will be
indispensable to every student of Faust.
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Piiiower's notice that Goethe had borrowed Schelling's book

on the Cabiri from February 22 to March 8, 1830, harmonizes

well with the time to which the work on the sea scene has been

assigned in my former article. I must entirely disagree with

Pniower, however, when he assumes that the " Erstes Mundum "

represents the state of the Walpurgis-Night when Goethe

stopped work on it between March 6 and 13 or 15. That short

interruption of at most eight days could never have led to the

complete discontinuation of the Mundum, which took place.

Only a lapse of months and a change of plan such as occurred

later between March 28 and June 12 can account for that.

As to the number of separate groups of lines which existed

March 28 besides the " Erstes Mundum," or were composed

afterwards without being chronicled in the diary I cannot offer

much more definite suggestions now than before. The wording

of the entry of March 28, " Geheftet die nachstdurchzufiihren-

den Concepte " points to the existence of a considerable amount

of more or less finished material and the same conclusion is

reached from the fact that there is very little definite evidence

of work on Faiist between June 12 and 25, but all the more

proof of other occupation, not to mention a trip to Jena and an

indisposition which confined the poet to his bed for two days

without, however, incapacitating him for work.

Between March 28 and June 12 Goethe devoted himself princi-

pally to the introduction to the German translation of Carlyle's

Life of Schiller., which he had promised a good while before, to a

review of Zahn's Pompcjanische Hcfte and to botanical studies

of various kinds. Besides he enjoyed a prolonged visit from

Felix Mendelssohn towards the close of this period. The. work

for Carlyle was very urgent and was taken up under the impres-

sion of the impending arrival of a little box from Carlyle and

his wife ; also his archseological and botanical interests and

much unanswered correspondence were interfering with the

work on Faust. Nevertheless there does not seem to be any

doubt that Goethe might have completed the Classical Walpur-

gis-Night in a few days or at most a little over a week in the
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month of April just as well as lie did complete it in a few days

or at most a little over a week in the month of June, provided

that he had been able to make the great resolve of June 15, at

that time.

This leads us to the entries in the diary for June among
which that of the fifteenth in spite of its surpassing importance

is omitted from the extracts published by Erich Schmidt in his

Urfaiist. It reads: '' Neite Resolution zvegen Fatisf'' and is

placed at the head of the entries for that day. June 8 Goethe

sa5's to Kanzler Miiller that the first and second acts of Faust

are almost done. June 12 the diary has: " Beachtung von

Faust wieder vorgenommen," a sure proof that the work had

actually been interrupted, and on the same day or the next the

poet is engaged on the sea scene (II H 71, playbill of June 12).

June 14 follows " Faust. Hauptmotive abgeschlossen," June 15 :

" Neue Resolution wegen Faust,"^ June 18 finally the scheme in

which the scene in Hades appears for- the first and only time as

a prologue to the third act, not " noch " as Pniower puts it. It

may remain doubtful how Goethe had planned the " Haupt-

motive " June 14, but the "Neue Resolution" June 15, is

explained by the scheme of the eighteenth,^ which contains the

great and new resolution of transferring the scene in Hades to

the third act. Thus the entry in the diary for June 15,

furnishes, as it were, the documentary proof for the conclusion

which in my former article was reached by a chain of circum-

stantial evidence.

At what time the prologue was abandoned must unfortunately

remain undecided, because the records are silent on the subject.

The diary says only that July 13 Goethe and Riemer make

*Some other entries may refer to Faust. E. g., June 16, " Manches
bedacht und vorbereitet; 18, " Fortsetzungen aller Art besorgt;" 19, " besorgte

viel nach alien Seiten, etc."

^Pniower cites this scheme (p. ix.) in order to show that in some cases

Goethe did work on Faust without there being any indication of it in the

diaries. But, as was remarked in Note 4, the entry :
" Fortsetzungen aller Art

besorgt" may include Faust.
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some necessary corrections in tlie Classical Walpurgis-Night,

and that December 13 and 14 and perhaps also 15 and 16 Goethe

and Eckermann are discussing it. January 4, 1831, Goethe

declares in a letter to Zelter that the first two acts are done, but

on the following day he qualifies his statement by saying to

Kanzler Miiller that the second is almost done. Hence occa-

sional filing seems to have continued for over half a year.

A. Gerber.
EARiyHAM Coi<i,ege;, October, 1899.



PROFESSOR GEORGE AI^USON HENCH.

The untimely death of Professor George A, Hench has left a

wide breach in our editorial staff.

George Allison Hench was born at Centre, Perry County, Pa.,

October 4, 1866. He attended the public school as far as the

grammar grade and prepared for college at the Dickinson Pre-

paratory School, Carlisle, Pa., matriculating as Freshman in the

Arts Course of Dickinson College in the autumn of 1881. The
next year he entered the Sophomore Class of Lafayette College,

Easton, Pa., and graduated with the degree of A. B. in June,

1885. The following October he entered the Johns Hopkins

University as graduate student. During the summer semester

of 1887 he attended courses at the University of Berlin. The
following summer he spent at Vienna, examining O. H. G.

manuscripts in the Imperial L-ibrary. During the academic

year 1888-89 ^^ was Fellow in German at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, receiving the degree of Ph. D. in June 1889.

The year 1889-90 he spent in Europe, whence he was called

in the summer of 1890, to the Instructorship of German
in the University of Michigan. Here he was one year In-

structor, five years Assistant Professor, and followed Profes-

sor Calvin Thomas (who succeeded Professor Boyesen at Colum-
bia University) first as Acting Professor for one year, and then

as Professor and head of the department. After the death of

his colleague. Professor Walter of the Romance Department,

who was lost on the " Burgoyne," he assumed the direction also

219
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of the Department of the Romance Languages of the Univer-

sity of Michigan, until a new professor should be appointed to

fill Professor Walter's place.

Professor Hench's early youth was spent under the tender care

of his well-regulated home and he gave evidence as a child of

those qualities which were to distinguish him in later years.

His attention was early directed toward good books. One inci-

dent may illustrate the eagerness with which he sought knowl-

edge at the age of eight. At this time his father took him
to see Pilgrini^s Progress on moving canvas. To his great

delight he learned, on returning home, that the book containing

the story was in the library. He at once began to read it and

did not rest till he had read and re-read it. A year or two later,

Cooper's Leatherstockiiig Tales were put into his hands by his

sister and \vere devoured in like manner. This reading led the

way to Scott and the better romances, thus enabling him to

escape the mass of injurious literature which was then tempting

the American youth. The year at Dickinson College laid the

foundation for his wider interest in literature. A new collection

of valuable books procured by one of the college societies at

this time furnished him with abundant literary stimulus.

Upon entering Lafayette College he came into close relations

with Professor Francis A. March, who gave him his first and

lasting impulse toward scientific research. " He never ceased

to honor him as a scholar and love him as a father," and as a

token of this respect, he dedicated to his honored instructor the

most important of his scientific works, Der althochdeiitsche

Isidor.

His first year at Johns Hopkins University was fraught with

the "storm and stress" which is usually incident to the life of a

student in the period of transition from college to university

work. His ideas finally clarified and he settled down in the

second year to enthusiastic and thorough scientific study, choos-

ing German as his major subject. Through the direction of

Professor Henry Wood, his interest was attracted to the Frag-

menta Theotisca in the old edition of Endlicher and Hoffmann
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von Fallersleben, which he subsequently made the subject of

his dissertation. In addition to the courses of Professor Wood,
he followed courses in English with Dr. J. W. Bright, in

Sanskrit and Comparative Philology with Dr. Maurice Bloom-

field, and in Rhine Prankish with Dr. M. D. lycarned.

In his scientific work he possessed the German instinct of

concentration and thoroughness, choosing as his field Philology,

and within this field the special period of the early comparative

Germanic Philology and made most of his contributions in this

field. His first work was the Moiisee Fi-agments : Nezvly Col-

lated Text^ with Introduction, Notes^ Grammatical Treatise and
Exhaustive Glossary and a Photo-lithographic Facsimile (Strass-

burg, Karl J. Triibner, 1891, XXV-212 p., 8°). In this work,

which was an extension and completion of his dissertation, he

passed the text of the Fragments under a new revision, re-col-

lating the manuscripts and correcting earlier misreadings. In

the introduction he gave an accurate and concise history of the

manuscript and the editions, a description of the manuscript

itself, a discussion of the Latin text of St. Matthew, the homily
" De vocatione gentium," and the age and origin of the codex.

He followed the text with notes, a grammatical treatise

(Phonology, Inflection), and a glossary. The accuracy of his

work appears especially in his careful collation of the text and

in the detailed treatment of the phonology and inflection of the

Fragments. Every form with the occurrences is included in

his lists, and this material thus carefully classified is turned

into service in determining, in accordance with the best philo-

logical method, the age and the dialect of the original.

His next work was a natural outgrowth of the study of the

Monsee Fragments and entitled Der althochdeutsche Isidor.

Facsimile-Ausgabe des Pariser Codex nebst critischem Texte der

Pariser und Monseer Bruchstilcke. Alit Einleitung.^ gramma-
tiscJier Darstellung nnd einem ausfiihrlichen Glossar mit 22

Tafeln. (Strassburg. Karl J. Triibner, 1893).* The method

and general plan followed in this work were much the same as

in the case of the Monsee Fragments. The MS. was re-read,
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the paleography was carefully re-studied for determining the

date of the original. The Paris Codex of the Isidor (Latin and

Old High German) was reprinted with photographic facsimile

on opposite pages, and the Monsee Fragments were added.

The phonology and inflection were worked out in exhaustive

detail and employed as material for determining the age of the

monument. The whole was furnished with a glossary giving

each form with the reference to the passage in which it occurs

in the text. It was this tireless patience and even devotion to

minute detail, which gave to this work of Professor Hench its

peculiar value. To him, as to every true philologist, the "jot or

tittle " was a sacred heritage of the past, and as deserving of sci-

entific research as the content of the book itself It was this

truly philological instinct which led him to choose philology as

his life-work, and his love for completeness that limited his

choice to comparative Germanic philology in the restricted sense.

Having rounded out his work in the O. H. G. territory with the

Monsee Fragments and Der althochdciitsche Isidor^ he began to

prepare himself for work in the larger field. He studied Old

Prussian and other languages to widen his horizon and began to

make special contributions. Of these, two appeared, one enti-

tled Gotisch Giip in Beitrdge ziir GescJiichte der deutschen

Sprache 2ind Literatiir (xxi, 562-568, 1896); the other. The

Voiced Spirants in Gothic in The Journal of Germanic Philology

(i, No. I, 1897). These articles were the first of a series which

he intended to write, treating specific questions relating to the

history of the Germanic dialects.

In addition to these works, Professor Hench wrote the fol-

lowing reviews: Goethe^s Tasso^ von Kuno Fischer, [Mod.

Lang. Notes^Yl^ 116-119. 1891.) Bruchstiicke der altedchsis-

chen Bibeldichtiing ^ ans der Bibliotheca Palatina.^ von Karl

Zangemeister und Wilhelm Braune. [Mod. La)ig. Notes^ IX,

244-248. 1894.)

The pedagogical side of Professor Hench's work received a

new importance when he assumed the direction of the German
Department at Michigan. He was a member of the Committee
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of Twelve, and went abroad to collect data for the deliberations

of the Committee. No sacrifice was too great for him to make
in order to attend the meetings of this Committee. He fre-

quently remarked in the midst of his special investigations that

the foundations of philological science in America must be laid

in the early college instruction, and to this end he devoted

much valuable time, during the last few years of his life, to

undergraduate teaching.

As a teacher he was highly successful and the testimony of

those who were influenced by him is expressed in such words

as " His ideals were so high." " His vision so broad." He
brought to his teaching that peculiar stimulus which comes

from early distinction. At the age of thirty he had won inter-

national recognition and esteem. He was a member of the

Modern Language Association of America, had served the

organization in various capacities, was active in the interests

of the Central Association of Modern Languages, but without

any schismatic tendencies.

His co-operative spirit was also manifest in his editorial parti-

cipation in the work of the two new American journals, Ameri-
cana GermanicA and Journal of Germanic Philology. He
belonged to the staff of Contributing Editors of the former and

was one of the Co-editors of the latter. In these positions he

has left a vacancy difficult to fill.

The labors of Professor Hench, during the last two years of

his life, were seriously interrupted by illness, brought on, as it

seems, by overexertion. Notwithstanding the serious condition

of his health he continued his labors at the University and kept

up his interest in the associations to which he belonged, notably

the Modern Language Association. So intense was his interest

in his University work, that he sacrificed the first part of this

year's vacation to the organization of the courses of the summer
school. His health had so far returned by midsummer that he

felt able to venture on a bicycle tour through New England,

with one of his colleagues. While cycling in the White
Mountains he met with the accident which resulted in his
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death. His colleague and traveling companion, a doctor of medi-

cine, supposes that he was seized with an attack of vertigo

while riding, and thus lost his balance. Every effort was made
to save his life, but he succumbed a few days later in a Boston

hospital, and now rests in the cemetery in Carlisle.

As a man, Professor Hench was frank, open-hearted, with a

minute interest in all the questions of life, looking all the

problems of life squarely in the face, and accepting the conclu-

sions to which his best reasoning led him. He had been, from

boyhood, a member of the Presbyterian church. He won the

hearty friendship of his fellows-students, the confidence of his

instructors, the love and admiration of his students, and the

high esteem of his colleagues.

As a scholar he possessed an inspiring enthusiasm, an untir-

ing devotion to scientific truth, a love of accuracy and detail, a

power of concentration such as is seldom found in one so

young. It was these qualities which enabled him in his brief

span of life, to give such completeness to his work as to leave a

well-rounded record of his scientific activity. He was one of

the best examples of the new philological scholarship in

America, and his scientific development was one of the most

interesting both to his instructors and fellow-students. The scien-

tific impulse came to him like a revelation, which, once seen,

never vanished from sight. Once settled in his course he con-

tinued to seek out new truth with that genuine delight which

is a characteristic of the scientific mind. He never wavered

and never wearied, even in the most irksome details of an

arduous task, but took as much delight in examining the slips

upon which he had copied his glossary as a child finds in view-

ing its treasures.

His German library was valuable to have been collected in so

short a time. He had often said it should go to the University

at which he was working at the time of his death, and by a

strange premonition, it almost seems, he had told one of his

friends in Ann Arbor, shortly before he left, all the details of

the bequest, and how he would like it arranged.
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In the death of Professor Hench the University of Michigan

has lost one of its best professors, American science a most

promising scholar, and his fellow Germanists a beloved colleague.

His work and memory will remain an unfailing stimulus to

those who survive him, the best monument to his brief but

useful life.f

M. D. Learned.

*This appeared as number 72 of Guellen und Forschungen.

t The family of Professor Hench have kindly furnished important data for

this memorial, and the writer gratefully acknowledges this assistance.
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AMERICANA GERMANICA.

SYNTAX DER RIESER MUNDART.

Bei der Behandlung dieses Themas bin ich tnir der Schwierig-

keit meiner Aufgabe wohlbewusst. Die Syntax einer Mundart
bietet ungleich grossere Schwierigkeiten als die der Schrift-

spraclie. Es ist darum wichtig fiir jeden Sprachforscher niemals

aus den Augen zu verlieren, dass das Geschriebene nicht die

Spraclie selbst ist, dass die in Sclirift nmgesetzte Sprache immer
erst einer Riickumsetzung bedarf, ehe man mit ihr rechnen kann.

Diese Riickumsetzung ist nur in unvollkommener Weise mog-
lich

;
soweit sie aber moglich ist, ist sie eine Kunst, die gelernt

sein will. Scliwierig vor allem ist es, eine Scheidung dessen

vorzunehmen, was in syntactischer Beziehung einer Mundart
rein angeliort oder nicht.

In einer Mundart gestalten sich natiirlicher Weise die syntac-

tischen Verhaltnisse viel freier und ungezwungener, weil ein

Dialect nur in seltenen Fallen durch den Einfluss der Schrift-

sprache gehemmt wird. Vgl. Behagliel, Enistehung der abkdn-

gigen Rede mid Ausbildung der Zeitfolge im Altdeutschen p. 10.

Bei der Behandlung der Syntax einer lebenden Mundart
scheint es unumganglich notwendig zu sein, Beobachtungen am
lebenden Individuum anzustellen. Nur dann kann man Resul-

tate gewinnen, die von jedem Verdachte der Falschung frei

sind, nur dann kann man seine Beobachtungen beliebig ver-

vollstandigen und methodische Experimente machen. Dabei

soil natiirlich nicht in Abrede gestellt werden, dass die unbe-

fangene Beobachtung des Verhaltnisses von Schrift und Sprache
grosse Dienste leistet. Ich habe das Neuhochdeutsche vergleichs-

(229)
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weise dem Dialect oft zur Seite gestellt. Zwischen der einfachen

Ausdnicksweise beim Rieser Dialect sowohl als bei andern siid-

deutschen Mundarten iind zwischen dem einfachen Schrift-

deutsch—ich rede liier nnr vom einfachen Satz—besteht genau

genommen wenig Unterschied. Der Einfluss der dentschen

Schriftsprache auf die Dialecte ist insofem vielleicht doch ein

grosserer als man im allgemeinen annimmt, oder wie konnte

man sonst von einer allmahligen Annaherung der I^Iundarten

an die Schriftsprache reden ?

Eine seiche Annaherung scheint unabwendbar, seit die Dia-

lectdichtung Mode geworden ist. Dialectische Erzahlungen

und Gedichte von Gebildeten sind fiir die Beurteilung einer

mundartlichen Syntax von geringem Werte, denn Gebildete,

die ihren Dialect kennen, iibertragen gewohnlich unbewusst

das syntactisch-stilistische Geriist der hochdeutschen Schrift-

sprache auf den Dialect. Das ist der Fall bei Fritz Renter,

Klaus Groth, Sailer, Meyr und alien andern Dialectdichtern.

Das getreueste Bild der syntactischen und lexicalischen Eigenart

des Volkes gewinnt man nur durch Beobachtung am lebenden

Individuum. Ich habe daher das mir zu Gebote stehende

Material der Rieser Mundart Literatur: Meyr, Wild, Kahn,

Jakob, etc., nur selten beniitzt und mich hauptsachlich an die

gesprochene Sprache der Rieser gehalten und zu diesem Zwecke

auch wahrend meines Aufenthaltes in der alten Heimat unge-

zwungene Gesprache, Erzahlungen und Liedchen aufgezeichnet,

genau wie ich sie aus dem ]\Iunde der Leute erfuhr.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es nicht meine Absicht eine

vergleichende syntactische Darstellung zu geben. Bin ich

auch bis zu einem gewissen Grade mitbayrischen, schwabischen

und fraukischen ]\Iundarten bekannt, so sehe ich mich doch

gezwungen von einem derartigen Unternehmen abzusehen schon

allein wegen der Unmoglichkeit des Aufenthalts auf den betref-

fenden Sprachgebieten, und ein Aufenthalt auf bayrischem,

schwabischem oder schweizerischem Gebiet ware doch unbedingt

notig, um ein getreues Bild der Redearten in vergleichender

Weise darzustellen.
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Ich ziehe daher den Kreis enger und bescliranke mich bios

auf das Gebiet des kleinen Landstriches Ries, dessen Sprachge-
brauch und Redeweise mir bekannt ist

Vergleichen wir iibrigens die verschiedenen siiddeutschen

Dialecte miteinander, so finden wir eine erstaunliche Ahnlich
keit, die die Ausdrucksweisen mit einander haben.

Der bayrische Bauer unterscheidet sich in seiner Ausdrucks-
weise und Wortstellung von dem schwabisclien nach nieiner

Beobachtung im einzelnen doch hauptsachlich nur dadurch,

dass der letztere etwas unbeholfner, schwerfalliger und umstand-
licher ist in seiner Rede. Dieser Umstand lasst uns mit einieer

Sicherlieit auf seinen Character scliliessen. Der Scliwabe ist

von Natur etwas langsam und dem entsprechend ist seine Aus-
drucksweise. Der Bayer hingegen ist etwas gewandter, kiirzer

und biindiger. Die schwabisclien und bayrischen Mundarten
weichen natiirlich von der Syntax der Schriftsprache des Neu-
hochdeutschen ab, sie sind freier und ungezwungener, die

schwabische vielleicht noch mehr als die bayrische. Der
Schwabe verrat in seiner Redeart Verwandtschaft mit dem
Schweizer, der Bayer mit dem Osterreicher und Franken.

Hilfsquellen, die ich bei diesser Arbeit hauptsachlich zu Rate
gezogen, sind: Behahel, Die deutsche Sprache, 1886; und:
Uber die Zeitfolge der abhdngigen Rede, 1878 ; G. Binz, Zur
Syntax der baselstadtischen Mundart, 1888

; Erdmann, Grund-
ziige der deutschen Syntax, 1886 ; Grimm, Deutsche Gram^natik,
Bd. I-IV.

;
Miklosich, Vergleichende Grammatik der slavischejt

Sprachen, Bd. 4, 1883 ;
Paul, Principien der deutschen Sprache ;

Paul, Mittelhochdeutsche Grammatik ; Sanders, Hauptschivierig-

keiten der deutschen Sprache; Schmeller, Grammatik und
Worterbuch der bayrischen Mundart.

Miklosich definiert die Syntax als jenen Teil der Grammatik,
welcher die Bedeutung der Wortklassen und der Wortformen
darzulegen hat.

Ich behandle die I^ehre von der Bedeutung der Wortklassen,

die in folgende Telle zerfallt : I. Verbum ; II. Substantiv ; III.

Adjectiv ; IV. Adverb ; V. Praposition; VI. Interjection ; VII.

Pronomen
; VIII. Conjunction.
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Bei der Beliandlung des einfacheii Satzes glaube ich iiiit dem

Verbxi7n beginnen zu miissen. Es dient dazu, etwas mitzuteilen,

eine Thatigkeit, eine Lebeusausserung oder einen Zustand. Es

ist der eigentliche Mittelpunkt der Sprache iiiid der Quell des

Sprachreichtiims im Nenhoclideutschen sowohl ^vie in den

]Minidarten, denn aus ihm werdeii die meisten Substantiva

gebildet. Es ist aucli die Hauptsache im Satze.

I.

Das Verbum.

' Im vierten Band seiner vergleichenden Syntax auf Seite 261

sao-t Miklosich : Die Verba lassen sich nach ihrer syntactischen

Function einteilen zum ersten in verba concreta oder Vollverba

und zum zweiten in verba abstracta oder Hilfsverba.

A.

Betrachten wir zunachst den Gebrauch der verba concreta in

der Rieser Mundart.

Von der Vermischung zwischen beiden Klassen der starken

und schwachen Conjugation, die schon in historischer Zeit statt-

gefunden, ist hier nicht der Platz zu reden. Ich verweise hier

auf die Erorterung von Behaghel in Paul's Grtindriss, Bd. I,

p. 605, und bemerke hier nur soviel, dass der Rieser Dialect

haufig die starke Form bewahrt hat, wo die Schriftsprache die

schwache besitzt : z. B. er hod grens = er hat gegreint

;

khonka" = gehinkt.

Auch ein Ubertritt schwacher Formen in die starke Conjuga-

tion findet statt : z. B. gwonsch3~ = gewunscht ;
bedida =

bedeutet
;
gschombfa = geschimpft.

In einer Anzalil von Fallen hat Vermischulig schwacher und

starker Verba stattgefunden : z. B. gschombfa
,
gschembfd,

gwonscha", gwenschd, etc.

Bei den concreten Verben unterscheide ich wieder wie folgt

:

I. Subjective Verba (vgl. Sanders, p. 127) d. h. Zeitworter,

die mit dem Subject einen vollstandigen Satz bilden, derkeiner

weiteni Erganzung bediirftig ist. In dieser Beziehung stimrat
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die Mundart mit der neulioclideiitschen Scliriftsprache iiberein.

Denn einfache Satze wie : Das Kind weiut, der Hund bellt,

kann audi der Rieser niclit anders ausdrucken. In seine

Sprache umgesetzt heisst es : ds khed grae d ; dr hod billd
,

will er den Satz besonders betonen, so gebraucht er allerdings

das ini Schriftdentschen niclit stattbafte Verbuni " thun,"

z. B. : ds khed duad grse'na'.

2. Den Gegensatz zu den siibjectiven Verben bilden solche,

die einer Erganzung bediirfen d. h. also objective. Die zu diesen

Zeitwortern gehorigen Erganzungen konnen von Prapositionen

abhangen. Die Prapositionen vermeidet jedocli die Mundart in

solchen Fallen, Satze wie : wir verlangen nach Ruhe, sind

dem Rieser frenid. Er sagt statt dessen
; ds wella" ru9. Sogar

das Verbum klingt ihm zu modern ; er vermeidet dasselbe,

wo immer er nur kann, und walilt sicli eins, das seinem syntac-

tischen Geschmack besser passt.

3. Die zu solchen Zeitwortern gehorigen Erganzungen konnen
im nhd. auch durcli den blossen Casus bezeichnet werden ; z. B.

durch den Genetiv, Dativ oder Accusativ. Mit dem Genetiv

scheinen die meisten Dialecte auf dem Kriegsfusse zu stehen, so

auch der Rieser. Anstatt zu sagen
; Wir bediirfen des Rates

weiser Leute, zieht er vor zu sagen : 0"s braocha^ rod von gschaede

laed. Der gewahlteren Ausdrucksweise wird ausgewichen, sie

ist eine I^ast fiir ihn. Nur mit dem Dativ und Accusativ wird

die Mundart leichter fertig, Ich komme im nachsten Kapitel

des naheren darauf zu reden. Der Satz : Einer hilft dem
andern ist auch dem Dialect gelaufig. Beispiel fiir den Ace :

drfadr hod da^ buaba".

4. Verba, welche ihre Erganzung nicht im Accusativ zu sich

nehmen, d, h. also intransitive—und Verba, welche die Ergan-

zung im Accusativ zu sich nehmen und darum also die transi-

tiven und factitiven Verba heissen. Diese Verba, resp. deren

Ubergange und Wechsel stellen sich in folgender Weise dar :

a. Intransitive Verba werden transitiv. Vgl. Grimm, Bd. IV.,

51. Hieher gehoren eine Masse von Compositen von Verben.

Die einfachen Verba sind intransitiv, die zusammengesetzten
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traiisitiv. Beispiele, schdraeds", aschraeda : liiaga, aliiaga";

haericha", vrhaericha";

/?. Transitive Verba werden intransitiv :

- . - / trans.—abziehen (Kleider, etc.).

I mtrans.—weggehen.

2. aschiaba =dasselbe.

- , ~ { trans.—vermissen.
3. groda < .

I mtrans.—fehlen.

Im allgeraeinen gelten fiir die ]\Iundart dieselben Regeln in

Bezug auf die transitiven und intransitiven Verba wie im

Nhd. Der alte Unterschied, wonach transitive und intransitive

Verba von demselben Stamm dadurch gekennzeicbnet sind, dass

letztere gewohnlich stark, erstere gewohnlich scliwach sind mit

umgelautetem Stammvokal ist freilich nicht mehr rein erhalten

in uusenn Dialect, vielleicht aber noch ein wenig melir als im

Nhd. z. B. : hanga"—hanga'-dorra"—dorra'^intrans.—trans.

5. Reflexive Verba. Vgl Grimm IV., 33 ff.

{a) Im Nenbochdeutschen hat der Gebrauch des Reflexives

sehr abgenommen im Vergleich mit dem Alt- nnd Mittelhoch-

deutschen. Der Dativ steht z. B. noch iiberall im Althoch-

deutschen bei forhtan. Der Genetiv und Dativ kommen im

Nhd. gar nicht mehr oder doch nur sehr selten vor ; bei

fiirchten steht jetzt audi der Accusativ, z. B. ich fiirchte mich,

du fiirchtest dich, etc. Im Dialect ist dies anders. Der alte

Dativ ist erhalten. z. B. i firchd mr ; du firchschd dr, etc.

{!)) Intransitive Reflexiva sind in der Mundart haufig ; z. B.

er vrschrikd se = er erschrickt ; er hoesst se = er nennt sich.

Merkwiirdig ist audi noch ein anderer Zug der Rieser

]\Iundart, den er mit der Volkssprache geniein hat. Sie pflegt

namlich gerne das Reflexiv auf die erste und zweite Person des

plur. zu erstrecken, d. h. fiir uns und euch zu brauchen ; z. B.

d"s bedaiika se =^ wir bedanken uns; o""s /loud se gfred^=^Ax

haben uns gefreut; ui ho7id se givotidrd = ihr habt euch

gewundert.

{c) Transitive I'erba^ die im Nhd. nur reflexi\' vorkommen,

wie : sich verreden, sich vernarren, sich tummeln, etc., konnen
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in der Mundart auch intransitiv gebraucht werden, z. B. er

vrnarrd = er wird ein Narr ; er vrred = er schwatzt aus der

Schule ; vgl. Nhd. verbaiiern.

id) Folge7ide Verba^ die im Nhd. in demselben Wortlant

nicht reflexiv vorkommen, werden in der Mundart reflexiv

gebraucht : se ado3~=: sich abthun, d. h, es hat die Bedeutung

von : sich entkleiden ; se ado3~^ sich anthun d. h. sich anklei-

den ; se aofdos = prahlen ; se dre3"= tanzen ; se do3"= ange-

hen, erlauben, etc,

ie) Wahrend im Nhd. die Abschwachung des Reflexives zu

passiver Bedeutung gar nicht selten ist, wird dieselbe in der

Mundart fast gar nicht gebraucht. Satze wie : hier tanzt es

sich leicht, vgl. Paul, Principien p. 234, also Satze, in denen

jede active Wirkung des Subjects ausgeschlossen ist (wie bei

:

sich befinden, finden, etc.) ist der Mundart fremd. Doch gibtes

Ausnahmen, z. B. des losd se heard
.,
des vrschod se, des frogd

se, etc.

(/") Was die verba impersonalia betriift, d. h. also die Zeit-

worter, denen das Subject etwas unbekanntes ist, etwas, was nur

aus der Wirkung erkennbar ist, und das man mit unbestimmtem

es bezeichnet, so ist nichts zu erwahnen, was vom Nhd. abweicht.

Der einzige kaum nennenswerte Unterschied ist der, dass haufig

ein vom Nhd. verschiedenes Verbum gebraucht wird, z. B.

anstatt : es gibt auch solche Leute, wiirde der Rieser sagen : es

hod o sode laed ; anstatt : wir bekommen bald Schnee, es gid

bal schiiea^ etc.

{^g) Was die Abweichungen des Dialectes in der Conjugation

betrifft, so erwahne ich nur, dass das Prateritum (Imperfect) so

gut wie nicht gebraucht wird. Ebenso wird auch das Partici-

pium praesentis vermieden, was man iiberhaupt in der Volks-

sprache selten hort. Der Conjunctiv wird nur in seltenen Fallen

gebraucht und wenn, dann fast immer nur mit Hilfe des

Verbums thun ; z, B. des diide doo = das wiirde ich thun ; des

brichd r ned dod = das wiirde er nicht zu thun brauchen.

Und nun noch einige Bemerkungen iiber den Gebrauch des

Infinitives, Wahrend wir im Nhd. nach den Verben horen und
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sehen, den Infinitiv activi zugleich passivisch gebrauchen (vgi.

dariiber Grimm IV. 61 ff.), z. B. ich hore erzahleii (audio narrari)

oder ich kaiin keiii Tier schlachten sehen—nmgeht die Mundart

diese Ausdrucksweise. Der Rieser wiirde sagen : i kan ned se^

wid ?na a dier schlachd.

Zuweilen wird der doppelte Infinitiv gebrancht, aber auch

dann nur in einer von der Schriftsprache abweichenden Form.
Anstatt : ich babe ihn singen horen—sagt der Rieser : i habn

heare se?ig3

.

B.

Ich gehe nun iiber zu den Hilfsverben oder verba abstracta.

Sie enthalten das Pradicat. In der Mundart werden dieselben

verwendet wie folgt

:

T. Die Verba s<z {= sein) und habS (= haben)

:

{a) Sa9 dient als copula zur Verbindung eines Subjects mit

einem Pradicatsnomen ; in einzelnen Fallen, wo das Pradicat

durch ein Adverb oder einen ganzen Satz ausgedriickt oder ganz

ausgelassen ist, kommt so die Copula zu der Bedeutung vor-

kommen, scheinen z. B. : es isch mr dock so gwesd = es kam
mir doch so vor ; oder : es isch nir i dddn sea ; es isch mr i sod

gangS ^ etc.

{b) Das Verbum scb dient ferner zur Umschreibung des Par-

ticipium perfecti (pret.) da der Mundart das Imperfect, wie schon

erwahnt, verloren gegangen ist. Im Rieser Dialect sagt man
nie : er ging, sondern : er isch ^angS

.

{c) Mit Hilfe von sd bilden ihr Participium perfecti alle

diejenigen intransitiva, welche das Ubergehen in eine neue

Existenz oder in einen Zustand bezeichnen, z. B. er isch

kni3~gld = er hat gekniet. Die Mundart gebrancht oft Doppel-

formen und sagt sowohl er isch aos dr ard gschlaga ^ als auch

er hod aos dr ard gschlaga ^ welch letztere Wendung im Neu-

hochdeutschen nicht statthaft ist.

{d) Das Hilfszeitwort sae wird femer gebrancht bei Intransi-

tiven, die eine Ortsveranderung bezeichnen, z. B. es isch mr
gu9d ga7ig3 ; haufiger ^^hod mrgiiad ga7ig9 ^ was natiirlich nicht
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statthafl ist in der Schriftsprache. Letztgenanntes Beispiel

finden wir haiifig in der Volkssprache.

Verba niit doppeltem Gebraucli von isch und hod und vom
Nhd. abweichend sind folgende :/u3sld=^sc\\r\e\\ gelien, burdzld

^

dramblj^ schdolsidrS ^ krabld
.,
lofd ^ bakp^ etc.

{e) Von den intransitiven, die teils niit sein, teils mit haben

abgewandelt werden, sehe ich hier ab, da ich dieselben sclion

teilweise beriilnte. Satze wie : er hod galderd oder : isch gal-

derd (fliehen, begegnen, folgen, gliicken, etc., gestatten alle

doppelten Gebraiich von isch und hod^ konimen in der Mundart

haufig vor und zeigen keine Abweichungeu von der Schrift-

sprache.

(y) Ini Nhd. konnen manche Intransitiva in eigentiimlicher

Weise zu Reflexiven werden, indeni die Wirkung, der Erfolg der

Thatigkeit augegeben wird. Dann gilt natiirlich nur haben als

Hilfszeitv/ort, z. B., Ich bin gegangen—ich habe niich warm

gegangen. In dieser Beziehung stimmt der Dialect niit deni

Nhd. iiberein. Habd wird jedoch in der Mundart liaufiger als

in der Schriftsprache als Vollverbum gebraucht, z. B., idds

hodsn = das Schicksal hat ihn erreicht ; idds homrs = nun

sind wir fertig ; oder : 7nid deani habes = mit dem habe ich

etwas auszustehen.

Als Hilfszeitwort wird es fast iiberall audi da gebraucht, wo
wir es in der Schriftsprache finden. Habj als Hilfszeitwort in

Verbindung mit Infinitiv von gewissen Verben ist im Dialect

sehr ungewohnlich. Auf diesen Infinitiv habe ich schon in den

vorhergehenden Paragraphen hingewiesen. Der Rieser zieht

die Uraschreibunggewohnlich vor. Anstatt ich habe ihn singen

horen, sagt er lieber : i ha kheard wid nr gsongf hod. Vgl.

Grimm, IV. 168.

In der Schriftsprache wird in Nebensatzen das Hilfszeitwort

haben oder seid hinter dem Participium haufig unterdriickt. In

der Mundart geschieht das nie, z. B. es, wurde mir mitgeteilt,

dass er dort gewesen—oder : dass er Streit gehabt. Der Rieser

muss das Hilfsverbum in solchen Fallen gebrauchen, wenn er

von seines gleichen richtig verstanden werden will. Er wiirde
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darn in sagen : es isch mr gsakd woarS ^ dass r dann9 gwesd
isch, etc.

2. megd = mogen, kommt vor als Vollverb und zwar :

{a) Wenn es soviel heisst als lieb haben, z. B,, magschd
me= hast dii micli lieb ?

{i)) Wenu es soviel ist als vermogen oder konnen oder auch

verlangen, z. B. dear mag vU=^Qr verlangt viel.

{c) Schliesslicli ist es wie im Neuliochdeutschen auch als

Hilfszeitwort selir gebrauchlich und hat stets die Bedeutung

:

etwas gerne thun.

3. Solla wird als VoUverbum gebrancht in Satzen wie z. B.

des sode = dass muss ich thun. Als Hilfszeitwort ist es ganz

dem Neuhochdeutschen entsprechend.

4. Defa = diirfen. Als VoUverbum wird es gebrancht haupt-

sachlich in Compositis, z. B. : er hod ned nadefd = er hat

keinen Besuch machen diirfen. Als Hilfszeitwort entspricht es

dem Nhd.

5. Wear3 = werden
; p. p. woara = worden (geworden) wird

gebraucht als VoUverbum ; z. B. dr bo7n isch 7ied wears' = der

Baum ist nicht gediehen, nicht gewachsen ; aos deSm isch nix

woara" = aus dem ist nichts geworden.

6. Well9 = wollen ; haufig gebraucht als VoUverbum mit

der Bedeutung verlangen, wiinschen, fordern ; z. B. os wend
(= wollen) des ned. Als Hilfszeitwort entspricht es dem Nhd.

7. Mipsse = milssen, entspricht gewohnlich dem Nhd, An-
statt des Nhd. " sollen " wird es gebraucht, wenn von dem
Willen des Schicksals geredet wird ; z. B. des hod 7ied sae

miassa". Auch bei einem Versprechen wird miasss gebraucht

:

z. B. y^, jb^ khendle des muasch ^«(5/= ja, ja, liebes Kindlein,

das sollst du haben.

8. Do3 =-\\\\iw^ dient haufig dazu dem Verbalbegriff einen be-

sondern Nachdruck zu geben ; z. B. was draebsch Michl ;

arb9d3 doane = was thust (treibst) du, Michel ; ich arbeite
;

dear dead koe blad firs niaol nermnj=^^r hat Mut genug, ilim

die Wahrheit zu sagen.
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Haufig wird es im Conjunctiv an Stelle von wiirde gebraucht

;

z. B. des dade doa'^das wiirde ich thun.

Znm Scliluss erwahne ich noch eine Anzahl von Zeitwortern,

die im Nhd. selten oder gar nicht vorkommen, wahrend sie in

der Mundart zahlreich sind, z. B. waebra ; fudsld ; ^^a^^///

H^-Z/r^ Junge werfen ; romdrogld =^\a.n^s2,vcv sein ; nudlf =
herumkneten ; hoes9=^ schimpfen ; leschdr^ = zanken, schelten.

II.

Das Substantivum.

Die syntactischen Verhaltnisse des Substantives sind in der

Mundart fast die gleichen wie in der Schriftsprache. Die Aus-

fiihrung diirfte deshalb weniger interessant erscheinen, wenn

wir bios das Ganze betrachten. Ich werde gelegentlich auf

Einzelheiten kommen, die vom Nhd. abweichen.

{a) Unabhangige oder absolute Substantiva werden Verhalt-

nisbestimmungen.

Wenn der Rieser von biu , medle^ ma^ waeb^ fro^ etc. spricht,

so meint er damit seinen Sohn, Tochter, Gatte, Gattin. Wenn
es also heisst : muci bus isch ned drhoeyn., so will damit gesagt

sein : mein Sohn ist nicht zu Hans. Andere Beispiele sind :

mae medle ischfurd= meine Tochter ist ausgegangen ; dr ma
isch of n (ace.) 7na.rkd^=^^x (mein) Gatte ist auf den Markt ge-

gangen ; ds waeb oder: d ixb isch z'(^r y^/^^ die Gattin oder

Frau ist nach einem benachbarten Dorf gegangen, um Freunde

zu besuchen.

Das sind ja nun freilich tjbergange, die sich teilweise audi

in der Schriftsprache finden.

(3) Verhaltnisbestimmungen werden absolut oder unabhangig.

Spricht der Rieser Bauer von einem niijdrle (= Miitterchen),

so meint er damit eine alte Frau ; erzahlt er uns : baetn moer-

baor honds an pren23 kridgd^ so will das heissen : Der Familie

Meierbauer wurde ein Sohn geboren ; spricht er von einem so^

so meint er damit einen Jiingling, spricht er von einer dochdr^

dann meint er ein erwachsenes Madchen ; waeb= tiichtige

Frau, etc.
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Eine Erganzung der Substantiva findet statt wie iiii Neu-
hochdeiitsclien :

1. Diircli Adjectiva : {a) als Attribut
;

{b) als Pradicat
;

{c)

als pradicatives Attribut. Vgl. dazii Erdmann, § 52. Was das

letztere {c) betrifft, so ist zu bemerken, dass das pradicative

Adjectiv mit dem Substaiitiv haufig iiicht durch die Copula sae

verbunden wird, sondern durch ein Verbum der Bewegung oder

audi der Ruhe an eineni Ort, z. B. dr kirchJiof schwemd vol

wassr; dr k/icslofd vol mdda ; d dem hanged vol birj ; dr markd
schdod vol laed; die Thatigkeit, die ira Verbum ausgedriickt

ist, kommt eigentlich nicht dem Subject zu, sondern dem von

vol abhangigen Substantiv.

Wir haben audi im Nhd. Wendungen wie: Die Bank sitzt

voller Mensdien, oder: Ilini hangt der Himmel voUer Bass-

geigen; Der Eimer lauft vol! Wasser; viel freier ist jedoch die

Anwendung soldier Verbindungen mit vol im Dialect und
besonders im Mhd,; vgl. z. B. Erec. 2038: das bus sas edeler

frouwen voll, audi gieng der wald wildes voll, etc. Noch bei

Hans Sachs finden wir: den wald sach er springen voll der

wilden tiere, all specerey voll wurme loffen. Vgl. dazu: Paul,

Prhicipien^ p. 129 ff.

Eine Erganzung der Substantiva kann auch stattfinden

2. Durch Casus von Substantiven. Wenn der von einem

Hauptwort abhangige Genetiv vor dasselbe tritt, so biisst dies

bekanntlich den bestimmten Artikel ein. Dass dieser soge-

nannte sachsische Genetiv in der Rieser Mundart soviel als

moglich vermieden wird, bedarf kaum der Erwahnung. Man
hort wohl hie und da: s'millers haos^ burgdinoestrs hof^ m'' miller

see haos^ etc. Ein Satz wie der folgende: mein Freuiid, dessen

altester Sohn bei mir ist, etc., ist dem Rieser viel zu hoach-

daetsch^ wie er sich ausdriicken wiirde. Er sagt lieber: 7ncz

froed^ vo deam dr eldschd so do isch^ etc.

Gegen die Regeln des Dativs und Accusativs verstosst der

Rieser nicht und unterscheidet sich dadurch von seinen Grenz-

nachbam, den Franken, die diese Casus haufig miteinander ver-

wechseln.
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3. Eine Erganzung der Substantiva durch Adverbien ist iu

der Mundart viel haufiger als in der Schriftsprache, besonders

dienen dazu die x\dverbien des Orts: z. B. dear ma do, dr raech

baor nebsdra"; dear haofd do danna".

Natiirlich sind Substantiva ancli durch andre Adverbien

erganzungsfahig, z. B. so a lofub; gar an ofiidg^ etc.

Haufig nimmt das Adverb adjectivische Form an, wenn es ein

Substantiv erganzt; z. B, bae zuanam f^ schdr {= dos Fenster,

das zu ist, geschlossen ist; a he'ne'a gas ^= eine Gans, die bin ist,

d. h. tot. Die Schriftsprache verhalt sich natiirlich ablehnend

zu solchen Neubildungen.

4. Ein Substantiv kann als Erganzung zu einem andern Sub-

stantiv hinzutreten. Vgl. Erdmann, § 198 ff.

{a) Als Apposition.

{b) Als Pradicat.

Fiir letzteres Beispiele anzufiihren halte ich fur liberfliissig,

da sich die Mundart hier nicht im geringsten von der Schrift-

sprache unterscheidet. Die Apposition ist im Dialect nicht so

haufig wie in der Schriftsprache; z. B. mae michl^ mae bup ; mae
derfle, mae hoemdd., etc. Gewohnlich verwendet die Mundart

die Form eines abhangigen Satzes, also gewissermassen die

Form eines Pradicats. Nur in der Verwendung des Sprich-

wortes, das man haufig aus dem Munde alterer Bauern hort, ist

die Apposition mehr im Gebrauch, z. B. kloene khendr^ kloenS

plog; groase khendr^ groasp plog.

Was nun die Substantivierung betrifft, so kann zunachst

jedes Adjectivum auch substantivisch gebraucht werden wie im

Nhd., teils indem die Eigenschaft selbst als gegenstandlich

dargestellt wird, z. B. gtwd, beas, etc., teils indem ein Trager

derselben nach ihr benannt wird ; z. B. a guddr^ dr groas^ dr

schcd ; vgl. Erdmann, § 9.

Substantivierter Infinitiv ist ganz allgemein ; z. B. des essp

doeled ondr ui = diese Mahlzeit (Essen) teilt unter euch. Inter-

essant ist es, dass haufig auch ein Infinitiv sammt einer

dabeistehenden Erganzung substantiviert wird ; z. B. ds romgugp
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onds kirwelofj honir gmiidg ; oder : ds miijbr awenschd ond

leji lofa cvurd awl ergr^ etc.

Nach einer beschrankten Anzahl von Verben, wie scs ^ haba ^

etc., finden wir einen von der Praposition abhangigen Infinitiv

mit dem bestimmten Artikel, einem nhd. Infinitiv mit zu

entsprechend ; z. B. des isch zom an dwand naofkrabld ; es isch

zom graeyw ; zom biJgjdlacJiS ^ etc.

Auch der Genetiv von lufinitiven wird manchesmal ge-

braucht ; z. B. des deanas isch r bald ibr woara = des Dienens

ist er bald iiberdriissig geworden ; des graenes ben e sdd^ etc.

Die soeben genannten Formen werden noch deutlich als Infinitiv

erkannt. Schwierigkeiten bieten folgende Beispiele, die gar

nicht selten sind, ds deand vrschdekerles; did hond fangrles do^

etc.

Die Substautiviening dieser urspriingliclien Verba diirfte

vielleiclit so zu erklaren sein, dass die Verba auf ahnliche Weise

wie das Wort Spielerei von dem Infinitiv spielen gebildet

wurden. In obengenannten Fallen wurde das Suffix ei

weggelassen, und nach scliwabischem Sprachgebrauch zu

Diminutiven umgeandert, indem das Suffix le angehangt wurde.

Bine Anzahl von Verbalformen werden substantiviert, resp.

ganze Satze, besonders Ausrufesatze ; z. B. schiuaeg 7nr mit daem
helfdrgod ; dr kanixl ( = Nichtskonner) ; dr scJuidlblaebr ; a

neddradenkr^ etc.

Adverbia werden substantiviert, z. B., e7i dr feardne = in

der friiheren (fern zuriick) Zeit, oder : des ewengfraele sag mr
netne ; des driba god 77ie nix 5, etc.

Conjunctionen werden substantiviert, besonders : wenn, aber.

Zahlworter werden als Substantiva gebraucht ; von eins und
zwei wird sogar der plur. gebraucht, was nach Erdmann, § 12,

in der Schriftsprache nicht statthaft ist ; z. B. rf simnr sind nea

ofdr rechdS daz = die sieben sind nicht auf der rechten Stelle.

Personal pronomina werden substantiviert, z. B., do hosch

a dip/pie ofsi; er hod 7nr sdu abodd .

Interjectionen werden substantiviert, z. B., e7i oem hui ; ibr

dedn isch a wed konid ^ etc.
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III.

Das Adjectiv.

Die Rieser Mundart hat mit dem Neulioclideutschen zur

Bezeichnung des hoheren Grades iinter zweien den Comparativ,

des hochsten unter mehreren den Superlativ gemeinsam. In

der Anwendung zeigt der Dialect kleine Unterschiede.

Ich unterscheide hier wie beim Substantiv erganzungsbediirf-

tige und absohde oder unabhdngige Adjectiva. Vgl. Binz, § 16 ff.

1. Erganziingsbediirftig sind : Comparative und Superlative

von Adjectiven.

Beim Vergleicli von nur zweierlei genugt im Neuhoch-

deutschen fiir den hoheren Grad der Comparativ, doch findet

sich dafiir zuweilen der Superlativ. Der Dialect zieht den

Superlativ vor, z. B., os ivelS se9 wear dr schderkschd isch

voft OS ziviia. Genauer ware natiirlich : der starkere.

Statt ah nach einem Comparativ wird in der Mundart haufig

denn gebraucht oder auch der in der Schriftsprache nicht sehr

seltene Pleonasmus: als wi^ , z. B., I be?i greasr denn du

;

oder : ds voDveng jor hod mr mednr schada do als wia" ds

Imireng.

Eine Anzahl von Adjectiven wird erganzungsbediirftig ; z. B.

vrs'dssS ^ begiaretig. (In Satzen, z. B., dear isch vrsass3~ 0/ des

mddle.)

2. Nicht ergangzungsbedurftig sind :

{a) Negative Aiisdriicke wie : dneade?ig^ oseneng (ausnahms-

weise findet man, dass negative Ausdriicke erganzungsbediirftig

sind).

{b) Staffbeseichujingen : aese^ glesre^ schdoene^ hilze^ etc.

{c) Fortnbezeichmingen: ekjd^ gldd^ etc.

Ubergange von einer Klasse zur andern sind im Dialect nicht

selten. {a) Abhdngige Adjectiva kbnnen unabhdngig werden.

I. In einigen Fallen wird der Superlativ absolut gebraucht,

um einen sehr hohen Grad zu bezeichnen. I ha d'lengdschd zaed

of ^n gward; oder : ds hond d'wengschd hofnettg khed. Haufig

wird natiirlich das Adjectiv substantiviert und dann bedeutet dr

lidbschd^ die lijbschd so viel als—der Geliebte, die Geliebte.
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2. Die absolute Verwendung des Comparativs im Sinne von

ziemlich ist in der Rieser Mundart selten. Das angrenzende

Franken in der Riclitung nach Ansbach (N. W.) zeigt verein-

zelte Falle von ziemlich. Der Rieser sagt anstatt : er ist schon

ziemlich alt; ^r isch scho wakr aid; nnd nieint damit : er ist

schon ein alterer Mensch.

{b) Unabhangige Adjectiva werden abliangige. Hieher

gehort die Comparation. Es sind jedocli nicht a!le Adjectiva

steigerungsfahig. Das Gebiet, welches die Comparation umfasst,

ist in der Mundart grosser als in der Schriftsprache. Und doch

unterlasst die Mundart vielfach die geschraubte Steigerungsweise

ini Gegensatz zu unsern modernen Schriftstellern, die in der

Bildung von Superlativen haufig iibertreiben. Von Satzen wie

:

Der ich selbst einer der ewigsten Menschen bin ;—und : Wir

werden das nicht thun, umso weniger als wir in der nachsten

Zeit die gebotenste Gelegenheit haben werden—weiss die Ein-

fachheit des Dialectes nichts.

Auch die im Neuhochdeutschen nicht ungewohnliche, aber

durchaus nicht nachahmenswerte doppelte Steigerung ist

unserer Mundart fremd ; z. B. es ware allerliebst—doch nein es

ware noch allerliebster, wenn ihr Freund vorher zu uns kame.

Vgl. Sanders unter Steigerung. Der Rieser Bauer wiirde

anstatt dessen sagen : es war mi' rechd arg liab, wan^ etc.

Das konnte als doppelte Steigerung naturlich nicht gelten,

wurde aber an Nachdruck und kerniger Sprache nichts zu

wiinschen iibrig lassen.

Nicht gesteigert werden im Rieser Dialect gewohnlich seiche

Adjectiva :

{a) die eine Verneinung oder eine Moglichkeit bezeichnen

:

oneade ; omegle.

(d) Farbeigenschaftworter wie dlo^ grb^ geldb werden gewohn-

lich nicht gesteigert. Zu den Farbeigenschaftswortern treten

als Bestimmungsworter gewohnlich Adverbien. Doch scheut

sich die Mundart nicht, auch von dieser Gruppe von Adjectiven

eine Steigerung vorzunehmen, wenn sie nicht ihre strengsinn-

liche Bedeutung haben ; z. B. rondr, d. h. mehr der Kreisform
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sich nahenid. Uin einen hohereii Grad von Farbenbezeiclmung

anzuzeigen, sagt der Rieser viel lieber : mepur bid ; mednr gro^

Ausdriicke, die, wenn aus dem Zusammenhang herausgerisseii,

ebensogut als Quantitatsbestimmungen gelten konnten.

{c) StofFbezeichnungen : schdoene^ aese^ silhre. Auch liier ist

eine Comparation bei diesen Adjectiven moglich, sobald sie

niclit mehr in der ganz urspriinglichen Bedentung stehen ; z. B.

dia schdross isch no vil schdoenear als wi9 die sella (schdoene

heisst bier so viel als voUSteine, niclit steinern, nicbt von Stein).

{d) Eine Anzahl von Adjectiven wie : doad^ganz, hdhb^ viardl^

dob^ etc.jweisen keine Steigerung anf.

Genaue Regeln lassen sich in Bezug auf die Comparation fiir

den Rieser Dialect nicht aufstellen. Von vielen Adjectiven und

Adverben, die ini eigentlichen Sinn durcli ihren Begriff die

Steigerung ausscliliessen, ist sie doch in einem andern (uneigent-

lichen oder verallgemeinerten Sinn) statthaft. Das gilt im

allgemeinen fiir die Mnndarten sowohl als fiir die Schriftsprache.

Siehe dariiber Sanders, Lehrbuch d. d. Sprache^ § 82.

Erwahnenswert diirfte vielleicht noch sein, dass die Rieser

Mundart haufig nicht flectiert, wo es im Neuhochdeutschen

notwendig ist. Am aufFallendsten ist dies beim Superlativ
;

z. B. dr greaschd apfl kheard md

.

Ich gehe nun iiber zu den Einzelverwendungen des Adjec-

tives. Die erste und alteste Verwendung des Adjectives ist die

pradicative. Vgl. Grimm III, 117.

Im Nhd. stehen praedicative Adjectiva flexionslos. Das lasst

auch der Rieser unverandert, z. B., er isch kloe . Anstatt : er

isch kloe ^ hort man auch haufig : er isch a kloenr^ in welchem

Falle wir eine Substantivierung des Adjectives nach dem unbe-

stimmten Artikel vor uns haben,

Adjectiva in unflectierter Form allein fiir sich ausgerufen

geben eine Eigenschaft an, die pradicativ auf ein ungenauntes

Subject bezogen werden soil. Beispiele aus der alteren Zeit

kenne ich nicht
;
jetzt sind Ausrufe dieser Art allgemein mog-

lich, in der Schriftsprache sowohl als in der Volkssprache,

z. B., schon, herrlich, gesiegt, geschlagen. Unsere Mundart
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weicht hier von der Schrift-imd Volksspraclie ab, iudem sie

fast nie Ausrufe dieser Art gebraucht Nur in der Kinder-

sprache hort man zuweilen Ausrufe : gfangd ^ drofd^ lijb^ etc.

Viele Adjectiva sind ganz oder vorzugsweise auf die flexions-

lose Form und den pradicativen Gebrauch beschrankt. Icli

unterscheide hier verschiedene Gruppen. Vgl. Erdmann, § 54.

[a) Friihere Substantiva : hoel angschd ; loed. In Satzen :

des isch vi hoel, d. h. das ist ihm gesund.

ip) Friihere Participia: znddo^ droaschd.

(c) Zusammengesetzte : hddgnioe ^ aosfendeng^ sckbetisfoed^

kersdblo^ etc.

(^) Einfache oder nicht erganzungsbediirftige Adjectiva:

brbch^ ir^ qjiid^ quer.

Aus der pradicativen Verwendung des Adjectives ist die

attributive hervorgegangen.

Im Neuhochdeutschen wird die attributive Verwendung des

vorangestellten flexionslosen Adjectives wieder eingeschrankt.

Der Rieser Dialect schliesst sich hier dem Neuhochdeutschen

enger an als die meisten der siiddeutschen Dialecte, die die flex

ionslose Form des vorangestellten Adjectives haufig verwenden.

Nur beim Superlativ, wie schon oben erwahnt, unterlasst die

Rieser Mundart haufiger die Flexion. Vgl. Schmeller, Bayr.

Mtmdarten. Im poetischen Stil des Neuhochdeutschen bleibt

die flexionslose Form vielfach erhalten.

In Sprichwortern und gewohnlichen Redensarten und Ge-

dichten des Rieser Dialects ist die flexionslose Form stets statt-

haft, z. B., rt kiirs hor isch bald birschded ; oder ds Schmiard

machd lend haed bae biddl ona arndlaed. (Vgl. Kahn.)

Nachgestellt muss das attributive Adjectiv jetzt im Neuhoch-

deutschen immer flexionslos bleiben. Im Ries hort man
zuweilen auch flectierte Formen. Oft wird die Nachstellung

des attributiven Adjectives vermieden. Anstatt : Khendr kloe

ond groas^ sagt der Bauer lieber : groase ond kloe ne.

Die Einzelverwendung des Adjectives alsprddicatives Attribute

die namentlich stattfindet, wenn Vollverba nahezu wie Hilfs-

verba gebraucht werden, verdient hier keiner weiteren Beach-
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tung mehr, da dieselbe schon unter der Erganzung der

Substantiva erwahnt worden ist.

So viel iiber die Einzelverwendung der Adjectiva.

Wenden wir uns nun zu den Ubergangoi von andern Wort-

klasseti S2i Adjectiven.

Was zunachst den tJbergang vom Substantiv zum Adjectiv

betrifft, so verweise ich auf Hrdmann, § 46 £f. Im Rieser Dialect

ergibt sich wie im Schriftdeutsclien aus dem pradicativen Ge-

brauch von Substantiven leicht der tJbergang zu adjectivischer

Verwendung derartiger Substantiva. Vgl. schuld^ schad^

earnschd^ loed. Ob die adjectivische oder die substantivische

Geltung die altere ist, wird wohl kaum mit Bestimmtheit

anzugeben sein.

Eine adjectivische Auffassung im Nlid. ist besonders nalie-

liegend bei Wortern, die eine Farbe bezeichnen ; //7«, rosa., etc.

Im Dialect wird das vermieden. Man umsclireibt das und saet

lieber : ds giikd aos wid d lila farb^ roas^ veig^le^ etc. Die
Mundart suclit zweifelhafte Formen zu vermeiden und doch

muss dieser Conservatismus das Substantiv in solchen Fallen

nicht adjectivisieren zu woUen als eine Schwerfalligkeit und
Umstandlickeit ausgelegt werden, die nur bei Rieser Bauern zu

finden sein diirfte. Beispiele ahnlicher Art von andern Dialecten

sind mir wenigstens nicht bekannt,

Haufiger treffen wir dagegen auch die in der Schriftsprache

adjectivisch verwendeten, freund^ fcind^ etc., z. B., / ben m
foed ; idds wnrds vir lijchd (hell im Kopf.)

Nicht selten sind Ausdriicke wie: wan cr md gmiug gwesd
wdr^ was ohne Zweifel eine Annaherung an adjectivischen

Gebrauch bezeichnet.

Ubergang von Adverbien in Adjectiva entsteht dadurch, dass

ein zu seiji oder iverden gesetztes Adverb als pradicatives Adjec-

tivum aufgefasst und dann auch attributiv gebraucht und sogar

mit Flexionswendung versehen wird. Statt die Gans ist liin

(d. h. tot), sagt der Rieser haufig auch : d'' henea^ gas. Die

Schriftsprache geht nicht soweit, hat aber doch auch neue

Adjective gebildet aus adverbialem Dat. plur., z. B., fern (ahd.

ferran); aus fernen Landen.
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Als eine Art Adjectivierung diirfen wir es betrachten, wenn

zu einem Siibstantiv, welches eine Menge- oder Ortsbezeich-

nung enthalt, ein andres Substantiv, statt eineni zu erwartenden

Genetiv oder Accusativ, in demselben Casus als Erganzung

hinzutritt, indem die Quantitatsbezeichnung steht, so dass

diese also adjectivisch erscheint, z. B., an am doel eardr hods

kuir w.?nj obschd gebf = an einer Anzahl von Orten hat es

dieses Jahr wenig Obst gegeben. Oder ; os /lond no haofe

gmiieg hd of dsrm bodS dob = wir haben noch genug Heu auf

unserm Boden.

Die Adjectiva werden auf verschiedene Weise erganzt

:

1. («) Durch den Dativ eines Substantives oder Pronomens,

z. B., dcsch mr lieb.; dgwend ; desch mr ogwend.

{b) Durch einen Accusativ, namentlich bei Massbestimmiin-

gen, brocd^ dipf, ald^ hoach^^ etc. und bei einigen nur pradi-

cativ gebrauchten Adjectiven : sad^ schiildeng^ loas^ sichr. Das

Nhd, gebraucht in manchen Fallen den Gen. ; die Mundart

vermeidet ihn ; wir diirfen also in dem dialectischen Ausdruck,
^'- des ben e loas'''' keine abgekiirzte Form des Gen. sehen. Vgl.

Sclimeller und Weinhold.

2. Adjectiva werden auch im Dialect sehr haufig durch

prapositionale Ausdriicke erganzt. Auf den besondern Gebrauch

der Prapositionen komme ich in dem dafiir bestimmten Kapitel

zu reden und erwahne darum nur einige Beispiele : ghischde noch

bier = liistern nach Bier ; er isch vernarrd in ebr = verliebt in

jemand.

3. Adjectiva werden erganzt durch Adverbien wie gar rechd,

etc. Die nahere Bestimmung eines Adjectives durch das

Adverb anderschd dient als Erzatz der organischen Steigerungs-

form ; z. B., dear isch anderschd wijschd. Hieher gehort auch

das an Stelle von ziemlich stehende wackr^ das ich schon

erwahnte.

Dass der Comparativ eines Adjectives durch ein ebenfalls im

Comparativ stehendes Adverb erganzt wird, kommt selten vor

in der Mundart, z. B., jneanr ond i?ieanr gods gmoenr ond

lombadr hear= mehT und melir geht es gemeiner und lumpiger

her.
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In Satzen wie: a gar a liabsniadle^ a gar a lidbr bud^ hat man

wolil eine Doppelsetznng des nnbestimmten Artikels vor sich.

In Verbindung mit andern Adverbien kommt eine Doppelsetz-

nng des nnbestimmten Artikels niclit vor. Wenigstens sind

mir keine Beispiele bekannt.

Das Adjectiv legt im Allgemeinen einem Nonien eine Erganz-

ung bei. Anch hier erlanbt sich der Dialect grossre Freiheit

als die Schriftsprache. Man sagt : ds fdderleng haos ; iind

maein fadr sd haos. Die Erganzung des Substantives dnrch

einen Casus mit oder ohne Praposition ist das haufigere.

IV.

Das Adverb.

Adverbia nennt man alle die Aussage bestimmenden Worte,

die, obwohl von Nominal oder Prominalstammen abgeleitet,

nichtoder nicht mehrals Casus gelten. Vgl. Grimm III. 88 ff.

Erdm. § no fF.

Adverbien, welche die Ruhe an einem Orte ausdriicken, sind

gewohnlich mit dem Verbum sd pradicativ verbunden; z. B.,

do sd; denp ^ drob^^ drondJ ^ etc.

Die Beziehung solcher Adverbia anf einen Accusativ iiber-

tragen findet sich im Dialect nicht haufig, besonders selten aber

in Verbindung mit Verben wie lossS ^ iviss^^ etc. Siitze wie im

Neuhochdeutschen: Icli lasse ihn dort, etc., verwendet audi der

Rieser gerne.

Anch die attributive Verbindung eines localen Adverbs mit

einem Substantiv, die schon im Althochdeutschen zu belegen

ist nnd dessen Gebraucli im Nhd. sehr ausgedehnt ist, findet im

Dialect Einschrankung. Das locale Adverb darf nicht nur

liinter, sotidern anch vor dem Substantiv stehen, z. B. do dr

ma; und, dr ma do., eine Wendung, die auch in der Schrift-

sprache statthaft ist, aber vielleicht doch mehr oder weniger

der Volkssprache angehort. Vgl. hieriiber Erdmann § in fF.

Adverbien, welche die Richtung nach oder von einem Orte

angeben, konnen in gleicher Weise mit sd verbunden werden,
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indem die Bewegung als abgesclilossen gedaclit wird, z. B.

dr ivendr isch om; dr schnej isch fiird; sen se scho dob^f etc.

Aberiiicht niir zu dem Verbum^i^'"', sondern aiich zu andern

Verben, welche an und fiir sich keine Bewegung ausdriicken,

warden Adverbia in dieser Weise gesetzt. Es ist nicht notig,

eine Ellipse eines Verbums der Bewegung anzunehmen. Vgl.

Sanders, p. 345 fF.

Bei den \*erben defJ ^ welld ^ kenS ^ solid ^ miesa ^ megd ^ lossa
^

finden wir Adverbien in dieser Verbindung sehr oft. Natiirlich

sind solche Wendungen in der Schriftspraclie weniger statthaft,

z. B., defd naof; ka7ie viid; os welh gschzveiid gukd . Vgl. dazu

Paul, vthd 6";-., § 322, 1889.

Bei den zusammengesetzen Ortsadverbien untersclieidet die

Mundart gewolmlich auch wie die Schriftspraclie das tliut,

zwischen solchen, die eine Bewegung nach einem Orte, und

solclien, die eine Bewegung von einem Orte her ausdriicken.

Fiir beide Beziehungen dasselbe gesetzt wird bios bei dem mir

einzig bekannten Beispiel: aosd fiir heraus und hinaus.

Ohne Verbuni fiir sich allein ausgerufen werden solche Ad-

verbia und Prapositionsverbindungen, namentlich in wiin-

schendem oder befehlendem Sinne, z. B., 7ied voji dr daz; weg

drmid^fiird^ hufzruck^ firsche^ etc.

Dabei hangt dann oft ein obliquer Casus von diesen Adverbien

ab, nach Analogic einer Verbalconstruction
;

ganz besonders

haufio- ist der Gebrauch mit der Praoosition viid, der wahr-

scheinlich durcli Analogic der Construction von ho9 ^ schlaga
^

werfd ^ etc. veranlasst ist. Vgl. Erdmann § 116 fiird mid dedm

glomb; naos mid m^ etc.

Die qtialitativ bestimmefiden Adverbia werden haufig in der

Mundart mit s^ verbunden ; auch eine adnominative Verwen-

dung derselben wie bei den localen Adverbien ist ausgebildet im

Unterschied von der Schriftsprache, welche eine adnominative

Verwenduug von qualitativ bestimmenden Adverbien nicht

gestattet. Vgl. Erdmann § 118, Im iibrigen verweise ich auch

auf den Abschnitt von der Erganzung der Substantiva durch

Adverbia. Vgl. ds haos do danne ; zuenesfeschdr^ etc.
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^.Das'liieher gehorige Adverb recht verdient noch einige beson-

dere Beachtung. Begegnet uus dies Wort im Dialect, so gilt es,

besonders daraiif zu achten, ob das vor einem flectierten attri-

butiven Adjectivum steliende Wort ebenfalls ein (zu flectieren-

des) attributives Adjectiv oder ein (flexionsloses) Adverb ist,

z. B., der Satz : er fidrd a ' rechds schlechds lebd konnte audi

dialectisch so ausgedriickt werden : erfierda redid schlehds lebd

.

Im ersten Fall ist das Substantiv Leben durch zwei Adjectiva

bestimmt, im zweiten Fall geliort zu dem Substantiv Leben nur

das eine Adjectiv schleclit. Rechd einmal flectiert, das andre

mal niclit, vertritt in beiden Fallen das Adverb sehr mit Superla-

tivbedeutung. Der ganze Satz, in einfaclies und unmisverstand-

liclies Deutsch umgesetzt, lieisst : er fiilirt ein sehr sclilechtes

Leben.

Adnominativ vorangestellt in der Rieser Mundart haben wir

Satze wie : woriun gosch juid so biiobc ; des isch nex fir so kerls

(d. li. Kerls, Buben, die so sind).

Was die Adverbia betrifFt, die mit Adjectiven verbunden

sind, kann daliin zusammengefasst werden, dass die meisten

audi in der Mundart gebraucliten Erganzungen von Adjectiven

durcli Adverbien mit dem Nhd. iibereinstimmen.

Temporale Bestimmungen beim attributiven oder substanti-

vierten Adjectiv sind modern und darum in der Mundart selten
;

z. B,, Satze wie : die einst so sclione Stadt—oder alinliclie—sind

im Dialect unmoglicli, Umsdirieben wiirde der ebengenannte

Satz lauteii : d'^schdad^ die a nidi so schea gwesd isch.

Nachdem wir also die Adverbia, die zur localen, temporalen

oder qualitativen Bestimmung dienen, ihrer Hauptsaclie nach

betraclitet haben, wenden wir uns zur Entstehung derselben.

Die Entstehung der Adverbia ist eine verschiedene.

Die meisten Adverbien staminen aus Adjectiven und Sub-

stantiven ab, teils indem oblique Casus, fiir sich oder mit

Zuziehung von Prapositionen, adverbial gebraucht werden, teils

durch Ableitung und Zusainmensetzung, Einige sind pro-

nominellen Ursprungs, sehr wenige aus Verbis gebildet. Ausser-

dem kommen noch besondere Derivationen in Erwagung, die

wir gelegentlich besprechen werden.
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Ich behandle zunachst die casuellen Adverbien. Dieselben

konnen ansgehen von Substantiven, Adjectiven iind Pronominen

der verscliiedensten Casus.

1. {a) Genetiv von Substantiven : afangs^ oe sdoels^ haedengs-

dags^ alsmols^ rengs^ etc, Wir finden diese Adverbien zum Teil

audi in der Volks- und Schriftsprache. Es diirfte schwer halten

zu bestimmen, welche von diesen Adverbien mehr der Um-
gangssprache des Volks und welche mehr dem Rieser Dialect

eigen sind.

{b) Dativ : niorgd ^ nachd (natiirlich finden wir auch Gen.

morgdds^ tiachds.

{c) Instrumental : hdd^ heifid = heute.

{d') Accusativ : hceni; (Substantiv + Adjectiv : albod^ ajnol^

alwael^ Imfzruck.

(<?) Prapositionale Ausdriicke : zwbr^ hendrruks^ ondrwegs^ etc.

2. ia) Genetiv von Adjectiven : schdraks^ bsondrs^ anderschd

;

betreff dieses letzten Wortes bemerkt Grimm III, 92 : gemeiner

Volkssprache ist aiidrst fiir anders. Andre sind : vergebdds^ etc.

{b) Accusativ : gmiidg^ gcschderd ; langs ond broeds^ was ich

auf keinen Fall fiir einen Genetiv halte. Siehe dariiber Grimm
III. lOI.

{c) In den alten Adverbien: schier^ bal^ ofd^ kaom^ etc., liegt

unbekannter Casus vor. Das Adiectiv ist dem Adverb formell

gleich.

Interessant diirfte das in unserem Dialect gebrauchte halb

sein. Ich halte es unbedenklich fiir eine adverbiale Form. Im

abgeschwachten Sinn bedeutet es fast, beinahe, z. B., ^ wiird

mr halbr schivudl ; os honds halbr em sen khed. Vielleicht

haben wir an eine erstarrte Nominativform zu denken {ps sen

halhr /erdeng.)

Die nhd. Adverbien: erstens und zweitens, etc., sind dem

Dialect fremd, statt dessen sagt der Rieser : 20m earschdS ^ etc.

Adjectiva mit Prapositionen sind zahlreich. Vgl. iberal^

dshenderschd^ dsoberschd^ jieba etc.

Participial Adverbien, Vgl. Grimm I. 1020, wie durchge-

hends, schweigends, zusehends hort man im Ries nie.
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3. Genetiv von Pronomina ist mir nur in einem Wort
bekannt : ceschd (mhd, eines ; nlid. einst) was selten in der

Umgangsspiache der Rieser zu horen ist : hanfiger findets sich

in den Gedichten von Kahn, Wild, Jacob, ("cfj-/ o7id jaist.'''')

Sehr wenige Adverbien oder adverbiale Wendungen staninien

von Verben oder aus verstiimmelten Satzen, bei denen ein

Verbum angewendet wird oder gedacht werden muss ; z. B.

globe^ denke^ etc,

Das adverbial gebrauchte afangd hat man sich wohl auch aus

einer Verbalform zu erklaren. (Vgl. dazu Binz, § 37.) In

Satzen wie : i haby afangd gnudg^ er wurd afanga gschaedr^ os

midsed afanga essp^ er isch afangj dld^ etc., hat das Wort
afangd immer die Bedeutung alhnahlich, wenn etwas bereits

beginnt. Zweifellos haben wir das afangd als einen urspriing-

lichen Infinitiv aufzufassen, der nach einem modalen Hilfszeit-

wort stehend und selbst wieder durch einen blossen Infinitiv

erganzt, ganz leicht den Eindruck eines Adverbs machen
konnte und so den Anlass gab zur weiteren Verwendung, auch

in Fallen, wo kein Infinitiv moglish ist, z. B., es wurd afangd

nachd= es fangt an Nacht zu werden.

Ganze Satze sind im Rieser Dialect als Adverbien nicht

selten : Si9 sendfurd ibr hah ond kbpfglofj

.

Im Mhd. diente zur Verneimmg eines Satzes die Partikel ne

{en^ n\ welche stets unmittelbar vor deni Verbum steht. Diese

Verwendung ist in der Mundart verschwunden, an ihre Stelle

ist die urspriingliche accusative Erganzung ned getreten. Vgl.

hieriiber Paul Mhd. Gram., § 309.

Die Negationspartikel 7ie (Paul, 304) findet sich noch in

den Zusammensetzungen nid^ nidtie^ neardd^ nirgad^ etc.

Die Negation kann verstarkt werden durch den Accusativ

eines Substantives (Vgl. Grimm III, p. 728 ff.), welches etwas

sehr unbedeutendes ausdruckt. Haben wir im Mhd. Ausdriicke

wie : niht ein blat^ ein brbt^ eine bdne^ ein ei^ ein strd und der-

gleichen, so heisst das: gar nichts oder gar nicht.

In der nhd. Schriftsprache und auch in derfeineren Umgangs-
sprache sind diese Wendungen nicht statthaft. Im Dialect leben
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sie fort. Man spricht in der Mundart von : ned a boderle =
Perle, boa = Boline, oe^ schdroa^ etc.

Es kommt haiifig vor, dass der Rieser bei solchen Wortern

manchmal gar keine Negationspartikel gebraucht und dock

wirken diese dann auch negierend, z. B., du krisgsch an drek ;

oder; an pfifhod r do; d, h. er hat nicht gearbeitet.

Im Nhd. konnen in ein und demselben Satze mehrere Nega-

tiv-Pronomina oder Adverbia neben einander stehen, ohne dass

die Negationen sick gegenseitig aufheben. Hier stimmt die

Mundart mit deih Mhd. iiberein und unterscheidet sick auf diese

Weise sekr sckarf von der nkd Schriftsprache. Man vergleicke

folgende Satze. Im Rieser Dialect : i hab no nid 7ted so ebds saga

heard; imMhd: ichn gehorte nie solhes niht gesagen ; oder: os

hod nediua nix gsagd; Mhd. uns hdt daz nieman niht geseit.

Andre Beispiele : / ha nia koen gsea^ sind massenkaft.

Der Mundart Hegt es natiirlick fern durck doppelte Negation

einen affirmativen Sinn zu bezwecken. Das ist zu sekr eine

Sacke reiner Abstraction. Die Mundarten in ikrer Einfackkeit

sind aber bekanntlick zum Ausdruck von Abstractem nickt

besonderes gecignet.

Es kommt natiirlick vor, dass die negative Form in Ausrufe-

satzen gefunden wird, die gleickbedeutend sind mit aflBrmativen

Aussagesatzen ; z. B., isch des ned a lu3g ; d. k. das ist eine

grosse Luge. Die Negation katte also fiiglick wegbleiben konnen.

Zu den Partikeln gekoren auck die Pronominaladverbien.

Vgl. Franer, Nhd. Gram.^ p. 158.

Ick erwakne kier nur, dass statt der Negationspartikel ned

auck das Pronomen koe oppositiv gebrauckt werden kann, d. k.

sie kann nack einem Substantiv, das okne Artikel als Subject

oder Object fungiert, steken, z. B., hear sen koS do; mihch

ivurd bae os ned (oder = koSnd) vrschid.

V.

Die PrXposition.

Die Praposition dient dazu, die Verkaltnisbeziekung des einen

Satzteils sum andern zu bezeicknen ucter Mitwirkung des Pra-
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dicats. Sie steht also nie allein, soudern stets mit einem von

ihr regierten Casus. Ich unterscheide eigentliche und uneigent-

liche Prapositionen,

1. Die eigentlichen und urspriinglichen Prapositionen sind

rein adverbiale inhaltlose Partikeln des Raumes und der Rich-

tung, welche meist zugleich als Adverbia und als Prapositionen

gebrauclit werden, Es sind meist einfache Stammworter, z. B.,

a«, <?/"(aof), aos^ bae^ durach^fir {fr)^en^7md^ noch^ om^^foar., zu9^

«, ob.^ saed. Wenige haben eine Ableitungssilbe, z. B., ibr^ ondr^

aosr^ widr. Zusammengesetzt sind : biiiiien (bi-innen), das in

der Rieser Mundart nicht gehort wird.

2. Es werden auch viele Nennworter, besonders Substantiva,

Adjectiva, Participia, allein oder in Zusammensetzungen als

Prapositionen verwendet, i. e.^ Uneigentliclie oder Nominalpra-

positionen. Die alteren sind : halab., halbd, halbr^ aosrhaldb^

enrhabb^ obrhalb^ a?idrhalb^ etc., weg., g^g^i ^^g^g^i nebd., zwischp^

warad^ 7iekschd. Von diesen alteren Prapositionen sind die

meisten im Rieser Dialect gebrauclilicli. Nur solche wie nebst

(die unorganische Erweiterung von neben) dann auch : gemass,

zunachst, ungeachtet, unweit, unfern, werden fast nie gehort.

Ich werde darauf spater zuriickkommen.

Neuere Prapositionen wie: zufolge, kraft, vermoge, laut,

mittels, diesseit, jenseit, etc., sind der Mundart sammtlich

fremd. Anstatt diesseit, jenseit, sagt der Rieser : of deard saed^

ofdr aftdr saed^ etc.

Ich behandle zunachst die, welche mit verschiedenen Casus

verbunden werden konnen.

ia) Nur mit dem Dativ werden verbunden : aos^ bae^ mid., vo

(voa) zud., 2", gegpfilb?-^ noch^ etc.

Hier habe ich nur die gebrauchlichen genannt. Andre im
Nhd. sehr haufig vorkommende Prapositionen wie trotz, laut,

etc., vermeidet der Rieser.

{b) Nur mit dem Accusativ : durch, 5, om^ fr^ etc.

{c) Mit Dativ und Accusativ: ««, en^ of foar^ ibr, kendr.,

ondr.^ nebd., zwischd., geg^i etc.

Im Vergleich mit der Schriftsprache weist der Dialect keine
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Unregelmassigkeiten anf, gewiss eine fiir einen Dialect seltene

Erscheiniing. Man findet in den Gedichten der Rieser Mund-

art keine Prapositionen, die einen vom Neuhochdeutschen ab-

weichenden Casus regierten. Auch aus der Umgangssprache

sind mir nur wenige vom Neuhochdeutschen abweichende Bei-

spiele bekannt. Scheinbar namlich steht manchmal ein Nomi-

nativoder Accusativ bei anschdad; z. B., er hod map broad gessa

anschdad sa~3s ; do isch dr kloeschddaniu anschdad dr greaschd.

Wahrscheinlich liegt hier eine Constructionsmischung vor; aus

anschdad madvi^ und ned sa?s, oder anschdad m greaschd^ und

ned dr greaschd, so dass die zwei Objecte und Subjecte nicht

von der Praposition abhangen, sondern direct dem ersten Object

oder Subject gleich stehen.

In manchen Fallen bleibt auch im Nhd. die Entscheidung

liber den Casus und danacli auch iiber die Auffassung von statt

als Praposition oder als Conjunction fraglich; z. B., fiir die

Praxis ergriff ich die Theorie, nahui Tinte fiir Blut, Pergament

statt Brot. Das letzte Wort ist hier nicht der Genitiv, kann

aber der von der Praposition statt abhangige Dativ sein (ent-

sprechend den von der Praposition fur abhangenden Accusa-

tiven), oder wie Pergament der Objects-Accusativ, angekniipft

durch das Bindewort statt. Vgl. Sanders, p. 259, unter: statt.

Diejenigen Prapositionen, welche zwei Casus bei sich haben

konnen, nehmen im Allgemeinen den Dativ, wenn es sich uni

die Ruhe an einem Ort, oder die Entfernung von einem Ort

handelt; den Accusativ, wenn der Zielpunkt einer Bewegung

angegeben werden soil. Zur Erklarung der Beschrankung auf

gewisse Casus. Vgl. Erdmann, § 123.

Im Rieser Dialect ist es moglich zwei, ja drei Prapositionen

nebeneinander zu stellen, wo das Nhd. bios eine Praposition

gestattet, z. B., von weganahm; fir z'ibr nachd; i heba aof bis of

Aogschburg.

Aber es kommt auch vor, dass der Rieser nur eine Praposition

gebraucht, wo der Deutlichkeit wegen im Nhd. zwei stehen

miissen, z. B., igang mid bis Hedlde = Heroldingen; bis nach

miisste es eio-entlich heissen.
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Manchesmal tritt liinter die Prapositionsverbindnng ein

gleichartiges Adverb, um die Art des prapositionalen Verlialt-

nisses recht deutlicli zu bezeichnen, z. B., os hond n durchs ganz

haos durchkheard (= gehort) ; oder, did sen ins loch nae komf ;

(d. h. , Sie sind in's Gefangnis gekommen).

In Satzen wie in den folgenden haben wir natiirlicli keine

Prapositionen, sondern Adverbien vor nns, z. B., d'' schtoeg na;

dr weg hendre ; da ranM no/. Sie alle stelien zur naheren

Bestimmnng hinter dein Snbstantiv.

Interessant ist die Verbindung durch von in Beispielen wie;

des isch a leml von in bu.^ba ; depm galganos von 7n Michl wille

kom3

.

Den von Substantiven abhangenden Gen. umschreibt in der

nhd. Sprache die Praposition von lange nicht so haufig als ihn

der Dialect oder auch das franzosische de^ oder das englische 0/

vertreten hilft.

Es ist natiirlich unrichtig, wenn die Mundart Satze gebraucht

wie: drJudr von dedtn khed; d'' schpits von dedm berg; d^

heachne von dedni durd ^ etc.

Einzelne Redensarten lassen dieses von auch in der gebildeten

Rede zu, z. B., das Ende vom Liede ; oder, der ganze Vorteil

von der Sache ist, etc. Vgl. Grimm, II, 871.

VI.

Die Interjection.

Erdmann, § 129, unterscheidet zwischen primaren und secun-

daren Interjectionen. Wilmanns, Deutsche Gram.^ IT, 2, p.

660 ff., unterscheidet zwischen eigentlichen und uneigentlichen

Interjectionen.

Zu den primaren oder eigentlichen Interjectionen rechne ich

:

{a) Hetz-^ Scheiich-^ Lockrufe : sch^ bst^ wischd (= links), hod

(= rechts), /^/, schlikschlik = Lockruf fiir Enten ; zibzib = Lock-

ruf fiir Hiihner
;
gussala = Lockruf fiir Ganse ; oha, gsch^ ksd,

etc., suck = Lockruf fiir Schweine.

(b) Schallnachahmende : boms., badschdich^ radsch^ etc. Hie-
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her gehoren auch ouomatopoetische Interjectionen, welche Tier-

laute nachahmen : fniau^ waozvao^ vi'd^ mu^ kikeriki^ etc. Ausser-

dem ist noch eine ganze Reihe von Lauten vorhanden, fiir welche

unsere Schrift keine Mittel hat, z. B., der Schnalzlaut, mit

dem man Hunde lockt. Tone, die man beim Weinen, Lachen,

Rauspern, beim Ausblasen eines Lichtes horen lasst, sind nicht

als Interjectionen zu betrachten. Vgl. Wilmanns, II, 2, 658.

{c) Reflexlaute : b^ ao^ ole^ ule (= Schmerzensrnf), ae^ bfui^

in Zusammensetzungen : bfuidaejl^ bfiiischendrhaiinDs^ etc.

Zu den uneigentlichen Interjectionen rechne ich

:

{a) Partikeln und pronominale Worter: nos3 ^
noja^ uidb^

soebds^ widsa^ etc.

{p) Adjectiva: loedr^ hoel.

(c) Substantiva. Besonders wird der Namen Gottes gedanken-

los als Interjection gebraucht : dii liabs Hergddle ! hemlkraod-

salod^ kraezdaefieleynent^ etc.

Schliesslich werden ganze Satze als Interjectionen gebraucht.

In den meisten Fallen liegen Ellipsen vor. Dahin gehort vor

allem der Imperativ. Der Infinitiv wird im imperativen Sinn

verwendet (vgl. dazu Grimm, IV, 86), um einen Befehl oder

Bitte, Wunsch auszudriicken : blaebj lossj ; schatida lossd ;

gangd lossj^ etc. Diese Formen hat man sich auf alle Falle

aus, du sollst das bleiben lassen, etc., zu erklaren, wenn man
einen Befehl, Auftrag, darunter versteht. Ists Wunsch oder

Bitte, so erklart sich dieser Gebrauch ohne Zweifel aus einem

Fragesatz: wilsch habJ ligj ^ blaebj zlossj? etc. Das Parti-

cipium praet. wird im imperativen Sinn verwendet : aofgsdssj^

aofgschandp ^ etc. Wiirde der Rieser solche Imperative wieder-

holen, um eines grosseren Nachdruckes willen, so wiirde er

sagen: aofgsassa wurd (= /. ^., ich will haben, dass aufgesessen

wird). Vgl. Grimm, IV, 175. Hieher gehort auch giill^ das

auch in andern siiddeutschen und schweizerischen Mundarten

gefunden wird. Die plur. Form heisst in der Rieser Mundart

galhs Die Form ist analog zu dem ebenso haufig gebrauchten

:

nicht wahr. Ich erklare mir daher gdll^ gdllds als Formen, die

aus einem Fragesatz mit gelten abgeleitet sind. Gall entsprache
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also etvva einer im Gesprach haufig vorkommenden Frage : Gilt

esdir(oder: Ihnen) nicht auch so? Ich wurde also gall als

dritte Pers. Sing. Indie, auffassen, und nicht wie es gewohnlich

geschieht als zweite Pers. Sing. Ind. Vgl. Binz, § 7, p. 8.

VII.

Das Pronomen.

I. Das Personalpronomen.

Naeh ihrer syntaetischen Stellung weiclien die Pronomina,

soweit sie iiberhaupt in der Mundart gebraucht werden, von der

Schriftsprache nicht sehr ab.

In einer Reihe von Verbalformen wird das Pronomen gar

nicht gebraucht. Das Pronomen kann fehlen in Beiordnung zu

einem invertierten Satz : gonirjd s weg on kontd e?ts wedr^ nock

gods krbni. Ferner bei einem Imperativ wie im Nhd.: gang
mr.^ dii lomb^ kom rae

.,

gond naos {= geht hinaus). In Redens-

arten wie : dank dr sched^ ist die erste Person Sing, iiberfliissig

;

in gelds god (= Gott vergelte es dir), ist die zweite Person weg-

gelassen. Fine scheinbare Auslassung des Pronomens in der

zweiten Person liegt vor in Satzen mit Inversion : woroni

graesck^ zvas hosch? des defsch (= das darfst du) ned do9^ etc.

Hier liegt Assimilation vor und ist also weniger eine syntactische

Frscheinung als vielmehr eine lautliche.

Interessant ist das Pronomen der Anrede. Vgl. dazu Grimm,
IV, 300 ; Binz, § 83. Kinder, Freunde, Verwandte, etc., werden

gewohnlich mit du angeredet. Grosseltern redet der Rieser mit

ir an. Steht er ganz fremden Personen gegeniiber, Leuten aus

der Stadt, Pfarrer, Lehrer, etc., so gebraucht er Sie mit dem
Verbum im Plural. Niedrig gestellten Personen gegeniiber

gebraucht er haufig das Pronomen der dritten Person : hod r

{= er) d''arwdd do? = hat er die Arbeit gethan ? In sehr be-

scheidener Sprache wird die directe Rede oft ganz vermieden,

indem ma (= man) gebraucht wird : IVzl ma" ned a weng rae-

konia ? (= will man nicht ein wenig hereinkommen ?).
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2. Das Possessivpro7W7nen.

Die pradicative Verwendung desselben ist in der Schrift-

spraclie selten geworden, so audi in der Mundart. Anstatt zu

sagen : Das Pferd ist mein, wurde er sagen : dr gaol kheard

mae" oder mir. Was die substantivische Verwendung des Pos-

sessivpronomen betrifFt, so ist zu betonen, dass die Mundart nie

den Artikel davor setzt, z. B., mae haos isch greasr als wi3 dais

(nie: das deinige).

Einem possessiven Dativ in der IMundart entspricht ein

schriftdeutscher possessiver Genetiv, z. B., em baor sae so ; m
fadr sae schadl isch abrend. Vgl. Grimm, IV, 351.

In ahnlicher Weise wird das Pronomen ir (als dritte Person

Sing. Fern, oder Neutr., oder Masc, oder Neutr. Plur.) ge-

braucht ; dr Greadl ir fadr; de laed ir ha. ; schulkhendr ir

lerer etc.

3. Das Reflexivpronomen.

Das Reflexivpronomen kann auch in Bezug auf eine erste

oder zweite Person gesetzt werden, besonders nach Prapositionen.

Vgl. Grimm, IV, 139. Er isch hendersche (= hinter sich)

nagschlagS; eine pleonastische Form ist hendersche gefirsche

(= hinter sich fiir sich), die haufig in derselben Redensart vor-

kommt {er isch hendersche-gefirsche nagschlagj).

Anstatt : er hat sich selbst geschadet, wiirde der Rieser sagen

:

^r ^^^ ^^ (oder : eni) selbr gschad. Doch ist diese emphatische

Form nicht so haufig wie im Schriftdeutschen.

Haufig wird das reflexive Pronomen an Stelle des reciproken

gebraucht ; os hand se guald (= geult : genarrt). Das eigent-

liche Reciprokum wechselt haufig mit dem Reflexiv in ein und

demselben Satz : os hond anand (= einander) grofd a?id se

gschombfS = wir haben mit einander gerauft und einander (sich)

geschimpft.

4. Das Deytionstrativpronomen.

Anstatt des Schriftdeutschen dieser gebraucht der Rieser dear^

fem. dij ; neutr. des; plur. dij ; statt jener sellr fem. sell3

;

neut. sell ; plur. sclle. In Wirklichkeit ist also das Pronomen
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dieser verloren gegangen. Sellr entspricht in seiner Verwend-
ung ganz dem Nhd. jener; wird es adjectivisch oder substan-

tivisch gebrauclit, so hat es gewohnlich einen Artikel bei sich.

In solchen Fallen wird es haufig lautlich mit dem nhd. derselbe

vermischt iind misverstanden ; z. B., dr sell entspricht sowohl

einem Nhd. derselbe als auch einem : jener (dort). Das corre-

lative soldier wird in der Mundart durch sodr^ fern, sodd^ neutr.

sods^ ausgedriickt. Als eigentliches Demonstrativ ist es sehr

selten und genan genommen auch im Nhd. unrichtig : do sen a

haofj bitdbj khommJ ond ondr sode o bease.

Derje)i7ge als Antecedent eines Relatives wird in der Mund-
art nicht gebraucht.

Wie in der Volkssprache wird auch in der Rieser Mundart
haufig das demonstrative do (= da) verwendet, auch wenn es

sich gar nicht darum handelt, eine lokale Bestimmung wieder

aufzunehmen : 7nid deani do isch o ned vll loas ; vo7t dr bas do
habe guads kheard.^ etc.

5. Das Relativpro7io7ne7i.

Die relative Verbindung zweier Satze geschieht in der Mund-
art gewohnlich vermittelst der Relativpartikel wo. Das hat der

Rieser Dialect geniein mit der Volkssprache und andern siid-

deutschen Dialecten ; buabd
.,
wo gschdola hond, kriagS brigl;

bem^ wo 7ied wachsa wellf., hakd mr om^ etc.

In ausserst seltenen Fallen findet sich diese Partikel zvo zur

Bezeichnung des relativen Verhaltnisses auch im Schriftdeut-

schen. Vgl. Schillers Rduber., 2, 3. 2. : „ Das ist dir ein Corps

Kerles, Bruder, deliciose Bursche, sag' ich dir, wo als einer dem
andern die Knopfe von den Hosen stiehlt," etc.

Um ein allgemeines relatives Verhaltnis auszudriicken, wer-

den die Pronomina ivear and ivas., manchesmal auch wele (weir)

gebraucht; z. B., \A^ele des do9 wella^ viijsjd se meldj = die-

jenigen, welche das thun woUen, miissen sich melden, etc.

6. Das Interrogativpronomen.

Hier weicht die Mundart von der Schriftsprache nicht ab.

Wenigstens sind mir keine Beispiele bekannt.
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7. Zdklende Pronomina.

{ci) Was zunachst die eigentlichen Zahlworter betrifft, so ist

auch liier von einer syntactischen Abweichung der Schrift-

sprache kaiim zu reden. Bei den Ordinalzahlen kommt die

auch in andern schwabischen und schweizerischen Dialecten

merkwiirdige Verbindung mit selb vor ; selbswodd^ selbdrid^

selbvidrd^ etc. Bekannt ist die Verbindung selbandr ; z. B.,

selbandr sends has 7ft. In Redensarten wie : er schembfd en oe

loch nd ; oder: er sauft en o€ loch nd ^ etc., entspricht das oe"

dem Nhd. ein und dasselbe. Ahnliche Beispiele sind : desch mr
oe's; oe~ detig.

{b) Der indefinitive Gebrauch von wer^ was^ welcher^ etc., wie

wir ihn in Hauptsatzen finden, ist in der Rieser Mundart nicht

vorhanden. Nur in den Compositis dieser Worter mit ete

{wer^ was^ etc.) ist er noch erhalten ; z. B., hodr ebj ebr eba^s

do? = hat dir etwa jemand (etewer) etwasgethan? Das oft im
Nhd. alleinstehende welcher^ wenn es namlich in Beziehung auf

ein vorangehendes Substantiv verwendet wird, lasst die Mund-
art oft ganz unwiederholt ; zuweilen wird es durch d ersetzt

;

z, B., hosch ebfi? i hd (oder, i hab oe) = hast du Apfel? ich

habe welche. Das unbestimmte Pronomen es wird nur in

einigen Fallen abweichend vom Schriftdeutschen gebraucht;

z. B., z gang geard nd^ wos laed hod^ was man sich jedenfalls

aus einer Contamination von wo es Leute gibt (hat) und Leute

sind, zu erklaren hat, ahnlich: i hock me nd., wos bldz isch.

(Contamination aus: ist und gibt.)

Haufig wird es als unbestimmtes Object gebraucht: es hodn

romdribd ; es zdo3 haba ^ etc. Vgl. Grimm, IV, 333 fif.

VIII.

Die Conju7tction.

Conjunctionen und Partikeln, welche ganze Satze mit Be-

zeichnung ihres Gedankenverhaltnisses an einander kniipfen

oder ineinander fiigen. Ohne sie wiirde der Zusammenhang
und die feinere Beziehung der Gedanken auf einander oft unbe-
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stimmt und oft undeutlich bleiben. In der Schriftsprache finden

wir eine grosse Menge. In der Volksspracbe und in der Mund-
art ist die Zahl eine bedentend beschranktere. Nach ihrer Ein-

wirkung auf die Bildiingsweise und Wortfolge der Satze, sind

die Conjunctionen teils beiordnende Bindeworter, teils unter-

ordnende Fiigeworter. Icb behandle zuerst:

I. Die beiordnenden Conjzinclionen.—Das Bindewort ond hat

in der Mundart dieselbe Function wie in der Schriftsprache.

Die Mundart wendet es noch haufiger an. Von kopulativen

Conjimctioneit werden im Rieser Dialect die folgenden selten

oder gar nicht gebraucht: sowohl, als auch; nicht nur, sondern

auch ; weder, noch. Statt dessen gebraucht der Rieser gewohn-
lich ond und ned.

Von den contmuative^t Bindeivbrtern., dann, ferner, endlich,

erstens, zweitens, etc., macht die Mundart ebenfalls keinen Ge-

brauch ; einem nhd. dann, hernach, entspricht gewohnlich nochd^

nochr; statt endlich sagt der Rieser schlidsle ; statt erstens, zom
earschdj ^ etc.

Auch partitive Bindeworter, solche wie: einerseits, andrer-

seits; teils, teils, werden selten oder gar nicht gehort. Einem
teils^ teils entspricht mundartliches : doels ond nochr widr

;

z. B., doels hods mr gfallf—ond nochrwidr Jied.

Das Verhaltnis der Entgegensetzung wird gewohnlich durch

abr^ alloe
.^
doch ausgedriickt. Andre Adversativa wie : dennoch,

gleichwohl, vielmehr, etc., sind der Mundart fremd. Auch das

disjunctive entweder-oder wird kaum einmal gehort. Haufig ist

das disjunctive odr. Bei Orts- und Zeitverhaltnissen, ebenso bei

Qualitats-, Quantitats- und Intensitats-Verhaltnissen sind niir

keine syntactischen Unebenheiten bekannt. Auch der Gebrauch
der causalen und modalen Bindeworter weist keine Unregel-

niassigkeiten auf; nur ist natiirlich der Gebrauch dieser Con-

junctionen im Vergleich mit der Schriftsprache ein bedentend

beschrankterer. Von einer Aufziihlung sehe ich ab.

II. Unterordnende Conjunctionen oder Fiigeworter.—Die in

der Mundart am meisten vorkommende Conjunction, durch

welche ein Satz als unselbstandiger Redesatz einem andern
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uiitergeordnet wird, ist dass. Beispiele anzufiihren ist iiber-

fliissig.

Besonders beliebt ist die andere Vergleichungspartikel wia.

Einem nhd. wemi entspricht dialectisch wann^ wo. Letzteres

entspricht wiederum einem nhd. als, da. Beispiele : wann
(= nhd, wenn) eferde wdr^ geange 7nid; wia kasch des doe ^ wo
(=r wenn) dock woesch dass a send isch? wonr agfa^iga hod

sredd
.,
isch r glae beas woara = als er zu reden anfing, wurde

er bos, etc.

Im iibrigen gilt von den unterordnenden Conjunctionen das-

selbe, was ich bei den beiordnenden Bindewortern hervorhob.

Der Gebrauch derselben ist in der Mundart ein bedeutend be-

schrankterer als in der Schriftsprache.

F. G. G. Schmidt.

Note.—The sign ~ indicates nasality. Vowels are to be pronounced as writ-

ten. Example, ao is two sounds a-f 0, a falling diphthong.



THE GRAMMATICAL GENDER OF ENGLISH
WORDS IN GERMAN.

[Read before the Central Division of the Modern Language
Association of America, Nashville, Tennessee,

December 28, 1899.]

By way of introduction I shall examine the three principal

theories of the origin of grammatical gender and state the

salient points in the arguments urged against them. I shall

then show how far these theories may be applied to the gender

assumed by English words in German, and present the results

of my own investigation.

Grammarians of classical antiquity did little with the trouble-

some question of grammatical gender ; they simply asserted 1

that man had " the right to assign arbitrarily a sex to any object

which had in this particular been neglected by nature." Ade-

lung in the eighteenth century studied the subject and came to

the conclusion^ that primitive man considered everything as a

soul-endowed substance, as a living being, and that grammatical

gender was the result of the tendency of primitive man to

individualize and personify. He tried to determine why some
nouns assumed one gender and others a different one, and finally

expressed the belief that everything possessing, to a marked
degree, animation, activity, strength, greatness, the terrible, the

horrible, became masculine; while things that were susceptible,

fertile, gentle, passive, pleasant, became feminine. Objects that

possessed a combination of these two classes of qualities, or

neither class, became neuter.

' Cf. Victor Michels, Zum Wechsel des Nominalgeschlechts im Deutschen. I.

Strassburg, 1889, p. i.

*Cf. Karl Brugmann, The Nature and Origin of the Noun Genders in the

Indo-European Languages. A lecture delivered on the occasion of the Sesqui-

centennial Celebration of Princeton University. Translated by Edmund Y.
Robbins. New York, 1897, p. 7.

(265)
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Grimm devotes about two hundred and fifty pages of the third

volume of his Grammar^ to a consideration of gender, and

argues with Adehmg and others that grammatical gender had

its origin in the creative imagination * of the primitive folk,

claiming that at a time when imagination, not reason, was the

predominant faculty, man individualized and personified every

lifeless object and assigned to it masculine or feminine traits.

In illustration of the Adelung-Grimm theory I may say, for

instance, that the names of sweet and soft musical instruments

'

are feminine, as Harfe., Leier^ Geige., Pfeife^ but the loud and

harsh are masculine or neuter, as Zinken.^ Horn ; that in the case

of names of the larger mammals,^ when the natural gender is not

expressed, an epicene masculine is the rule, i. ^., there is only

one language expression for both physical genders, and in this

case it is masculine ; that among birds ^ there are more epicene

feminines than among mammals, evidently on account of the

smallness and daintiness of many birds, for the large, clawing,

rapacious birds are nearly all masculine, as Adler^ Falke^ Kauz^

Geier ; that insects^ by reason of their smallness and weak-

ness, are mostly feminine ; that the largest and strongest trees,

such as Eiche^ Linde^ Fic/ite., are feminine. Among the Greeks

and the Romans most trees were likewise feminine. According

to what has been said we should expect to find that the strong-

est and largest trees are masculine. Grimm looks ^ for an expla-

nation of the feminine gender in one of these two facts, that

trees, owing to their stationary life, had only a limited activity,

'Jacob Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik. Neuer vermehrter Abdruck besorgt

durch Gustav Roethe und Edward Schroder. III. Giitersloh, 1S90, pp. 307-551.

* Grimm, 1. c, p. 343. See also Humboldt, Sur la nature desformes gram-
tnaticales et sur le genie de la langiie chinoise. Paris, 1827, pp. 12-13. Referred

to by Grimm.
*Cf. Grimm, 1. c, p. 464.

Cf. ibidem, p. 358.

^Cf. ibidem, p. 359.

*Cf. ibidem, p. 363.

»Cf. ibidem, p. 366. See also Weise, Unsere Muttersprache, ihr IVerdenund

ihr Wesen. Dritte Auflage. Leipzig, 1897, p. 215.
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or that the Greeks populated them with nymphs ; hence from

being so closely identified with Dryads trees came to be thought

of as feminine.

Brugmann, in his book on The Nature and Origin of the

Noii7i Genders in the Indo-European Languages^ gives three

reasons why he considers the Adelung-Grimm theory incorrect.

He states first ^° that masculine and feminine as grammatical

genders mean nothing as to sex, that is, by the grammatical

gender no idea of anything masculine or feminine is suggested,

any more than there is, I suppose, when we speak of masculine

and feminine rhymes. Thus the endings -chen and -lein suggest

to a German what -let and -kin suggest to an English-speaking

person, namely, the idea of smallness, and they bear no relation

to the idea of sex, for German words with these terminations

are neuter whatever may be the sex of the object designated.

Another proof that formal gender in the Indo-European lan-

guages was not connected with the idea of masculine or feminine

is the use of epicene nouns. For example, the German says

der Adler and die Maus for both male and female. Brugmann's

second" point against the Adelung-Grimm hypothesis is that it

makes the primitive people take a fanciful view of the whole

universe and think of the great majority of noun concepts as

male or female. To suppose that a tendency to sexualize words

necessarily accompanies the habit of thought, is contrary to the

known facts concerning languages. In the third ^^ place Brug-

mann claims that the theory is psychologically improbable

because it presupposes that noun concepts were always individ-

ualized, personified, and sexualized. That which is individual-

ized is not necessarily thought of as animated and personal. Fur-

ther than this, each particular thing, even if it is animalized, is

not at the same time sexualized. Animalization and personifica-

tion, like poetry, have their origin in fantastic exalted feeling, and

'"Brugmann 1. c, pp. 10-12.

" Ibidem, pp. 12-14.

" Ibidem, pp. 14 fiF.
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there never has been a time when man stood continually on such

a height. Why should one think, too, he asks, that man over-

loaded language with personal metaphors instead of impersonal ?

Victor Michels states, in his Ziim Wechsel des Nominalge-

schlechts im Deutsche Ji.,^^ that the fact that in different parts of

Germany the same word may occasionally have different

genders is another argument against the Adelung-Grimm

view.

Brugmann's own theory '^ is about as follows : When a life-

less concept was personified into a living being, it was the gram-

matical form of the noun that, through the psychological

impulse of analogy, decided the definite direction of the gender.

Because the Greek word 5-voc, ' sleep,' for example, had the

same inflectional form as the numerous masculine nouns in -oc

like tt<5£/^oc, ' brother,' ^£oc, ' god,' and was, in consequence,

most closely associated ^^ in the consciousness with these, the

Greeks made Sleep a god and not a goddess. To the Germans,

on the contrary, die Liebe was a goddess, since the appellative

was feminine. To the nature ^® of the appellatives is due, then,

the different conceptions, among the different peoples, of the

sun and the moon, as male or female. And so Brugmann argues

that the grammatical gender was present at first, and that this

decided the choice of sex, while according to the Grimm theory

sex-gender is the earlier, grammatical gender the later. The
circumstance that the primitive suffix -a ^^ denotes the feminine

animal in some of the substantives found with it, has brought

about the result that we speak of the ' feminine ' suffix in words

like the Latin anima. This suflSx did not, however, originally

have a feminine meaning, but acquired such a meaning by asso-

'3 Michels, 1. c, p. 2.

'* Brugmann, 1. c, pp. 17 ff.

>5Cf. also Franz Nikolaus Finck, Der Deutsche Sprachbau als Ausdruck

deutscher Weltanschauung . Marburg, 1899, p. 57.

^*For a different opinion see Weise, 1. c, pp. 213 ff. Cf. also Grimm,

Deutsche Grantmatik, 1. c, p. 348.

"For a fuller statement concerning the suffixes -a and -z'^ (-?«), see Brug-

mann, 1. c, pp. 27 ff.
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ciation with certain nouns with that ending which denote femi-

nine persons.

In a paper on The Origin of Grammatical Gender^ read at

the last meeting of the American Philological Association and

printed in Volume II of The Journal of Germanic Philology,
'*

Benjamin Ide Wheeler takes issue with Brugmann and presents

a new theory. His principal arguments ^^ against Brugmann's

ideas are: {a) Provision is made for explaining the adaptation to

sex-denotation of only two classes of nouns, the -a-class and

the -/«-class. (<?') No provision is made for the isolated words,

not members of any well-defined suffix-class, {c) There is lack-

ing any account of the psychological motive through which

words of different ending should have been grouped into a

psychologically determined class involving denotation of sex.

Wheeler believes ^" that it is on general principles improbable

that the categories of sex-gender originated from within the

nouns themselves, and as early as 1889, in an article on Gram-

matical Gender in the Classical Review, ^' suggested that the

development of grammatical gender in the noun had been deter-

mined by the inflections of the pronouns. I find also the fol-

lowing passage in Paul's Principles of the History ofLanguage

:

"The linguistic instruments whereby we now recognise the

grammatical gender of a substantive are the concord in which,

on the one hand, attribute and predicate, on the other hand, a

substitutory {sic) pronoun stands therewith. Thus the rise of

grammatical gender stands in the closest correspondence with

the rise of a variable adjective and pronoun. The variability

with regard to gender of the adjective presupposes that the dif-

ference in gender has become attached to a special stem-ending.

This phenomenon might be explained by supposing that the

stem-ending in question was originally an independent word, a

pronoun which, while still independent, had acquired a reference

^8 TheJournal of Germanic Philology. Vol. II, pp. 528-545-

'^ Ibidem, p. 532.

^" TheJournal 0/ Germanic Philology. Vol. II, p. 535.

21 The Classical Review. Vol. Ill, pp. 390-392.
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to a male or female individual. Still, this assumption is not abso-

lutely necessary. It might conceivably happen that, by pure

accident, an overwhelming majority had pronounced for the

masculine in the case of one stem-ending, and an equal majority

for the feminine in the case of the other. In the pronoun, as

in the adjective, the distinction of gender may appear in the

stem-ending ; it may, however, also be expressed by specific

roots. It seems probable that grammatical gender developed

earlier in the case of the substitutory {sic) pronoun, just as it is

there that it has maintained itself longest in languages, such as

English, where it has partially disappeared."
"""

The view suggested by Wheeler in 1889 has since been pre-

sented by other writers, but he now develops it and shows how
it seems to point the way to the solution of the problem. The
English language, which has lost the grammatical gender,

offers, he says, an almost perfect illustration of the dependence

upon the pronoun to indicate sex. Epicene nouns like person

and parent^ and epicene pronouns like everybody and somebody^

are frequently forced to a betrayal of sex by the personal pro-

noun ; thus, in Everybody can do as he pleases., or Everybody can

do as she pleases. This tendency is so strong that there is often

an inclination to evade it by saying Everybody can do as they

please. In closing his article Wheeler says Indo-European

gender is an imperfect blending of two systems " of classifica-

tion—the one based on meaning, the other on form, while

according to Brugmann's theory the idea of sex-gender was

spontaneously developed out of the old form-classes.

In what follows I shall make a simple statement of the facts

that I have gathered from my study of the grammatical gender

of English words in German and shall show that the gender

follows, in many cases, certain more or less regular tendencies,

but I shall not attempt to present any new theory as to the

'^ Hermann Paul, Principles ofthe History of Language. Translated from the

second edition by H. A. Strong. New York, 1889, pp. 289-290.

*'Cf. also Weise, 1. c, p. 223.
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origin of grammatical gender. I shall accomplish my purpose,

then, if I succeed in deducing a few tangible principles.

In collecting the English words I have made use of the fol-

lowing sources: Heyse's Fremdwbrterbuch^ tenth and seventeenth

editions, Leipzig, 1891 and 1896; Sanders's Fremdworterbuch,

Leipzig, 1871 ;
Sarrazin's Verdeuischtmgs-Wdrterbuch^ second

edition, Berlin, 1889; Duden's Orthographisches W'drterbuch,

fifth edition, Leipzig and Vienna, 1898; Fuchs's Deutsches

Worterbuch, Stuttgart, 1898 ;
Ditscheiner-Wessely's Deutscher

Wortschatz, third edition, Leipzig, 1892 ;
Deutsche Rundschau;

Leipzig Illustrirte Zeitung ; New York Staats-Zeitung ; and

Anglia.

Besides searching these works, some of them page by page

and line by line, I have gathered and verified many words by

general reading. Words used only by uneducated Germans

have been generally disregarded, and nouns with a natural gen-

der have not, of course, been included in the list. The words

appear in unchanged English orthography. I have collected

nearly four hundred, but the list pretends to be neither exhaust-

ive nor infallible ; it will be found at the end of this article.

Not all of these are " loan-words," in the ordinary sense of

the expression, in regular and common use. The fact, how-

ever, that they have been used, or are now used, in Ger-

man and have thereby received a gender suffices for our

present purpose. Many of them belong to the vocabulary of

sport,^* such as Hatidicap, Steeple-chase, Cricket, Lawn-tennis,

of political and social affairs, such as Bill, Strike, Boycott,

Lockout, of articles of food and drink, as Beefsteak, Pudding,

Pie, Porter, Rum, of railway terms ^^ as Cow-catcher, Tender,

Tunnel, Tra77iway, Trestle-work.

In connection with the assignment of a grammatical gender

to borrowed words, inanimate things are at present evidently

not considered soul-endowed substances, nor does the giving of

"See Weise, 1. c, p. 189.

K Cf. Rud. Kleinpaul, Das Fremdwort im Deutschen. Leipzig, 1896, pp.

137 flf.
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gender to such words seem always to be the result of a tendency

to individualize and personify. This part of the Grimm theory

can not, then, be applied, to any great extent, to the study of

the grammatical gender of English words in German. It will,

however, be shown later that such gender is in some cases de-

termined by the character or meaning of the object. A hasty

examination of the grammatical gender of Old English led me
at once to the natural conclusion that the gender assumed by

English words in German is not always, not even generally, the

same as that possessed before the English language lost its

grammatical gender,—for example, in German the English

word Barn has assumed the feminine gender, while the O.E.

equivalent bcm was neuter ; so Home becomes neuter, while

O.E. ham was masculine ; Road becomes masculine except in

the compound Railroad^ which may be either feminine or

neuter, and O.E. rdd was feminine ; Doom becomes neuter,

while O.E. dom was masculine ; Back becomes masculine, while

O.E. baec was neuter. Universal agreement in this particular

could hardly be expected. Grimm has shown "*' that, with loan-

words in general, agreement is far more rare than disagreement,

one reason being the change in inflection that takes place. What
has, then, determined the gender of English words in German ?

One scholar '" states that words borrowed from English are

given a gender from real or fancied analogies, I shall show that

it has been determined (i) by the influence of the gender of

German cognates or synonyms, (2) by endings, (3) by class or

character of objects, and (4) occasionally by fancy ; it will be

seen that the influence of German synonyms has played an

effective role in various ways, and that the matter of endings is

an important one. If it should appear that the gender has been

fixed, in a large number of cases, by terminations through asso-

ciation, then it must be admitted that the Brugmann theory is

worthy of careful consideration.

"^^ Deutsche Grammattk, 1. c, pp. 545 ff. Cf. also Klienpaul, 1. c.
, pp. 104 fF.

"Calvin Thomas, A Practical Ger^nan Granitnar. New York (1895), p. 190.
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One hundred and thirty-six of the words in the list are mas-

culine, fifty-three feminine, one hundred and twenty-nine neuter,

and seventy-four are unsettled or variable in gender. About

thirty-five per cent, then, are masculine, thirteen per cent femi-

nine, thirty-three per cent neuter, and nineteen per cent unset-

tled or changeable. In the case of the grammatical gender of

German words, the proportions are not the same, as I have

found, after careful investigation, that there are very many more

feminines than masculines, there being about three feminines to

two masculines. In M. H. G. the ratio between masculines and

neuters is about fifty-three to forty-seven, while in N. H. G. it is

about fifty-eight to forty-two. These considerations, therefore,

bring out the interesting facts that there are among the Eng-

lish words in German, with respect to grammatical gender,

nearly three times as many masculines as feminines, and that

there are nearly as many neuters as masculines, while among

German words the feminines are in the majority and there are

fewer neuters than masculines. I can offer no suitable expla-

nation of this tendency to favor the masculine gender in the

case of loan-words, except that N. H. G. seems to have a decided

preference for the masculine gender as against the neuter. It

was shown a moment ago that there is, in this respect, a slight

difference between M. H. G. and N. H. G. This same tendency

will be seen again in the examination of words of unsettled or

changeable gender. Deviations and changes in gender in the

history of the German language give early evidence of this

preference ^^ for the masculine. To Gothic, and especially to Old

Norse neuters, correspond High German masculines, and where

the masculine and the neuter stood side by side in the earlier High

German, the former has crowded out the latter, as is attested by

many examples, for instance, Gothic, dragk^ n. O. H. G. tranc^

n., M. H. G., tranc^ n., m., N. H. G., Trank^ m., O. H. G., Itb^ m.,

n., M. H. G., lib., m., n.; N. H. G., Leib., m. This fact does not.

** W. Wilmanns, Deutsche Grammatik. Zweite Auflage. Strassburg, 1S99. II,

pp. 206, 270, 283.
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however, explain the relative numbers of masculines and femi-

nines.

Of the total number of words in the list about nineteen per

cent, as already stated, are uncertain, unsettled, or changeable

in grammatical gender. Of these forty-six waver between mas-

culine and neuter, twenty between feminine and neuter, five

—

Dock^ Farm., Gig^ Store., Strike—may assume any of the gen-

ders, while only three

—

Coal., Diaper, Tricycle—may be either

masculine or feminine. Coal owes its double gender possibly

to the fact that its German equivalent Kohle., although now
feminine, was, earlier in its history, generally masculine. ^'

Adelung shows '^'^ that it is masculine in some Oberdeiitsch prov-

inces. Grimm quotes, in his Dictionary., many passages in

which it is also neuter. In Old English the word is neuter.

It is more probable that the German gender of this English

word has been influenced, on the one hand, by the form, and, on

the other, by the feminine Kohle. As the uncertainty, in the

great majority of cases, is between the masculine and the neuter

or the feminine and the neuter, it is simply a matter of assign-

ing a gender to the words or putting them in the genderless

class, and in this connection it is significant that there is so little

uncertainty between the masculine and the feminine, there being,

as stated, only three words in this category. That certain words

are used in diSerent senses may sometimes explain the varia-

bilty in gender. Roo7n is masculine or neuter ; it is used for

room and space., and has undoubtedly been influenced by the

masculine Raum and the neuter Zi^myier ; Meeting is generally

neuter, but occurs also as feminine, probably on account of the

feminine Versammhing ; Bench is both feminine and neuter,

—

it is feminine because the German word Bank is feminine, but

in the expression the Queens's Bench it may be neuter, because

in this connection it suggests the German Gericht which is

*'K. G. Andresen, Sprachgebrauch und Sprachrichtigkeit im Deuischen.

Achte Auflage. Leipzig, 1898, p. 39.

» Adelung, Grammatisch-kritisches Worterbuch der hochdeutschen Mundart.

Wien, 181 1. Vol. II, p. 1684.
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neuter. The gender of many of these uncertain words could

be accounted for in a similar way. The determination of gen-

der seems often to be a contest between the German connate

and the German synonym. The gender has evidently been

fixed many times entirely by the German synonyms ^^ regard-

less of form. Most conspicuous among the examples of this

are the masculines Clay {Thon)^ Mirror {Spiegel), Road {IVeg);

the feminines Crown {Krone\ nearly all other names of coins

being masculine, Barn {Scheune Scheuer)^ Coach {Kutsche)^ and
Turtle {Turteltanbe); and the neuters, Baby [Kind), Inn {Gas-

thaus\ Pillow {Kopfkissefi)^ and Roof {Dach).

Gender determined by endings : It may be affirmed that words
are likely to adopt a grammatical gender habitually associated

with the inflections ^^ or derivative endings ^^ attached to them.

Of the fifty-three feminines twelve terminate in -ry which may
be considered a feminine ending, being the equivalent of the

German -rei ; twenty-five have probably been influenced by Ger-

man synonyms; Cojumission follows the regular practice of nouns
in -ion; all the others have the feminine ending -<?, except

Backings Bill., Brig., Currency., and Railing., and the gender of

these is not accounted for. We should expect to find Backing
and Railing as masculines or neuters, for all the English loan-

words with the termination -ing belong in those classes, except

these two and Meeting which is, as stated, sometimes feminine

though it is more often neuter. As is well known, most Ger-

man words ending in -i7ig are masculine,^* but that some of these

foreign words are always neuter is explained by their origin as

verbal nouns. It is worthy of remark that there are many
monosyllabic feminines among these loan-words

; the dispropor-

tionately large number of monosyllabic masculines in German
may be attributed to the fact that many such masculines are

"Cf. Weise, 1. c, p. 220.

wCf. Paul, 1. c, pp. 2S9, 294.

"Cf. Grimm, Deutsche Gramtnatik ^ ]. c, pp. 343, 551.

"Cf. ibidem, 1. c, p. 518.
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derived by Ablaut from strong verbal roots. Of the twenty-

seven words with the ending -^r, twenty-three are masculine,

one wavers between this gender and the feminine, while

only three, Charter., Alofister., and Legal-tender., are neuter. In

N. H. G. nouns ending in -er that do not denote agency'^ or

station are of all genders, but when the letters -er are a true suffix,

the words are very likely to be masculine.^'' The forty-five or fifty

nouns that end in -e are about equally divided among the three

genders. We should naturally expect a majority of feminines,

for the feeling that -e is a feminine ending is so strong that the

French masculines ^'^ with this final short vowel regularly be-

come feminine when taken into German, as die Etage^ die

Bagage., die Courage^ or when an -e is added to a French loan-

word, it likewise becomes feminine, as die Rosine., die Matratze.,

and still further, if the -e is dropped from a French feminine

the loan-word often becomes neuter, as das Kotelett and das

Kompott. But in the case of English loan-words with this

termination, German synonyms and the meaning of the words

themselves have played a stronger part than the ending in fix-

ing the gender. Eleven end in -et ; they are neuter without

exception, but hilet is sometimes found as a masculine. Ter-

minations have played, then, a very important role in fixing the

gender of English words in German, and so the Brugmann
theory holds good in this particular. Gender is sometimes simi-

lar to the coloration ^^ of animals
;
just as nature gives to certain

animals the color of the objects upon which or among which

they live, so the human mind, acting half consciously, gives to

certain words the gender of the group with which they are

most closely allied in form.

Gender determined by class pr character : It often happens

that the gender of a word is decided by the class ^^ in which it

s5Cf. Thomas, 1. c, p. 188.

«Cf. Wilmanns, 1. c, pp. 283 ff.

^'See Kleinpaul, 1. c, p. 105.

^* Weise, 1. c.
, p. 221.

3»Cf. Paul, 1. c, p. 291.
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belongs ; the gender of the common designation of the species

fixes the gender of the more special designation, and so words

connected in idea, freqnently have the same gender whatever

may be their form or ending. Under this head we have cases

of analogy. Thus the German word Mittwoch^ earlier miite

woche^^^ used in some of the dialects even at the present day as

a feminine, has come to be used as a masculine after the model

of the other names of the days of the week. So in French,

kte {aetas) has become masculine because the other seasons have

that gender. Since the word Zahl is feminine, we say, die Zwei^

die Drei^ die Vier^ etc.

To return to English words in German: I have found

the names of fifteen beverages ; they are Ale., Brandy., Flip,

Gin., Grog., Hock., Mountain-dew., Porter., Punch., Rum., Sherry.,

Shrub., Small-beer., Whisky., and Whist. Now, all these, with

two exceptions, are, or may be, used as masculines in German,
and I conjecture that this is the case because they suggest der

Schnaps or der Wein and its compounds, as Branntwein., Rhein-

weifi., etc. The exceptions are Ale and Small-beer; they are

neuter ; they certainly suggest das Bier. Flip and Porter

vacillate between masculine and neuter. This is what misfht

be expected, for Porter suggests das Bier., but its form is mascu-

line, while Flip., with regard to its ingredients, may suggest both

das Bier and der Wein. Thus the gender of the common des-

ignation fixes the gender of the more special designation. The
strongest of these beverages are masculine ; this gender would
naturally follow from an application of the Adelung-Grimm
theory. It is significant that not one of these words has been

found used as feminine. Strange to say, however, the word
Wein is neuter in O. E., Old Norse, Gothic, and Latin, but

throughout the history of German, in O. H. G., M. H. G., and

N. H. G., it has been consistently masculine. In accordance

with German usage, the names of coins are masculine, except

Cent which is masculine or neuter. Crown which is feminine

^Cf. Weise, 1. c, pp. 219-220.
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through the influence of die Krone^ as already explained, and

the neuter Bit. The words connected with horse-racing- are

mostly neuter regardless of form, as Bettings Derby., Handicaps

Match^ and Training. There are seven games in the list,

Boss-puzzle^ Boston., Cribbage., Cricket., Lawn-tennis., Pall-Mall.,

and Whist ; they are uniformly neuter, though Whist., owing to

the influence of the gender of the beverage with the same
name, occurs also as masculine. The names of cloth and dress

material waver between masculine and neuter ; I have found no

feminines.

Gender determined occasionally by fancy : The feeling for

gender has so thoroughly permeated*^ the language and the

adjective declension is so complex that it is in most cases im-

possible to leave the gender of loan-words undetermined. Under
these circumstances the question is sometimes settled by mere

chance. For instance, the word Strike may have any one of the

three genders, the choice depending upon the fancy of the

speaker or writer ; it is generally masculine, though, in analogy

to the German der Streich.^ Postage is neuter like Porto., the

word commonly used in Germany, but a leading German peri-

odical of New York recently printed the compound Penny-

postage as neuter in the nominative and as feminine in the

genitive in the same paragraph. Other examples could be

given to show that mere chance or caprice not infrequently

temporarily fixes the gender of foreign words in German.

In the German-American press the names of most ships are

feminine, as die Brooklyn., die Iowa., die Grant., die Yorktown^

but der Fiirst Bismarck., der Kaiser Wilhelm. The practice of

making the names of ships, and the pronouns referring to them,

feminine is a result of English influence. In English, ships

are sometimes masculine, as man-of-war, merchantman, but in

spite of these masculine words, the pronouns referring to them

are not uncommonly feminine. Jacob Grimm was much inter-

*'Paul, 1. c, pp. 293 flF.

"Cf, Kleinpaul, 1. c, p. 62.
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ested in this English usage and wrote :
" I should like to know

the reason for this personification and how old it is."*^

My results may be summed up in brief as follows : With Eng-

lish words in German there is a decided tendency in favor of

the masculine; there is much uncertainty between the masculine

and the neuter, and between the feminine and the neuter
;
prac-

tically no uncertainty exists between the masculine and the

feminine. It has been shown further that the gender assumed

by English words is determined (i) by the influence of the gen-

der of German cognates or synonyms, (2) by terminations, (3)

by meaning, i, e.^ by class or character of objects, and (4) occa-

sionally by fancy or chance. Of these causes the first and

second are the most important. In conclusion, then, the

principles of the Adelung-Grimm theory have had more or less

influence in determining the gender of English loan-words,

while Brugmann's idea of sex gender as a spontaneous develop-

ment out of form-classes has had some effect. But Wheeler is

undoubtedly nearest to the truth in his claim that grammatical

gender is an imperfect blending of two systems of classification,

the one based on meaning, the other on form. In the case of

English words in German, I incline to the belief that form and

German synonyms have had most to do in fixing gender.

^Deutsche Grammatik, 1. c, p. 433. For an explanation, see Weise, 1. c, p.

216, foot-note. Cf. also Wheeler's article in The Journal of Germanic Phil-

ology, 1. c, p. 537.
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I.IST OF
Ale, n.

Antelope, f.

Arrowroot, f.

Baby, n.

Back, m.

Backiug, f.

Bag, m.

Bargain, m.

Barge, f.

Barn, f.

Barrel, n.

Beef, m., n.

Beefsteak, n.

Bench, f , n.

Betting, n.

Bicycle, m.

Bill, f.

Bit, n.

Blackband, m.

Black-drop, m.
Black-lead, n.

Blizzard, m.
Blood-stone, m.
Bloom, n.

Blubber, m.
Bluff, m.

Blunder, m.
Board, m., n.

Bog, n.

Bond, m.

Book, n.

Book-making, n.

Boss-puzzle, n.

Boston, n.

Bottle, f

Boundary, f.

Bowery, f.

Boycott, m.

Box, f.

Brandy, m.

Brick, m.
Brig, f.

Buckskin, m., n.

Budget, n.

Buffalo, m.

ENGLISH NOUNS FOUND
Buggy, m.

Bulk-head, m.

Bull, m.

Bull-finch, m.
Bullion, n.

Bumper, m.

Bunk, f.

Burner, m.
Bush, m.

Cab, n.

Calico, m.
Cambric, m.

Camp, n.

Camp-meeting, n.

Carol, m.
Catgut, m.

Cent, m., n.

Charity, n.

Charter, n.

Check, m., n.

Cheer, m.

Chestnut, f.

City, f.

Clay, m.

Clearance, f.

Clearing-house, n.

Cliff, n.

Closet, n.

Cloth, n.

Club, m.

Coach, f.

Coal, m., f.

Coating, m., n.

Cocket, n.

Cold-cream, n.

Colliery, f.

Comfort, m., n.

Commission, f.

Committee, f., n.

Company, f.

Congress, m.

Cooler, m.

Copyright, n.

Corduroy, m.

Corner, m.

IN GERMAN.
Cottage, n.

County, n.

Court, m.

Cow-catcher, m.

Cracker, m.
Crag, m.

Crawfish, m.
Cribbage, u.

Cricket, n.

Crown, f.

Cup, m.

Currency, f.

Curry, n.

Custom, n.

Cut, m.

Dainty, m.
Dairy, f.

Deed, n.

Derby, n.

Diaper, m., f.

Dime, m.

Dimity, m.
Dining-room, m., n.

Dirk, m.

Dock (m. ) , f. , n.

Docket, n.

Dollar, m.

Doom, n.

Drawback, n.

Drawing-room, m.

Dredge, n.

Dressing-room, n.

Dumpling, m.

Eagle, m.
East, m.

Essay, m., n.

Exchange, f

Exchequer, m.

Factory, f.

Fairy, f

Fancy, f., n.

Farm, m., f., n.

Farthing, m.
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Fashion, f.

Fathom, n.

Fee, n.

Fence, f.

Fish, m.

Flint, n.

Flip, m. , n.

Floor, m.

Fly, (f.), n.

Foreign Office, n.

Fort, n.

Fox-terrier, m.

Full-dress, n.

Furlong, n.

Gallon, m., n.

Garnet, n.

Gig, m., (f.), n.

Gill, n.

Gin, m.

Ginger, m.

Gingham, m.

Grog, m.

Gum, m., n.

Hall, f., n.

Handicap, n.

Handle, n.

Hansom, m.

Hardware, f.

Headright, m., n.

Highway, m.

Hickory, m.

Hide, n.

Hoax, m.

Hock, m.

Hocktide, f.

Hoist, m.

Hollyhock, n.

Home, n.

Horse-guard, f.

Hot-flue, m.

Hotspur, m.

Humbug, m.

Humpback, n.

Hundred, n.

Hurly-burly, m., n.

Impeachment, n.

Inch, m., n.

Indemnity, f.

India-rubber, m.

Ingot, m.

Ingrain, n.

Inlet, m., n.

Inn, n.

Interview, f. , n.

Ism, m.

Jacket, n.

Jig, m.

Joint, m.

Joint-stock, m.

Jury, f-

Kersey, m.

Kettle-drum, u.

Lace, n.

Lawn, n.

Lawn-tennis, n.

Lee, f. , n.

League, f.

Legal Tender, n.

Livery, f.

Load, n.

Locket, n.

Lockout, m.

Locomotive, f.

Loss, n.

Lowry, f.

riail, n.

Make-shift, n.

Manchester, m.

Manor, n.

Mansion, n.

Match, n.

Meeting, (f. ), n.

Mile, f.

Mirror, m.

Mob, m., n.

Mohair, n.

Monster, n.

Morning, m. n.

Mount, m., n.

Mountain-dew, m.

Mustang, n.

Navy, f.

Oakum, n.

Office, f.

Pace, f., n.

Padding, n.

Paddock, m.

Pall-mall, n.

Pamphlet, n.

Park, m.

Parlor-heater, m.

Peak, m., n.

Peck, n.

Penny, m.

People, m., n.

Pew, m., n.

Pie, n.

Pier, m.

Pier-head, n.

Pigeon English, n.

Pillory, n.

Pillow, n.

Pincher, m.

Pint, (f.), n.

Pit, m. n.

Plaid, m., n.

Plaiding, n.

Plea, n.

Pleasure-ground, ni.

Pointer, m.

Poll, m., n.

Poll-tax, n.

Pony, m., n.

Pool, n.

Porter, m., n.

Postage, f., n.

Postage-stamp, m.
Principle, n.

Privy-council, n.

Prize-fight, f., n.

Pudding, m.
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Puff, m.

Punch, m.

Quibble, n.

Race, f.

Rail, 11.

Railing, f.

Railroad, f., u.

Railway, m., n.

Reader, m.

Record, m., n.

Recovery, f.

Release, m., n.

Relief, n.

Repeal, n.

Reply-letter, m.

Reprieve, m.

Retail, m.

Review, f., n.

Revival, n.

Revolver, m.

Rifle, m.

River, m.

Road, m.
Rod, n.

Roof, n.

Room, (m. ), n.

Rope, n.

Rope-grass, n.

Rout, m., n.

Rum, m.

Rump-steak, n.

Sandwich, n.

Scale, f.

Scalp, m.

Schooner, m.

Score, 11.

Screen, m.

Settee, f., n.

Setter, m.

Settlement, n.

Sewer, m.

Shanty, m., n.

Share, f., n.

Shawl, m.
Shelf, n.

Sherry, m.
Shilling, m.

Shirting, m., n.

Shock, m.

Shoddy, m., n.

Shop, m., n.

Shout, n.

Show, f.

Shrub, m.

Shrubberj', n.

Silk, n.

Silkeen, n.

Skating-rink, m.

Slam, m.

Slang, m., n.

Sloop, f., n.

Small-beer, n.

Sneer, m.

Spaniel, m.

Speech, m.

Spleen, m.

Sport, m., n.

Spray, m.

Square, m., n.

Stake, m., n.

Stamp, n.

Standard, m., n.

Star, m.

Start, m.

Steamboat, n.

Steamer, m.
Steam-pot, n.

Steam-press, f.

Steeple-chase, f., n.

Stock, n.

Stock-jobbery, f.

Stone, m.

Store, m., (f. ), n.

Strait, f.

Strike, m., f., n.

Swamp, m., n.

Sweep, m.

Tapestry, f.

Tax, f.

Team, n.

Tender, m.

Ticket, n.

Timothy, m.
Toast, m.

Ton, f., n.

Tow, m.
Tower, m.
Township, n.

Trade, m.

Training, n.

Tramway, f.

Trestle-work, n.

Trial, n.

Trick, m.

Tricjcle, m., f.

Trip, m.

Tumbler, m.

Tun, n.

Tunnel, m.

Turnip, f., n.

Turnout, n.

Turtle, m.

Turtle, f. (dove)

Turtle-soup, f.

Twist, m., n.

Veal steak, n.

Verdict, n.

Vice, m.

View, n.

Warfare, n.

Warp, n.

Whim, m.

Whisky, m.

Whist, (m.), n.

Writ, m., n.

Yard, m., n.

Yard, f. (measure)

Yoke, n.
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SUMMARY.
Masculine 136 Feminine or Neuter 20

Feminine 53 Masculine or Feminine 3

Neuter 129 Masculine, Feminine or Neuter . 5

Masculine or Neuter 46

Total ... 392

Charles Bundy Wilson.

Thb University of Iowa.



EGESTORFFS TRANSLATION OF KLOPSTOCK'S

MESSIAS COMPARED WITH OTHER EARLY
ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS.

It will be remembered that after some hesitation Klopstock

consented to have the first three cantos of his Messias published

in the Bremer Beitrdgen in the year 1 748. Their appearance

made a decided sensation, and they became at once the centre

of literary interest in Germany. Around them the war between

the antagonistic schools of Bodmer and Gottsched waged more

furiously than ever. The enthusiasm and the great impression

they at first produced w^as, according to IMuncker, only second

to that produced by the appearance of Goethe's Gbtz von Ber-

lichingen. It was but natural, therefore, that this enthusiasm

should soon spread beyond the national boundaries, and that

other nations should evince a desire to appropriate the beauties

of the new Messiade by translating it into their native idiom.

To the French belongs the honor of having been the first nation

to translate the poem. Scarcely had the first three cantos

appeared, when Bodmer, concerned for the literary fame of his

protege, induced the Bernese patrician, Vincenz Bernhard

von Tscharner, who had already cleverly translated the poems

of Haller into French, to undertake the same task for Klopstock.

This he consented to do, and by 1750 had completed the task of

translating the three cantos, which alone had appeared up to

that time, into French prose in a manner, which won the

approval of nearly every one, except that of the poet, whom it

seemed impossible to please in the way of translation. This is

proved by the ode entitled Klage ernes Gedichtes^ which

appeared in 1796. In this Klopstock complains bitterly of the

treatment of his poem at the hands of translators. He speaks

here of " desecration " and exclaims, " Ye goddesses, the muses

(284)
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preserve me from translations." Towards the French transla-

tion he is especially severe:

Gallier haben noch jiingst mich iibersetzt; doch sie wahnen's
Nur; sie haben mich dort iiber den Lethe gesetzt.

O, wie grub mir der Wunden so viel' ihr triefender Dolch ein,

Und wie rothete sich mir die getrofFene Brust !

The translation into French was soon followed by various

attempts in Latin, Lessing and his younger • brother, Johann
Gottlieb, being among those who tried their hand at it. Klop-

stock himself, in order to show the various translators how
wretchedly they had reproduced the thoughts of the original,

tried to induce his friends to undertake a translation into Latin,

and to encourage them to make the attempt, himself translated

several passages into Latin prose.

One by one the various nations gave testimony to the world-

wide interest in the young poet, until there was scarcely a lan-

guage of Europe which did not possess a translation of this

German Milton. ^

As was to be expected, the English from whose land Klop-

stock so largely obtained his inspiration, were early curious to

learn to what extent Klopstock's admirers were justified in

placing him at the side of, or in some cases, as for example that

of the youthful Wieland, even above Milton. In the early

sixties Collyer and his wife began a translation, which appeared

from time to time, from 1763 to 1769, embracing finally fifteen

cantos, which were all which Klopstock had written, or at least

published, up to that time. Finally, in 181 1 nineteen cantos

were published, the last three having been translated by a Mrs.

Meeke. The twentieth canto was not translated. A new trans-

lation, as it entitled itself, the last five books prepared for the

press by T. Raffles, was published in 181 4.

Although these translations into prose gave but a faint idea of

^ A full account of these various translations is to be found in the Lexikon
der hantburgischen Schriftsteller bis zur Gegenwart under the rubric Klopstock.

Shorter accounts taken from this are given in the introductions to Muncker's
and Hamel's editions of the poem.
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the beauties of the original and have earned for themselves the

name of the worst of all the translations of the Messias^ ^ they

completely satisfied the London publishers, who were more con-

cerned in filling their own pockets than in providing the public

with the best possible translation of the German poem. It was,

therefore, no wonder that when a German schoolmaster, who
during a residence of several years in England, had completed

a translation of the whole of the Messias into English blank

verse, knocked at their doors, he was everywhere received with

coldness and dismissed with the remark that no further transla-

tion of the Messiah was needed. Disheartened with his ill-

success, the author returned to his native land after an absence

of seventeen years. Fearing that the labor of years would be

lost to the world for lack of a publisher, he determined to pre-

sent it to the library of Gottingen. This he did in 1820.

Subsequently he succeeded in interesting a number of wealthy

citizens of Hamburg in his poem, aud it finally appeared in that

city in 1821-22.^

The name of this schoolmaster, the translator of Klopstock's

poem, was George Heinrich Christian EgestorfF, who, according

to a few autobiographical notes added to the MS. of his transla-

tion, was born May 28, 1783, at Osterwald (three hours' journey

from Hanover). In early childhood he came to the capital city,

and was confirmed there in the Kreutzkirche, April 30, 1797.

He started for England December 23, 1800, reaching London^

February i, 1801. On returning he left London, April 7, 1817,

and arrived in Hamburg, April 16, nine days later. At the

close of a letter prefixed to his translation he signs himself as

" Lehrer auf dem Institute zu Goldensee bei Ratzeburg im

Lauenburgischen."

Apart from these scanty notices, which, as already indicated,

he seems to have given himself, as the entry is in the same

hand as the dedication signed by him, I have been able to find

« Cf Hamel's introduction to the Messias, CLXXXVII in D. N. L,.

•See the review of the translation in the Leipziger Literatur-Zeitung of De-

cember 6, 1826.
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but very little about him. From Liibker und Schroder's Lexikon

der Schleswig-Holsteiti-Lauenburgischen und Eiitinischen Schj'ift-

steller von lygdbis 1828 and Schroder's Lexikon der Hamburgi-

schen Schriftsteller bis zur Gegenwarl {KamhuTg, 1854), we learn

further that on his return from England in 1818, Egestorffbecame

teacher of music and English at the institute of Goldensee.

While here he published a translation of Kleist's Friihling

under the title: Kleisfs Vernal Season^ in 1818. Further, an

English manual, Hand oder Lesebuch der Englischen Sprache^

nebst einer kurzen griindlichen Einleiinng zu einer richtigen^

gebildeten Aussprache des Englischen. Hamburg, 1823, and a

Denkschrift auf Klopstocks hundertjahrigen Gebiirtstag^ 1824.

In 1825 ^^ accepted the chair of English at the famous

Y{ja.vcCo\xr% Johanneum., which he held for three years. During

this period, he continued his literary activity, publishing a

Monodie an der Bahre des verezvigten K. M. voji Weber ^ 1826;

English Usher. Eijileitungsbuch der englischen Sprache., 1827;

and Colloquial exercises^ english and german^ No. i, Ham-
burg, 1828. Both during his stay at Goldensee and while at

Hamburg he wrote quite a number of articles for the Lauen-

burgischer Anzeiger., the most important of which are the

following: Etwasilber Madaine Catalanials Kiinstlerin; Filrst

Blilcher von Wahlstadt ; Ein Orkan^ Windstille laid Erdbeben

in Westindien; Miisik; M. Luther^s Standbild; M. Luther''s Tod

und Charakter. All these appeared according to Schroder's Lexi-

kon in 1 81 9. An article Menschen und Thiere appeared in 1827.

In addition to these, Schroder states, that he contributed several

shorter articles and poems to the same paper. The Lexikon

confesses ignorance as to the further events of Egestorff's life,

stating merely that he had left Hamburg in 1828, upon resign-

ing his position at the Johamteicm. We have seen that he

taught music as well as English at Goldensee, and without a

doubt he abandoned teaching to devote himself wholly to music.

This seems evident from the fact, that two years later, in 1830,

we find him giving a concert in Hamburg. The now celebrated

Hamburger Nachrichten^ then a small weekly journal under the
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title : Privilegirte^ zcdchentliche^ gemeinniltzige Nachrichten von

iindfiir Hamburg^ gives him quite a piifF in the number dated

April 19, 1830, promising its readers a rare musical treat

from the performance of this "vielseitig gebildeten Mamies."

Here we learn that he is a performer upon the French horn

(Waldhorn) and before returning to Germany had been for a

period of ten years first Waldhornist in the royal orchestra at

London, Further we are told that during the preceding year

(1829) he had made a trip as virtuoso through Hannover, the

Rhein provinces, and Holland, giving concerts at which his

" glorious musical talent " found due recognition.

How long he enjoyed popularity as a concert performer I have

been unable to discover. His interest in literature, however,

reasserted itself, for w^e find the recorded publication of a trans-

lation of Schiller's Jiingfrau von Orleans from his pen, which

appeared under the title: The Maid of Orleans^ in 1836. In

the forties we find him once more in London, evidently support-

ing himself in part by teaching German, as the books published

by him at this time would seem to show. The Catalogtie of the

British Museum contains the following titles of works written

by him : A Lecture 07i Music^ with Special Refere^ice to the Ger-

7nan Opera as Introd2iced into this Country. London, 1840.

Guide to Speaking German.^ 1842. Exercises ofGerman Conver-

sation.^ zi'ith English Translations. With some Remarks on

Ridings 1844. A Selection of Geinnan Poetry, with Ehtcidations^

Translations and Notesfor Self-Ticition. Vol.1, 1844. Concise

Grammar of the German Language 07i the Principles Adopted in

the Schools of Germany.^ 1846. Surely, EgestorfF must have

been hard put to it, to have combined in one book two such

heterogeneous subjects as " German Conversation" and "Re-

marks on Riding." This list of books comprises everything

that I have been able to discover concerning Egestorff after his

leaving Germany for the second time.

His translation of the Messias is mentioned by Goedeke,* who

* Grundriss.
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doubtless came across tlie cop\' in the Gottingen library. There

exists also a copy in the British Museum, which accounts for its

mention in Lownde's Bibliographers' Manual. Curiously

enough, America is so fortunate as to possess a copy in the Astor

library at New York. k.s far as I know no other copy exists in

this country, and while others may still be extant in Germany,

their number must be very few. Published as we know by

subscription, the edition of Egestorff's translation must have

been quite limited, and could not have obtained wide circula-

tion. This was due partly to the fact that the English book

market was already supplied with a translation, and partly to

the remoteness of its place of publication from the English

reading public. Had EgestorfF been able to bring his book out

in London instead of in Hamburg, its fate would in all proba-

bility have been a far different one. As it was, it could hope to

appeal only to the few English residing in Germany, for even

the Germans, who were capable of reading it, would naturally

prefer the original to a translation. It was therefore condemned

by the very nature of the circumstances to remain a mere liter-

ary curiosity.

The MS. translation of the Messias preserved in the library

at Gottingen consists of four large folio volumes, bound in

leather. The handwriting is clear and legible, and shows evi-

dences of great care and painstaking. At the close, upon p.

136 b., of Vol. IV, we find the following remarks with reference to

his translation. As will be seen the English is excellent, and

if the author extols himself and his translation while speaking

disparagingly of the work of his predecessors, it is not so much

pure conceit as the justifiable pride of a man who is conscious of

having produced something superior :

MSS. Bd. 4, s. 136 b.

I deem it incumbent on myself here briefly to state, that I do not

give scope to the idle vanity of supposing that this my translation

of Klopstock's Messiah be a faultless production. Yet having begun

and completed the work, not only without the aid of man, but under

difficulties and obstacles—various and great; I never could and never
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shall prevail on myself to submit it to the revision of any one. I

appear therefore with my production as it is :
" With all my imper-

fections on my head." And so to do, I am the more firmly resolved,

in so much as I am convinced, that another's revision of the manu-

script would only prove to be in the main detrimental. Nor do I

deem such necessary, because I hesitate not to aflSrm, that I may
offer my work, as it is, as a translation of Klopstock's Messiah,—

a

title that cannot with any degree of propriety be applied to the

wretched prose-production, published as such in England, a produc-

tion in which Klopstock's great poem has been mangled and

maimend [sic], in a manner, that it does not convey even the

remotest idea of the excellencies that characterize the original.

Klopstock saw the production in question, and said respecting it,

that the author had crucified his Messiah a second time.

G. H. Egestorff.

Goldensee, 21, August, 18 19.

Prefixed to the translation and bound with it are two letters

written by the author. The first one directed to the rector of

the university begs to be allowed to present his translation to

the library of the university. The second expresses his grati-

tude at the gracious acceptance of the MS., and evidently

accompanied it on its way to Gottingen. These letters, which

contain additional information concerning the history of the

translation, are as follows :

Briefe des Verfassers betreffs Schenkung :

Ich nehme mir die Freiheit Ew. Magnificenz unterthanigst vorzu-

stellen, dass ich vor ongefahr vier Jahren in England eine englische

Uebersetzung in reimlose Verse der Messiah von Klopstock voll-

endete. Ich ward zu solchem schwierigen Unternehmen veranlasst,

weil dieses grosse deutsche Gedicht, die Messiade, so grundschlecht

in die englische Sprache in Prosa iibersetzt ist, dass auch nicht die

geringste Spur der Eigenthiimlichkeiten des Originals in der Ueber-

setzung zu entdecken ist. Und ohngeachtet mannigfaltigen und

besonderen Schwierigkeiten vollendete ich meine Uebersetzung,

konnte selbige aber nicht zum Druck befordern, weil die erwahnte

schlechte Uebersetzung schon so oft in London verlegt wordeu, dass
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das Erscheinen meiner neuen und besseren, dem Interesse der eng-

lischen Biichhandler zuwider steht. Da ich aber glaubte, dass mein

Werk des Aufbewahrens vverth sey, und ich selbiges daruni vor

Verlorengehen zu hiiten wiinsche, und da ich diesen Zweck nicht

leichter als durch die Universitat meines unmittelbaren Vaterlandes

erreichen kann; bin ich so frei mich an Ew. Magnificenz zu wenden,

und ersuche Sie, das Manuscript in die Universitats-BibHothek zu

Gottingen aufzunehmen. Auf dero giitige Genehmigung werde ich

selbiges alsdann sogleich iibersenden,

Dero Magnificenz

Ehrfurchtsvoll

Unterthanigster

G. H. Egbstorff,
Lehrer auf dem Institute zu Goldensee

bei Ratzeburg im lyauenburgischen.

Goldensee, d. 4ten Jan., 1820.

Sr. Wohlgeboren

Dem Herrn Hofrath Reusz,

Auf Dero Wohlgeboren giitige Genehmigung meines Ersuchens

habe ich die Ehre Ihnen das Manuscript meiner englischen Ubeer-

setzung der Messiade von Klopstock hierbei zu iibersenden. Fiir

die achtungsvolle Aufnahme meines Werkes in die konigliche Uni-

versitats-Bibliothek meines Vaterlandes, seyn Sie meines herzlichsten

Dankes versichert. In der Ueberzeugung dass das Manuscript in

Dero Wohlgeboren Obhut so gut auf bewahrt seyn wird als ich es

nur wiinschen kann,

Habe ich die Ehre zu seyn

Hochachtungsvoll

Dero Wohlgeboren

Unterthanigster Diener

G. H. Egestorff,
Lehrer auf dem Institute zu Goldensee

bei Ratzeburg.

Goldensee, d. 4ten Febr., 1820.

(On the other side of page the following:)

Diirfte ich bitten um eine Zeile iiber den Empfang ?
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In addition to these letters Egestorff prefixed a special dedi-

cation of his poem to the University, which rnns as follows

:

Dieses Manuscript meiner Uebersetzung der Messiade von Klop-

stock in vier Theilen ist der koniglichen Universitat meines Vater-

landes (zu Gottingen) ehrerbietigst zugeeignet am 4ten Februar,

1820.

G. H. Egestorff,

Ehrenmitglied der Hamburgischen Gesellschaft

zur Beforderung der Kiinste und niitzlichen

Gewerbe.

Goldensee, d. 4ten Febr., 1820.

As already mentioned Egestorffwas finally successful in inter-

esting a number of prominent residents of Hamburg, both Ger-

man and English, in his poem, and so published it in 1821.

Prefixed to this edition is a preface which again gives the story

of his disappointments, and explains how he finally came to

publish it in Germany. As it may not be without interest, I will

give it here. It reads as follows :

Some explanation may be requisite to account for my publishing

*an English translation of Klopstock's poem in a country that has the

honour of claiming the original, because the first idea that naturally

suggests itself, is, that my translation, it being an English produc-

tion, ought to be published in England. And certainly, if I had

never made any effort to that effect, my proceeding would be alto-

gether odd and singular indeed. But I resolved on publishing it

here, after I was sufficiently convinced that I should never have an

opportunity of doing so in England.

The first three volumes or fifteen Cantos of the Messiah, were

translated into English prose, soon after the publication of the origi-

nal in Germany. That translation, however, is so very unsuccessful

an attempt that it is utterly below criticism, though Mr. Eessing has

honoured it with some remarks soon after its publication.^ Yet these

fifteen Cantos were reprinted at Bungay in Norfolk, and, after the

death of Klopstock, when a Miss Smith published an account of his

^Briefe die neueste L,iteratur betreflFend, No. 267. The review in question is

not, however, by Lessing, but by Resewitz.
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funeral, together with a translation of some letters and some few

odes, by means of which the name of our great poet came to be more

generally known in England than it had been ; several of the most

distinguished publishers at lyondon, in conjunction, published a

pocket-edition of these volumes, to which four more Cantos were

added, in like manner translated into English prose. And, at the

end of the nineteenth Canto, the translator adds the sapient remark,

that the twentieth Canto not properly belonging to the poem, and

the action of the poem ending with the Ascension,—this twentieth

Canto might, with propriety, be omitted. This statement, however,

is futile and absurd. The action of the poem terminates not with

the Ascension, but with the ultimate glorification of the divine

Messiah, viz., with His sitting down at the Right Hand of God.

And this takes place, not at the end of the nineteenth Canto, but in

the last verse of the last Canto of the poem.®

Besides this, another edition of it (though, I believe, with some
alterations and with another name) appeared soon after, and I have

seen a third one,—elegantly printed with plates. The consequence

was, when I offered my translation to a publisher, I was told by one

and all :
" We are satisfied with what we have got." '

Perhaps they may be doubly satisfied with what they have got,

for it may be justly said, that in their translation Klopstock's Mes-

siah has been crucified a second time.

Having no other alternative, therefore, I took my Manuscript on

board with me and arrived with it, safely, at Hamburgh, April 16,

18 17. Since then it has rested in my trunk. But, five years having

now elapsed since its completion, I at last resolved carefully to revise

the whole and give publicity to it here. And I am happy to have it

in my power to say, that so many distinguished individuals of Ham-
burgh, both German and English, have already countenanced my

6 Commenting upon Collyer's translation, in the review of EgestorfTs work
in the Letpziger Literatur-Zeitung , the reviewer dryly remarks : Der zwan-

zigste Gesang ist vom Uebersetzer deszwegen weggelassen worden, weil er,

wie derselbe auf eine sehr weise kx\. bemerkt, unnothig sey, indem die Hand-
lung am Schlusse des neunzehnten Gesanges sehr passend mit der Himmel-
fahrt des Erlosers ende.

' EgestorfFhad published as early as i8ro in Brighton some specimens of his

translation under the title: Elegant Extracts from the Messiah, translated into

English Verse, by G. H. C. Egestorff.
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undertaking, that I do not doubt but I shall be able, ultimately, to

calculate on indemnity and, thus, have the satisfaction, at least, of

seeing my work preserved, which though merely a translation, is

nevertheless dear to me, because it has been so arduous a task that I

should not be prevailed on to undertake another of the kind on any

consideration whatever.

Nor can it be otherwise than particularly grateful to my feelings

that I am enabled, now, to publish my translation of Klopstock 's

poem, where the great poet himself was, during half a century, a

citizen, and where he still lives in the recollection of some who were

personally intimate with him and enjoyed the singular felicity of

his conversation.

In respect to my work itself, I do not give scope to the idle vanity

of supposing that it will prove to be a production of perfection
;

but, having begun and completed it, not only without the aid of man,

but under difficulties and obstructions, various and peculiar, I never

could prevail on myself after its completion to submit it to the revi-

sion of any other person, but chose rather to appear without it before

the public, such as it is :

" With all my imperfections on my head."

Egestorff.

Hamburgh, August, 1821.

It is certainly something unusual for a foreigner to undertake

the task of translating a work of this kind into another

tongue, but EgestorfE has not only undertaken it, but has suc-

ceeded admirably. The excellence of his English is certainly

surprising, but finds a partial explanation in the fact that he

went to England when but a lad of seventeen years, and resided

there for seventeen years before setting foot once more on his

native shore. Still, Egestorff must have had linguistic talent

of no mean order to have assimilated so thoroughly the genius

of the English tongue. In his translation he has at his com-

mand a large poetic vocabulary, and in very few cases does he

make the impression of not being to the manner born. ^ The

* Commenting upon the translation Lowndes says in his Bibliographers^

Manual: " In justice to the translator this version, though containing some

Germanisms, is in very good Miltonic blank verse and a very readable book."
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revision which Egestorff mentions in his preface as having

made, is not one merely in name, but in reality. With a pains-

taking and carefulness which reminds us of Klopstock's own
method, and which speaks volumes for the love he bore his

work, and for his conscientiousness and ambition as a translator,

he has gone over the whole poem, correcting and changing

expressions, substituting for them others, which he considered

more poetical or accurate, or which rendered the metre more
perfect. In some cases he expanded passages quite considerably.

For example, the second paragraph, containing in this MS. the

same number of lines as in the original, viz., twelve ; he

expanded in the revision to seventeen. In the first draft he
seems to have endeavored to retain, as far as possible, the same
number of lines as the original. This is an almost impossible

task, because of the greater length of the hexameter over the

iambic pentameter which he chose. The result was that he was
compelled to omit many words or to choose shorter expressions

which were not always translations. So for example in the

passage already mentioned, he translates Klopstock's expression,

" der Allbarmherzige^^'' in the first instance, by the simple word
Deity ^ in the second instance much more accurately by " th' all

compassionate Jehovah," an expression which is, however,

unnecessarily long, as the phrase th' all compassionate would
have been suflficient. Similarly in the next line he translates :

Darf aus dunkler Feme sich auch dir nahen die Dichtkunst

at first with the words :

may poesy

Presume to venture on thy theme profound ?

in which the words "aus dunkler Feme" are not reproduced.

In the revision he felt the necessity of introducing them and
translates

:

May Poesy presume from her remote

Obscurity to venture on thy theme ?

In many cases the revision is by no means an improvement
on the first revision, as the expansion due to this over con-
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scientiousness destroys the poetical brevity of the expression and

makes the passage appear labored.

The book contains quite a number of misspelled words,

which are evidently misprints. Occasionally, however, one

comes across phrases or words which are not in accord with

English usage. Thus he uses the word prostrate frequently in

the sense of to lie^ as an intransitive verb. For example, he

renders the passage :

Hier lieg' ich, gottlicher Vater,

Noch nach deineni Bilde geschmiickt mit den Zugen der Menschheit,

as follows

:

I prostrate, Gracious Father, here to Thee,

Adorned still with the dignity of man. (V. 176.)

Again

:

To Thee \ prostrate, Father, in the dust.

Further he writes : I represent this my petition, for present^

and translates the command :
" Hiille dicli ein," by the words,

involve thyself. The verb writhe is used transitively, writhing

my body at thy feet. The expression : thus brothers joy^ used to

translate " so zittern Briider," although found in Milton, whom
Egestorff evidently took as a model, strikes one to-day as un-

usual. The German :
" Segnend schaut' ich den Seligen

nach," is reproduced by : With blessing looks I saw the blessed

rise, thus forcing the meaning of the English blessing. The
beauty of the German words :

" mit inniger Huld," is here

feebly reproduced by the words, with benevolence^ used in one

instance. Trivial also are the words, soon^ aJi^ very soon^ used

to translate, bald aber^ ach bald.

But soon, ah very soon, Thy judgment will

AfQict me and inter me with the dead. (V. 178.)

in the original :

Bald aber, ach bald wird dein totend Gericht mich

Blutig entstellen, und unter dem Staube der Toten begraben.
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The expression, sequestered groves^ while poetical in itself, is

hardly a translation of, die rauschenden Haine.

In contrast to these, however, many passages might be given,

which reproduce remarkably well the beauty of the original.

Thus the passage :

Die himmlische Zeder

Rauschte nicht, der Ozean schwieg an dem lichen Gestade.

Gottes lebender Wind hielt zwischen den eliernen Bergen

Unbeweglich und wartete mit verbreiteten Fliigeln

Auf der Stinime Gottes Herabkunft.

is admirably rendered :

Heaven's cedar rustleth not, and silent lay

The crystal ocean in her lofty shores.

God's living winds among the brazen hills

Immovable hovered on expanded wing

Awaiting all the voice of the Most High.

Again :

Und schon stand des Unsterblichen Fuss an der heiligen Pforte,

Welche vor ihm, wie rauschender Cherubim Fliigel, sich aufthat

is rendered

:

And soon his foot the sacred gate attained

Which opened softly like the rustling wing
Of Cherubim.

Quite effective is the translation of lines 22-41 of the second

Canto, where the penitent Eve, looking down upon the earth,

dwells with loving gaze upon the town of Bethlehem, where

Christ was born, and wishes that the privilege of bringing forth

the Son of Man might have been granted her as atonement for

her sin

:

Down to til' earth

With roving eye aflfectionate I gaze,

But cannot now my paradise discern.

Oh, Blissful Garden, the relentless floods

Have with the dreadful judgment swept thee hence !

Thy lofty cedars, planted by the hand

Divine; thy peaceful arbours, the abode
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Of juvenile virtues; none of you escap'd

The desolation dire of thundering tempests,

And the destroying Angel's awful sword !

—

But thou, O Bethlehem, where Mary brought him forth;

Where with maternal ecstasy she first

Embraced him; thou my Eden art henceforth.

And thou, O Well of David, thou shalt be

To me the lake, where coming from the hands

Of my Creator, I first saw myself.

Thou humble Cot, where first he wept, be thou

To me th' umbrageous bower of innocence

Primeval !—Oh, if I had brought Thee forth,

In Eden, Thou Divine Messiah, after

The hideous deed of sin ; Behold I would

Have borne Thee in mine arms before my Judge,

E'en where he stood, where Eden under him
Became a yawning grave; there, where the tree

Of knowledge shook terrific; where the Judge
Spake out of tempests and pronounced my fate;

Where I was lost in terror and affright,

And trembling sunk to faint and die away;

E'en there I would have looked up to mj^ Judge,

And weeping would have clasp' d Thee in mine arms,

And pressed Thee closer to my throbbing heart.

And would with ecstasy have cried aloud:

O Father, cease to frown, from anger cease !

Behold, I have brought forth the dear Messiah.

The climax here is very well brought out, but at the last

moment spoiled by the weak phrase " the dear Messiah," by
which Egestorff has translated the magnificent expression

" den Mann Jehovah," which so grandly ends the climax in the

original.

The passage, Canto XIX, lines 215-260, where Abbadona in

ecstatic rapture extols the Redeemer for the mercy vouchsafed

him, as also the death scene on the cross. Canto X, lines 104 1-

1052, are likewise well rendered, but space will hardly allow of

citinethem here.
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As to how Egestorflf's translation was received by his con-

temporaries I have been able to obtain but little evidence. A
careful search in the files of the prominent English periodicals

of the day did not reveal a single notice concerning it. In

Germany, the only review which has come under my notice is

the one in the Leipziger Literatur-Zeitung^ mentioned in a foot-

note above. The unknown reviewer, after giving a short

sketch of the previous attempts to translate the Messias into

English, in which he deplores the wretched character of the

work done, adds that Egestorff was certainly deserving of com-

mendation for making a new, better and metrical translation of

Klopstock's poem, and thus introducing the immortal German

bard once more to the English public in a more worthy form.

The undertaking, however, was a difficult one, and demanded

a great expenditure of force and persevering zeal and industry.

Both of these were apparent in the translation, and it therefore

deserved, on the whole, high praise ; but, he continues, not all

parts are equally good. The most serious fault in the eyes

of the reviewer is that Egestorff does not attempt to keep his

translation down to the same number of lines which the orig-

inal has, but expands so greatly, in many cases almost doubling

the number. This, as we have already seen, is due largely to

the use of pentameter instead of the hexameter of the original,

but there is no doubt that Egestorff might in many cases

have condensed more, had he, as the reviewer remarks, avoided

many useless additions.

Whatever may be the faults of Egestorff 's translation, the

author was, nevertheless, justified in considering it far superior

to its predecessors. The prose translation of Collyer not only

fails to reproduce the poetry of the original, but fails in the

point where a prose translation should be especially strong,

namely, in being an accurate reproduction. The author either

does not understand the German which he is supposed to trans-

late, or prefers his own words and thoughts to those of Klop-

stock, so that his production but faintly reminds one of the

original.
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In this connection it is interesting to recall an expression of

opinion which Klopstock gave with reference to this prose trans-

lation of his Messias. While in Germany, Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge paid a visit to the aged author of the Messias and in his

Satyrane letters has preserved for us his impressions and many

of Klopstock's remarks. Among other things he tells us : "He
(Klopstock) spoke with great indignation of the English prose

translation of his Messias. All the translations had been bad,

very bad—but the English, was no translation—there were

pages on pages not in the original : and half of the original

was not to be found in the translation. W told him that I

intended to translate a few of his odes as specimens of German

lyrics—he then said to me in English, ' I wish you would ren-

der into English some select passages of The Messiah and

revenge me of your countrymen !
' It was the liveliest thing

which he produced in the whole conversation."

Klopstock did not stand alone in thus condemning Collyer's

translation. In contemporary periodicals we find expressions of

censure couched in terms much more unsparing. For instance,

in the ^'^Bibliothek der schonen Wissetischaften und derfreyen

Kitnste,'" Leipzig, 1764 Bd. XI, S. 196, in a review of Collyer's

book we find the critic saying: "So sehr wir uns erfreuen,

wenn unsre guten Dichter zur Ehre unsers Vaterlands in

auswartige Sprachen iibersetzt werden, so unangenehm ist es

uns, wenn sich poetische Pfuscher einfallen lassen, uns bey den

Auslandern entweder durch elende oder ungetreue Uebersetz-

ungen von unsern Originalwerken zu Schande zu machen.

Diesz ist der Fall bey dieser Uebersetzung des Herrn Collyer.

Sie weichet so sehr von der Urschrift ab, dass man hin und

wieder ganz fremde Gedanken, Ausdriicke und Einkleidungen

findet. Wir wiinschten dasz ein anderer guter Uebersetzer

uns bey einer Nation rechtfertigte, die in ihren Urtheilen gegen

die Auslander so strenge ist." This last sentence makes it ap-

parent that the Germans felt most keenly the fact, that their

great poet had been presented in such a garbled edition to the

English the people whose literature they most admired, whose

censure they most feared.
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Still more unsparing is the condemnation uttered by Rese-

witz. ^ After speaking of the growing interest in England in

German literature, as evinced by the translation of Gessner's

Death of Abel, and Klopstock's Death of Adam into blank

verse, he comes to speak of Collyer's translation of the Messiah

and adds, " however much pleasure it may give to a true patriot

to see the most sublime work of German poetry made accessible

by a translation to a nation, which can justly claim the right of

judging what is sublime, yet the pleasure is destroyed by the

first glance at Collyer's translation."

" To be sure," he continues, " one cannot demand perfection of

a translation of such a work, aber wenn fast alles schlecht ist ;•

wenn ein Uebersetzer aus seinem Original, und aus den erha-

benen Personen seines Gedichtes andachtige Schwatzer macht

;

wenn er die Simplicitat durch Zusatze von leeren Worten ver-

nichtet, das Pathos nicht fiihlt und erstickt, und die Gemalde

durch eigengewahlte buntscheckige Farben verunstaltet ; wenn

er nicht so viel Geschmack hat einzusehen, warum dieser Ton

hier herrscht und herrschen muss, und dort ein anderer ; wenn

er fast alle Personen des Gedichts einerley Sprache fiihren lasst,

als ob sie alle des Uebersetzers Charakter batten, soil man da

wohl vergeben ? soil man nicht unzufrieden seyn ? Und muss

man sich nicht argern, dass ein solches Gedicht, als der Messias

ist, auswartigen und noch dazu Englandern in solchem Aufzuge

vorgelegt wird ?

After further characterizing Collyer's manner, Resewitz con-

tinues :
" Er scheint die Eitelkeit gehabt zn haben, sein Original

noch zu bereichern und zu verschonern . . . Gotc driickt

sich bey ihm aus, als ein Professor der Theologie, der diese

Materie auf dem Katheder dogmatisch vortriige ; und der

starkste Affect wird bey ihm ein wortreiches und gedankenleeres

Gewasche. Wie sehr das Original also in dieser Uebersetzung

verstellt sey, wie geschmacklos es aussehe, das lasst sich schwer

beschreiben. Es ware kein Wunder, wenn sich Hr. Klopstock

»" Briefedie neueste Literatur, betrefFend." Th. 17, pp. 17-60. Briefe 267, 268.
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in diesem Englander nicht wiederfande. , . . Wirklich

die Missliandliing ist so arg, dass sie die strengste Ziichtigung

verdient." In closing, he terms it, " ein seltsamer Mischmasch

von guten und schlechten, grotesken nnd richtigen Ziigen, von

erhabener Poesie und uniiberlegtem Geschwatz des gewohn-

lichen Andachtsbuches." Surely, if one-half of this censure is

deserved, and an examination of the English translation will

soon convince one that it is, Klopstock had a right to be

indignant at the treatment he received at the hands of the

English.

In the above letter describing his interview with Klopstock,

Coleridge speaks of finding in a bookstore some specimens of an

English translation of the Messiah in blank verse. On men-

tioning this fact to Klopstock, the latter manifested a desire to see

them, and Coleridge on his next visit presented the poet with a

copy of the book. By whom this translation was made I have

been unable to discover. It certainly was not that of Eges-

torff, as he was then but a boy of fifteen, and the only recorded

translation up to that time was the already mentioned prose

translation by Mr. and Mrs. Collyer.

Just how Egestorff's translation compares with the later ones

I cannot in all cases say, as some of the more recent were not

accessible to me. In some instances I have, however, been able

to make a comparison. In the same year in which Egestorff

published his translation there appeared in the London Christian

Instructor or Congregational Magazine^ beginning May, 1821,

and ending April, 1822, a translation of the whole of the first

canto, sixty-one lines of the second and one hundred and thirty-

five lines of the third into English verse.

It is without name, the translator's preface being signed with

a ^. The author states that three years before he had passed

some time at a German imiversity, chiefly from a desire better

to understand and appreciate the writings of Klopstock. Upon
his return he translated the first canto of the Messiah, induced,

as he states, not only by the religious and poetical value of the

work, but also by a wish, which had arisen while reading it, to
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attempt the composition of English hexameters. Although

urged by his friends, he hesitated at the time to prepare it for

publication, believing that such an innovation, in order to be

tolerated by the critics, should be made by a writer of estab-

lished fame. Finally, encouraged by the tact that Sonthey had

led the way in his " Vision of Judgment," he concluded also to

launch his little venture. In closing, he corroborates Eges-

torfE's opinion of Collyer's translation, and reveals to us the fact

that the English public had failed to see the beauties of Klop-

stock's work through the cloudy glass of a prose translation

by remarking: "that those who are prejudiced against Klop-

stock's poem by the existing prose translation, should consider

what effect would be produced on the ' Paradise Lost,' by a

version even into Ejiglish prose."

This partial translation is by far the best of those I have been

able to compare. The hexameters are excellent, and the length

of the line enabled the author to reproduce the original almost

line for line just as it stands, a task which Egestorff found prac-

tically impossible in blank verse. Furthermore, the translation

is not only accurate, but preserves remarkably well the poetic

spirit of the original. Compare for example one instance in the

opening lines of the poem. The original reads :

Aber, o That, die allein der Allbarmherzige kennet,

Darf aus dunkler Feme sich auch dir nahen die Dichtkunst ?

Weihe sie, Geist Schopfer, vor dem ich hier still anbete,

Fiihre sie mir, als deine Nachahmerin, voller Entziickung

Veil unsterblicher Kraft, in verklarter Schonheit, entgegen.

This the translator reproduces :

But, oh work, which only the Great All-merciful knoweth,

Darkling here from afar, may Poesy dare to approach thee ?

Hallow her Sacred Spirit, whom here I worship in silence ?

Lead her to me, as thine imitatress, breathing of rapture,

Full of unperishing strength, in veilless majesty hither !

It will be seen that the translation is just as literal as the

natural differences between the two languages will permit. The
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perusal of the passages which the unknown admirer of Klop-

stock has done into English, makes one regret that the author

for some reason or other, did not continue, the translation thus

begun.

As indicative of the interest taken in Klopstock on this side

of the Atlantic even in communities, where the German element

was scarcely represented, there remains to be mentioned an

attempt made in South Carolina as early as 1810. It is en-

titled : The Messiah^ a Poem attempted in English Blank Verse

fram the German of the celebrated Mr. Klopstock. By Solomon

Hailing, A. M., Rector of Prince George's Parish, Winyaw,
Georgetown (S. C). Printed by Francis M. Baxter, 1810. ^°

Considered merely as a poem the Hailing translation is in

many respects better than that of Egestorff. The author seems

to have been more of a poet than the painstaking German.

His verses are less labored and there is a manly vigor and swing

to them, which makes them quite readable. The most curious

fact about the translation, however, is that it is not what it pur-

ports to be, namely, a translation from the German of the

celebrated Mr. Klopstock, but a working over of the prose

translation of Collyer into blank verse. The author evidently

felt the defects of the prose version and determined to try his

hand at rendering it into more readable form. It is not likely

that he understood German to any extent or that he even pos-

sessed a copy of the original. A comparison with Collyer's

translation will dispel all doubt of this, for as already remarked

the translation deviated greatly from the original, and all these

deviations are faithfully reproduced by Hailing. Collyer's trans-

lation begins, for example, as follows :

Inspired by thy immortality, rise my soul and sing the honours of

my great Redeemer: honours obtained in adversity's rough school

—

obtained by suffering for the sins and woes of others, himself sinless.

In the original we have simply the words :

Sing, unsterbliche Seele, der suudigen Menschen Erlosung

'"A copy of this is to be found in the Rush I<ibrary, in Philadelphia.
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no mention of the fact that the soul is inspired by its own im-

mortality and is to rise and sing. In Klopstock it is the

rede7nption of sinful man which is to be sung, in Collyer the

honours of the great Redeemer. Further the only foundation

for the longwinded phrase, " honours obtained in adversity's

rough school—obtained by suffering for the sins and woes of

others, himself sinless," are the words ;
" leidend, getotet und

verherrlicht " of the original.

All these additions of Collyer we find carefully reproduced

by Hailing

:

Risk then my soul ! and all enraptured sing

By thine own immortality inspired,

The honors great of the Redeemer Christ

Obtained in hard adversity's rough school,

Obtained by suff'ring for the sins and woes

Of ingrates base and vile—sinless Himsei^f.

Again Collyer

:

Recount with humble gratitude those guiltless sufferings, the

bitter consequences of love to man's degenerate race.

In spite of all these words the translation has not moved one

step forward. The idea already expressed is merely given again

in other words—except that here the guiltless sufferiftgs of

Christ are to be recounted instead of the honours szmg. And

while the soul should certainly show "humble gratitude," we

look in vain for those words in the German.

Hailing has them, however, literally :

Recount with humble, heartfelt gratitude.

Those guiltless sufferings which bitter flow'd

From love to rebel man's degenerate race.

Further down Collyer translates the two lines

:

Aber, o That, die allein der Allbarmherzige kennet,

Darf aus dunkler Feme sich auch dir nahen die Dichtkunst

with needless verbosity

:

O work divine, compleatly known only to the Omnipresent God !
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may the muse presume with awful distance to penetrate the sacred

veil that surrounds thee, and feeble man attempt thy praise ?

It will be noticed that Collyer renders Allbarmherzig by

o7nnipoteiit and just wliat he meant \>y penetrating the veil with

awful distance^ it is hard to say. Again we find Hailing repro-

ducing the passage almost word for word :

O work divine ! only compleatly known

To him, who is the omnipresent God,

At awful distance may the Muse presume

To penetrate that secret veil

With which surrounded Thou inshroud'st Thyself,

And feeble man attempt to hymn thy praise.

Collyer's sacred veil has now become secret veil, which to be

sure is of minor importance since neither word is to be found in

the original, and the word diroi the German, which evidently

Klopstock meant to refer to That (deed) and which might still

be thus construed in Collyer, is made by Hailing to refer to

God. It is useless to add further examples, which might be

extended indefinitely since the whole of the canto is translated

in the same fashion. Those adduced will, I think, amply

suffice to prove that Hailing has done nothing but turn Collyer's

prose into verse, and to increase the unnecessary verbiage and

errors of which it is full.

Except for the slight rearrangement of the words, the author

might with justice have the ugly name of plagiarist applied to

him. No doubt, as the result of this supposed translation, he

posed as the brightest star in the literary firmament of George-

town.

Four other attempts to translate portions of the Messias

remain to be mentioned. The first is by F. W. Cronhelm and

consists of a translation or imitation, as the title puts it, of the

latter part of the second book in hexameters. The date of pub-

lication is not given, but the catalogue of the British Museum
suggests 1820 as the probable time. The second attempt is a

poem by a Mrs. Montolieu entitled Gethsemane^ and is an
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abridgment of Klopstock's poem. It was published in London,

1823. How much of the Messias is here translated, I do not

know. A third, and much longer translation, is one made by a

Miss Head, and published in London, 1826. The first seven

cantos have here been done into English. The fourth attempt

consists of the translation of merely the first canto into English

Heroic metre. The date is 1866. No name is given. These

four books are quoted by the Catalogue of the British Mtiseum^

from which I have copied them. I have not had the opportunity

of seeing them, and can not therefore speak as to their character.

These with the other translations already discussed, are as far as

I know the only attempts made to translate Klopstock's poem.

It will be seen from the brief account of the various attempts

to translate Klopstock's Messias into the English, that Egestorfif's

is the only complete one, since Collyer's prose translation con-

tained but nineteen cantos. For that, if for no other reason, it

deserves a better fate than has befallen it. In addition, it is

also an accurate translation, for its author brought to it what

his predecessors, and perhaps some of his successors, did not

possess, namely, an accurate knowledge of German. It is safe

to say that at this late day no one could be found possessed of

such indomitable energy as to attempt the thankless task of

translating the whole of the Messiah into English verse. Klop-

stock belongs to a bygone age. This was felt in Germany even

during the lifetime of the poet. The enthusiasm which greeted

the appearance of the first three cantos in 1748, waned consid-

erably during the years that followed. A full quarter of a cen-

tury elapsed between the publication of the first and last cantos.

During all this period Klopstock remained the same. Not so

the literary world around him. The canons of esthetic criticism

were undergoing great changes. The strife between the schools

of Gottsched and Bodmer gradually subsided, and owing to

the works and criticisms of Herder and Lessing, the influence

of Milton, Yoimg and Richardson was giving way before the

ever-growing admiration for Shakespeare. The ideas of the

storm and stress period were already fermenting in the hearts
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of the younger generation. The year 1773, which witnessed

the completion of the Messiah^ is rendered famous by the

appearance of Goethe's Gbtz^ and marks the final triumph of the

drama over the epic which, in Klopstock's youth, was consid-

ered the highest form of poetry. " It is therefore no wonder that

not even the most strenuous efforts of Klopstock's admirers, one

of the most zealous of whom, Schubart, delivered lectures upon

the Messias and recited passages of it in the principal cities of

South Germany, were able to stem the tide of popular favor.

If that was true a hundred years ago, how much more so to-day.

The people of this age, whose thirst for excitement is hardly

stilled by the most startling productions of the so-called natural

school, can no longer find pleasure in the stately cadences and

long, at times even prosy, descriptions of Klopstock's poem.

The few students of German literature who, because of its his-

torical interest, or from a sense of duty attempt to read it, prefer

naturally the original to a translation. Egestorfif's translation

will, therefore, probably remain unique—the only complete

metrical translation into English.

Daniei. B. Shumway.

\

" Cf. The introduction to Klopstock's edition of the first three cantos of the

Messias. Seuflfert's Neudrucke, No. 11, p. XI.
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1. Goth, aiwzskz^ shame ', un-aiwisks ' not ashamed ', aiwiskbn

* behave shamefully', O. E. '^wisc 'disgraced, abashed, indecent',

and as noun ' disgrace, oflfence', L. G. aisk ' hateful, ugly ' have

been compared with Gk, alayoq, ' shame '. This explanation

takes no account of other O. E. words that are plainly related.

The Germ. adj. aiwiska- is formed from a noun stem ^aiwis-^

which appears in O. E. ^wis-firi7ia 'notorious sinner'. Cf.

Sweet, Diet, ofAgs. This ^wis- is further related with O. E-

oewan ' contemn, scorn ', from '^aiwjan from pre-Germ. ""aiq^id-.

From the same stem are Gk. akio^ ' guilty ',
ahia ' fault, guilt,

accusation '. It is even possible that ar<r/oc < '^aiq^ayoa is

related.

2. O. H. G. emmiz^ emiz^ emmizig^ amaztg^ emazzlg^ emezzlg

' continual ' show by the variety of spellings that the word was

probably corrupted from a no longer understood compound.

For such words change more rapidly for two reasons : First, the

simple words of which they are composed do not hold them in

check, and besides there is an unconscious effort to assimilate

them to like-sounding or synonymous words. The same is true

of foreign words. For example, O. H. G. ambaht appears in

M. H. G. as amjiteht^ ammet^ amt. But if it had been composed

of well understood words, it would have remained practically

the same to the present day. Again O. H. G. ant-lutti confused

with ant-litze became aniluzzi^ anhizzi^ annuzzi.

This is the probable explanation of the various forms of

emmiz^ emmizig. Now this word is used in the Pater-noster, as,

prooth unseer emezihic^ Braune, Ahd. Lesebuch^ 8, 3; pilipi

unsraz emizzigaz^ Ahd. Lb. 32, 5 (Freis. Paternoster); broot

unseraz emetzlgaz (Weiss. Cat.), translating panem nostrum

cotidia7ium. This is otherwise translated brot tagalihhaz

(Tatian) ; unser tagelicha brot (Notker) ; and, in the second of

(309)
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the Ambr. Hymns, as given in Ahd. Lb.^ prot unseraz taga-

uuizzi = panem nostnim cottidie. This furnishes the clue to

emmiz. For taga-wizzi contains in its last element an adj.

wizzi 'going, coming'. Compare O. S. gi-witan 'go', O. E.

ge-ivitan 'go away', Hild. \% giweit 'went'. Hence tagawizzi

meant ' coming daily '.

The same element -iviz^ -wizzig is in em^niz^ em^nizztg <
'^am-wiz^ *am-wizzig. Compare fratnniert^ /ram7nort., framort

< ^fra7n-wert. Here we see the gemination arising from -7nw-

simplified '\nframort as in emiz.^ and the vowel darkened as in

etnazzlg. *Am-zc>tz, *am-wtzzzg is not, of course, the original

form. This is for an older '^an{t)-wiz., in which the / was

dropped with consequent assimilation as in ant-luzzi^ annuzzi

or in mnphaTtg: ant-fa7ig. Compare also the assimilation in

im-biz beside i7i-biz. Assimilation would probably have taken

place wherever -w-*^-, -7i-p-^ -7i-w- came together had it not been

prevented by the occurrence of the prefix in other compounds

and alone. But in *a7tt-wiz the derivation was lost sight of,

since the verb '^wiza7i ' go ' was no longer used in O. H. G.

Moreover the adj. '^a7it-wiz translated the Gk. iniovffco^^ and

was probably modeled after that word. The form with -Ig is

doubtless later and finally supplanted the earlier e77ipitz, as that

lost the appearance of an adjective. We may conclude then

that *afttwzz was coined by the monks and became current

among the people through the Paternoster, and was afterward

corrupted by them when its component parts were no longer

understood.

3. For Germ, zsa- ' ice ' no connection has been found. There

seems to be no root eis-^ is- or ais-, is- to which it may be referred

with any certainty. To the possibilities that have been sug-

gested I add another. Germ. Isa- ' ice ' may be from *issa- <
*it-to- < *td/i-to-, and in that case would belong to the root

aidk-, Idh- ' glitter, burn '. The primary meaning may have

been 'glittering' or 'stinging'. For a similar difference in

meaning compare Alban. prus ' burning coals ', Skt. plbsati

* burns', Lat. prurib ' itch ', Goth.y^Vwj- ' frost '.
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4. For Germ, auda- in Goth, auda-hafts ' happy ', O. N. audr,

O. E. ead^ O. S. od, O. H. G. ot ' possession, riches ', Goth.

audags^ etc., no connection has been found outside of Germ.

This I connect with the Germ, stem wadja- in Goth, wadi

* pledge ', O. H. G. wetti, etc. These are compared with Lat.

vas (gen. vadis\ Gk. (Ie&Iov ' prize, gift ', Lith. vaduti ' redeem '.

The ablaut— auedh- : audh- : uedh- : upd/i—is the same as in

Gk. di^io : aii^to Lat. mixilmm : Goth, zvahsja7i.

The primary meaning of Germ, auda-^ like that of Gk. dt&Xov^

was ' something obtained or given '. This survives in O. N.

audenn, O. S. odan, O. E. eade7i ' given, granted '. The original

meaning of the root auedh-., however, was ' move, sway ', either

'push' or 'puir. 'Push', from which 'strike, slay', is the

development in Gk. loMco^ Skt. vadhayati ; while ' pull, draw,

lead ', etc., is that of Lith. vedu ' lead, marry ' (' uxorem duco '),

Skt. vadhii ' bride '. From ' pull, draw ' develops also ' struggle
',

in Gk. d.z&lo^ ' contest, combat
'

;
' draw to oneself, win ', in Gk.

Ht^Xov ' prize ', Lith. vaduti ' redeem ' ;
' draw together, bind ',

in Goth, ga-widan, O. H. G. wetan 'bind', Skt. vivadhd-

'yoke'; 'bind up, clothe', in Av. vad- 'clothe', O. S. wad,

O. E. w^d, O. N. vad, O. H. G. wdt ' dress '. Similarly in the

root deuk- we find ' draw, lead, take to oneself, receive, marry
',

etc., in Lat. duco, and ' bind ' in Eng. tie.

5. Kluge, Et. Wb.^ s. v. Wetter, gives two possibilities for

Germ, wedra- ' weather ' : from pre-Germ. *uedhro-, O. SI. vedro

' clear weather
'

; or from '^tietro-, O. SI. vetru ' air, wind ', from

the root ue- ' blow '. The latter I believe is the correct deriva-

tion, though it is possible that the two stems have fallen

together. From the Germ, stem wedra- come O. E. weder

'sky, air, breeze, weather, season, time of day', O. S. wedar

'weather, storm ', O. N. vedr, O. H. G. wetar 'wetter'.

These meanings come better from ' blow ' than from ' clear ',

although it might be possible for such a development as ' fair

weather' : 'weather' : 'bad weather'. However, there are

other reasons for deriving weather from pre-Germ, "^uetro. M.

H. G. witeren, O. N. vidra ' wittern, get wind of come from
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this same stem ividra- 'wind, weather', and are not directly

connected with wind as Kluge supposes. Moreover the allitera-

tive expression 'wind and weather' speaks for a pre-Germ.

*uciro- ' wind, storm '. Of course wind from '^uentb- is another

formation from the root ue- 'blow'.

The root net- in Germ, ived-ra-.^ O. SI. vet-ru is also in Gk.

i'roc 'year', Lat. vetus 'old', Skt. vatsds 'yearling', vatsalas

^calf, Goth, wiprus 'wether', etc. This is the simple develop-

ment: 'wind', 'weather', 'season', 'year', 'yearling'. O. E.

weder 'wind, weather, season' has three stages of this develop-

ment, and the further change to ' year ' is but slight. Compare

Gk. ojpa 'season, time of day, hour': Goth, y'l^;' 'year'.

The same root ^let is recognized by Prellwitz, Et. Wb.., in Gk.
ojja'.o;: 'vain, empty', which contains the low grade of d;yV;yc,

deT[x6v. The development, as Prellwitz indicates, is the same

as in avs/no:: 'wind' : due/icoAco:; 'vain, fruitless'. With Gk. wjatoQ

Froehde, BB^ 20, 195 f., compares Goth, aups., aupeis^ O. H. G.

odi^ etc., 'empty, vain, desert'. This is the correct explanation

beyond a doubt, for it enables us to connect Germ, aitpja- ' vain '

Sind aitpj'a 'light, easy'. From the common meaning 'windy,

airy' come 'light, easy' and 'light, vain, empty, foolish', etc.

This also explains the Gk. adv. ho:: 'without reason, in vain,

for nothing', and the adj. irwaco:: 'fruitless, idle, vain'. Gk.

iroc < '^iietos^ is the ace. sing. neut. of the adj. stem '^iiet-h-.,

K^A^j-- ' windy ', to which corresponds the subst. ^uHos 'windi-

ness, weather, season'.

6. O. H. G. wabar-siuni 'spectacle' contains in its first part a

Germ, root zvad-^ we3-y which is further represented in O. E.

zv^fer-hiis 'theater', wcsfer-nes 'pomp, pageant', wcsfer'-sien

'spectacle, display', etc., and in iv'^fp 'show, spectacle', w^fiing^

wdfung 'amazement, pageantry', ivdfian 'gaze in wonder, be

astonished, wonder at '. These may be referred to an I. E. root

uep-.^ uop-^ and compared with Skt. vApiis 'wonderful, admirable';

' wonder, wonderful appearance, beauty ', and perhaps also with

Lith. vepsaii 'gaze'.

7. O. H. G. wal, M. H. G. loal-stat 'battlefield', O. E. zvceI
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* slaughter, battlefield, the slain', O. N. valr 'the slain', O. B.
wbl 'pestilence', O. H. G. wiiol 'destruction, slaughter', to
which should be added O. E. wMan 'torment, afflict', are com-
pared by Mikkola (quoted in I. F. Anz. 7, 14) with Lith. velys-

'dead person'.

These belong to the I. E. root tiH-, uM-, to which are also to

be referred Gk. ouli) ' wound ', Lat. volnus, Skt. vranas ' wound

'

etc. Cf. Prellwitz, Et. Wb. s. v. oulrj. This, I believe, is the
root uel- 'turn'. The probable development is 'turn, twist,

torment, wound', or 'turn, whirl, throw, strike'.

8. Of O. H. G. llsia, O. E. list 'strip, hem, list', O. N. lisia

Kluge, EL JVb." s. V. Lezste says :
" Ausserhalb des Germ, fehlen

alle Ankniipfungspunkte ".

Graff 2, 251 connects with O. H. G. iet'sa 'track', /e/st 'track,

last'. Cf. also Schade, IVd. s. v. Hsta. This comparison is

phonetically exact and semasiologically unimpeachable. It is

not at all probable that the root lets- meant primarily 'go' but
rather ' trace '. From this develops ' furrow ' in I^at. /Ira, and
'go' in Germ. *lisan. O. H. G. /ista may therefore be regarded
as a fem. abstract from an adj. "^/zsta-, pre-Germ. */Is-to- : 'traced':

'tracing, tracery'.

9. For O. E. ^/^r 'black' I assumed a pre-Germ. ""mlogo-

{Jour. Germ. Phil. I, 297), and this I regarded as an extension
of the root mel- in Gk. fxilaQ 'black'. I did not at the time
know of any equivalent, but now find it in Gk. dfxoAyo:: 'dark-
ness', diioXrcp- l^oipw (Hesych.), O. Ir. melg 'death'. For further

connections compare Prellwitz, Ei. IVb. s. v. dfioXyuJ^ Uhlenbeck,
El Wb. s. v. inilhina.

10. A Germ, root bars-^ bors- 'pointed, sharp' is recognized
by Kluge in Barsch^ barsch, Borste, Biirste. The same root I

claim as the base of the following. O. N. barr 'grain', O. E.
bere'h2M\^y\ Goth, barizeins 'of barley', Lat. yar, etc. This
word meant primarily 'pointed, bearded'.—From pre-Germ.
'^bhraz-dho- : bhrs-dho- are O. E. breard^ brord 'brim, border,
point', O. H. G. brart, brort 'prow, margin', O. N. broddr
'point', O. Sw. brcEdder 'edge', O. N. brydda, O. E. bryrdan
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'stimulate', O. H. G. brorten 'border'. Closely connected with

these, from pre-Germ. ^ bharz-dhd-., are O. H. G. barta^ O. S.

barda^ O. N. barda 'battle-ax'. Here also -bort in staim-bort

'stone-ax', Hild. 65, from '^- bhrzdho-. Cf. Schade, Wb. These

two groups go back to older ^brasd-^ '^brosd- and '^barzd-^

"^borzd-^ which last became ^barrd-^ ^borrd- with later simplifi-

cation of -r;--. In like manner, to an older '^borzd- may be

referred O. H. G. borto 'hem, border', O. E. borda 'fringe' (not

mentioned by Kluge either under Bord or Borte), bord ' side of

ship', byrdan 'fringe, embroider'. Compare above O. H. G.

brorteft. Here also Lith. barzda., Prus. bardtis^ O. Ch. SI. brada

< '^ barda or '^borda
.^
O. E. beard., O. H. G. bai^t., Lat. barba

'beard'.

The meanings that occur in the different groups did not

develop one from the other, but from a common center: 'stick

out, be pointed, be sharp, have an edge'. These are all reducible

to a simpler root bher-., on which cf author. Jour. Germ. Phil.

I, 442 f.

Goth, -batcrd O. N. bord, O. E., O. S. bord, O. H. G. bort, bret,

O. E. bred 'board' are, of course, not directly connected with

the above. They are, however, related through the root bher-

'cut, split' : pre-Germ. ^bhr-to- ^bhre-to-.

11. O. H. G. fiagar'oti 'flutter', M. H. G. vlackern 'flicker',

O. '^. Jiacor ' ?Lymg\ Jlicerian 'flutter', ^v\.g. Jlicker, Dw.Jlikkern

* gleam, flicker', (Kluge, Et. Wb. s. v. fiackern) are evidently

from a root that meant 'waver, flutter', and secondarily 'flicker

as a flame, shine with an unsteady light'. A similar meaning

and phonetic form occur in Skt p/ialg-jis 'gleaming red', Eett.

spu'lgans 'shining, changing color', Arm. p''ail ' gleam, bright-

ness', Brugmann, Grd. P, 510. To this group probably belong

N. H. G. fiink, with its older meanings 'shining, bright' and

'elegans, mundus, agilis'. Cf Kluge, Et. Wb. The variety

here points back to same primary signification as in the words

given above.

12. O. H. Qt. fliz 'zeal, strife', O. YL.O. Jllzzan 'be zealous,

active', O. ^. flitan 'contend, struggle, quarrel, {ge-)fiit 'strife,
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dispute ' are probably from a Germ, root '^pHit- from pre-Germ.

*tlid- or '^tlitn'-^ which we may compare with Lat. stlls^ sttit-is

'strife, dispute, quarrel'.

The same Germ, root \lit- is also in O. H. G. fiitarazjan

'caress', M. H. G. fiittern 'laugh softly, whisper', N. H. G.

flitter, etc., and in O. H. G. flistran < *])/m(/)r- < ""tlit-tr-

' stroke, caress', N. H. G. fliistern. These are all from the

simpler root {5)tli-, whose primary meaning was perhaps ' stroke,

rub', from which the double development 'stroke, strike,

quarrel' and 'stroke, caress', etc. To the root {s)tli belong also

Goth, \laihan 'caress, comfort', O. H. G. flehan, etc., and, with

different development of meaning, O. E. flah, O. N. flar ' deceit-

ful'. Germ, |)/rt^7^- may be compared with O. Ch. SI. tUl-ti

'strike' (< ""tleik-}).

13. Germ, darni 'secret', in O. E. dierne, O. H. G. tarni,

O. S. derni, contains the various ideas 'hidden, dark, treacher-

ous, malicious'. Cf Schade, Wb. s. v. tarfti, tarnjan. These

are evidently from the Germ, root dar-, which occurs in M. E.,

M. Du. darefi ' be hidden ' (cf Kluge, Et. Wb.^ s. v. Tarnkappe\

O. E. darian ' lurk, be hidden '. To the same root probably

belong O. E. daru, O. H. G. tara 'damage, injury ', from which

O. E. derian, O. H. G. terran, etc. The primary meaning of

the group is 'secret, secrecy', and hence 'treachery, secret in.

jury'. Compare the similar development in O. E. deorc 'dark,

terrible, evil, wicked '. This, together with the related O. H. G.

tarchanjan 'conceal, hide, suppress', M. H. G. terkeji 'darken,

soil
',
probably belongs to the same root. This may be the I. E.

root dher- ' hold ', which in this group has developed the mean-

ing 'hold back, conceal'.

14. Eng. doze from O. N. diisa 'doze', denominative from

diis 'quiet', is supposed to contain the same root as O. E. dysig,

dwces, etc. Cf. Noreen, U. L. 80, 83. It is rather from '^diissa-

< pre-Germ. '^dhut-to- and should be compared with O. H. G.

iiczen < '^dutjan, M. H. G. tiuzen 'to silence', tiizeii 'keep still',

getotzen 'sleep', from pre-Germ. '^dhudo-. Compare further

O. E. dyttan < ^d2iijan 'shut (ears), stop (mouth)' and O. H. G.

tuschen 'hide one self from pre-Germ. ^dhud-sk-.
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A related root dhudh- or dhut- occurs in O. E. dydrian^

'delude', dydriing 'illusion, delusion, deceit', O. H. G. tiisch

'mockery, deceit', pre-Germ. ^dhiii-sko-^ M. H. G. tiuschen

'make sport of, deceive', N. H. G. tduschen.

15. O. H. G. iougan^ tougal^ tougali^ O. E. deagol^ diegle

'secret' are, I believe, compounds of the Germ, word for 'eye'

and the prefix ed- 'back, again', O. E., O. S. ed-^ O. N. id-^

Goth, id-^ O. H. G. zV-, ita-. The Germ, form was therefore

*{e)d-augla-^ '^{e)d-auglja-^ *{e)d-augana- 'back or away from the

eyes, out of sight, hidden'. From this comes the verb, O. E.

dieglian^ O. H. G. iougalen 'hide'.

This group is the counterpart of the compounds with at:

Goth, at-augjan^ O. E. tzt-iewan^ O. S. togian^ O. H. G. zougen^

M. Du. tonen^ M. Fr. zbnen 'show'. Cf. Noreen, U. L. 29.

16. For Germ, goda- 'God' two passable etymologies have

been proposed : (i) from I. E. *ghu-t6 'called upon', Skt. hvdyati

'calls'; {2) ghu-to 'poured out', Skt. ju-kd-li ' ^o\\rs\ On the

second etymology, proposed by Aufrecht, Besz. Beitr. 20, 256^

cf. author. Mod. Lang. Notes^ XIII, 84 f.

I have another to propose, which, to say the least, is as good

as any explanation given yet. I derive goda- from I. E. '^g^hu-

to-^ the perf. part, of g^heu- ' fear, revere, worship, regard '. To
this root belong O. Ch. S\. goveti 'religiose vereri, ebXafizia&ac;

venerari, ald£ia&at\ \,2X. faveb^ cf, Brugmann, Grd. F, 600. The
Germ, word for the divinity would therefore mean 'feared,

revered, worshiped'. This tallies well with Tacitus' account

:

"deorum nominibus appellant secretum illud, quod sola rever-

entia vident". Germ. IX.

From this root is derived the Germ, stem gauma- < ^g^hou-7no-

' respect, regard, attention, observance' in O. N. ^^z^wr ' atten-

tion', O. H. O. goiwia^ M. H. O. gounte^ gojmi 'close attention',

and then 'attendance upon, serving as host, entertainment, feast',

M. L. G. gom 'care, carefulness'. From this comes the de-

nominative O. H. G. goumon^ goumett^ M. H. G. goumen 'pay

attention to, observe, strive after, keep watch, guard, serve a

meal ', O. S. gbmian ' pay attention to, take care of, entertain
',
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M. L. G. gomen 'give heed to, strive after', Goth, gatunjan
* observe, see, perceive ', O. E. gleme ' care

',
gieman ' take care

of, take notice of, glemen{n) 'taking care of, guardianship,

government', etc. (Cf. Schade, Wb.)^ O. S. far-gimion^ O. E.

for-gieman 'neglect'.

The above words, it will be seen, have preserved remarkably-

well the original meaning of the root. In many significations

they correspond to h^X. faveo. Compare also the meanings of

the enlarged root g^hou-s-^ which appears in Lat. faustus ' fortu-

nate, auspicious', Lith. gausus 'abundant', with O. H. G. gotima

'opulentia, fortuna'. No objection can be made to this con-

nection on account of the meaning even by those who think it

necessary to discard an etymology for such a reason ; and pho-

netically the forms could not have been otherwise, since the

labialization here regularly disappears.

The derivation given by Johansson, P. B. B., 15, 228, prefix

ga- + O. Ch. SI. umii 'understanding', Skt. omyd 'favor', u7na-

' helping' is improbable for this reason: A Germ, stem iima- or

auma- appears nowhere else, and in so large a group of words

as this, the simple stem would certainly occur. In the next

place his explanation takes no account of the noun stem in

O. H. G. gomna^ etc., and these certainly cannot be separated

from the verb.

17. In Goth, hlai/s, O. N. klei/r, O. E. hlaf, O. H. G. hleib

'loaf, bread', we have the old Germ, designation for 'bread'.

Aside from probable loanwords, no certain connection has been

made for Germ, hlaida-. For explanations hitherto given, cf.

Uhlenbeck, Et. Wb. s. v. hlaifs.

Another possibility, which I consider a probability, is to con-

nect Germ, hlaida- '< pre-Germ. "^kloi-bho- or '^kloi-po- with Gk.
xU^avoci 'a covered earthen vessel in which bread was baked by
putting hot embers round it', xlt^Avq 'bread or cake' baked in

such a vessel. The Attic xpi^avoci^ xpl^dvfj^ etc., are for original

xlt-. The Gk. and Germ, words are probably from klei- 'cover',

and represent related stems from that root. In that case Goth.

hleibjan^ O. N. hlifa., O. H. G. liban 'protect, spare' may be con-
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nected, as has been supposed, but not in the manner indicated

in Uhlenbeck's .C"/. Wb. 'Loaf' meant rather 'baked in a cov-

ered vessel'.

1 8. The younger Germ, brauda- 'bread' is supposed to be

from the root of ' brew '. This, I believe, is wrong. The word

does not mean primarily something brewed or cooked or baked^

but 'fragment, slice'. This is plain from O. E. bread 'morsel,

crumb', and from the compounds, O. E. beo-bread^ M. H. G. ble-

brbt 'honeycomb, beebread'. Compare the similarly formed

N. H. G. honig-scheibe.

Germ, brauda- 'bread' was in origin an adj. meaning 'broken,

cut', and we may compare O. H. G. brodi 'frail, weak', O. E.

bread ^brittle \ a-breodan 'fail, perish; destroy'.

19. N. H. G. holperfi^ Alem. hiilpen., M. H. G. holpeln are

probably from the same root as Goth, -hiaupan., O. N. hlaupa^

O. E. hleapan.^ O. H. G. hlaufan^ etc. This root, qiielb-., qi/elp-

and qlub-., qlup-., is found, in the first form, in Gk. xdXTiy] 'trot',

Vruss. po-quelbton 'kneeling', and, in the second, in Lith. kliipti

'stumble', kl^poti 'kneel', Goth, hlaupan, etc. Cf. Brugmann,

Grd. I^, 572. It will be seen that hoipern., in which hoip- is

Alem. from Germ, "^holi-., belongs to the first form, being from

pre-Germ. '^qidp-

.

20. Eng. hough^ hock^ O. E. hoh 'heel', O. N. ha 'hock' are

compared by Skeat, Et. Dict.^ with Lat. coxa 'hip', Skt. kdk\a

'arm-pit '. This comparison seems not to have found favor with

Kluge and Lutz, Eng. Et.^ but it is certainly a correct one.

O. E. hoh 'heel, projecting ridge of land, promontory', from

which the diminutive hela < '^hohila 'heel', akin to O. N. ^^//,

may be referred to a root qeh-., qok- 'project, bend'; while Lat.

coxa, Skt. kdksa-s, O. Ir. coss 'foot', Av. /^a}^ ' shoulder ', O. H. G.

hahsa 'hock' are from the enlarged root qoh-, cf. Brugmann,

Grd. X\ 555. The same root qek-, qok- is in O. H. G. hdgo,

hdggo, hdko, hdcko, O. E. hoc 'hook'. The forms with -k-, -kk-

are probably from pre-Germ. -kn- . In that case O. E. haca,

O. N. hake 'hook' may owe their single -k- to analogy. In the

word for 'heel' the k- form also occurs in O. H. G. hacchun
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'calces', where -cch- < -kk- is undoubtedly from pre-Germ. -kn-'
.^

and the word is related, as Kluge supposes, Et. Wb. s. v. Hacke^

to O. E. h'ela.

To the same root we may refer O. E- haccian^ M. H. G. hacken

*hack', primarily 'strike with a hook'. Here also Germ, hakk-

is from pre-Germ. "^qohi- . This shows the connection which

Kluge, Ei. Wb. s. v. Haken^ assumes between ' hook ' and Goth,

hbha 'plough', O. H. G. huohili.

21. The unexplained Goth, us-haista 'poor', pre-Germ. *kois-

to- is a to- part, or adj. of a root kois-. The same root with a

similar meaning occurs in Lat. cura., coird-^ Paelign. coisa-tejts

' curaverunt ', Brugmann, Grd. F, 185.

22. For Goth, hugs 'mind' three possible etymologies have

been suggested. (i) Skt. qocati 'beam'; (2) Lith. kaukas

'gnome', Prus. cawx 'devil', Mikkola, B. B. 22; (3) Gk. xuxdo)

*mix', Uhlenbeck, P. B. B., 541.

In proposing this etymology, Uhlenbeck, with the greatest

inconsistency, objects to the connection with the Skt. root ^uc-

on the ground of meaning. The meanings cited are qocati

'shines, glows, burns, mourns', qoka- 'heat, pain, grief; whereas

Germ, hugi signifies ' excitement, desire, joy '. These, however,

are only the double development from a common center. This

is 'beam, glow', which may give either 'glow, burn, suffer', or

'glow, shine, be bright, joyful'. And this double development

is in Skt. Compare ciuci- 'flaming, beaming (fig. of a smile),

light, bright, clear, pure, holy'; guk-rd- 'clear, bright'; quk-ld-

' clear, bright, white'. These significations are exactly in line

with those of Germ, hugi-^ and moreover hiigi- corresponds in

its stem to Skt. gtici-. But Germ, huga-^ hugi- do not mean
simply 'excitement, desire, joy'. Here also we find 'care,

grief. Compare O. E. hoga 'thoughtful, careful', hogu 'solici-

tude, care', hog-full 'solicitous, anxious, sad, attended with

anxiety ', hogian ' think about, consider, be intent on, intend,

wish '. Notice also these meanings : O. E. hyge ' mind, heart,

mood, courage, pride', hygdig 'thoughtful; modest, chaste' (cf.
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Skt. 0ici- 'clear, pure'), ^ hyht 'hope, joy, pleasure'. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that Germ, hoga-., ^^ogo-^ hugi- are easily con-

nected with Skt. ^uc-. Even if Skt. and Germ, did not show a

double parallel development, there would be no objection to

combining them. It is no unusual thing to find the same word

with opposite or quite difierent meanings in different languages.

This is the natural development, not the exceptional ; and when
etymologists recognize this fact, they will have less difficulty in

finding etymological equivalents and in showing the semasi-

ological development. A good training for any etymologist

would be to read the dictionary of his own language to see in

how many different senses a particular word may be used. He
will not be so ready then to separate words simply because their

meanings do not correspond. But in Germ, hug- and Skt. quc-

tlie meanings do correspond, and that too with the greatest

exactness. This would be impossible if 'glow, be hot' were

the primary meaning. But such is not the case. Originally

the root kuq- or %u-qo- meant 'spring up, beam'; and from this

developed the various significations as indicated above. It is

easily possible that this root is a derivative of ku- 'swell'. From
that primitive meaning all the derived meanings easily come.

The connection of Germ, hoga-., hugi- with Gk. xuxdco has

little in its favor. It is a possibility, and that is the best that

can be said of it. Semasiologically it is inferior to the old

etymology. Starting with the meanings of xuxdco and its deriva-

tives we should expect to find in related words such ideas as

'agitation, confusion, strife', etc. And such ideas we find ex-

pressed by this group of words. E. g. xuxdco 'stir up, confuse,

disorder, disquiet, terrify', xuxeca 'confusion', xoxr^z^;: 'agitator'.

These are certainly no nearer to the ideas expressed by Germ.

hoga-^ hugi- than are the meanings of Skt. que-. Of course, the

senses in which xuxdco^ etc., are used are not necessarily original,

but as they are, they do not furnish a good etymon for hoga-

hugi.

^ O. E. hyhi belongs here, not to hope, as Kluge, Et. Wb.^, s. v. hoffen, sup-

poses.
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The connection with Lith. kaukas 'gnome', Prus. cawx

'devil' is improbable, since the Germ, word did not mean
primarily 'spirit', nor is that idea at all present. If we admit

the comparison, then we must assume that Lith. kaukas and

Goth, hugs have branched o£E from some common idea, not that

hugs ever meant the same as kaukas. This may rather be con-

nected with Goth, skohsl for "^skuhsl., M. H. G. schusel<^ ^skuhsla^

the N. H. G. scheusal being popularly referred to scheu., O. E.

scucca 'demon, devil', from ^squqno. Cf. Balg. Cp. Gl. of Goth.

23. O. E. hreol., O. N. hrcell <i ^hranhil- 'weaver's rod' (cf.

Kluge and Lutz, Eng. Et. s. v. reel)., are probably from a pre-

Germ. root kre{fi)k- 'strike'. Compare the similar development

of Eng. sley^ slay 'weaver's rod', from the Germ, root slah-

' strike'. Such a root occurs in Gk. xphco 'strike, beat; strike

the web, weave; strike a stringed instrument, play'; xepxi^

* weaver's comb, radius, plectrum'; xpoxrj 'woof, weft', cf. Prell-

witz, Et. Wb. s. V. xpixo).

We see in the Gk. group the following development: (i)

'strike : weave, web; (2) 'strike : cause to resound'. In Germ,

we find corresponding to development (i) the word given above,

Eng. reel^ etc., and furthermore O. E. hrcsgl^ O. H. G. hregil^

Eng. r^z7 'garment'. The last word is most nearly related in

form and meaning to Gk. xpoxrj. To development (2) of the Gk.

correspond O. E. hringan^ O. N. hringja 'ring, resound', hrang

^din'. Cf. Pick, V. Wb." I, 30.

To the root krek- of this group is further related the pre-

Germ. root skrek-. This appears in O. H. G. skurgen 'shove,

thrust', from pre-Germ. ^skrkib-^ and screckon 'spring up, be

startled'. The latter, from '^skreknd-^ is the medio-passive in

meaning to the former.

Both the roots krek- and skrek- are probably outgrowths of

the I. E. root s-qer- in Gk. axaipco 'spring, hop', O. H. G. seem

'jest', M. H. G. scherzen 'spring merrily', Skt. knrdati 'spring,

hop', Brugmann, Grd. P, 575. Here again we have the medio-

passive of sqer- 'strike, shove', in Goth, -skaiiro^ O. H. G. scora

* shovel', M. H. G. schitrn 'stir, incite', schorn 'shove, scrape
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together'. This is beyond doubt the wide-spread root sqer-

'cut, thrust'.

24. Goth, ga-whatjan 'sharpen, incite', O. N. hvetja^ etc.,

denom. to O. N. hvatr 'quick', O. E. hw(^t 'sharp, bold', with

which are related Goth, hwota 'threat', etc., have been connected

with Skt. cbdati 'drive, incite, excite'. This is undoubtedly

correct.

To the same root I should refer Gk. xood^co 'revile, abuse',

which Prellwitz joins with O. Ch. SI. kuditi 'blame, revile',

(compare Q^o'Cii. hwota 'threat'); and O. E. hunta 'hunter',

huntian 'hunt'. This word is generally combined with Goth.

-hin^an^ Q.2XQh\ from which it is better to separate it. It is

rather from pre-Germ. qji{7t)d-^ to which belongs also N. H. G.

huntzen 'abuse, revile'. This has the same developed meaning

as in Gk. xli^(i^a>, Goth, hwota.

A related root s-qu{n)d- occurs in Skt. sku7id- 'spring forth',

to which, perhaps, with Kluge, Et. IVd.^, we may refer O. H. G.

sciosan 'shoot', O. E. sceotan'^.^ etc. To this root may belong

O. N. skiita 'mockery, derision' (cf. Gk. xudd^co^ etc., above) with

0^.(TX'j^o/mi, axuo/jiacuco 'be angry', Ltith. skajidiis 'violent, pain-

ful', skinidii 'become weary ', and others given by Prellwitz, Et.

Wb. To a byform squ{n)dh- belong Gk. axud^po^ ' angry, sullen',

Lith. skudrns 'sharp ', with which compare O. E. scudan 'hasten
',

O. H. G. scutison.^ scutilon., scutten^ O. S. scuddjan^ etc. (cf.

Schade, Wb.) and O. E. scyndati 'hasten, incite', O. N. skynda

'hasten', O. H. G. scunten 'incite'. Here also O. E. hudenian

'shake', pre-Germ. '^qudh-. Compare also M. H. G. hotzen

'rock, sway', hotze 'cradle', from qud-.

Germ, skundjan., it is true, is doubtful, since it could as well

go back to a pre-Germ. ^sqndh- or *sqnt-'. If the latter, we
may compare Gk. xeuzico 'spur, spur on', O. H. G. haiitag

'sharp, violent', Goth, handugs 'wise', i. ^., 'sharp, keen-witted'.

Cf. Prellwitz, Et. Wb. s. v. xeureoj. To these we may add Goth.

-htn^an 'catch', primarily 'get by pursuit, erjagen'.

* For a difiFerent explanation, however, compare Uhlenbeck, £t. IVb. s. v.

skauts.
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25. O. H. G. scenko 'schenk', scenken 'pour out', give to

drink
' are supposed to be derivatives of shajtk^ on the assump-

tion that a bone from the leg was used in ancient times as a

faucet or stopcock on a cask. This connection is probably cor-

rect, but the explanation is absurd. The earliest receptacle for

beer or wine was a skin, and a hollow bone would hardly be
used for drawing off the contents. And when our ancestors

were advanced enough in the arts to make casks, they certainly

would not resort to so clumsy a contrivance. The ancients did

use a tube, called by the Greeks ai(pu)v or dta^-^T7](;^ but surely

not a hollow bone. The probability is that ' shank ' was named
because it was hollow like the horns or drinking cups in use,

and that ' skink ' meant to pour from the drinking cup.

That this is the real explanation is apparent from the related

words. O. E. sceticaii 'give to drink' is a direct derivative from
scene ' cup, draught '. That this cup may have been a hollow
bone is quite possible, but it was a cup and not a siphon or

stopcock. Compare the similar correspondence between O. E.
steap 'drinking vessel': Icel. steypa 'pour out', and notice also

O. E. scencing-cuppe ' cup from which drink is poured '.

O. E. scene 'cup' is probably of the same origin as Lat.

congius ' a measure for liquids ', which (cf. Prellwitz) is akin to

Gk. xbyyrj 'muscle-shell, liquid-measure, any shell-like bone or

cavity; hollow of the ear, socket of the eye, kneepan', xo^pc
' skull ', Skt. gaj^kkd-s ' muscle '. The Germ, skankja- is from
pre-Germ. ^skonqnio- or skongio-. Lat. congms^ Lett, senze may
also have -g- and not -qk- as in Skt. and Greek. The -qho- and
-gio- are probably suffixes. This word may have designated

primarily any hollow shell-like object, especially a muscle-shell.

Later, as is evident from the Lat. and Gk. words, it came to

mean a measure for liquids, and that is just what O. E. scene is.

Other related words, O. E. seanca, M. H. G. schenkel, were
therefore ' hollow bones ' and not ' stopcocks '.

26. O. H. G. swlgen^ O. S. swigoji^ O. E. szvlgian, sweowian
'to be still, silent', and Goth, sweiban 'to cease', O. H. G.
swifton 'to be silent', M. H. G. swiften 'to silence, appease',
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have been referred to an I. E. root sulq*-^ a byform of which is

supposed to be in Gk. o'cfdco.

This connection is phonetically improbable, and is not

strengthened but weakened by the close similarity in meaning.

As may be seen from the Germ, group, 'to be silent' was not

the primary meaning, but rather 'to cease' or 'to suppress'.

The Germ, root swig- occurs further in O. N. stiig 'suppres-

sion', sulkia 'leave off, cease'. The form sw'ik- is from pre-

Germ. suikn- or a by-form siiig-. As sw'ik- the root is found in

O. E. swican ' depart, withdraw, cease, betray ', and with similar

meanings in O. H. G. swichan^ O. S. sw'ikan^ etc. The root

occurs also with a short vowel in O. E. swician 'wander, de-

ceive', szvica .'deceiver', ge-sivicennes 'cessation, repentance',

swicn 'clearance from criminal charge', and others. This de-

velopment in meaning shows that we must connect with this

root Goth, swikns 'innocent, pure', O. N. sykti. Uhlenbeck,

Et. IVd.^ leaves swikns unexplained, although Pick, K W^.,

Ill, 364 (ed. 1874), had referred swikns to this Genn. root szmk-.

The development in meaning must have been as indicated

above.

With this Germ, root we may compare Gk. Ino:: 'heavy

weight, trap', cttoco 'press down', cTrzofxac 'press hard, oppress;

hurt, harm', from (s)uig'"-. That the Germ, root developed from

the meaning 'press down' is seen from O. E. swice 'trap' and

O. N. sziig 'suppression'.

27. For the Germ, root sla/i-, slag- 'blow, wound' comparison

has been proposed with O. Ir. sligim 'strike', Av, hareca-yeiti

* throws', Skt. srka- 'missile'. Without rejecting this com-

parison, I suggest the following: Gk. iXxoz, 'wound, sore', zlxio

'drag, pull, tear to pieces', olxb^ 'machine for dragging or roll-

ing; furrow, track', Lat. sulcus 'furrow', O. E. sulh 'plough'.

We have here the ablaut selq-^ slag- from a full grade selaq-.

In Germ, slah- developed the secondary ablaut slbh-.

Besides the meanings 'blow, stroke, wound', etc., occur also

in Germ, the following: O. H. G. slaga^ M. H. G. slage 'hoof-

print, track, runway', slag^ slac 'depression, track, way', ur-slaht

*scar, varix'.
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28. The unexplained Goth, sware 'in vain' is an adverb

fonned on an adj. stem "^swara-^ like simle^ bisunjane^ etc. This

adj. stem is from pre-Germ. ^suo-ro- or sud-ro-^ a derivative of

the root siio-stie-^ in Skt. svA-^ Gk. ioc, Lat. suus., Goth, swes^ etc.

and sustains the same relation to the stem stw- that unsera- does

to unsa-. (On this formation compare Brugmann, Grd. II, 828.)

Goth, swa-re^ therefore, meant primarily 'of itself, without

cause', and in that sense we find it used. It is like Skt. sva-tas

*of itself, the first element in which is the same as in Goth.

swa-re.

29. Scot, swats is derived by Kluge and Lutz, Eng. Et.^ from

O. E. swata ' beer '. This they write with «, and refer to the

Germ, root swot- in sweet. O. B. szvatan is given doubtfully

by Sweet, Diet, of Ags..^ with a. Kluge, in his review of

Sweet, holds that if the a in the O. B. word were long, we
should find in Scotch not swats but '^swaits. But it is to be

observed that the word from O. B. time is used only in the

plural, and this would early be swats^ first with ^, afterward

with «, on account of the two consonants following. For other

examples of such shortening, cf. Kluge, PauVs Grd. I, 869.

We may therefore derive O. B. swdtan from Germ, '^swait-^ and

connect with Skt. ksvedate 'become moist, exude sap', O. Bac.

khsvidha 'milk, sweetness'.

Francis A. Wood,
CORNEI,!, Coi,I,EGE,

MX. Vernon, Iowa.



I. WALTHER'S "FOURTH GROUP" OF BIBLE
TRANSLATIONS.

The "Second Group" of Bible translations according to

Walther* is divided into two subdivisions, the second of which

diflfers from the first in that certain portions, Gen.-Num. inch,

I. Paral. 7. 33-Job incl., and 11. Machab., are from an entirely

different translation which Walther calls the "Third Group."

The remaining text is that of the " Second Group."

In this subdivision there are four MSS.: Cgm.f 219-221,

written 1463 by Oswald Nott at Tegernsee. Cgm. 502-503,

written 1463 by Georg Rorer at Regensburg. Maihingen i. 3.

D. fol. III-IV, written 1468 by Georg Rorer. Gotha MS. 10,

of which date and scribe are unknown, the second volume which

probably contained a statement with regard to these now being

lost.

With regard to their relation to each other these MSS. are

grouped as follows: The two Munich MSS., 219-221, and 502-

503, have certain differences in common which distinguish

them from the other two. Deut. 13, 6 both read: " verholn

sprechenndt fremden gotten dye du nit kennest." The words

gee wir und dienen have been omitted after sprechenndt^ in both

these MSS., while the other two have them.

On the other hand, in I. Reg. 26, 11-12, the Maihingen and

Gotha MSS. leave out the words corresponding to the Latin

et abeantus. Tulit igitur David hastam^ et scyphum aquae.

The scribe of the MS. from which they descend jumped from

Kopf des wazzers in v. 11 to the same words in v. 12, thus

omitting the words corresponding to the above clause. In the

two Munich MSS. there is no such omission.

In Jonas 1. 7, the Maihingen MS. reads: " Kumet her und

lass wir das los und das los viel auff Jonam." The words corre-

* Die deutsche Bibeliibersetzung des Mittelalters, dargestellt von Wilh.

Walther. Braunschweig, 1889-1892.

t Codex germanicus monacensis.

(326)
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spending to : et sciamus quare hoc malum sit nobis. Et miser-

unt sortes^ are omitted, because the scribe jumped from los to las.

The Gotha MS. does not extend thus far, but the two Munich
MSS. have no gap here.

Further differences have been found by Walther, cols. 317-8.

The Gotha and Maihingen MSS. also have an order peculiar to

themselves: 5 books of Moses, (+ Matthew in Maihingen,) Job,

Tobias, Judith, Hester, I. Paral., I. II. Machab., I-IV. Reg.,

Josua, Judices, Ruth (= end of vol. i). The second volume is

missing in Gotha, but has the regular order in Maihingen :

Psalter, Prov., Ecclesiastes, Cantica, Sap., Ecclesiasticus, Isaias,

Jeremias, Threni, Baruch, Ezech., Dan., etc., to Malachias, thus

giving the Old Testament complete. It is evident therefore

that these four MSS. are to be grouped in two pairs, the two at

Munich, and the two at Maihingen and Gotha. In I. Reg., 9, 8

all four have a common omission, corresponding to the Latin

manu . . . quarta pars . . . argenti^ showing that this defect

must have been in an early MS. from which they all descend.

Cgm. 502-3 did not copy from 219-221 because the latter

omits the Psalter and also the words unni4,tz funden umb kumb
wir^ Sap. 2. 17, both of which are found in 502-3.

Cgm. 219-221 did not copy from 502-3 because the latter has.

Job 19-28: wir wbllenn in durchdchtenn^ where 219-221 and
all the other MSS. have the older form with sullen.

Having thus briefly sketched the grouping of the MSS., we
can now proceed to the discussion of the "Fourth Group." In

the Maihingen MS. there follows after the five books of Moses
a fragment of the Gospel of Matthew, (1-5, 44). This interpo-

lation follows the preceding book in the middle of a column,

without any break, and at the close of the fragment the book
of Job begins, with a large capital several inches high. Matthew
ends on f. 1^6^^^^°

, thus :
" deinen veintt Ich aber sag euch

habt
I

(end of col. i)
|
lieb eur veintt." (col. 2, 1. i). Then Job

follows immediately.

The translation of Matthew is not homogeneous with the

preceding and following, and Walther designates it as the
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" Fourth Group," stating at the same time that the Maihingen

MS. is unique in its insertion of this fragment. This statement

is erroneous. The same text occurs in another MS. of the same

group, cgm. 502, written by the same scribe, Georg Rorer, who
wrote the Maihingen MS.
Walther presumably examined this MS. also, for he gives a

detailed description of it, and the inference is that this descrip-

tion is the result of a personal examination ; the instances cited

by him of agreements between this MS. and cgm. 219-221 could

hardly have been observed in any other case. At all events, his

examination was not very thorough.

In cgm. 502, the book of Numeri ends at the bottom of f.

66 '^'^^^
, at the top of f. 66 ^"^° the Gospel of Matthew begins

with a large illuminated capital :
" Liber generationis ihesu cristi

fily dauid, fili abraham. Daz ist das piich des geschlachts ihesu

cristi davidis kint abrahams sun. abraham gepar ysac. ysaac

gepar iacob." . . . The translation continues to f. 68 '^^ bottom

of the first column, (Matth. 5, 44) :
" und wer dich nott tausentt

schritt gee mit dem andernn zway. Der von dir pitt dem gib

und der von dir entlechenn will da von verwentt dich nichtt. Jr

habt gehortt daz gesprochenn ist du wirdest lieb haben deynen

nachsten und yn hazz haben deynen veindt. ich sag aber euch

habt lieb cure veindt."—Explicit Ewan " Mathj.

The last sentence of the text it will be noted is incomplete.

The scribe knew, however, that he had the Gospel of Matthew

before him, even if he did not know that it was incomplete. At

the top of the next column the book Deuteronomii begins.

We have therefore the strange phenomenon that the begin-

ning of the New Testament has been interpolated in two MSS.
of the Old Testament. These MSS. belong to the same family,

but as we saw above they are not otherwise closely related. On
the contrary, each is more closely related in other respects to

another MS. which does not contain this interpolation. On
this account it is probable that the interpolation did not exist

in the MS. from which these MSS. in question descend. The
scribe, Georg Rorer, who wrote both MSS., is probably respon-
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sible for it. It remains curious however, that in writing these

two MSS. he used in each case a different MS. to copy from,

while inserting the same fragment of Matthew in both. In the

case of the earlier (Munich) MS. he put it after Numeri, in the

Maihingen MS. after Deuteronomii.

CcW.Z"^ A^jJ^Cu

We thus arrive at the adjoining sketch of the descent of the

MSS. The only other possibility would be to assume that the

extraneous portion (Matthew) existed in the MS. x' from which

the whole sub-group descends. This has some degree of plausi-

bility from the fact that the text as contained in this sub-group

is of a composite character, since Gen-Num., I. Paral. 7, 33-

Job inch, and II. Machab. are taken from a different source

than the rest. In making up a complete Old Testament com-

posed of these different strata, the compiler of x' might very

readily have gotten the opening of the New Testament into the

conglomerate. Such mistakes are common in pre-Lutheran

Bible MSS., the " Wenzelbibel " at Vienna being a striking

illustration.

But for this assumption the further supposition is necessary,

that the scribes of the Gotha MS. and of cgm. 219 noticed the

extraneous portion and removed it, while Rorer, who wrote the

other two MSS., retained it. The fact, however, that this por-

tion occurs in different places in the two MSS. is against this

view, for Rorer would hardly have changed the place of the

interpolation, but would have copied it as he found it. The
other view therefore, that Rorer for some reason or other intro-
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duced this translation, is to be preferred. Walther's attempts

at explanation (cols. 324, 325, 346,) are inadequate, as he does

not take into account the second version in the Munich MS. , of

whose existence he is ignorant.

The following extracts will serve to give an idea of the

character of the translation, while the variants show the relation

of the two texts to each other.

Cgm. 502^ f. 66 """"'^ (^Matthew i, 18-2, p.):
'

' Aber cristi geschlachtt waz allso do unns fraw sannd maria wardt

gemahelt Joseph ee daz sy tzu samen kamen do ward sy swannger

yn irem leib und waz daz ^ vom heiligenn geist wann iozeph ir man
guter und rechtter waz do wolt er [sich erased ] sy taugentlichen

lassen ungemachligtt ^ do er also gedacht do erschain im der engl in

dem slaflf und sprach tzu ym Jozeph dauides kind nun fiircht dir nitt

maria ^ zu nemen tzu eyner chonen wann daz yn ir ist daz ist von

dem heiligenn geist. sy sol gepern eynen sun der soil hayssen

ihesuss und soil haylen sein volck von yren siinden daz ist als

geschehen daz dye weyssagung erfullt werd * daz der herr gesprochenn

hatt durch den sprechennden ppheteun nym war eyne junckfraw

dye* wirt haben yn yrem leib^ wirt gepern eynen sun und wirt

gehayssen sein nam Emanuel das gesprochen ist Gott mit unns.

Und als ioseph auflf stennd von dem slaflf tett als ym der engell dez

herrenn gepott und nam sein chonen und bekannt ir nichtt piz daz
"^

sy gepar yren erst gpornenn sun und hiess sein nam ihesum.*

Daz ander capitell Do ihesus ward geporn zu Bethlehem ' iuda yn

den tagen des Kiinigs herodis nym war da kamen '° dye Kiinig von

auflfganckh " der sunn gen iherosolimam sprechendt wo ist der

Kiinig der juden der do geporn ist wenn^^ wir haben gesehen seynen

sternn zu orientt und sein kumen mit unsern gaben yn an zu petten

aber der Kunig herodes daz horntt ward gar petriibt^' und daz

ganntz irlm mit im und waz sament all priester" der f iirstn" und

schreyber dz volckbs und er vorscht von yn wo cristus gepornn

wurd und dye sprachenn zu ym tzu bethlehem iude wann also durch

den pphetenn geschrybenn" ist und tzu^® bethlehem" des lannds iuda

(B. = Maih. MS. ) ^ B. omits. " B. uugemailigtt. ^ B. zu nemen mariam.

* B. wiird. ^ B. omits. ^ b. leib und wirt. '' B. omits. * B. ihesus. » B. Beth-

lahem. i°B. do chomen. " B. auflfgannck. ^^B. wann. ^*B. betriibt. "B.

all fiirstnn der priester. ^^B. omits. ^^ B. du. "B. bethlahem.
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pist mir nichte nicht dye mynst unter den furstn steten iuda wann
von dir kumpt^* ain laitter der richtten soil meyn volckh isrl. Do
herodes dass vernam do lud er dye Kiinig wider tzu ym und fragt sy

fleyssicklichenn wye lanng des war daz sy den stern hietten gesehenn

und sanntt sy tzu bethlehem und sprach zu ynn fartt hyn und fragt

fleyssicklich von dem kynd und so yr ez vynndet so piett mir ez

herwider daz ich auch dar chom und ez an pett. Do sy daz vernomen

von dem kiinickh herode do fum sy von dannen und den stern den

sy gesehenn hettenn zu orientt gynng vor ynn untz sy dar chomen
do daz kynnd waz. Und do abgestuend^^ er do sy aber den sternn

sahenn do freuttn sy sich mit grosser freud und gyngen yn daz hauss

und fiinden daz kynnd mit maria seyner miiter und vyeln nyder fur

ez and anpettenn ez und auffgethan ir schatz und opfferttn ym gab.

Golt weyrauch und myrren und wurden gemontt^' von dem engl yn
dem slafif daz sy nicht''° wider chamen^^ zu herode eynen andernn weg
kertten sy wider yn ir lanndt."

Cgm. ^02, Matthew ^, 1-6, 12-iy:

" Do wart Jhesus gef iirtt von dem geist yn dye wiist daz er do an

versucht wurd von dem teufiQ und do er geuast hett xl tag und xl

nacht darnach hungertt ym und der versiicher ging zu ym und sprach

zu ym pistu der gottes siin so sprich daz dye stain tzu prott werden,

des anttwurtt im ihus und sprach war umb ez ist geschrybenn daz der

nicht allayn leb dez protz siinder eynnss yetzlichen" wortz daz da

chumpt von dem mundt gottes do nam yn der teuflfel mit im yn dye

heiligenn statt und setzt in auflf dye hoch dez tempels und sprach zu

ym pistu der gottes sun so la dich her nyder,

4, 12: Do aber ihus vernam daz iohannes geuangen waz enttwaich

er ynn Galyleam und lye'*^ dye statt nazareth und kam und wonett

zu kapharnaum maritimaz^* yn den landen^^ Zabulonn und dye erd

neptalym eyn weg dez merss iiber den Jordann galilee der hayd-

nischenn diet daz volckh daz do ging yn der vinster sah ein grosses

liechtt und den sitzendenn yn dez totes"*^ schattenn ist ein liecht auff

gegangenn. Darnach begiindt ihesus predigenn und sprechen latt

euch rewen" eur siind und ennphacht piiess umb eiir missetat.

Wann euch nahenddt daz gottes reich."

18 B. chumpt. i^B.gemantt. 2" B. nitt. ^ig. kamen. ^^ b. yettlichen. ^''B.

liess. " B. maritimam. 25 g lannden zabulon unnd Neptalym daz erfiilt wurd
daz ysaias gesprochenn hatt. Dye erd zabulon. ^sg todes. "B. reuenn.
'* B.-stuond.
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The translation of Matthew as found here is similar to that in

a so-called " Perikopen " MS. cgm. 66, of the fourteenth cen-^

tury, which is noted by Walther. A comparison with this shows

that the text of the Maihingen MS., though written later, is

better than that of cgm. 502.

For example, cap. i, 19, both cgm. 66 and Maihingen have

correctly ungemailt^ tingemailigt (nollet eam traducere), while

cgm. 502 has imgemachligtt = unmarried. In cap. 2, 4, Mai-

hingen has correctly all fiirstun der priester (omnes principes

sacerdotum) while cgm. 502 has allpriester (^r/ilrstfi. In cap.

4, 13-14, cgm. 502 omits the words: Neptalyin daz erfiilt wurd

dazysaiasgesprochennhatt. Dyeerdzabulonuntid—. The scribe

jumped from zabiilon in v. 13 to zabulon in v. 14, omitting the

intervening clause. Maihingen has the text complete as above.

These errors and omissions in cgm. 502 show conclusively

that the text of the later Maihingen MS. is not a copy from

cgm. 502 ; there is, however, nothing against the assumption

that both were copied from the same MS.

Another difference to be noted is that in cgm. 502 Matthew

begins at the top of the page, with a large capital, and the Latin

heading Libergenerationis ihesu cristijily david^ etc., while at the

end there is also the formula Explicit Ewait "" Mathj. In the

Maih. MS. this portion does not head a page and the opening

and closing inscriptions as noted above for cgm. 502 are lacking.

In conclusion, another curious confusion in cgm. 220 may be

noted. On f. 18, I. Reg. cap. 20, the verses are in the following

order : 1-7, regular, then 23-34, then 7-23, then 34-43. By

means of notes on the margin : cher umb daz plat., the correct

order is indicated. We might suppose that a leaf of the MS.

from which this was copied contained on one side vv. 7-23, on

the other, 23-34, and that this leaf had been reversed in binding,

thus producing the confusion in the copy. But the fact that

the former section (7-23) occupies a larger space than the latter-

(23-34), argues against this hypothesis.

W. KURRELMEYER.
Johns Hopkins University,

May, 1899.



GOETHE'S "VORKLAGE."

Wie nimmt ein leidenschaftlich Stammeln

Geschrieben sich so seltsam aus !

Nun soil ich gar von Haus zu Haus
Die losen Blatter alle sammeln.

Was eine lange, weite Strecke

Im Leben von einander stand,

Das kommt nun unter Einer Decke

Dem guten Leser in die Hand.

Doch schame dich nicht der Gebrechen,

Vollende schnell das kleine Buch;

Die Welt ist voller Widerspruch,

Und sollte sich's nicht widersprechen ?

(von lyoeper, Goethe's Gedichte, I, 9, 268. Berlin, 1882.)

During the latter months of the year 181 4 and the first half

of 181 5, Goethe was principally engaged in the preparation of

a new edition of his works, for the publication of which he had

arranged with Cotta, the Stuttgart publisher.

In this edition, known as the edition of 1815 (von Loeper I.,

264-5), the Vorklage appeared for the first time. It was evi-

dently written while Goethe was engaged in collecting and

arranging his poems, and, as the name implies, it was intended

to disarm any attacks which might be made upon his work on

account of apparent inconsistencies. This point will be treated

more fully later.

The exact date of composition is not known, for there exists

no MS. of the poem ; but from a comparison of certain entries

in the Tagebucher^ with passages in the Briefe^ an approximate

date may be obtained. As a terminus ad queni may be taken

October 29, 181 5, when Goethe writes to Zelter, as follows :

" Die erste Lieferung der neuen Ausgabe meiner Werke ist

(333)
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schon abgedruckt, Cotta secretiert sie aber und wartet mit der

Subscriptionsanzeige auf besseres Wetter ; . . . ." (Brief

-

wechsel mit Zelter II, 202). The Vorklage^ therefore, could not

have been written later than October 29, 1815 ; it was probably

written much earlier. Since there is no authority to which we
can appeal, an attempt to fix the date somewhat more exactly

may be permissible. We shall not go far astray, I believe, if we
say that the poem was composed during the latter part of Decem-
ber, 1 81 4, about the twenty-seventh. The reasons for assigning

this date are as follows : Beginning with December 25, we find

frequent references in the Tagebilcher ^ to the new edition soon

to appear. For instance, December 25 (145, 10) we find the

entry " Werke numerirt. Inhalt durchgesehen." January

2, 1815 (146, 7),
" Gedichte, 2 Band." January 17 (147, 27),

*' Redaction der kleinen Gedichte." January 20 (148, 8),

"Nachricht von Cottas Acceptation." From these entries we
see that from December 25 to January 20 Goethe was busily

engaged in going through his poems, and his mind naturally

reverted to scenes and experiences of the past. If now we com-

pare the above extracts with a letter written to Zelter December

27, 1 814, their bearing upon our poem will be apparent.

Jetzt bin ich mit der neuen Ausgabe meiner Werke beschaftigt,

die mich zu wunderlichen Betrachtungen veranlasst, indem ich

genothigt bin iiber die abgeschiedenen und immer aufs neue spuken-

den Geister Revue zu halten.

This is exactly the sentiment of our poem :

Was eine lange, weite Strecke

Im lyeben von einander stand,

Das kommt nun unter einer Decke
Dem guten Leser in die Hand.

One is reminded at once of the closing stanza of the Zueignung
to Faust where we have the same thought, but far more beauti-

fully expressed.

Assuming the last few days in December, 1814, as the date of

^References for Tagebucher are to Weimar edition, III Abth. 5 Bd. The
earlier entries of this year scarcely need be considered.
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composition, let us now look at the poem more closely. The

subject of textual criticism need not concern us, for all later

editions are based on that of 181 5, and the poem is printed

without change.

The title has already been mentioned. Eine Vorklage is a

statement made in anticipation of a charge or complaint. In

the case of Goethe it is more than this : as applied to the poem

under consideration, it is a justification of the poet's conception

of his own work, and a statement of the manner in which he

desires the expressions of his genius to be judged. In dealing

with this short and apparently unimportant poem, we must

remember what Goethe said to Eckermann concerning all his

work, that he had never written anything which he himself had

not felt.

Wie nimmt ein leidenschaftlich Stammeln

Geschrieben sich so seltsam aus !

von Loeper here remarks (I, 268): "Stammeln nach Klop-

stock's Gebrauch, der auch die Abneigung gegen das Schreiben

theilte." If I understand his note, he means simply that Goethe

is here expressing his repugnance to the mechanical efifort of

writing. The meaning of the passage is quite different, I be-

lieve. Taking stammeln in a general, figurative sense, I should

paraphrase the lines thus :
" What a picture all your passionate

attempts to utter the truth present when you have them before

you in black and white and consider them one by one." Cf.

An Lina (v. Loeper, I, 65).

Ach, wie traurig sieht in lyettern,

Schwarz auf weiss, das Lied mich an,

Das aus deinem Mund vergottern,

Das ein Herz zerreissen kann!

Cf. also the letter to Zelter :
"

. . . die neue Ausgabe

meiner Werke, die mich zu den wunderlichsten Betrachtungen

veranlasst . . ."

We have a good gloss on this word in Goethe's first letter to

Auguste Stolberg, written January 25, 1775. It begins:
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Meine Teure—ich will Ihnen keinen Nahmen geben, denn was
sind die Nahmen Freundinn, Schwester, Geliebte, Braut, Gattin,

Oder ein Wort das einen Complex von all denen Nahmen begriffe,

gegen das unmittelbare Gefiihl ? . . . Ich fiihle Sie konnen ihn

tragen, diesen zerstiickten, stammelnden Ausdruck, wenn das Bild

des Unendlichen in uns wiihlt. Und was ist das als Iviebe !

^

The next two lines are, of course, not to be taken literally,

though the poet did actually get back from his friends certain

poems for this edition (cf. Diintzer D. N. L., 82 Goethe I, 7).

The second stanza looks both backward and forward ; it serves

to explain the sentiment expressed in the first two lines of the

first stanza, and is itself commented upon and vindicated by the

concluding verses of the last. It also elucidates, as von Loeper

notes, the first line of the Voi'spruch " Spat erklingt was friih

erklang."

This stanza together with the last two verses of the third

may be thus freely paraphrased :

'
' My poems, which are all the

expression of my inmost thoughts and feelings, and the refiec-

tions of the varied experiences of my life are now to be pre-

sented to the public without regard to chronological order.

Those which reflect the thoughts and feelings of youth will be

found side by side with those which give expression to the

sentiments of advancing years ; and those emanating from one

experience will often be closely followed by others resulting

from causes quite difierent. Will this give rise to inconsisten-

cies? Well, what if it does? The world, life, my life in par-

ticular, is full of inconsistencies—" Die Welt is voller Wider-

spruch "—why should not my poems, which are but the image

of myself reflect this inconsistency— " Und soUte sichs nicht

widersprechen ? " It is better that my works should repre-

sent me as I am, than that they should represent my chrono-

logical development for the benefit of those who are to read and

perhaps study them."

All this, I believe, we read out of the poem and not into it

;

* Cf. Thomas, Faust, 319, note to 3428-3430.
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for it is very well known that Goethe's friends were constantly

urging him to adopt a chronological sequence in the arrange-

ment of his writings, but he invariably refused to do so for the

reason just given.^

In order to treat together connected thoughts we have passed

over the first two verses of the first stanza, to which we must

now return. They should be read in connection with the first

two verses of stanza one. " The book is full of inconsisten-

cies, and often expresses but poorly what was in the heart, but

don't be ashamed of it, finish it quickly and let the world see

what it contains."

Standing as it does at the threshold of Goethe's poems, the

Vorklage is a kind of sign board, pointing out the way to a

proper understanding of them all. The reader must not endea-

vor to smooth away all inconsistencies, but taking each poem as

a whole, he must strive to get the poet behind the written

words, and must seek to discover what part of himself he has

revealed to us in each of his works.

C. William Prettyman.
Dickinson Coi,i,ege, Carlisle, Pa.

'Cf. Goedeke. Grmidriss IV
, 56/^. " Schon bei der Ausgabe seiner Werke

im Jahre 1816 hatte man ihn zu vertnogen gesucht, ihre Ordnung in zeitlicher

Reihenfolge vorzunehmen, wie sie Korner bei der Herausgabe der Werke
Schillers zweckmassig gewahlt hatte. Goethe wies das Ansinneu entschieden

zuriick. Er wollte nicht in seiner Entwickelung, sondern als Einheit und
Ganzes erscheinen : das Letze sollte neben dem Ersten gelten als ob alles nnr

Ausserung einer grossen einheitlichen Entfaltung sei, ohne Geschichte."



THE INFLUENCE OF THE AMERICAN REVOLU-
TION UPON GERMAN LITERATURE.

General Interest in America.

The high idealism which underlay the foundation of the

American republic could not fail to attract and hold the atten-

tion of enlightened men everywhere. The Germans, who were

eminently inclined to philosophical speculation, followed the

growth and progress of our commonwealths with especial

interest. This interest reached its height at the time of the

revolutionary struggle with England. As early as the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century, America, the land of freedom

and opportunity, strongly attracted the Germans, as Goethe

records in Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre} America, an

unspoiled land, showed the ideals of liberty and equality being

actually realized : what had been elsewhere only a pious wish,

was to be found here in practical working order.^ The dead-

weight of the feudal system, the curse of Europe, had been cast

off. Among important admirers of the new nation may be

mentioned the philosopher Kant. " He was one of the first,

perhaps the very first, of the German nation to defend, even at

the risk of his friendships, the cause of the United States."^

Similar were the interest and enthusiasm of such men as

Lessing, Klopstock, Wieland, Herder, Goethe, and Schiller.

The enthusiasm which the American cause aroused in generous

young idealists is expressed in the experiences of Lothario in

Goethe's Lehrjahre^^ and satirized in Die Mitschuldigen

(revised text, published 1787),' lines 50-58:

^ WerkCy xxiv, 120 flF.

* Cf. Kapp, Steuben, p. 46. Historisch-genealogischer Calender, 1784, p. 41.

* Bancroft, History of the United States, vol. x, ch. ii, Germany and the

United States.

* 7. Buch, 3. Kapitel ; Werke, xxiii.

» Werke, ix, 44.

(338)
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So/ler.

Ach, apropos, Papa ! Man sagt mir heute friih,

In Deutschland gab's ein Corps von braven jungen I,euten,

Die fiir Amerika Succurs und Geld bereiten.

Man sagt, es waren viel und batten Mutb genug,

Und wie das Friihjahr kam', so geh' der ganze Zug.

Ja, ja, bei'm Glase Wein hort' ich wohl manchen prablen,

Er Hesse Haut und Haar fiir meine Provinzialen

:

Da lebt' die Freiheit hoch, war jeder brav und kiihn,

Und wenn der Morgen kam, ging eben keiner bin.

America, in all its aspects, received much attention. Works
descriptive of the new country, for the most part translations

from the English, were early current and widely read in

Germany.®

Accounts of travel, such as the one announced in Der
Teutsche Merkur for 1780^ also helped to make the country

* For instance, Die unbekannt neue Welt, oder Beschreibung des JVeltteils

Amerika, und des Sud-Landes : Darinnen vom Ursprunge der Ameriker und
Sudlander und von den Gedenckwurdigen Reysen der Europer darnach zu, etc.

Durch Dr. O. D. (Oliver Dapper), Amsterdam, 1673. Siegmund J. Baum-
garten, Allgemeine Geschichte der Lander und Volker von Amerika, Halle,

1752. Arnold, Das Brittische Reich in America, Lemgo, 1744. Andrea, Ge-

schichte und Handlung der Englischen Colonien in dem nordlichen Amerika,
Frankfurt a. M., 1755. Geschichte derEnglischen Kolonien in Nord-Amerika.

. . . bis auf den Frieden 1763, x'j'jd. William Douglas, Summary . . . of
the British Settlements in North Am.erica, London, 1760. Daniel Neal, His-

tory of New England, London, 1747. Hutchinson, History of the Colony of
Massachusetts Bay, London, 1760. Smith, History of the Province of New
York, London, 1776. A General History of Connecticut, London, 1781. Chal-

mers, Political Annals of the present United Colonies, London, 1780. Schubart's

Deutsche Chronik (1774 ff.) mentions Die Reisen des Herrn Andreas Burn-
aby, '

' die kiirzlich zu Hamburg von Herrn Ebeling ins Teutsche iibersetzt und
mit einigen Zusatzen vermehrt worden. " The book gives information "iiber

den Zustand der mittleren Kolonien der Englander in Nord-Amerika." Schubart

also announces that Ebeling is to publish a larger work on the same subject.

'July, 1780: Announcement of Johann Carvers Reisen dutch die innem
Gegenden von Nordamerika in den Jahren 1766, 1767, 1768, mit einer Land-
charte. Aus dem Englischen. Hamburg, 1780.
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familiar. Abt Clavigero's Abhandlung von der naturlichen

Beschaffenheit des Konigreichs Mexico und der neue7i Welt

uberhaupt^ was widely read. The acquaintance with American

local geography was considerable. Long Island is the scene of

Amerikanische Anekdote^ an ancient institution of California

is discussed in the Merkiir^^ Schubart speaks of Niagara/^

Pfeflfel of Connecticut/^ and Stolberg in Die Zukunft shows an

acquaintance with the whole western hemisphere. There is a

surprising amount of information about various minor details

of American life. Even " Gorgel," in the Billet doiix von

Gbrgel an seinejt Herr7i^^ speaks of the amount of snow in

America. Trees of distinctly American species were known in

Germany.^* Products, especially tobacco, which were made

more familiar to the Prussians by the trade-compact made by

Frederick the Great with America, are also mentioned. ^^ The

tobacco trade of Virginia is discussed in the Deutsches Museurn^^

under Nordamet ikanische Handlung., an article which considers

the value of American trade to Great Britain. Customs, modes

of life, and methods of holding property are likewise discussed

in letters.
^^

The Indian seems to be a familiar figure, and, in poetry, is

often represented ideally. Pfefifel mentions the Hurons in

Recept wider den Krieg^^ (i777)» Goethe in Meisters Wander-

jahre^^ refers to the " Irokesen," Halem, in Vaterliebe^ eine

Amerikanische Scene., shows the merciful Indian, as does also

* Ibid., July, 1786.

» Bihra's /ournal, 1788, vi, 563.

^° Gesprdch iiber einige neueste Weltbegebenheiten, 1782. See also Wieland'a

Werke, xl, 198 flf.

^1 Gedichie, 226.

" Gedichte, iii, 195.

" Claudius, Asmus, iii, 47 (i 777)-

'* Cf. Jacobi, Werke, vi, 120, flF., and Voss, Poetische Werke, 85, and Wan-

genheim.
16 Voss, Poetische Werke, 113.

16 1776, i, 307. The chief exports of America at this period were tobacco,

furs, rice, and indigo. See Fisk, Beziehungen etc., p. 20.

" Ibid., 1777, ii, 188. ^^Schriften, ii, 285.
i» Werke, xxiv, 132.
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Seume, in his familiar poem, Der Wilde?^ Schubart alludes to

methods of Indian warfare in Ein Gesprdch auf dem Schiffef*'

in Der sterbetide Indianer an seinen Sohn^'^ he wishes to show
" wie bei rohen Nationen der Naturgeist so frei, leicht und
energisch spricht." Schiller writes a Nadowessische Todten-

klageP In Der Teutsche Merkur"^^ there is a Rede eines Ameri-
kanischen Wilden an Lord Dunmore^ while in Bibra's JournaP^
an attack by Indians is described. We may estimate the

Indian's place in the mind of Germany by the statement in

Der Teutsche Merkiir'^^ concerning Johann Carvers Reisen^

which reads : ..." Allein die Nachrichten von den Sitten der

wilden Indier sind bereits so bekannt, dass wir hier nichts neues

finden."

The question of negro slavery is not left untouched, and it is

manifest from the Lied eines Negersklaven in Amerika"" that

the moral sense of Germany protested strongly against the

anomaly of human bondage in the new world

:

Bin ein Mensch, wie Weisse,

Habe nichts gethan;

Plagen mich mit Fleisse,

Sehn als Thier mich an.

Lasten zum Erdriicken,

Sind mir aufgelegt.

Blut farbt meinen Riicken,

Wenn die Geissel schlagt. . . .

Weiss', ihr fleht zu Gotte:

Dass er gUnstig sey.

Thut ihr's nicht zum Spotte:

Weisse! gebt mich frey,

*" Sdmnttliche Werke, vii, 72

.

*' Gedichte, 383.
» Ibid., 361.

*» Schri/ien, xi, 334.

"July, 1784, p. 95.
** 1791, viii, 697.

"July, 1780, p. 78.

*' By " A. E." in the Gotttnger Musenalmanach for 1784, p. 88.
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A significant poem is another Lied eines Negersklaven in

Voss's Musenalma7iach for 1779^^ by PfefFel, which compares

the negro with the German slave.

The history of America, of its discoverers and settlers, as also

of the Revolution, was given by special accounts, often trans-

lations, one of which is thus described in Der Teutsche

Merkur:^^ Geschichte von Amerika^ von dessen Entdeckung an

bis auf das Ende des vorigen Krieges^ nebst ei7iem Anhange^

welcher eine Geschichte des Urpsrunges und des Fortganges des

gegenwdrtigen ungliicklichen Streites zwischen Grosbritannien

und seinen Colonieen enthalt., von Will. Russell, Esq. Aus dem
Englischen iibersezt. Leipzig, 1779. A later translation from

the British Mercury^ also gives information concerning events

in America. In poetry, Schiller praises the genius of Columbus

in the fragment Columbus^^ and in the one found in the

Nachlese^"^ where he says

:

Nach dem fernen Westen wollt' ich steuern

Auf der Strasse die Columbus fand.

In Der Venuswagen^ he speaks of Columbus, as also of

Cortez and Pizarro.^* Stolberg in Die Zukunft^^ mentions

Balboa's discovery. In the poem Mein Vaterland^^ addressed

to Klopstock (1774) the same writer alludes to the devastations

of the French and Indian War, which had been repaired by the

industry of German colonists

:

Kolumbia, du weintest, gehiillt

In Trauerschleyer, iiber den Fluch

Welchen der lachende Morder

Oeden Fluren zum Hrbe liess;

28 p. 41 ; see below.
29 Nov. 1779, p. 172. Cf. also J. Fr. Schiller's German Translation of Robert-

son's //w^ory o/^w^riVa. 2 Bde. Leipzig, 1777.

^ Der Teutsche Merkur, July, 1787, Anzeiger.
31 Schri/ien, xi, 46 ; Musenalnianach for 1796.

3' Ibid., XV, i, 421.

" Ibid., i, 186. « LI, 246, 247.

^ III, 247. *' Gedichte der Briider Stolberg, 61.
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Da sandte Deutschland Segen und Volk:

Der Schooss der Jammererde gebar,

Staunte der schwellenden Aehren,

Und der schaflFenden Fremdlinge !

America was looked on in large measure as a place of escape

for unfortunate Europeans, often as a means of rapid advance-

ment in the army. Thus in Nachrichten aus Amerika^"^ a long

tale, the loving pair is made to flee thither to escape the anger

of the hero's mother. In Der Teiitsche Merkur^^ a farmer who
has made a failure in Germany goes to America. The writer of

Schreibe7t eines DeiUschen aus New York^^ goes so far as to say:

" Amerika ist gut fiir die welche nichts mehr zu verlieren

haben." Wieland, however, in a political report,*" takes a

broader view when he speaks of the courage of the Americans,
" die man vielleicht zu friih fiir bios zusammengelaufenes

Gesindel halten wollte." The thought of making a career is

brought out in Lenz's Waldbruder^^^ in which there is a charac-

ter Plettenberg, " der schon eine Campagne wider die Kolonisten

in Amerika mitgemacht hat, bloss damit er Gelegenheit habe,

sich bis zum General oder Generallieutenant zu bringen, well er

sonst nicht wagen darf, bei dem Vater der Grafin um sie

anzuhalten." Der kalte Michel^ a humorous poem by Schubart,^

represents a nobleman who, having lost relatives and property,

is on the brink of despair, and who is cheered by the advice of

his servant, who tells him to go to America

:

Und mir nichts, dir nichts, plotzlich

Floh er mit ihm davon,

Europa bleibt zuriicke

Sie niachen bald ihr Gliicke

Beim grossen Washington.

" Deutsches Musetint, 1776, 2. Band, 1103.

38 1781, iv, 151. From Merck's Herr Oheini derJungere.
'3 Bihra's Journal, 1790, ix, 283.

^'^ Der Tetitsche Merkur, April, 1777, p. 67.
*i Kurschner, 197.

" Gcdichte, 358.
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Goeckingk's Kriegslied eines Provinsialeti^^ contains an

urgent invitation for the Germans to come to America for

property and freedom. Later, in Bibra's Jo2irnal for 1792,**

speculation in American property is advocated as a rapid means

of accumulating wealth. Klinger's hero, Wild, in Sturm und

Drang (1775)^'^ has come to America as a volunteer, merely to

give vent to his superabundant spirits. He says :
" Da kann

sich meine See4e ausrecken, und thun sie mir den Dienst und

schiessen mich nieder
;
gut dann!" Schiller seeks liberty in

America ; thus a fragment*^ says

:

Nach dem fernen Westen wollt' ich steuern

Auf der Strasse die Columbus fand, . . .

Dort vielleicht ist Freiheit

Ach dort ist sie nicht.

Goethe, speaking in Dichtung und Wahrheit of conditions in

the year 1775, says : "Amerika war damals . . . das Eldo-

rado derjenigen, die in ihrer augenblicklichen Lage sich be-

drangt fanden " {Werke^ xxix, 156).

Significance of the American Revolution.

The American movement was the first practical expression of

the revolutionary spirit in the latter part of the eighteenth

century,^^ and was clearly recognized as the influence which

fanned this spirit to a flame on the continent. The words of

the mother in Hermann und Dorothea^^

. . , es haben die ersten

Zeiten der wilden Zerstorung den Sohn mir der Jugend gegeben

refer undoubtedly to the American movement. Bibra, in his

Journal von und fiir Deutschland^^ very emphatically blames

** See below.
** viii, 639.

** Act I, Scene i.

** Schriften, xv, i, 421.

*' \(^ith the exception of the Corsican uprising under Paoli, 1768-1769.

« II. 153 f.

• 1790, vii, 3 flF.
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America for the disturbance of Europe, in his article, Bekant-

niachioig eines Verschwbruiigspians gegen die allgenieine Ruhe
von Eui'opa an die Mdchte desselbeji. He says : "In Amerika
begannen die Erschiitterungen, welche dermahlen unser festes

Land beunruhigen, da wurde der Entwurf ausgebriitet, die alte

Welt der neuen zu unterwerfen. Seine Propheten sahen, dass

die Entvolkerung von Europa unausfiihrbar sey, so lange

dasselbe reich und dessen Souveraine machtig waren." And
thus, he continues, the seed of revolution was planted by
America ; America led France astray, and France will proceed

to overturn all Europe. The Ode auf die gegenwdrtigen

Unruhen in Frankreic/r'^ also connects the revolution in

America with events in Europe

:

Es horts der Britte, der doch auch gern Sclaven hatte,

und denkt an sein Amerika:

es horts der Deutsche, und knirscht in die Sklaven-Kette

und seufzt: Germania !

^^

German Interest in the Revolution.

The progress of the war was watched with great interest, and

even suspense, in Germany, and its events became known there

with surprising promptness and accuracy. Frederick the Great,

because of his hostility to England, had followed the war with

most eager attention, and since he desired to see every disgrace

heaped on the head of Great Britain, he wished the colonies

victory.^^ As early as December 18, 1775, he writes to his

minister in London, Count Maltzan :^^ " Es erhellt immer mehr
dass der Konig von England mit seinen Colonien hohes Spiel

spielt and sich in diese Wirren zu tief eingelassen hat um
siegreich daraus hervorzugehen. . . . Die grosse Frage ist

immer ob die Colonien nicht Mittel finden werden, sich ganz

vom Mutterlande zu trennen und eine freie Republik zu stiften.

50 Der Teutsche Merkur, 1789, Oct., p. 60.

" Cf. Menzel, History of Germany^ iii, 153. Menge, Stolberg, i, 100 S.

Kapp, Steuben, 45, L,. Geiger, introduction to Goethe's IVerke, i, xxxv.
^ See Fisk, Beziehungen, etc., p. 10. ** Oncken, III, 8, 2,
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. . . Gewiss ist dies, fast ganz Europa nimmt Partei fiir die

Colonien und vertheidigt ihre Sache, wahrend die Sache des

Hofes weder Gonner noch Forderer findet" Frederick even

helped the Americans, in a positive way, when he forbade, in

October, 1777, the passage of the mercenaries from Ansbach,

Hanau, and Zerbst through his provinces/^ This decision

retarded the transportation of somewhat over one thousand men

for several months, and caused General Howe such anxiety,

since auxiliary troops were greatly needed by him, that he did

not dare attack Washington's soldiers at Valley Forge, and gave

to General Steuben an opportunity of infinite value."

The progress of the war was carefully studied from original

and secondary sources.
^^

»* Cf. Fisk, Beziehungen, etc, p. 19. ^ See Kapp, Soldatenhandel, p. 177.

"Thus, Professor Sprengel of Halle, in his history of the Revolution {His-

tofisch-genealogischer Calender ^ux 1784) mentions the following sources: Ben-

iamin Franklin's Political^ miscellaneous and philosophical pieces^ London,

1779 ; Reflexio7ts on the late Colonial Governments by an American, London,

1783 ; Hector St. John's Letters from an American Farmer, London, 1782
;

Remarks on the Principal Acts of the Thirteenth Parliament, London, 1775 ;

The Rights of Great Britain asserted against the Claims of America, London,

1776 ; Payne's Letter addressed to the Abbi Raynal, London, 1783 ;
Letters to

a Nobleman on the Strength of the Middle Colonies and the Conduct of the

War, 1780; Political Reflexions on the Late Colonial Governments, by an Amer-

ican, London, 1783; State of the Expedition from Canada, by Lieutenant-

General Burgoyne, London, 1780; Narrative of Lieutenant-General Sir Henry

Clinton, London, 1782; An Answer which Relates to the Conduct of Lieutenant-

General Earl Cornwallis, London, 1782; Annual Register for 1775-1781;

Political Magazine, 1781-83 ; William Jackson's Constitution of the Several

Independent States of America, London, 1783 ; Pouchat's Mhnoires sur la

derniire Guerre de VAmerique septentrionale, Yverdon, 1781 ; Hilliard d'Au-

berteuil's Essaisur les Anglo-Atnericains, Paris, 1782 ; Letzte Beschreibung des

brittischen America, Wolfenbiittel, 1778 ; Sprengel's Geschichte der Europaer

in Nordamerika, Leipzig, 1782 ; Wo€\\n%' s Amerikanische Bibliothek, Leipzig^

1778; Melsheimer's Tagebuch seiner Reise von Wolfenbiittel nach Quebec;

Canadische Briefe in Schlozer's Briefwechsel, etc. The Amerikanisches Archiv

(herausgegeben von J. A. Remer, Professor der Geschichte), Braunschweig,

1777) contains translations of Richard Price's Observations on Civil Liberty

and the fustice and Policy of the War with America ( 1776) ; Edmund Burke's

Speech on Conciliation of the Colo?iies {iTJS); letters from Generals Lee and

Burgoyne (" bey Gelegenheit der Ankunft des Letztern in Boston "); of John-

son's Taxation no Tyranny; of Josiah's Tucker's productions advocating the
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Georg Forster implies that the enthusiasm for literature on

this subject became excessive, for he speaks (1790)'^'^ of events

" zu einer Zeit wo man anfing der unzdhligen »Schriften iiber die

amerikanische Revolution iiberdriissig zu werden." In May,

1785,^^ is announced a translation of the History of the Revolu-

tion in America^ by Abbe Raynal, an early date for such a work,

A MS. Geschichte des Nort-Anierikanischeii Kriegs (i 777-1 783),

by Stephen Papp, is cited by Learned in Americana Germanica

I, iii, 84 (1897). Cf. also Rosengarten, Sources and Am. Hist,

from. Germ. Archives.

Letters from soldiers in America contributed to a knowledge

of the war. Such are found in the Deutsches Museum^^ in Der
Teutsche Merkur^^ and in Bibra's fournal von U7idfiir Deutsch-

land.^^ Such letters of soldiers and officers contain, usually,

descriptions of the countries through which the army passed, and

of the battles in which they fought, without showing, appa-

rently, any great personal interest in the cause of the Americans.

Letters of this kind were furnished Schlozer for his Neue Cor-

resp07idenz^ " a journal which had for its object, in part, the

publication of private letters written by officers to their relatives

and friends in Germany, from those portions of the world then

engaged in war." ^^

recognition of the independence of America ; Berufung auf die Gerechtigkeit

und deti Vortheil der Grossbritannischen Nation in den gegenwdrtigen Streitig-

keiten tnit Amerika, von etnem alien Mitgliede des Parlements, aus dent

Englischen iibersetzt, etc. *' Schri/ten, vi, 75, f.

^ Der Teutsche Merkur, May, 1785; Anzeiger, Ixxxxiv.

59 1777, 188: Aus einetn Schreiben vom erstenJanuar 7777 aus dem Lager bey

Knyphauseti. Cf. also ibid., 159: Briefe nordamerikanischen Inhalts.

w 1784, August, p. 97.

" 1789, xi, 445: Briefe eines Braunschweigischen Officiers; Zweiter Brief,

1782; Dritter Brief, 1790, xi, 474, 1783. Cf. also ibid., 1790, ix, 283: Schreiben

eines Deutschen aus New York an seinen Freund in Deutschland.
** Cf Letters ofBrunswick and Hessian Officers during the American Revo-

lution , tr!i-as\a.\.^(i by W. Iv. Stone. These letters are taken from "Schlozer's

Letter Exchange.^^ "This publication was continued through the year 1782,

and consequently contains many letters of the most interesting character from

Hessian and Brunswick military men who were serving on the British side during

the Revolutionary War."
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These letters contain much new and valuable information

regarding the habits and customs of the inhabitants of the

places whence they were written ; minute descriptions of dif-

ferent personages, such as Gates, Hancock, Carleton, and others.

Schubart, in his Deutsche Chroiiik (1774 ff.), frequently mentions

letters that he has read, and once gives the letter of a German
clergyman in Baltimore. It appears also that he got his infor-

mation about the war from English or French newspapers and

from letters written by Germans, but not necessarily addressed

to him/^

Besides letters, there were also the private journals of officers,

such as that of Captain Pausch''* (chief of the Hanau artillery

during the Burgoyne campaign. Q,i. Journalof Captain Pauschy

translated and annotated by William ly. Stone), which contains

copious descriptions of the battles in which he took part.

Dohla's Tagebuch^ a similar chronicle of the Revolution, has

been published in part by H. A. Rattermann in the Deutsch-

Anierica7iisches Magazin.^ Wieland, in his widely influential

Merkur., gives positive testimony to the interest which

America in her relations with England excited, by his careful,

intelligent accounts of the progress of the war. As early as

1773^^ he sees the necessity on the part of England for

acting with the greatest wisdom in regard to her colonies

in America. Der Teutsche Merkur furnishes a continued

report, and almost a history of the war, for a number of

years. In 1775,^'^ Wieland pays tribute to American character

as revealed in the attempt to gain independence, which he

recognizes as the aim of the colonies. He again "^ praises their

courage and ability, and states his belief ^^ that they could soon

bring the sympathies of all to their side. In 1775,^" he men-

® Communicated by Dr. John A. Walz.
** Other journals of this kind are to be found in the Standische Landesbib-

liothek at Cassel. Cf. list of sources for Lowell's The Hessians.

** See Americana Germanica, I, iii, p. 84, 1897.

86 1773, i, 279. " October, p. 88.

" 1776, Jan., p. 98; Ibid., Oct., p. 94.

» 1775, Nov., p. 189. '» Oct., p. 88.
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tions the declaration which the colonies have made to other

nations/^ and which states the reasons why they have taken up

arms, saying :
" In jeder Zeile dieser Schrift spricht Patriotis-

mus und Liebe zur Freyheit, und sie verdient wiirklich den

schonsten Reden des Demosthenes und Cicero an die Seite

gesetzt zu werden." He does not consider the Americans bar-

barians, and points to this declaration as a proof that art and

eloquence have not been neglected in the colonies. He charac-

terizes the acts of Parliament for December, 1775, as a more

impenetrable wall of separation between England and her colo-

nies than the expanse of sea which separates them.^^ The num.

bers for April, May, June, July, August, October, November,

December, 1776, contain detailed accounts of the progress of

events and of the movements of troops in America.

The suspense with which the war was followed and the

importance which was attributed to it may again be learned

from the following statement :^^ " Das grosste politische Eraugniss

des siebenten Decenniums unsers Jahrhunderts (und vielleicht

bey der Nachwelt des ganzen Sekulums) ist ohne Zweifel der

noch immer fortdauernde Prozess zwischen Mutter und Tochter,

Grossbritannien und seinen Kolonien : dessen Entscheidung fiir

einen grossen Theil der Menschheit ausserst wichtig sein kann.

. . . Eine interessante Abanderung des itzigen politischen

Septems scheint fast eine unvermeidliche Folge, deren Nahe oder

Feme von den verschiedenen Modifikationen des Ausgangs

dieser grossen Begebenheit abhangt."

Wieland's warmest expression of appreciation is found in the

Gesprixch zwischen Wieland und dem Pfarrer zu . . .
,^*

where he says :
" Die guten Sitten cirkuliren in der Welt herum,

wie alles andre. Izt sehen wir sie in den Kolonien von Nord-

america. Es ist ein labender Anblick fiir den Menschenfreund,

fi Probably the declaration of the second Continental Congress at Phila-

delphia. Cf. American History told by Contemporaries, ii, 442.

» 1776, Jan., p. 98.

^' 1777, June, p. 77.
''^ Der Teutsche Merkur, April, 1775, p. 93.
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ein tugendhaftes Volk zu selien !—Hundert Tausende, von

einem durch sie alle hinstromenden Geiste belebt, die mit hohem
Muthe, standhaft und iinerschiitterlicli, die unverlierbaren

Reclite der Menschheit behaupten ; ein Volk, wo alle einzelne

Glieder in die Wette eifern, ihre Privatvortheile dem Gemeinen

Besten aufzuopfern ; wo Alte und Junge, Manner und Weiber,

denken und handeln, wie die besten Helden und Heldinnen im

Plutarch !"

Jacobi's Iris., published at Diisseldorf from 1774 on, follows

every step of the struggle with the keenest interest. As early

as December, 1774, is found the opinion :
" Vielleicht wird der

Widerstand der Kolonien nur ihre Wiedervereinigung be-

schleunigen, wenn man der Gahrung Zeit lasst, sich wieder zu

legen, den Geistern, sich zu vereinbaren, den Kindern des nam-

lichen Vaterlandes, ihr gemeinschaftliches Interesse in der

Unzertrennlichkeit zu sehn." ''^ In March, 1775/^ four pages

are devoted to a very intelligent review of the situation. Eng-

land's abuse of power is explained to be the cause of the

awakening of the spirit of independence which demands repre-

sentation. Boston is spoken of as the centre of agitation. A
hope of speedy reconciliation is expressed, and an unbroken

unity among the colonists is urged. In June, 1775, it is stated

that more complete news is awaited with interest ; war has

broken out, and the colonists have demonstrated that there is no

better soldier than the man who is an enthusiast for liberty.

The people of London have at last ceased to find anything

amusing in the caricatures of the new way of making war,

which had been in circulation there.^'' In September, 1775/^ it

is stated that the miracles wrought by the love of fatherland

and of liberty in the American colonies are holding the atten-

tion of the whole world. An account is given of the arming of

even the women and old men. The women of New Jersey have

T* P. 109.

" Pp. 257-260.

" P. 233.
^8 Pp. 257, ff.
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formed two companies for drill in arms and in all the exercises

of war ;
they do this with great ease, since they are all accus-

tomed to hunting. The Quakers also are taking up arms.

Mention is made of the battle of Bunker Hill, in which the

British paid so dearly for a slight advantage that five or six such

victories would be enough to annihilate them. Even his foes

pay a tribute to the valor of the aged General Putnam. The

dying words of Colonel Abercrombie are quoted : " Meine

Freunde, wir haben die Vertheidigung einer schlechten Sache

unternommen, und schon leidet ein grosser Theil unter uns die

gerechte Strafe. Wenn ich mich wider den Feind des Vater-

lands geschlagen hatte, so wiird' ich itzt den Trost haben, mit

Ruhm zu sterben, aber die Nachkommenschaft wird uns schan-

den, um wider unsre eigene Briider gestritten zu haben." The

younger Penn's peaceful mission to London is also mentioned.

The Amerikanisches Archiv'^ offers another proof of the fact

that American events were seriously watched in Germany. In

his preface the editor says: "Die Streitigkeiten Grossbri.

tanniens mit seinen Colonien verdient aus mehr als einem

Gesichtspunkte die Aufmerksamkeit des Beobachters der grossen

Fortwaltzung der Begebenheiten des menschlichen Geschlechts.

Der Gegenstand dieses traurigen Zwistes : die Art und Weise,

wie er von beiden Seiten unterhalten wird; die bekannte,

gefiirchtete Grosse der einen der streitenden Nationen, die uner-

wartete Starke und Thatigkeit der andern, die nur wenige fiir

einen Kampfer, der Englands wiirdig sey, ansahen, . . . ;

der specielle Antheil, den verschiedene Gegenden Deutschlands

an denselben nehmen ; die unaussprechlichen Folgen endlich,

die man erwarten muss, wenn die Colonien, ich will nicht sagen,

siegen, sondern nur im Stande sind, durch ihren Widerstand,

Oder durch auswartige dazwischentretende Vorfalle, Grossbri-

tannien zu nothigen, ihnen vortheilhafte Bedingungen zuzuge-

stehen ; alles dieses sind Griinde die den Antheil rechtfertigen,

den das deutsche Publikum an diesen Unruhen nimmt." It is

T9 Braunschweig, 1777.
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the intention of the editor to furnish a set of writings which

will enable the public to judge more accurately. He says that

there are many discussions of the subject in English, but that

there are no German translations known to him except " die von

Herrn Schlozern herausgegebenen Pintoischen Ministerial-

Vertheidigungen, einige von Herrn Mauvillon ausgezogene und
so gut commentirte Tuckersche Schriften, gleiches Inhalts, und

ein Pamphlet von Wesley,^*^ ebenfalls in dieser Absicht geschrie-

ben, das man in den Braunschweigischen Anzeigen im vorigen

Jahrgange findet."

In a similar tone are written the words of the author of the

history of the American Revolution contained in the Historisch-

genealogischer Calender (lyeipzig, 1784), which point to the

earnestness with which the war must have been followed in

Germany. He says: " Und in der That, wen es nicht schon auf

den ersten Anblick interessirt, zu sehen : wie soldi ein Volk

. . . plotzlich seine Pflugschaaren verlasst, und fiir etwas

edleres, als warum die Fiirsten einander bekriegen, aus Ruhm-
sucht nicht, nicht aus Eroberungsgeist, sondern fiir die heiligen

Rechte der Menschheit, fiir Freyheit und Sicherheit des Eigen-

thums beginnt," etc. And he continues enthusiastically : "Wer
auf jede einzelne Scene dieses grossen Schauspiels nicht einen

forschenden Blick zu werfen, das Ganze zu iibersehen, und den

Antheil der handelnden Personen gegen einander abzuwiegen

wiinscht—der versiindige sich nicht, je ein Geschichtsbuch in die

Hande zu nehmen, oder riihme sich nie, fiir irgend etwas grosses

Sinn zu haben, sondern vegetire fort, und sein Beruf sey, inner-

halb den engen Grenzen seines Gesichtskreises eingeschrankt zu

bleiben."^^ The body of the calendar consists of a history of

the war by Professor Sprengel, of Halle. Etchings represent

some of the principal events connected with the conflict, and

portraits are given of Washington, Gates, Franklin, Laurens

^ Probably John Wesley's A Seasonable Address to the More Serious Part of
the Inhabitants of Great Britain, Respecting the Unhappy Contest between us

and our American Brethren. Printed 1776. Wesley's Works, vi, 321.

" Page 28.
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and|Paul Jones, whom the author calls ^^ "so allgemein und so

riihrnlich bekannte Manner." The calendar bears strong tCvSti-

mony to the universal interest in the war on the part of the

Germans, as follows :
" Doch der grossere Theil des Publikums

hat ja diesen merkwiirdigen Auftritt, des entfernten Schauplatzes

ungeachtet, wirklich mit besonderer Aufmerksamkeit, und

vielleicht gar mit mehr Theilnehmung angesehen, als Vorfalle,

die uns naherbetreffen." The general treatment of England in

the discussion is fair and impartial.

From Klinger's drama, Diefalschen Spieler (1780),^' we like-

wise gain the impression that American events were watched

with as much interest as great events in Europe. The poet

Goeckingk, in 1777, speaks of deciding the war in America,

among other ways of passing his time.^* Nicolai and his circle

in Berlin glorified the war " in schwiilstiger Prosa und noch

schwiilstigerer Poesie."^^

An exception to the general sympathy extended to the Ameri-

cans must be made in the case of Schlozer, Professor of History

at Gottingen, who vehemently supported George the Third and

the English aristocracy against the North Americans. His

politico-statistical journal, begun in 1775,^*' and, a year later,

entitled Nene Correspondenz^ was published at Gottingen, in the

Hanoverian dominions of George III.^^ It contains many arti-

cles on the American war, all written on the English side, with

the single exception of a letter from Baron Steuben, who was

fighting for the colonies. This letter is, moreover, annotated by

the editor in a sense adverse to the Americans. This tone may
perhaps have been forced upon Schlozer by circumstances, as

the press in Germany was then tolerated rather than free. An

8« Page 28.

*' Act II, scene 2.

** Burger, Briefe, ii, 124.

" Kapp, SoldatenhandeT.

* Schlosser, History of the iSthCentury, II, 330.

" L,owell, The Hessians and other German Auxiliaries of Great Britain in

the Revolutionary War, p. 21.
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interesting little book was published at Wolfenbiittel, near

Brunswick, in 1778. It gives an account of America, its pro-

ducts, its geography, and its history, together with an excellent

map. The author of this book is decidedly hostile to the colo.

nists. The sending of more than 17,000 Germans to America

is briefly, one might almost say incidentally, mentioned, though

the earlier operations of the war and of these auxiliaries are

described at some length. Yet the presence of so many Ger-

mans in the new world was undoubtedly the principal reason for

the book's existence. Schlozer " raved wildly against the North
Americans, and stormed at their disobedience to Parliament, as

if he had been a genuine old Englishman." ^^ His writings

led to the first serious public political discussions in Ger-

many, among the writers of periodical literature, although this

discussion only affected the policy and conduct of foreign

states.

KNOW1.EDGE OF American Leaders.

It is interesting to note how well known to Germany were the

leaders of the cause, and gratifying to see the tributes to Wash-
ington and Franklin, especially, who were held in universal

esteem, as appears in prose as well as in poetry. Washington's

must have been a very familiar name : Biirger,^^ in one of his

letters, even uses the word " bewashingtonen " as early as 1777 ;

Franklin was honored not only as a patriot, but also as a scien-

tist.®" Goethe, as elsewhere mentioned, says in Dichtimg und
Wahrheit P^ " Die Namen Franklin und Washington fingen an

am politischen und kriegerischen Himmel zu glanzen und zu

funkeln." Voss, too, acknowledges their worth in his Luise in

the lines :®^

** lyowell, The Hessians, 1, c.

'^Briefs, ii, 152, 2. Oct., 1777.

^ Cf. Lichtenberg's Briefe; Gem. Schriften, ii. 143 :
" Die edle Einfalt der

Franklinschen Theorie," etc. Cf. also Fr. 1,. Stolberg's An Karl Freiherrn

von Konipesch (1790), Kiirschner, 166.
»i Werke, xxix, 68. ^ II, 119, flF.
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Lies noch ein Weilchen im Bett, wie du pflegst : ein Kapitel der

Bibel

Dort auf der kleinen Riole zur Seite dir; oder ein lyeibbuch

Besserer Zeit, als Menschen wie Washington lebten und Franklin.

Friedrich Leopold Stolberg characterizes Washington thus in

Der Priifstein :^^

Wer spricht von Chatham der im Leben gross,

Und grosser noch in seinem Tode war ?

Wer vom bescheidnen Helden Washington ?

and Schubart's hero in Der kalte MicheP^ makes his fortune

"beim grossen Washington." In the poem Die Freiheit

Amerikas (1783)^^ he is compared to a hero of antiquity :

Wie sie kampft, die Hyder !

Wie sie die schuppichten Nakken windet,

Und Flammen spriiht ! Doch Herkules-Washington,

Der Freiheit Schutzgott, stammte den starken Arm
Ihr kiihn entgegen, lehrt, das Scheusal

Muthig in jeglicher Zone fallen.

In the notice of Washington's life in the Historisch-genea-

logischer Calender (1784)^^ his ability as general, his personal

courage, and his wisdom are highly praised, and he is called

" unermiidet thatig, ausserst aufmerksam, bis zur Strenge

gerecht und ein wahrer Vater seiner Untergebenen ; ein treuer

und edelmiithiger Freund, im Privatleben von untadelhaftem

Charakter, ein praktischer Philosoph." Baron Steuben shows his

admiration for Washington in a letter to him (cf. Washington's

Writings by Jared Sparks, v, 528), where he says: " Fiirchtete

ich nicht, Ihre Bescheidenheit zu verletzen, so wiirde ich noch

hinzufiigen, dass, nachdem ich unter Friedrich dem Grossen

die Kriegskunst erlernt habe, Ew. Excellenz der einzige Feldherr

ist, unter dem ich meinen Beruf als Krieger weiter zu verfolgen

*> lamben, p. 64. ^* Gedichte, 358.

9' See below. *^ See above, p. 352.
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wiinschte." Rupert Becker, addressing the spirit of Liberty in

his poem A71 die Freiheit^'^ (1784), says:

Du erhebst in Stunden deiner hohen Weihe

iiber Neid und Misgunst, und die Qualenreihe

der gedriikten Menschheit einen Biedermann;

giebst ihm Waffen, die der Wahrheit Ehre rachen,

Waflfen, die nicht beider Welten Gold bestechen,

und ein Blutgeriiste nicht bezwingen kan.

In PfefFel's Lied eines Negersklaven^^ there is hostility toward

him because of German sympathy with the negro slave, and yet

a touch of admiration. An important account of Washington

is contained in ^Ihro.''s Jotirnaliox 17 go, under Nachrichten von

deni Amerikanischen General Washington.^^ This account

gives a short biography, praises his genius as a leader, and

represents him as endowed with unselfish patriotism.

Franklin calls forth from Schubart a eulogy, not only for his

inventions, but especially for his services to humanity in the

cause of freedom, in the poem Franklins Grabschrift (1788):^°°

Hier liegt in Graberstille

Franklins Htille;

Geist, Weiser, Patriot,

Voll Vaterland und Gott.

Er wusste den Strahrder Tyrannen

Wie Blitze des Himmels zu bannen

Und aus glasernen Glocken

Himmlische Tone zu locken.

"Wie einem Brautigam die Braut

Bot ihm Freiheit die Hand;

Dann fiihrt' er sie liebevertraut

In Columbus gliickliches Land.

" Canzler und Meissner's Quartal-Schrift, 2. Jahrgang, 2. Quartal, i Heft,

p. 71.

'® See below.

* I., 19 ; taken from a letter of John Bell, of Maryland to a friend in Eng-

la'nd.

^^ Gedichte, 194.
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Sein Name frei und gross

Flog iiber den Okeanos.

Columbia trauert um Ihn,

Eur opa klagt um Ihn,

Der kiihne Franke hiillt sich in Flor;

Doch Franklins Seele flog empor
Ins Urlicht, Geister drangen

In Schaaren herbei,

Willkommten ihn und sangen:

Wen Gott frei macht,
1st e wig frei.

In the second of his Briefe zur Befdrderung der Humanitat
Herder pays a glowing tribute to Franklin, whom he had long
admired and reverenced :

" der Menschheit Lehrer, einergrossen

Menschengesellschaft Ordner sey unser Vorbild."^"^

An exceedingly interesting and appreciative account of

Franklin is given by Georg Forster in Ermnerungen aus dem
fahre lygo^^^ with the sub-title, ^'Betijaniin Franklin—Eripzdt

coelofuhnen^ 7nox sceptra tyrannis.^^ Wieland speaks of "der
beriihmte Franklin, "^"^ and again he says^**^ that a better con-
stitution might have been made for France if she had had a
single Solon at the head of affairs, or a triumvirate such
as Montesquieu, Turgot, and Franklin. Franklin is cited as

a supreme standard of character in the Almanack fiir Dichter
und schbne Geister an/ das Jahr iy8^ {Gedruckt am Fuss des
Parnasses). ^"^ In the Historisch-genealogischer Calender (i 784)
again,^"" Franklin is spoken of as " dieser eifrige warme Ver-
theidiger seiner Landesleute, dem Amerika beynahe einzig seine

Freiheit zu verdanken hat," and he is described as endowed^*^^
" mit welch einer mannlichen Entschlossenheit, mit welch

^"^ Qo^h^X, Amerika in der deutschen Dichtung, p. 106.
^"^ Kleine Schri/len, vi, 102.

103 Merkur, April, 1777, p. 74.
1°* Sendschreibeti an Professor Eggers in Kiel : Werke, xli, 196.
106 Page 84.

106 Page 63.

10' Page 172.
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unermiideter Thatigkeit, und mit seltner Weisheit." " Amer-

ika wird ihm, als seinem Schutzgott iind Wohlthater, Altare

baiien, und auch Europa wird noch spat den Namen des Mannes

mit Achtung nennen, dem mit jedem Blitzableiter ein Monu-

ment errichtet wird !

"^''^ Biirger published a translation of

Franklin's autobiography in 1792.

The RevoIvUTionary Spirit in German Poetry.

Contemporary with the stirring events in America, there is to

be noticed the outbreak of a fiery revolutionary spirit in Ger-

man poetry, the direct connection of which with the American

movement can in no wise be doubted, and for which the soil

had been well prepared by the Bardendichtung of Gerstenberg,

Klopstock, and their imitators. Symptomatic are such poems as

the Feldgesang vor einer Freyheitsschlacht (1774) in the Gbttin-

ger Musenalmanach for 1775,^"^ charged with vehement denun-

ciation of " Tyrannen," which sounds like an overture to the

rhetoric of the French Revolution :

Ha ! Briider ! nicht geschont ! Hinab das Flammenschwert

In seinen Schadel tief ! Heraus den scheuen Mordergeist,

Wie aus dem Baum, in den der Stral des Himmels stiirzt,

Der gescheuchte Geyer fleucht !

Ten of the twenty-eight stanzas begin :
" Freyheit ! Frey-

heit ! " Rulers are given such titles as " goldne Lander-

drucker," " gestirnte Sklavenfiihrer," " Weichlinge," " Volker-

morder," and " Ungeheuer." The ode closes,

Freyheit ! Freyheit ! Freyheit !

Trunken ! trunken ! trunken dir !

1st uns der Schmerz siiss, und der Tod stiss !

Hin, hin zu dir !

Und wenn der Holle Flammenstrom

Und ihre Feuerberge vor uns standen !

Hin iiber sie ! durch den Flammenstrom !

Ueber die Feuerberge hin !

i« Page 174. "» Signed " C," p. 52, ff.
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Significant is Goethe's choice of the Dutch Revolution as the

background for a drama in Egmont (1774-1775).

The young enthusiasm of Count Friedrich Leopold Stolberg

(Voss's " Adler der Freiheit"), who had written an Ode an die

Freiheit at the early age of ten, was fanned to a flame by these

influences,—a flame which was destined to be thoroughly

extinguished by the outrages of the French Revolution. It

was the declamatory expressions of thirst for the blood of

tyrants on the part of Stolberg in 1775 which caused "Frau

Rath " to offer up her choicest red wine from the cellar of the

Goethe House in Frankfort with the exclamation :
" Hieristdas

wahre Tyrannenblut ! Daran ergotzt euch, aber alle Mordge-

danken lasst mir aus dem Hause !" "** During the period of the

American war the fermentation of this vehement spirit found

an outlet in such poems 3.S Die Freyheit (1774),"^ and Freiheits-

gesang aus dem zwanzigstett Jahrhundert (1775)"^ in which

he prophesies the death of himself and his brother for the

sacred cause of liberty :

Da sprengten hervor,

Auf schaumenden Rossen,

Wie ziickende Blize,

Zween Jiinglinge, Stolberg ihr Name, Reisige hinter ihnen her ! . . .

Stolberg fochten und sanken dahin

Den schonen Tod,

Den blutigen Tod,

Den Freiheitstod !

Stolberg's poem. Die Zukunft^ has many expressions of yearn-

ing for freedom."^ The same spirit breaks out in Johann Martin

Miller's An meine Freunde in G'dttingen (January, 1775)."*

Joined to the hatred of tyrants is a scorn for those content with

"" Goethe, Werke, xxix, 90.

'" Gottinger Musenalmanach, 1775, p. 221, flF.

"' Gedichte der Briider Stolberg, p. 102, ff.

"^ E. g. iii, 289, flF.; 107 ff.; v, 244, flf.; cf. Klopstock's Furstenlob, (1775).
'" Gedichte, 342.
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the old order, and willing to be slaves. This is expressed in

Schubart's Freiheitslied ernes Kolonisten (1775)^^* and in Voss's

Der zufriedene Sklave}^^ Schiller, in a letter to Reinwald at a

later period,"^ angrily writes from Mannheim " den Fiesco

verstand das Publikum nicht. Republikanische Freiheit ist

hier ein Schall ohne Bedeutung, ein leerer Name." Voss's

Trinklied fur Freie (1775)"^ sees in vision a revolutionary

uprising in Germany :

Zur Rach' erwacht, zur Rach' erwacht

Der freie deutsche Mann!

Trompet' und Trommel, ruft zur Schlacht!

Weht, Fahnen, weht voran!

Ob uns ein Meer entgegenrollt;

Hinein! sie sind entmannt,

Die Knecht', und streiten nur um Sold,

Und nicht fiir's Vaterland! . . .

Auf rothen Wogen walzt der Rhein

Die Sklavenaser fort,

Und speit sie aus, und schluckt sie ein,

Und jauchzt am Ufer fort!

Der Rebenberg am Leichenthal

Trankt seinen Most mit Blut!

Dann trinken wir beim Freudenmahl,

Triumph ! Tyrannenblut

!

The Musenalmanach for 1776 contains, besides this poem by

Voss, a similar one by J. M. Miller, Der Todesengel am Lager

eines Tyrannen,^^^ which expresses hatred and a desire for ven-

geance, and in an earlier almanac in the Lied eines Gefan-

genen^'''^ Miller rages against " des Fiirsten Wuth," exposes the

"8 See below, p. 366.

"s Gedichte, 158.

1" May 5, 1784.
^^'^ Gedichte, 155; Musenalmanach fur i']']6, 107.

"* Patre 41.

^^° Gothnger Musenalmanach, 1775, 158.
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crime of the princes, and raises a cry for liberty. This cry is

echoed everywhere ; thus Biirger, in a letter to Boie (29. January,

1776),^^* speaks of a subject which he has on hand, saying that

it will be very suitable " fur den gegenwartigen Ton der Frey-

heit." Schubart's verse is passionate with indignant protest

and denunciation of the oppression of the German rulers. Thus

in his Neujahrswtinsck (1776) :^"

Stark den Miiden, der des I^ebens Plagen,

Seine fasten duldet friedsam still;

Donner sollen den Tyrannen schlagen.

Der des Schweisses Frucht ihm rauben will

!

The most significantly bitter expression of this feeling is,

perhaps, Schubart's poem. Die Furstengruft^'^^ {^'119 ^^ '^7^^)i

written during his imprisonment, out of anger against the Duke,

who had not fulfilled an express promise to set him free in the

near future.^^ Although this poem is undoubtedly tinged with

personal feeling, it serves to show the causes which existed for

rebellion, and to illustrate the attitude of the poets towards the

princes. He begins :

Da liegen sie, die stolzen Fiirstentrtimmer,

Ehmals die Gotzen ihrer Welt!

Da liegen sie, vom fiirchterlichen Schimmer

Des blassen Tags erhellt.

Die alten Sarge leuchten in der dunkeln

Verwesungsgruft, wie faules Holz;

Wie matt die grossen Silberschilde funkeln,

Der Fiirsten letzter Stolz.

For their accumulated outrages he foretells a fearful pun-

ishment, when they shall be called to account

:

'21 Brieje, I, 272, Cf. various poems by Burger.

^^ Gedichte, 201.

"' Gedichte, 205.

^^* Ibid., note.
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Damit die Qualer nicht zu friih erwachen,

Seid menschlicher, erweckt sie nicht.

Ha ! friih genug wird iiber ihnen krachen

Der Donner am Gericht,

Wo Todesengel nach Tyrannen greifen

Wenn sie im Grimm der Richter weckt,

Und ihre Graul zu einem Berge haufen,

Der flammend sie bedeckt.

The same spirit of scorn for the princes is manifest in his

Aderldsse (1782),^^ An Ihro Gnaden^"^^ and in his Fursten

(1788).^^^ With these expressions of hatred may be compared

the fiery outbursts of the young Schiller. In his Der Eroberer

(1777),*^ written while he was yet in the military academy, he

also prophesies a day of judgment for the tyrants

:

Schau gen Himmel, Tyrann—wo du der Samann warst,

Dort vom Blutgefild stieg Todeshauch himmelan

Hinzuheulen in tausend

Wettern iiber dein schauerndes

Haupt! . . .

Schauer, schauer zurtik, Wiirger bei jedem Staub,

Den dein fliegender Gang wirbelnd gen Himmel weht,

Es ist Staub deines Bruders,

Staub, der wider dich Rache ruft.

Wenn die Donnerposaun GOttes vom Tron izt her

AuflFerstehung gebot—auflfiihr im Morgenglanz

Seiner Feuer der Tode
Dich dem Richter entgegen riss.

Schiller again shows us the princes deprived of their glory, a

helpless food for worms, in the poem of which Schubart speaks

when he says :^^'

i» Gedichte, 208. ^« Ibid., 205.

«' Ibid., 209. 128 Schri/teti, i, 40.

"9^« Schiller (1782), Gedichte, 128.
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Gott sah

Dass er muthig ziirnt

Dem gekronten Laster.

In the last stanza of this poem, Die schlimmen Monarchen^^

(1781), Schiller warns the princes of the power of the poets

:

Berget immer die erhabne Schande

Mit des Majestatsrechts Nachtgewande!

Btibelt aus des Thrones Hinterhalt.

Aber zittert fiir des Liedes Sprache,

Kiihnlich durch den Purpur bohrt der Pfeil der Rache

Fiirstenherzen kalt.

His sarcasm smites the princes also in Aufschrift einer Fur-

stengrufP^ and An den Galgen zu schreiben}^"^

Among others who scorn the tyrants are Goeckingk, in such

poems as Golddurst (1782)/^^ Epistel^ Einladung an einen

Freund{i']j'])^^^^ d^vAEpisteJ an eitie Dame an dem Hofe zu . . .

(1781) '^^ and Jacobi in Die Fiirsten (1779)/^^ where he calls

them " Kartenkonige."

Klopstock, in Der Krieger (1778)/^^ praises him who fights

for liberty ; Matthisson has also a Siegesgesang fiir Freie ;'**

Schubart, in his Deutsche Freyheit (1786)/^^ seeks freedom for

Germany.

The cry for freedom is uttered very early in the dramas of

Goethe and Klinger, and it is re-echoed in those of Schiller,

such as Die RHuber (1781), Fiesko (where he shows his ardor for

republican liberty), and Kabaleund Liebe (1783). Schiller also

1^" Anthologie (1782), 244.
131 Ibid., 48.

132 Ibid., 37.
13' Gedichte, iii, 112. Published 1782.
i3< Ibid., i, 201.

135 Ibid, ii, 14. Published 1781.

1S6 Werke, iii, 167.

13' Oden und Epigrarnme, 171.

138 Gedichte, i, 99.
139 Gedichie, 215.
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speaks^*" of the influence of Leisewitz' Jiilms von Tarent

(1775) over him, a drama full of the new ideas of liberty, as

may be seen from the following passage :^*^ " 1st denn Tarent

der Erdkreis, und ausser ihm Unding?—Die Welt ist mein

Vaterland, und alle Menschen sind ein Volk.—Durch eine alge-

meine Sprache vereint!—Die algemeine Sprache der Volker

ist Thranen und Seufzer ;—ich verstehe auch den hiilflosen Hot-

tentotten und werde mit Gott, wenn ich aus Tarent bin, nicht

taub seyn !—und musste denn das gauze menschliche Geschlecht,

um gliicklich zu seyn, durchaus in Staaten eingesperrt werden,

wo jeder ein Knecht des andern, und keiner frey ist—jeder an das

andere Ende der Kette angeschmiedet, woran er seinen Sklaven

halt—Narren konnen nur streiten, ob die Gesellschaft die

Menschheit vergifte !—Beide Theile geben es zu, der Staat todtet

die Freyheit—Sehen Sie, der Streit ist entschieden !—Der Staub

hat Willen, das ist mein erhabenster Gedanke an den Schopfer,

und den allmachtigen Trieb zur Freyheit schaz' ich auch in der

sich straubenden Fliege."

Direct Allusions to the American Revolution in

Poetry.

The American Revolution found its warmest sympathizers

among the poets of Germany, a fact borne out by an article in

the Deutsches Museum., Ueber den amerikanischen Krieg^^

where the author says: "Wenn der Himmel Casars Parthey

nimmt, so halten wir es immer mit Kato, und der Kongress hat

wichtige Freunde unter unsern Schriftstellern und Dichtern, die

es alle nur miihsam begreifen, wie es zugeht, dass ein gedungenes

Heer diese Sohne der Freyheit bandigen kann." The poets

showed this sympathy not only in their writings, but also in

their lives ; significant are Goethe's words in Dichtung und

Wahrheit /"^ " Noch lebhafter aber war die Welt interessirt, als

»*" Briefe, I, 132.

1" Act II, Scene V.
i« Deutsches Museum, iii, 186, February, 1777.

i« Werke, xxix, 68.
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ein ganzes Volk sicli zu befreien Miene machte . . . man

wiinschte den Amerikanern alles Gliick und die Namen Frank-

lin und Washington fingen an am politischen und kriegerischen

Himmel zu glanzen und zu funkeln." Goethe classed the

Boston tea-party of 1773 among the prodigious events which

stamp themselves most deeply on the mind of childhood. . . .

He congratulated America that it was not forced to bear up the

traditions of feudalism ; and, writing or conversing, used only

friendly words of the United States, as a " noble country."
^"

Klinger wished to enlist in the American military service,^^' a

wish which, however, was not fulfilled. But it is significant

that he lays the scene of his drama Stur7n und Drang (1775),

from which a whole literary movement takes its name, in

America at the beginning of the Revolution, and the hero

exclaims:'*^ "Ha! lass mich's nur recht fiihlen auf amerika-

nischem Boden zu stehen, wo alles neu, alles bedeutend ist."

Lenz, all his life interested in military affairs, in Die Lanbe^^''

a fragment of a drama which is very closely connected with his

own life, represents the hero as departing with the Hessians for

America, and hence we may conclude that he, too, was per-

sonally interested in the American cause. The thought of

emigrating to America had entered the mind of Goethe, and

lyili Schonemann once declared her readiness to accompany him

thither ;"^ such a thought may also have come to Schiller, for

in letters^*^ to W. von Wolzogen (1783), written to throw false

light on his place of refuge, he asserts that he is going to

America. Lessing published his opinion that " the Americans

are building in the new world the lodge of humanity," and he

1" Bancroft, History of the United States, x, 89, S.; Goethe's Wetke. \ .
i,

137; IV, 309, f. For further interest of Goethe in the United States in his later

years, cf. Calvin Thomas's Faust, Part II, xlv, note.

i<^ Kurz, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur, iii, 423.

'*6 Act I, Scene i.

"' Dramatischer Nachlass von J. W. R. Lenz zum ersten Male herausge-

geben U7id eingeleitetvonKsLtlWcraholdL. Frankfurt a. M., 1884. Die Laube

was written in 1776.

"8 E. Joseph in Strassburger Goethevortrdge, p. 71; Goethe, IVerke, xxix, 156.

1" Brie/e, i, 55, f., 57-
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desired to write more, for, said he, " the people are consumed

by hunger and thirst," but his prince commanded silence/'"

Wagner, one of the " Stiirmer und Dranger," has his heroine in

Die Kindernibrderin wish that she were a man, for then, she

says, " Noch heute macht' ich mich auf den Weg nacli Amerika

und half fiir die Freiheit streiten."^^^

That American ideals of liberty and the particular issues

involved in the revolutionary struggle found immediate recog-

nition in Germany is well shown in Schubart's Freiheitslied

eines Kolonisten^^"^ which was published in his Deutsche

Chronik^ i775) P- 5^7 •

Hinaus ! hinaus ins Ehrenfeld

Mit blinkendem Gewehr !

Columbus, deine ganze'Welt

Tritt muthig daher !

Die Gottin Freiheit mit der Fahn'

(Der Sklave sah sie nie)

Geht, Briider, seht ! sie geht voran !

O blutet fiir sie !

Ha, Vater Putnam lenkt den Sturm,

Und theilt mit uns Gefahr;

Uns leuchtet, wie ein Pharusthurm,

Sein silbernes Haar !

Du, gier'ger Britte, sprichst uns Hohn?
Da nimm uns unser Gold !

Es kampft kein Burger von Boston

Um sklavischen Sold !

Da seht Europens Sklaven an,

In Ketten rasseln sie !

Sie braucht ein Treiber, ein Tyrann,

Fiir wiirgbares Vieh.

^» Bancroft, History of the United States, x, 89 flF.

«i Act IV.
i« Gedichte, p. 193.
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Ihr reicht den feigen Nacken, ihr,

Dem Tritt der Herrschsucht dar ?

Schwimmt her ! hier wohnt die Freiheit, hier !

Hier flammt ihr Altar !

Doch winkt uns Vater Putnam nicht ?

Auf, Briider, ins Gewehr !

Wer nicht fiir unsre Freiheit ficht,

Den stiirzet ins Meer !

Herbei, Columbier, herbei

!

Im Antlitz sonnenroth !

Horch, Britte, unser Feldgeschrei

1st Sieg Oder Tod !

"*

In Ber Teutsche Merkur for 1775^^* there is a Lied eines

J2ingen Engldnders m Amerika^ in which a young boy com-

plains of the command given to American recruiting officers,

in accordance with which he is forbidden to fight on account of

his youth ; a poem which, although without any literary value,

shows a sympathetic spirit among the Germans at an early date.

An interesting poem by Gottlieb Conrad Pfeffel (given later,

p. 377) of the year 1778, prophetically declares that the work

of freedom is incomplete because of the retention of negro

slavery.

Friedrich Leopold Stolberg, whose flaming youthful zeal for

liberty has been noted, '^^ naturally found a congenial subject in

the American Revolution. The fragment. Die Znkunft^^

written by him between 1779 and 1782, is full of visions of a

better future which is dawning in the events in America. It

was read by contemporary poets such as Boie and Halem, who

estimated it highly. ^^^ Stolberg has a vision of freedom for

America

:

^ Cf. Der Britte an Howe nach der Schlacht bey Flatland, in Schubart's

Deutsche Chronik, 1776, p. 703.

iM November, p. 105.

'» See page 359.
1^6 Edited by Otto Hartwig, Leipzig, 1885.

1" Cf. Biirger's Brie/e, iii, 6r, and Menge's Stolberg, I, loi, n.
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Ziirnend entstieg die folgende Jungfrau rauschenden Fluthen,

Hielt in der Rechten ein Schwert, und in gleich nervigter L,inken

Eine Wage, sie wog und hieb mit blitzendem Schwerte

Von Amerikas Nacken und Handen die driickenden Bande ;^*'
. . ,

Denn frey wird Amerika seyn ! Und kann es euch Trost seyn,

Britten, so sey es euch Trost, dass unter den Sohnen der Freyheit

Eure Briider die Erstlinge sind. Auf weise Gesetze

Werden sie griinden ihr Reich, sie werden sich mehren wie Bienen,

Emsig wie Bienen, wie sie mit scharfem Stachel geriistet

Gegen Jeden, der sich erkiihnt zum Zorn sie zu reizen.^^'

Characteristic is the following extravagant figure. He rep-

resents as women Asia and Africa, then Europe :

Neben ihr strebte sich aufzurichten die ziirnende Schwester,

Doch es hielten sie Bande zuriick, an den staubigen Boden,

Wild und schon, mit streubendem Nacken, flammenden Augen
Schaute sie um sich, auch lauschte Amerika wilden Gesangen,

Welche von himmelschreienden Thaten, stromendem Blute

Von entvolkerten Landern und Helden in Fesseln erschollen.^**

Again he says

:

Geist der Freyheit, Du wirst mit weitumschattendem Fliigel

Ueber Amerika wehen ! Auf morgenrothlichem Fliigel

Schwebet Siona und bringt mich auf den Gipfel der Seher,

Und mein Auge verliert sich in die Wogen der Zukunft.^®^

Goeckingk's Kriegslied eines Provinzialen^'^'^ (written as early

as 1782), invites Germans to join the American battle for free-

dom, instead of taking sides with the oppressor

:

Heran, heran ! die Fahne weht

Fiir Freyheit, Leben, Guth !

Und well das noch zu retten steht,

So rett' es unser Muth !

158 Zukunft, I, 206 flf.

'^ V, 187 ff.

'"^ I, 57 ff.

»6i V, 204.
*•' Gedichte, iii, 75.
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Ziehst du das Schwerd fiir etwas melir,

Als deinen Lumpensold ?

Und du willst siegen, Sclavenheer ?

Krkaufst du Sieg mit Gold ?

Doch du, du braves deutsches Blut !

Sag' an, was suchst du hier ?

Landeigenthum und Freyheit ? Gut !

Wir theilen gern mit dir !

Was gehn dich unsre Handel an ?

Was that dir unser Land,

Wo schon so mancher deutscher Mann,
Gliick, das er sucht', auch fand?

Komm, eh diess Schwerdt und Hunger, dich,

Von selbst zu kommen, zwingt,

Und ehe noch als Leichnam dich

Der Krokodill verschlingt.

Denn eurer werden iiber Bord

Fiir sie noch tausend gehn,

Bevor der Britten Wimpel dort

Im Delaware wehn.

Sie nennen uns Barbaren, sie,

Die vielen Wittwen schon

Das Haus verbrannt !—Wir brannten nie

Und gaben gern Pardon.

Was thaten wir, als halb im Sand
Bourgoyne's Heer sein Grab

Durch jene Hungerwiiste fand,

Und halb sich uns ergab ?

Und nun es hiess: Streckt das Gewehr?

—

Wir standen ernst und stumm,
Und dachten: Macht der Schaam nicht mehr !

Und wandten uns herum,

Doch Eurer Tausend gehn davon
Izt nackt einher, denn sagt:

Wann hat das stolze Albion

Nach ihnen schon gefragt ?
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Kommt ! Deutsche ! worauf wartet ihr ?

Seyd, gliickt es, mit uns reich !

Und gliickt es nicht, so theilen wir

Das letzte Hemd mit euch.

The accompanying Antwort ernes deutschen Soldaten}^^ satir-

izes the mechanical willingness of the stolid German soldier to

follow blindly the orders of his tyrant:

Nichts gehn mich eure Handel an !

Weiss traun ! davon nicht viel,

Auch spiel' ich, wenn ich's andern kann,

Nicht gern ein Trauerspiel.

Allein, gehorsam geh' ich fort,

Gebeut mein Fiirst zu gehn;

Denn er, nicht ich, muss einstens dort

Dafiir zur Rede stehn.

Du hast mir freylich nichts gethan;

Ich kenne dich ja nicht ?

Doch ist der wunderliche Wahn

:

Du seyst mein Feind ! nicht Pflicht ?

Die Fahne, der ich lang zuvor,

Eh dieser Wirrwarr sich

Entspann, den Eid der Treue schwor,

FUhrt izt mich gegen dich.

Soil ich meineidig werden ? Pfy !

Das wird kein Bidermann !

Doch, hiess auch mein Gewissen sie

Verlassen: Wasalsdann?

Wie schwamm' ich durch das weite Meer
Nach Weib und Kind zuriick ?

Denn ohne Weib und Kind, ist leer

Dein Land fiir mich an Gluck.

Wohlan ! so sey es denn darum,

Wer von uns Beyden siegt ?

Noch hab' ich Brod, noch hab' ich Rum
Und Sold, und bin vergniigt.

'83 Gedichte, iii, 78.
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Hatt' ich von alien Drey'n nicht Eins,

So pliindert' ich dein Haus,

Darauf verlass du dich ! um keins

Von alien Dreyen aus.

Anriihren soil dein Weib und Kind

Kein Britte, wo ich bin,

Denn wir, obgleich wir Freunde sind,

Sind's doch nicht bis dahin.

Wird's Friede: Nachbarn werden wir

Vielleicht noch auf den Streit !

Denn Weib und Kinder hoi' ich mir:

—

Den Grund zu seiner Zeit

!

Klopstock exalts the war in Derjetzige Krieg^^^ (1781)

:

O Krieg, des schoneren Lorbers werth,

Der unter dem schwellenden Segel, des Wimpels Fluge,

Jetzo gefiihrt wird, du Krieg der edleren Helden,

Dich singe der Dithyrambe, der keine Kriege sang!

Ein hoher Genius der Menschlichkeit

Begeistert dich.

Du bist die Morgenrothe

Eines nahenden grossen Tags. . . .

O, dann ist, was jetzo beginnt, der Morgenrothen schonste:

Denn sie verkiindiget

Einen seligen, nie noch von Menschen erlebten Tag,

Der Jahrhunderte strahlt.

In the ode Sie^ und nicht Wit^^ (lygo), addressed to the Duke

of La Rochefoucauld, Klopstock regrets that it was not the Ger-

mans, but the French, who first resolved to carry on no wars of

conquest. Even the fact that Germans had helped in the

American struggle for independence does not altogether console

him :

'" Oden und Epigramme, p. 180.

165 Werke, Kiirschner, iii, 184.
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Denn du warest es nicht, das auch von dem Staube des Burgers

Freyheit erhob, Beyspiel strahlte den Volkern umher;

Denen nicht nur, die Europa gebahr. An Amerika's Stromen

Flamt schon eigenes Licht, leuchtet den Volkern umher.

Hier auch winkte mir Trost, er war: In Amerika leuchten

Deutsche zugleich umher! aber er trbstete nicht.

Berliner Gedichte., 1 763-1 806, collected and edited by Ludwig

Geiger/^" contain the poem Die Freiheit Aynerikas^^'^ written in

1783, which well indicates the attitude of the followers of Klop-

stock :

O Land, dem Sanger theurer als Vaterland!

It shows unbounded admiration for American liberty, and a

faint hope of future freedom for Germany.

Und du, Europa, hebe das Haupt empor!

Einst glanzt auch dir der Tag, da die Kette bricht,

Du, Edle, frei wirst; deine Fiirsten

Scheuchst, und ein gliicklicher Volkstaat griinest. . . .

Noch immer schreckt die rasende Despotic

Die, Gottes Rechte liigend, nur Grossen frohnt

Den Erdkreis. Wie sie kampft, die Hyder! . . .

Again, in praise of America

:

"Wo siisse Gleichheit wohnet, und Adelbrut,

Europens Pest, die Sitte der Einfalt nicht

Beflekt, verdienstlos bessern Menschen

Trotzt und vom Schweisse des Landmanns schwelget. . . .

O nehmt, Geliebte! nehmet den Frenidling auf,

Den miiden Fremdling; lasst niich an eurer Brust

Geheimer Leiden bittre Schmerzen

Langsam verzehrenden Kummer lindern.

^66 Berliner Neiidrucke , Serie 2, Band 3.

157 Page 29 fF. The poem was written by a " nicht-Berliner."
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Was saume ich?— Doch, die eiserne Fessel klirrt

Und mahnt mich Armen, dass ich ein Deutscher bin;

Euch seh' ich, holde Scenen schwinden

Sinke zuriick in den Schacht und weine.

Voss, in his Chorgesang bei'm Rheinwein^^^ addresses the

Ehrenwein as follows

:

Wie ungestiim aus deinem Kerker

Du, Greis, erwachst!

Was du, als sinniger Bemerker,

Fiir Augen machst!

Als man dich unter Glas verpichte

War's anders da, dass du dem Lichte

So heiter lachst ?

Nicht bist du spater Zeit Verachter,

Du Altpapa!

Man wird mit jedem Tag nicht schlechter:

Das weisst du ja!

Viel gutes findest du, und neues!

Zum Beispiel nennen wir ein freies

Amerika

!

Europa staunt, da ernst die Wage
Des Schicksals wagt,

Und Menschenrecht und Volkerklage

Entgegenlegt.

Weissag', o Greis: du schaust verwundert!

Was uns das nahende Jahrhundert

Im Schoosse tragt

!

German Poets and the Soldier-traffic.

A deep feeling of indignation against the German traffic in

soldiers finds frequent expression in literature. Goethe alludes

satirically to the practice (with carefully-guarded diplomatic

'^^ Sdmmtliche poetische Werke, p. 188.
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indirectness, as the lines were recited before the Weimar court)

in Das Neueste von Plundersweilern (1781)/^^ lines 8-12 :

Wie zwischen Cassel und Weissenstein,

Also wo man emsig und zu Hauf
Macht Vogelbauer auf den Kauf,

Und sendet, gegen fremdes Geld,

Die Voglein in die weite Welt.

In the same year (1781) Schiller, then a bold young journal-

ist in Stuttgart, contrived to hold the soldier-traffic up to con-

tempt, but in such an adroit way as to avoid the vigilance of

the press censorship. ^^^

The philosopher Kant denounced the bargaining away of troops

by one state to another without a common cause.""

In the drama, Schiller represents the cruelty of sending sol-

diers to America in Kabale und Liebe (1784). In I^enz's Die

Laube^"^^ the hero enlists with the Hessians, and in his Wald-

bruder^"^"^ the Hessian service also plays an important part.

In his Geschichte des Herrn Oheim des Jiinger^i^'^^ Merck

expresses his scorn for the traffic :
" Haben Sie liber Gewalt-

thatigkeiten, oder Driikungen zu klagen, fieng der Oberschul-

theiss an. . . . Werden unsre Kinder nach Amerika verkauft,

und mit unserm eignen Gelde montirt und armirt, damit sie

recht hoch konnen verkauft werden?"

Schubart protests bitterly against the tyrannical sale of sol-

diers in Die FUrstengruft^'^^ {^779 or 1780):

Hier heule nicht der bleiche Waisenknabe,

Dem ein Tyrann den Vater nahm;

Nie fluche hier der Kriippel an dem Stabe,

Von fremdem Solde lahm !

169 Werke, xvi, 45.
169a Goebel, 1. c, p. 113.
^'° Sdmmtliche Werke, ed, of 1868, vi, i. Abschnitt, Zum Ewigen Frieden,

409.
^'^ Erste Bearbeitung, erste Scene. Weinhold, 1 16.

"2 Cf. II. 8. Brief.

ns Dgy Teutsche Merkur, 1781, iv, p. 205.

"* Gedichie, p. 205.
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Damit die Qualer nicht zu friih erwachen,

Seid menschlicher, erweckt sie nicht.

Ha ! friih genug wird iiber ihnen krachen

Der Donner am Gericht.

Very bitter is Schubart's satire in £zn Gespr'dch auf dem

Der Soldat.

Verzeihen Ihro Hochehrwiirden,

Wenn ich es sagen darf,

Die letzte Predigt war zu scharf.

Sie laden viel zu schwere Biirden

Auf unsern Hals. Wo ist der Mann,

Der solche Biirden tragen kann ?

Der Schiffsprediger.

Mag sein ! Wenn doch voriiber ware

Die Wasserfahrt ! Mir schaurt die Haut !

Was denkt Ihr, Freund, dass ihr dem Meere

Das junge Leben anvertraut ?

Der Soldat.

Das thu' ich gern, mein Fiirst hat's ja befohlen,

Wir schwimmen nach Amerika.

Der Schiffsprediger

.

Um dort vielleicht den Tod zu holen !

Man sagt, es gab' so viele Wilde da,

Die mit der Axt der Feinde Schadel splittern.

Der Soldat.

Nur feige Kerls und alte Weiber zittern

Vor der Gefahr, ein Deutscher nicht !

Zu streiten ist Soldatenpflicht.

Viel besser, dass die Axt den Schadel mir zerspalte,

Als dass ich feig auf meinem Bett erkalte.

Und kurz und gut, mein Fiirst hat es gewollt

Und dafiir hab' ich meinen Sold.

"5 Gedichte, p. 383.. Cf. Stolberg's Lied eines deutschen Soldaten in der

Fremde. Gedichte der Briider Stolberg, p. 85.
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Der Schiffsprediger.

Verzeiht, wie hoch mag der sich wohl belaufeu ?

Der Soldat.

Fiinf Batzen sind genug,

So einem Kerl, wie ich, das I^eben abzukaufen.

Der Schiffsprediger.

Ganz wohl, mein Freund, Ihr handelt klug.

Doch Weib und Kinder

—

Der Soldat.

O der Armen
Wird Gott im Hitnmel sich erbarmen.

Gott weiss, wie hart ich sie verlor !

Jedoch der Dienst fiir meinen Herrn geht vor.

Stolberg, while foreseeing the defeat of England, also feels

the disgrace of Germany :

^^^

Albion, schone das Blut von Deinen Sohnen und Briidern,

Deine Wunden bluten vergebens ! vergebens erkaufest

Du von deutschen Fiirsten die Bliithe kriegrischer Jugend,

O der Schmach fiir uns, zum Hohngelachter des Kaufers !

Und vergebens wogest Du Gold in bebenden Schaalen

Gegen Schadel der Briider, die Irokesen Dir brachten. . . .

Aus dem blutbetrieften lyande werdet ihr weichen/"

Germany's subjection to England is keenly felt, as shown in

Goeckingk's Kriegslied eines Provinzialen and A^itwort eines

deutschen Soldaten (see pp. 368 and 370, above), and more scorn-

fully in his Golddurst :
^''^

Was thut der Deutsche nicht fiir Geld !

—

Ein schoner Ruhm ! Ein Sprichwort aller Zonen !

Wie? bauet er, dem Britten gleich, sein Feld?

Und nahrt es schon zu viele Millionen ?

"« Zukun/t, V, p. 178, ff.

"' Cf. V, 125, and III, 190-191.

"* Gedichte, iii, 112.
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Muss darum sicli dein schlanker Sohn,

Klopfechtern gleich, fiir einen Fremdling raufeti ?

Und acli ! zu eines stolzern Volkes Holm,

Sein tapfres Blut fiir theures Brod verkaufen ?

A cynically frank expression of the mercenary motive of the

Hessian soldiery is found in a soldier-song, Die Hessen nach

Amerika^ lyyy^ reported verbally by a Hessian veteran in

Cassel, and reprinted by lyearned^^^ from Ditfurth's Deutsche

Volkslieder d. ly u. 18. Jhs. " Das rothe Gold, das rothe Gold "

is the theme of the song, which closes :

Adjo, mein Hessenland, Adjo !

Jetzt kommt Amerika,

Und unser Gliick geht in die Hoh

—

Goldberge sind allda !

Dazu, dazu in Feindesland,

Was einem fehlt, das nimmt die Hand,

Das ist ein, das ist ein, das ist ein ander Stand !

Goeckingk closes his second Epistel an Herrn * * 171
p*^^^

with the satirical lines :

Fallst du zuriick, so trag die Schande

Fiir dich ! Aus deinera Vaterlande

Fliicht' hin ins Land des Wilhelm Penn,

Und werd' ein Ziel der Rifflemen.

Von Lingen in Contrast alter und neuer Zeit '^^ ridicules the

eagerness of the German youth to follow the call,

Der fiir der Britten Recht zu streiten ihm befahl.

The German slave is placed below the negro in Pfeffel's

Lied eines Negersklaven ^^^
(1778)

:

Wohl dir, liebes Afrika !

Nun behaltst du deine Kinder;

Schon verkauft Germania

Seine Helden, wie die Rinder !

^"^^ Americana Gernianica, I, iii, p. 86, (1897).

"*° Gedichie, ii, p. 67.

'*^ Gotiinger JMtisenahnanach fiir 1JS4, p. 155.

**^ Voss's Muse7ialma7jach/ur lyjg, p. 41; Gedichte, iii, p. 195.
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Mit stiefmiitterlicher Hand

Reisst es sie von seinen Briisten,

Um durch sie das neue Land,

Das wir diingen, zu verwiisten.

Dreimal selig muss ich traun

Mich vor deutschen Sklaven achten !

Mich zwingt man, Taback zu baun;

Jene miissen Menschen schlachten.

Halb so theuer ist das Blut

Eines Hessen angesezet,

Als man in Konnektikut

Meinen feilen Schweiss geschazet.

Ihr, die Feind und Britte hasst,

Deutsche, lasst die Welt in Frieden !

Wollt ihr Ketten, deren Last

Ihr verflucht, fiir Briider Schmieden ?

Doch ihr fiihlts ! Mit frommer Scheu

Werfen halbe Legionen

Ihre Waffen weg, um frei

In Amerika zu wohnen.

Und mit einem solchen Heer

Wollt ihr dieses Land bezwingen ?

Eitle Britten, nimmermehr

Wird der Anschlag euch gelingen !

Trozig wirft das Sklavenjoch

Washinton vom Lowennacken.

Und der Heuchler halt sich doch

Tausend Sklaven, die ihm hacken?

Kiihne Pflanzer, hattet ihr

Uns mit euch fiir frei erklaret;

Howe trozte nicht mehr hier,

Percy ware heimgekehret.
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L,ange miissten, Hunden gleich,

Britten eure Fiisse lecken,

Und wir wiirden stolz mit euch

Unsrer Siege Friichte schmecken.

Nun verlach' ich euren Streit !

Was kann ich dabei verlieren ?

Wird das Erbtheil Pens bedreut,

Negern, dann miisst ihr euch riihren !

Dann schliesst einen ehrnen Kreis

Um des Quakers fette Saaten,

Welcher nichts von Sklaven weiss,

Nichts von Pfaflfen und Soldaten !

Er nur ist der Freiheit wehrt

!

Briider, wenn wir fiir ihn siegen,

Wollen wir mit Howens Schwert

Pens geweihte Felder pfliigen !

Aber wird die Tirannei

Auch die Briiderschaft verderben;

Freunde, ha ! so lasst uns frei

Mit den lezten Menschen sterben !

Abendfantasien eines Hessen in Amerika^'^'^ a. poem signed

"J. N. B—ff," in the Gbttinger Musenalmananch for 1780,

p. 86, is rather exceptional, as it seems to regard British victory

as something to be expected, but it is merely a picture of a

Hessian soldier in America who longs to be at home because he

is tired of the war ; it contains a description of a military camp
in America :

Ueber die verheerten Matten

Dehnet unsrer Zelte Schatten

Schon in langre Reihen sich;

Sterne blinken schon im Osten;

Zum GefarenvoUen Posten

Rufet schon die Trommel mich.

*»* Reprinted in Goedeke's Elf Biicher Deutscher Dichtung, I, p. 785.
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lycarned has published in Americana Germanica (vol. i, no. 3,

pp. 84-89) a very interesting Gesang nach America Anno z///,

purporting to have been sung by the departing Brandenburg-

Ansbach-Baireuth auxiliary troops. The poem, which borrows

the tone of Gleim's Kriegslieder von einem Grenadier., is evi-

dently " inspired," and has for its tendency the moral justifica-

tion of the mission of the German mercenaries to fight England's

battles in America. The poet appeals to the sentiment of

gratitude to the British, who, under George II., had forced the

French to evacuate Germany in 1743. Another soldier-song,

entitled Das Lied vom Atismarsch., is given in Stephen Papp's

Geschichte des Nort-Amerikanischen Kriegs (1777-1783).^^* The

epic genius of the German mercenary found expression in such

productions as Ein Lied welches auf die Bestiirnmng und Ein-

nahme des Fortz Mont-Gomery., den 6ten Octobris Anno 1777^

etc., by Braun, an Ansbach grenadier. ^^^

The average German probably looked upon the sale of soldiers

with comparative indifference; the soldier himself, as well as

his lieutenant, thought only of doing his duty, and serving his

prince, without any regard to the justice or injustice of the

cause.^^^ They regarded the custom of dealing in soldiers simply

as a prerogative of princely majesty, and public opinion did not

dream of asserting itself against the practice. The indiflference

of the soldier and of the officer to the real questions of the war

is shown by their letters and by their journals, which, as a rule,

contain no expression of opinion in regard to the real question

involved. " Riedesel,"^^^ says E. J. Lowell,'^^ "saw nothing

disgraceful in the work in which he was engaged. He was a

soldier of a type common in the eighteenth century, and in

military matters knew no duty but his orders." Even the poet

Seume, forced to go to America by recruiting officers of the

'8< Learned, 1. c, p. 84.

'85 Ibid., p. 85, where mention is also made of other songs.

18S Cf. Kapp, Soldatenhandel, pp. 89, 207.

^*' General of the Brunswick troops.

188 The Hessians, p. 118.
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Landgrave of Cassel, apparently uttered no decided opinions as

to the merits of the war. Baron Steuben forms an exception.

During his stay at Portsmouth, Steuben wrote to Congress and

to General Washington offering his services as volunteer.

December 6, 1777, he writes to Congress :^^^ "Der einzige Be-

weggrund, der mich in diesen Weltheil fiihrte, ist der Wunsch,

einem Volke zu dienen, das einen so edlen Kampf fiir seine

Rechte und Freiheit kampft. Ich verlange weder Gelder noch

Titel . . . wenn ich einige Talente in der Kriegskunst

besitze, so werden sie mir um so werther sein, als ich sie im

Dienste einer solchen Republik verwenden kann, wie ich die

Vereinigten Staaten noch zu sehen hoffe. Ich mochte gern mit

meinem Blute die Ehre erkaufen, dass mein Name eines Tages

unter den Vertheidgern Ihrer Freiheit genannt wiirde."^'**

Praise of the Results of the Revolutionary War.

American liberty, achieved as a result of the struggle, and

which the poets had prophesied, is held up as a model for the

peoples of Europe. Thus in Die Freiheit Amerikas :^^^

Wer nie sich freute, freue sich deines Gliicks !

Wer nie gejauchzt hat, jauchze ! Dein Beispiel ruft

Laut den entferntesten Nationen:

Frei ist, wer's sein will, und werth zu sein ist !
' . . .

O Land dem Sanger theurer als Vaterland.

Der Sprosling deiner Freiheit steigt schnell empor

Zum Baum, in dessen sichern Schatten

Ordnung und Recht und Gesetz gedeihen.

In Voss's Ltiise occur the lines :^^^

Ueber Europa geschwatzt und Amerika, jenes im Dunkel,

Dies im tagenden Lichte der Menschlichkeit !

^^^Journals of CofigiTss, XIII, p. 124.

'*" Kapp, Steuben, p. 56.

'9' Cf. p. 372, above.

192 II, 145-146.
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Cf. the lines from the Chorgesang beVm Rheinwein.^ p. 373,

above.

In his Aufmunterung^'^^ Voss compares the destructive radical-

ism of the French with the saner conservatism of the American

revolution

:

Lasst den armen Nachbar schaffen,

Was er will und kann !

Lasst ihm Burger sein den Pfaffen

Und den Edelmann !

Heiliger Gesetze Biirger

Sind ja nicht nothwendig Wiirger !

Was die Vorwelt sah,

Sieht Amerika !

The thought which is contained in this poem, that American

ideals were higher than those of the French, appears in Klop-

stock's Zwey Nordamerikaner (1795),^^* in which two Americans

deplore the bloodthirsty nature of the French revolution, being

introduced as citizens of a republic where liberty did not

become wantonness

:

Nichts von dem, was der Franke des Guten verhiess, und des Edlen,

Nichts von Allem diesen geschah;

Wie es auch mit entziickendem Ton die Beredtsamkeit aussprach,

Und die Begeistrung es hob.

Aber alles geschah, was je die starksten der Worte

Schreckliches nanten, oder was nie

Selbst der Sprachen redendste nicht zu nennen vermochte,

Alles, alles dieses geschah ! etc.

Gleim's Der Amerikaner an den Europaer^^^ (1790) contains

likewise a warning from America to France

:

Auf Deine Weisheit trotze nicht;

Thu' lieber was Du kannst, das, was Du bist, zu b leibe n !

Kin guter Genius trieb liebend Dich zum lyicht;

Aus lyicht in Finsterniss kann Dich ein b 6 s e r treiben !

^^ Sdmmtliche poetische Werke, p. 192.

'» Werke, iii, 191.

^» Zeitgedichte, p. 10.
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Of the beneficent influence of American liberty Klopstock

speaks in Sze, und nicht Wi'r^^^ (1790)

:

An Amerika's Stromen

Flamt schon eigenes Licht, leuchtet den Volkern umher.

James Taft Hatfield.

Elfrieda Hochbaum.
Northwestern University,

EVANSTON, Il,I,INOIS.
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WILHELM HAUFF'S " LICHTENSTEIN.'

The name of Wilhelm Hauff, while well known to a com-

paratively large circle of readers through his Novellen and

Mdrchen^ owes its place in the history of German literature

chiefly to the fact that in his Lichtenstein we find the first suc-

cessful attempt to produce a German historical novel worthy of

the name. (QC Carruth's Introduction to Ekkehard^ page xiii.)

The purpose of this paper is to discuss briefly some of the

influences which seem to have been especially potent in the

writing of this, Hauff"'s best known work. In the limits of

this paper no attempt will be made to treat of Lichtenstein

from an aesthetic standpoint, nor to consider to what extent

certain passages may have reference to political conditions in

Wiirtemberg at the beginning of the sixteenth century.

In the decade 1 820-1 830, Scott's influence practically domi-

nated German literary circles, the country was flooded with

translations of his novels, and his popularity was further attested

by that particularly sincere form of flattery, imitation. One of

his imitators, Wilibald Alexis (Wilhelm Haring), even brought

his maiden attempt, Walladmor^ before the public under Scott's

name.

It is well known that Hauff" never got beyond the imitative

period. In his Mdrchen we find the influence of the Arabian

Nights^ his Skizzen remind of Irving, his Mann im Mond was

published under the name of Clauren, and Lichtenstein is con-

fessedly written in imitation of Scott. This we know from the

introduction to Lichtenstein^ where he bewails the fact that as

yet no German writer has arisen to make the Harz and Schwarz-

wald as famous as the banks of the Tweed and the Scottish

Highlands, and where he declares his intention to do that for his

fatherland which Scott had already done for Scotland. Nume-

(386)
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rous other instances are found of his admiration of Scott, e. g.^

in his Skizsen^ where he says :
" You must write an historical

novel a la Walter Scott." In many respects, especially in

description of scenery, HaufE is a very successful imitator of

Scott. The question naturally arises as to whether he confined

himself to following Scott along certain very broad and general

lines, or whether any one particular work served as a model or

influenced him notably in working out the details of plot and
situation. On subjecting Scott's works to examination, we find

that, having practically exhausted the field in which he had
been working up to this time, he comes out in 1820 with

Ivanhoe^ his first novel with the scene laid wholly upon English

soil. With the rapidity with which German publishers brought

out translations it is safe to assume that HaufF was familiar with

Ivanhoe within a year after its appearance. So much is certain,

that in Skizzen^ which he was completing in 1824, ^^ refers to

Ivanhoe as " diese herrliche Geschichte."

If we turn to an examination of the internal evidence, we
find that the two principal characters, Ivanhoe and Georg von
Sturmfeder, are both young knights-errant, handsome, daring,

and skilled in the use of arms. This is of course only what
might be expected in two novels with the scene laid in the

middle ages. It is also nothing unusual to find that neither

possesses an appreciable amount of worldly goods, although it

is nevertheless a coincidence. Georg von Sturmfeder is simply

a soldier of fortune, of noble family, practically penniless,

seeking in the wars " a flock of wool with which to reline the

paternal nest." Ivanhoe, too, we find in similar circumstances,

disinherited by his father, returning on foot to England from
the Crusades in the garb of a palmer. If we carry the com-
parison farther we note that both heroes are separated from the

lady of their heart by what seem to be insurmountable barriers.

It is Cedric, Rowena's guardian, who banishes Ivanhoe from his

presence, because he has dared to make love to the lineal

descendant of the Saxon kings, although the young lady herself

was by no means unfavorably disposed toward him. So, too, it
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is parental reluctance which Georg von Sturmfeder fears and

has to overcome, while he and Marie had told each other of

their love long before when Georg was a a student at Tiibingen.

Among the other characters we find a counterpart of the

impetuous and chivalrous Richard Coeur de Lion in the Duke
of Wurtemberg. Like the English monarch, the Duke is a

willful yet popular ruler, of great physical strength and daring,

beloved by his people in spite of numerous acts of tyranny and

reckless disregard of their rights and traditional privileges.

The captivity of Richard and the usurpation of his throne

furnish a parallel to the exile of the unfortunate Duke from his

possessions while *' der schwabische Bund " holds sway in his

land. The intimate friendship of Georg von Sturmfeder, the

hero of Lichtenstein^ and the Duke of Wiirtemberg recalls the

fact that Ivanhoe was also the personal friend of Richard of

England. Of the less important characters, Truchsess Waldburg

in his hostility to Georg, in his unscrupulousness and uncontrol-

lable temper, possesses certain qualities in common with Brian

de Bois Guilbert. In both works is found the motif of the ruler

being brought to ruin through the advice of an unscrupulous

counsellor ; in Ivanhoe it is the usurper John who is induced by

Waldemar Fitzurse to plot against the life of his brother Richard.

In Lichtensteifi it is the rightful monarch, the Duke of Wiirtem-

berg, who places his reliance on the officious and unprincipled

chancellor, Ambrosius VoUand, and is for the second time driven

from his ancestral halls and abandoned by his subjects in the

hour of need. Ambrosius Volland is certainly more of a carica-

ture than Waldemar Fitzurse, but the type is the same in both

cases, malice, lack of principle, and cunning which finally over-

reaches itself.

The most original character in Lichtensteiii is without ques-

tion the Pfeifer von Hardt, and there seems to be no one person

in Ivanhoe to whom he seems to exactly correspond. It is to be

noted that like Gurth he is the personal attendant of the young

knight-errant, and renders him many important services, but

the Pfeifer is a much stronger character than Gurth, the Saxon
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swineherd. Gurth is at times timid and fearful in presence of

those whom he feels to be his superiors, entirely in accordance

with his position as born serf The Pfeifer von Hardt, on the

other hand, is accustomed to look death in the face with stead-

fast countenance, and was one of the leaders of the peasant

revolt of " der arme Conrad." He is a typical representative of

the shrewd Wiirtemberg peasant, bold and courageous, conserva-

tive, opposed to the introduction of reforms and changes. In

his resistance to oppression and injustice on the part of

those in high places, we recognize certain points in common
with Locksley (Robin Hood) in Ivanhoe ; the love of a roaming

life in the woods, the distaste for the conventionalities and

trammels of society at court, intimate knowledge of bypaths

and caves, a tendency to poaching, are traits common to both

Locksley and the Pfeifer von Hardt. The Duke of Wiirtem-

berg's escape would have been impossible without the Pfeifer

von Hardt, and Richard of England when set upon by Waldemar
Fitzurse and his hirelings, owed his life to the timely arrival of

Robin Hood and his merry men.

Turning from a consideration of the individual figures, we
find still more striking points of resemblance in certain inci-

dents and situations. In Scott's novel we remember that

Ivanhoe in the guise of a palmer just returned from the Holy
Land, is summoned to Rowena's chamber by the latter, who
ignorant of his identity desires to obtain news concerning him.

A similar violation of the conventions of the time occurs in

Lichtenstein^ likewise, in one of the opening chapters. Marie

wishes an opportunity to converse undisturbed with Georg, and

persuades her cousin Bertha, whom she is then visiting, to

invite him together with Dietrich von Kraft to call on them in

Bertha's garden.

A parallel to the scene in Friar Tuck's cell, where the jovial

priest entertains Richard in disguise, is furnished by the recep-

tion of Georg von Sturmfeder in the cave by the Duke of

Wiirtemberg.
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The following points common to both novels are worthy of

note

:

1. The rightful ruler of the country is temporarily a fugitive

in his own land.

2. He nevertheless passes a convivial evening with a man who
is an entire stranger to him and knows him only by reputation.

3. Both Scott and Hauff select an out-of-the-way place in the

heart of the forest for this scene. In the English novels, how-

ever, Richard is the guest, while Hauflf makes the Duke of

Wiirtemberg play the part of host.

In a third incident Hauff seems to have been influenced by

the attempted assassination of Richard Coeur de Lion while

traveling in Sherwood Forest attended only by the fool Wamba.
This attempt, suggested by Waldemar Fitzurse, miscarried owing

to the valor of the Black Knight and the prompt succor afforded

by Robin Hood. In Lichtenstein the leaders of the Bund, or

rather one of the leaders, causes an assault to be made on the

supposed Duke, who is known to be a fugitive and almost

without escort. Georg von Sturmfeder, who has been told by

the Pfeifer von Hardt that he strikingly resembles the Duke

both in figure and bearing, is however waylaid by mistake

instead of the Duke, and is seriously wounded. The would-be

assassins are dispersed by the arrival of troops from a neigh-

boring fortress.

Summarizing briefly we find in both Ivanhoe and Lichtenstem

:

1

.

Attempted murder of a knight supposed to be the rightful

sovereign of the land.

2. The attempt is made at the instigation of a knight holding

a high position among the enemies of the monarch.

3. The attempt is unsuccessful owing to the arrival of aid.

4. The knight is traveling with only one companion.

5. At the time, the enemies of the monarch have gained

possession of his land.

We remember that after Ivanhoe was wounded in the tourney

he was conveyed senseless to the dwelling of the Jew, Isaac of

York. Through marvelous skill, or as is suggested by Scott
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through the practice of magic on the part of Isaac's daughter,
Rebecca, the wounded knight is enabled to bear arms and
mount his steed after a very short interval. Rebecca conceives
an affection for Ivanhoe, but the existing prejudices of the time
against the Jews, as well as the difiference in their social position,

would have made it impossible for Ivanhoe to marry her even
if his affections had not been elsewhere engaged. Turning to

Lichtenstein we find Georg von Sturmfeder dangerously wounded
after his encounter with the hirelings of the Bund ; he is brought
in an unconscious condition to the Pfeifer von Hardt's. Here,
as in Ivanhoe, the youthful hero regains his health in a marvel-
ously short time. It is worthy of note that both Hauff and
Scott give eight days as the period of recovery. I quote the
following passage from Ivanhoe, in which Rebecca entreats

Ivanhoe to bear his sickness patiently : '"No Christian leach
within the four seas of Britain could enable you to bear your
corselet within a month.' 'And how soon wilt thou enable
me to brook it?' said Ivanhoe impatiently. 'Within eight
days if thou wilt be patient and conformable to my directions,'

replied Rebecca."

The following is from Lichtenstein : The wife of the Pfeifer

von Hardt is reproving her daughter for having arrayed herself

in her holiday attire on a week-day, and says: "So? als wemma
et immer gnuag z'wascha und z'puaza hatt? So sag mer no,

was ist denn in de gfahra, dass de so strahlst und schoa machst."
"Ah was!" flusterte das errotende Schwabenkind, " wisset er

denn net, dass heute der acht' Tag ist? hot et der Aetti g'sait,

der Junker werd' am heutiga Morga verwacha, wenn sei Trankle
guete Wirking hab ? " (Teil II, Kap. I). The recurrence of the
numeral eight may be simply a coincidence, but it is interesting

in the light of other evidence.

Georg remains a few days at the Pfeifer's home and is faith-

fully attended by the peasant's wife and daughter. The latter,

like Rebecca, sees fit to fall desperately in love with the noble-
man whose life she has been instrumental in saving. Obstacles
just as great as those which separated Rebecca and Ivanhoe
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make possibilities of a union between Georg and Barbele

exceedingly remote. The same social barriers and the devotion

of the hero to a woman of his own rank recurs in the German
novel.

Another motif which Hauff seems to have borrowed from

Ivanhoe is found in the scene which brings the two women
together directly after the betrothal, in which the one presents

a gift to her more fortunate rival, and then departs forever in

spite of the well-meant efforts on the part of the other to be

of service to her. The gift which Rebecca brings Rowena
consists of precious jewels of inestimable value. Barbele offers

Marie a piece of homespun linen and fine flax, which are gra-

ciously accepted. Rowena perceives that Rebecca is unhappy

and offers her the consolation of religion. Marie requests

Barbele to enter her service as her sewing-maid.

In the above comparison of Ivaiihoe and Lichtenstein I have

endeavored to consider the points in question as objectively as

possible, and to present the parallels in situations and characters

without comment. In the greater number of cases the simi-

larity is so striking that the attention is at once attracted.

What speaks further for the plausibility of the theory that

Lichtenstein was the offspring of Ivanhoe is the comparatively

short period between the appearance of the two novels, Hauff's

declared intention of writing an historical novel in the manner

of Scott, his confessed admiration of Ivanhoe^ and the similar

nature of Ivanhoe to the style of novel he intended to write, a

Ritterroman. In view of the extent of the Scott cult in Germany
at this period and Hauff's personal testimony in Lichtenstein

and elsewhere, any assumption of a common origin for Ivanhoe

and Lichtenstei7i in the absence of any evidence, direct or

indirect, would seem to have no ground to stand on.

Clarence Willis Eastman.
University of Iowa.
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A I^iTERARY Source-Book of the German Renaissance. By
Merrick Whitcomb, Ph. D. Pp. 112, $1.00.

The above book, which has been recently issued by the depart-

ment of history at the University of Pennsylvania, is a companion
book to the Source-Book on the Italian Renaissance by the same
author. It is intended to provide such students of history, as are
unfamiliar with Latin, or the German of the closing fifteenth cen-

tury, or who are unable to obtain access to the originals, material

for collateral reading in connection with a course of lectures upon
the period. The book is an outgrowth of several years' experience
in dealing with the subject, and the selections have been made with
great care. Dr. Whitcomb's aim has been to make them as com-
prehensive as the limits of the book would allow, and thus to give
the student a general idea of the trend of thought during the period,

with reference both to the feeling upon literary studies and upon the
religious controversies of the time. For that purpose he has given
extracts not only from the famous humanists Agricola, Wimpheling,
Reuchlin and Erasmus, but also from the epistolce virorum obscurorum
and from Ulrich von Hutten. The emperor, Maximilian, is rep-
resented by extracts from the Weisskunig , depicting incidents in

the youth of this famous patron of art and literature, so aptly

termed der letzte Ritter. Nor has poetic literature been entirely

forgotten. The satirist Sebastian Brant is represented by two chap-
ters from his Narrenschiff, without doubt the most popular work of
its time, the one upon useless books and the other upon useless

studies. Dr. Whitcomb has rendered the original into rhymeless
English verse, and while one might differ with him here and there
as to the interpretation of one or two passages, he has succeeded, I
think, in reproducing the spirit of the original and in acquitting him-
self of his by no means easy task very cleverly.

Of especial interest, as giving a picture of one of the most striking
figures of the closing middle ages, the traveling scholar, will be
found the extracts from the autobiographies of Johannes Butzbach
and Thomas Platter. In this connection it might be mentioned that
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Dr. Whitcorab is at present engaged upon a complete translation of

Butzbach's autobiography, which he expects soon to publish.

Prefixed to each extract is a short biographical sketch of the

writer, giving the main facts of his life and most important works.

That Dr. Whitcomb has made a special study of the German
renaissance, is evident from the brief but excellent survey of the

period which serves as an introduction to the book, and in which he

has well stated the reasons for the rapid development of humanistic

ideas in Germany, and the essential differences between the Italian

and the German renaissance. The book will certainly prove useful

to the student of this period of German history, interesting not only

because in it Germany emerged from the gloom and formal scholasti-

cism of the middle ages, but also because of its preparing the way
for the great reformation movement of the sixteenth century.

D. B. Shumway.
University of Pennsyi^vania.

A Dictionary of the Dano-Norwegian and English Lan-

guages. By A. lyarsen. Third edition. Copenhagen, Gylden-

dal, 1897. Pp. 687.

The third edition of Larsen's Dictionary, prepared by Johannes

Magnussen, differs from the preceding one only in matters of detail.

The orthography, that stumbling block of modern Danish, has been

adapted to the system authorized by the ministry of culture since the

publication of the second edition, and some few additions have been

made, but the total number of pages remains the same. The ques-

tion of substantially extending a work of this kind must, of course,

be regarded by the publishers from a business point of view, and it

is more than probable that an expensive Danish-English dictionary

would not be a successful venture. It is to be hoped, however, that

in the fourth edition, when that appears, some few additions will be

made that will add greatly to the value of this admirable work. A
careful use of the book will show some omissions in connection with

Holberg and Ibsen, the two authors probably most read by foreign

students of Danish and Norwegian literature. While obsolete

words do not regularly belong in a dictionary of this sort, though

some of these do occur here, an exception certainly ought to be

made with at least the comedies and Peder Paars of Holberg. The
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following words occurring in the works of these two writers were

noted as being omitted : Blaalysblink, Brand: Drolle, Jeppe paa

Bjerget : glup, Peder Paars : Lattervrid, Brand: Rxglesmed, Peer

Gynt: Tomtegubbc, Peer Gynt.

lyarsen's dictionary is too well known to call for any special

recommendation. In its general arrangement, in its use of signs, in

its choice of vocabulary and in the English renderings of idioms, as

well as of single words it compares favorably with the best inter-

national dictionaries. Some slips in the English portion are inevit-

able in a work compiled entirely by a Scandinavian, but the number
of these that was noticed is very small. Special mention should be

made of the exact rendering of scientific terms, especially those

relating to natural history.

Danieiv KiIvHam Dodge.

A History op the German Baptist Brethren in Europe
AND America. By Martin Grove Brumbaugh, A. M., Ph. D.

,

Professor of Pedagogy, in the University of Pennsylvania, etc.

8vo, pp. 559. Brethren Publishing House, Mount Morris,

Illinois.

Dr. Brumbaugh presents in this goodly volume a distinct contribu-

tion to modern church history, which is all the more appreciable

because it takes us over unbeaten paths. There appears to have

been hitherto no published record of the rise and growth of this very

considerable and estimable Christian people, whose official name is

The German Baptist Brethren Church, but whose common designa-

tion is Dunkard, which our author pronounces " An English vulgar-

ism with absolutely no meaning." Dunker is a correct title, and so

is Taufer, corresponding to the Anglicized Baptist.

The reader will not find a closely connected story, nor a continuous

narrative, giving full details and all the stages of development which

have marked this body of Christians. Neither will he be entertained

by literary art and ornate diction, although passages occur

•which show the author fully qualified to indulge in fine writing.

He restricts himself, as a rule, to the task of the historian. He has

industriously gathered a wealth of material from the libraries of

Europe and America ; and this material he has marshaled so cleverly

and lucidly that the result must enlist the attention of students, and
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show to all readers these worthy but retiring
'

' Brethren '

' in their

true and honorable light. We have found it a very readable book,

despite the fragmentary character of some special discussions, and

the too rapid sketches of notable persons, while the prevalent temper

and tone of the writer, the copious reference to the ultimate sources

and the numerous fac-similes of important letters and documents,

furnish satisfactory evidence of his fidelity to the facts.

The volume begins with the inauguration of a movement in Ger-

many "in the opening third of the eighteenth century," when
there was a widespread protest against all existing forms of worship,

combined with a bitter opposition to all state churches, and an

insistence upon the principle of non-coercion. It traces the rise of

the denomination to "the pious eight in Schwarzenau, " who, in

1708, founded the mother church, one of the number having im-

mersed Alexander Mack, whereupon he immersed the other seven,

including the one who had performed the ceremony for him. It

portrays their persecutions and sufferings, the founding of a branch

congregation in the Marienborn district, which fled Crefelt, in

1715; the flight of the mother congregation to West Friesland, in

1720, the emigration of the former to America in 17 19, leading to the

formation of the first congregation, "the sainted twenty-three," in

America, at Germantown in 1723, which in turn was reinforced by

the arrival of those who composed the pioneer church, which had a

temporary refuge in West Friesland. With the emigration of these

two small bodies organized activity in Europe came to an end.

The volume proceeds with " The L,eaders in Germany," " Some

Leaders in Colonial America," "Colonial Congregations," the

feeble beginnings of fifteen being given—all but one located in Penn-

sylvania ;

'

' The Two Christopher Sowers , " "The Ephrata Society
, '

'

and '

' The Origin and Early History of the Annual Meeting.
'

'

Dr. Brumbaugh disavows for his coreligionists any connection

with the Anabaptists,
'

' in whose flagrant excesses they had no part

or parcel." Those fanatical and insurrectionary agitators had,

indeed, entirely disappeared before the Taufers arose. He also

denies any connection with the Mennonites, with whom they are

sometimes confounded. A remote and indirect influence from

Pietism is admitted. Spener, Francke and Arnold are recognized

as "pathfinders," but "they did not shape the purpose or direct the

organization of the Brethren," and the founders cannot properly
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be called Pietists, although they were greatly indebted to Pietistic

writings, which were warmly cherished among them, and frequently

republished on the press of Sower and at Ephrata.
'

' They turned

from Ecclesiasticism and Pietism to carve out a new and distinct

order of faith and practice.
'

' They are shown to have chosen a

middle position between the existing state churches and the dis-

organizing Separatism which was set against all organization and all

ordinances. They had much in common with the Quakers, as for

instance, the principle of opposition to the exercise of force in

religion, non-resistance and the refusal to take an oath. While at

the founding of the church '

' dress was not a factor in its administra-

tive or professed activity," " here in Pennsylvania the Quaker hat

and bonnet became the symbol of non-resisting people." Their

hostile relation to the free-love communistic nuptics at Ephrata,

some of whom had been in their fellowship, is carefully and vigor-

ously set forth.

The author writes the history of his church with an affection and

devotion becoming a true son, but occasionally he assumes the role

of a preacher and a gentle mentor. The conservatism of his people

is stoutly set against * * innovations,
'

' but they are repeatedly

reminded that such opposition often rests upon their ignorance of

what constitutes an innovation, and they are frankly told that no

one unacquainted with the past should participate in the annual

meeting. Having anticipated all other sects in holding Sunday-

schools, those who now oppose them are, it is shown, ignorantly

making war upon an honorable landmark—a class whose counter-

part can be found among other faiths.

With the sectarian claims of this history, the reviewer has little

concern. Its aim, as one would expect, was at least in part "to

use this record as a defence of primitive Christianity, as believed,

interpreted and practiced by the Church of the German Baptist

Brethren.
'

' This is legitimate and proper, and these pages are on

the whole commendably free from vulgar denominational boasting

and from Pharisaic polemic, yet there are slips, where the Dunkers

are spoken of as " Christ's people," " the people of God," by whom
" the religion of Christ planted itself securely and triumphantly,"

as if our I^ord had no people outside the Taufer fold. The founder,

Alexander Mack, is spoken of as " inspired." This use of the term

may not be intended to convey the theological sense, for Spener also
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is quoted as teaching that only persons '

' inspired
'

' by the Holy
Ghost can understand the Scriptures.

It is to be regretted that this history is almost confined to the

earliest and least known epochs of the denomination which it

sketches, and that no up-to-date statistics are given, exhibiting the

dimensions to which this little mustard plant, after being violently

torn up in Germany, has grown in the soil and atmosphere of free

America.

The interest and value of the work are not confined to the denomi-

national sphere. It throws a flood of light on colonial Pennsylvania,

where Penn's inviolable guarantees of boundless liberty of conscience

brought together an aggregation of fanatic and fantastic characters,

which converted his fair colony into a religious wilderness, where

zealots of every description charged themselves with the task of

further devastation and disorder. The horrible wrongs and miseries

which the emigrants suffered from the ship companies offer a lurid

background for the marvelous literary activity, publishing enter-

prise, educational work, and the anti-slavery principles, which place

the Germans of Pennsylvania in the van.

Dr. Brumbaugh has, by this volume, rendered a splendid

service, not only to the Dunkers, but to Pennsylvania, particularly

to that portion of her thrifty population that prides itself on its colo-

nial German ancestry.

Reluctantly attention is called to a few slips of the pen. The
wars of Frederick (p. 2) were not among those " lasting from 1620

to 1688." The Pietistic groups in Germany were not "all dis-

senters,
'

' neither did they '

' deny all creeds.
'

' Both these charges

apply only to some of the degenerate descendants of that much mis-

understood movement. Unquestionably, too, Dr. Brumbaugh could

furnish more idiomatic and fluent translations than those which

occur in these pages from the German, but he may prefer the stiff

and clumsy forms as reproducing in a measure the quaintness as

well as the substance of the original.

Edmund J. Wolf.
Theoi,ogicai, Seminary, GE'TTysburg, Pa.
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